


























































Perspectives
HEIDI BYRNES, Associate Editor
Georgetown University

A NUMBER OF INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL
developments and pressures seem to be building
up in ways that challenge college foreign language
(FL) departments to (re)consider the place of
FL study in educational decision making. Central
questions about the role of FLs in higher edu-
cation and the educational purposes, goals, and
outcomes of FL study are being revisited. In our
conceptual space, several constructs have solid-
ified to guide that critical examination. Among
them are terms like accountability and assessment ,
accreditation and certification requirements, curricu-
lum reform and program articulation, heritage lan-
guage learning and multilingual literacy, program
goals and outcomes, social responsiveness and secu-
rity needs, and local and national standards. In their
breadth and depth, they point to key areas where
we need to focus our attention and engage in spir-
ited discussion.

Perspectives will contribute to the discussion in
two stages. In this issue of the MLJ , the focus is on
the link between educational goals of FL study
and the dominant professional metaphors that
have guided our thinking and our pedagogies.
In Perspectives, MLJ, 90 (4), the focus will turn to
how collegiate FL programs specify the learning
outcomes they intend for their students at differ-
ent turning points in their programs, how they
assess outcomes, and how they evaluate their pro-
grams’ ability to achieve congruence among these
diverse areas and, as necessary, fine-tune their ed-
ucational actions.

Several assumptions frame the focus for this
Perspectives column, “Interrogating Communica-
tive Competence as a Framework for Collegiate
Foreign Language Study.” The most important
assumption is that, in programmatic and ped-
agogical practice, the notion of communicative
competence has come to be associated primar-
ily with interactive, transactional oral language
use. However, such a focus does not readily ar-
ticulate with the kind of language use that col-
legiate language departments as academic units

consider to be desirable, indeed indispensable,
for their intellectual presence on campus and in
the world of humanities scholarship. Although
an oral, transactional orientation seemingly ad-
dresses creativity and personalization in language
use, both strong desiderata in American teaching
practice, these characteristics may actually perpet-
uate self-referential notions of the other language
and culture. Further, because of a propensity
to separate language from content, particularly
literary–cultural content, such a focus may unin-
tentionally sustain the long-standing bifurcation
of FL programs into language courses and con-
tent courses with all the attendant negative conse-
quences. As the profession is being challenged, in
the current globalized and multilingual environ-
ment, to find principled ways of linking foreign,
heritage, and native language instruction, to sug-
gest ways of engaging all language users in con-
tinued language development toward high func-
tional multilingualism in diverse hybrid spaces,
and to support the acquisition of professional-
level language abilities, oral communicative ap-
proaches may themselves be creating conceptual
and practical ceiling effects that need to be ad-
dressed. Changes in program goals to counteract
that potential ceiling effect often occur through
an explicit textual orientation. What might such
a shift mean for languages with a script and cul-
tural contexts different from those in the United
States, often the so-called less commonly taught
languages? And, finally, if students’ communica-
tive abilities at the end of the language sequence
tend to fall in the Intermediate range even in the
commonly taught languages, an achievement that
can be had with a 1-semester study abroad sojourn,
then that, in itself, calls for a reconsideration of
program goals and objectives.

These questions and considerations readily
point to the complexity of the issues involved, per-
haps even to their contentiousness. Not surpris-
ingly, then, contributors take positions that range
from calls for a fundamental reconsideration of
the appropriateness of communicative compe-
tence for collegiate FL study to reminders that
the problems identified may lie not so much
with the construct itself as with the needlessly
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restrictive ways in which we have understood it,
thereby shortchanging its educational potential.
Not surprisingly, too, the various contributions
show an uneasy synonymous use of the terms com-
municative language teaching , communicative com-
petence , proficiency, proficiency-oriented instruction,
and the Standards. Such blurring of lines is in-
creased by the fact that communicative compe-
tence is a theoretical construct, an overarching
learning goal, and a pedagogical approach, even
a criterion for assessment, all in one. In no small
part, characterizations of the current state of
affairs and also directions for proposals for di-
rections depend on how these notions are disen-
tangled. In any case, in raising these concerns,
we must be mindful that professional discourse
as well as teaching and assessment practices at all
educational levels, but particularly in the K–12
environment, are steeped in communicative no-
tions, which have moved into the constructs of
proficiency and, most recently, into the Standards
project with its strong institutionalization in the
U.S. educational establishment. Any reconsidera-
tion of priorities for collegiate FL teaching and
learning would have to respect and work with that
indisputable reality.

Janet Swaffar, Professor of Germanic Studies at
the University of Texas, Austin, sets the stage for
this Perspectives discussion by providing a histori-
cal context of developments over approximately
3 decades and explicates how the very terminol-
ogy of communicative competence has by now be-
come part of our present discontents. As she sug-
gests, a turn toward communicating “intelligently
about a culture’s multiple facets” in order to en-
gage our students “in obtaining new knowledge
about content and communicating an analysis of
how that content operates” might be one way to
revitalize the field.

A similar concern about the needlessly narrow
interpretation of what collegiate FL teaching is all
about animates the reflections of Claire Kramsch,
Professor of German and Foreign Language Ac-
quisition and Director of the Berkeley Language
Center at the University of California, Berkeley.
According to Kramsch, it is important that we do
not conceive our missions narrowly, as if U.S. col-
legiate FL education simply needs to fulfill its var-
ious institutional obligations more appropriately
than at present. Instead, how we go about framing
our project is part of what we witness all around,
“an exacerbation of global social and economic
inequalities and of ethnic identity issues, as well
as the rise in importance of religion and ideology
around the world.” Our “task”—pun intended—
can be understood like this: “Today it is not suf-
ficient for learners to know how to communicate

meanings; they have to understand the practice
of meaning making itself.” Hence Kramsch’s con-
tribution focuses on symbolic competence.

For that goal to meet with any level of success, it
must be realized by beginning with the required
sequence that is foundational for all programs.
That is the position taken by Renate Schulz, Pro-
fessor of German Studies and faculty member
in the interdisciplinary Ph.D. program in Sec-
ond Language Acquisition and Teaching at the
University of Arizona. As she explicates, it is not
that communicative competence as a pedagogical
practice does not have much to recommend it; it
is that it is neither realistic nor sufficient as a goal
for collegiate language learning. For that reason,
we must find ways to enable our learners to gain
deep insights into the differences and similarities
in languages and cultures, not by talking about
them but by incorporating these goals into our
language use in instruction.

As a Professor of Japanese and Asian Studies at
St. Olaf College, Phyllis Larson rightly reminds us
in her reflections just how much all FL instruction
in the United States, including instruction in the
less commonly taught languages, has gained from
the translation of notions of communicative com-
petence into the so-called proficiency movement
and its extension into the Standards project. If
that is so, then perhaps we need to refocus rather
than put on entirely different lenses. Larson high-
lights two possible foci for college-level adults:
Learning a language, including one quite distant
from their previous languaging experience, must
be both intellectually challenging and achievable;
and, we need to engage students in this fashion
from the beginning of FL study. Both recommen-
dations are likely to mean engaging with texts in
reading and writing, if we are to refashion FL pro-
grams in the desired ways.

A similar corrective stance is taken by Margot
Steinhart, who has worked both as a high school
French teacher and as an instructor at North-
western University. To her, our professional short-
comings are particularly glaring inasmuch as we
have been unable to create articulated curricula.
The underlying problem would seem to be the
separation of what has been called communica-
tive competence and content . Reflecting her own
position, she asks provocatively, “Could not the
goals of the literature-civilization courses also in-
corporate those of a language sequence, and like-
wise, should not the content of language courses
engender critical, analytical, and independent
thinking?”

Deep down, addressing the lack of program co-
herence, is also the place where Benjamin Rifkin,
Professor of Slavic Languages and Vice Dean
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for Undergraduate Affairs at Temple University,
sees the best use of our professional energies
toward renewal. To Rifkin, communicative lan-
guage use, or proficiency, and intellectually valid
engagement with texts and cultures, are not in-
herently in opposition. They have only become
opposed because, as a field, we have not de-
manded the creation of extended curricula. Until
we do, we will not have availed ourselves of what
these constructs can offer to our ways of imagin-
ing and to how we can practice college-level FL
teaching in stimulating, rigorous, and successful
ways.

Holly Tucker, former Department Chair of
French and Italian at Vanderbilt University, brings
both of these strands together to determine what
needs doing and how it might be done. Through

notions of literacy, Tucker suggests, there seems
to be a remarkable opportunity for bridging our
great divides—the one within FL departments and
the one across the humanities to English depart-
ments. There is an undeniable need for collabora-
tion among colleagues to resolve issues that are no
longer confined to one language or disciplinary
area; and, thankfully, we may find in that need
a welcome reprieve from our various forms of
snobbery, exclusion, and incompetence and gain
a communicative heteroglossia of cooperation.

One benefit that readers may obtain from
the reflections presented in this Perspectives is
a more assured way of communicating their
positions in amicable concertizing with other
voices, including those of institutional and soci-
etal stakeholders.

THE COMMENTARIES

Terminology and Its Discontents: Some Caveats About Communicative
Competence
JANET SWAFFAR, The University of Texas, Austin

For the past 30 years, the discourses about lan-
guage teaching have been anchored in the con-
cept of communicative competence, and, like most
key terms in disciplinary and institutional dis-
courses, this concept is laden with meanings not
necessarily relevant to language learning. Web-
ster’s (1962) first definition of competence , “suf-
ficient means for one’s needs,” suggests a mini-
mal qualification. Notable linguistic theorists have
suggested the opposite extreme. One thinks here,
for example, of Chomsky’s (1959) distinction be-
tween competence as the speaker’s complete in-
ventory of language knowledge and as the actual
performance of language in different verbal or
written contexts.

In applied linguistics, the term communicative
competence has signaled a major shift in learn-
ing objectives as contrasted with the audiolingual
approaches associated with the immediate post–
World War II era of dialogue memorization and
influenced by the then current thinking of struc-
tural linguistics and behavioral psychology. His-
torically, however, that shift has been an evolu-
tion more than a revolution because both au-
diolingual and communicative competence ap-
proaches share an emphasis on oral communica-
tion in generic contexts as the cornerstone of be-
ginning and intermediate foreign language (FL)
learning.

In the next few pages, I will argue that the term
communicative competence , which gradually became
the consensus position on how to teach FLs at ini-
tial levels, changed the pedagogical emphasis of
audiolingual approaches but did not substantively
alter the primary learning objective of acquir-
ing spoken language that would apply in every-
day verbal exchanges. That objective also framed
learning goals for listening, reading, and writing
by emphasizing normative contexts instead of a
broad range of communicative acts, those involv-
ing longer written discourses reflecting views and
language use from a variety of social groups within
the foreign culture. I will conclude by briefly ex-
ploring the implications of such an emphasis for
postsecondary FL programs and for the evolution
of “communicative” pedagogies.

As generally implemented at the college level,
programs anchored in communicative compe-
tence have focused almost exclusively on peda-
gogies for beginning and intermediate students.
Advanced learners move on to emphases on tex-
tual learning, today through a wide variety of
media. With some variation, the term has gen-
erally referred to the ability to communicate
effectively. In some curricula, learners’ insuffi-
ciencies in vocabulary or accurate grammar usage
are assessed in terms of learner levels, but, in most
programs, demands for grammatical accuracy are
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established by having students reproduce
textbook-specified language patterns. Formal
work with grammar occurs outside class through
textbook explanations and workbook exercises.
Although communicative competence had previ-
ously been identified as a desirable learning ob-
jective by theorists in second language teaching,
it was Savignon’s (1972) research that first lent
the term serious credence in the U.S. FL com-
munity. Comparing the performance of students
trained in memorizing and recalling dialogue
materials on the basis of reiteration of spoken
rather than written language (the audiolingual
approach) with that of students who used similar
written language cues as the basis for learning and
initiating oral and written exchanges adaptable
to a variety of communicative settings, Savignon’s
study found significant advantages favoring the
second group.

Subsequently, the evolving distinction between
audiolingual and various communicative ap-
proaches changed textbook formats, methods,
and assessment tools in many classrooms, but,
I argue here, the substantive content of what
was taught in beginning and intermediate FL
classes remained fundamentally the same. Stu-
dents learned expressions in language based on
general categories: assertions about time and sea-
sons, home and household activities, shopping
and clothing, and the like. Differences in styles
of homes or seasons, although noted, seldom
emerged as features to be interrogated in multiple
ways for their social, political, economic, or cul-
tural implications within a coherent picture of the
FL culture(s). Even recent variants of textbooks
that incorporate texts reflecting regional differ-
ences in language use (Francophone, Iberian vs.
Central and South American Spanish) still focus
on language as such rather than on language as a
plural and flexible ground for communication.
Thus, they rarely present language directed at
particular audiences with identifiable objectives,
with media or print texts addressing and realizing
varying views about normative correctness or mul-
tiple genres reflecting content differences, not
only between variant language groups but within
their respective societies. In these ways, the ped-
agogy of communicative competence still reflects
the strong structuralist leanings of its audiolin-
gual predecessors—it focuses on student recall of
information rather than on analysis of that infor-
mation.

This observation is valid not only for commu-
nicative competence but also for the competing
designations of learner objectives or desirable
pedagogies that emerged in debates and sug-
gestions of the 1970s. Proposals during that

decade and well into the 1980s focused on
modifications in teaching everyday oral com-
munication. One recalls in this context sugges-
tions such as the functional-notional syllabus, the
natural approach, the cognitive-code approach,
comprehension-based learning and, ultimately,
the eclectic approach—all descriptions of peda-
gogies designed to foster greater ability (compe-
tence) to express oneself in a variety of normative
environments.

With the introduction of the oral proficiency
examination in the early 1980s, teaching inter-
active oral language, or communicative compe-
tence, gained additional credence because the
proficiency movement provided the key dimen-
sion lacking in the various competing proposals
up to that time: a proven tool for assessing student
progress in speaking with other people. A way
to measure communicative competence was de-
fined and legitimized with assessment criteria of
the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign
Languages (ACTFL) scale. Subsequent research
supplied support for the premise that teaching
for the goals articulated in the ACTFL Guidelines
yielded verifiable results when assessments were
conducted by testers trained in personal inter-
view techniques. Such results were further ver-
ified for assessments that used a tape-mediated
format rather than person-to-person oral inter-
views (Stansfield & Kenyon, 1992).

At the same time, because of the imperative to
develop tests for reading, writing, listening, and
cultural study, the proficiency movement also un-
covered problems with primary reliance on teach-
ing oral use of an FL in normative contexts as the
basis for language acquisition (Omaggio Hadley,
1986). Whereas research on the viability of the
graduated norms that the ACTFL Guidelines had
identified for oral proficiency yielded valid and
verifiable results, the same could not be said of
the guidelines ACTFL had proposed for other
learning modalities. Studies designed to test read-
ing comprehension indicated that reading levels
based on differences in text types lacked signif-
icant relationships to students’ reading compre-
hension (Allen, Bernhardt, Berry, & Demel, 1988)
or to their level of study (Lee & Musumeci, 1988).
An assumption of ascending difficulty attributable
to formal features of text types could not be sub-
stantiated. Similarly, studies exploring the valid-
ity of schema theory for FL study suggested that
real-world contexts or reader familiarity with con-
tent contributed more to reading comprehension
than did text type in itself.

Over time, it became evident that implement-
ing instruments to assess listening, writing, and
cultural knowledge was problematic. Tests based
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on normative use of language and structural crite-
ria seemed to be invalidated by factors such as stu-
dents’ prior experience, their cognitive maturity,
and how they used their reasoning ability. Inad-
vertently, ACTFL had opened a Pandora’s box by
exposing the problem in the FL teaching profes-
sion’s then extant concept of communicative com-
petence: It was grounded in generalized language
contexts and hence relatively dissociated from cul-
tural difference and learners’ capacity to engage
actively in exploring such differences despite their
own cultural preconceptions.

That insight implied a serious charge for FL
programs, particularly those in colleges and uni-
versities. If the profession’s goal of communica-
tive competence provided its audience with lan-
guage capabilities that were relatively isolated
from social and historical contexts and posed few
opportunities for learners to think about and an-
alyze multiple sources of information about the
social, political, economic, and cultural charac-
teristics of FL speakers, then it did not meet the
curricular desiderata for college-level work in the
humanities. To do so, language teaching would
have to serve the goals pursued in other human-
ities courses by implementing a curriculum that
enhanced students’ intellectual horizons and, in
so doing, enabled them to apply FL language
abilities to a range of academic and practical
endeavors.

Such an objective would demand rethinking
language-based pedagogy in terms of criteria that
could (a) reward acquisition of new knowledge
about unfamiliar cultures, their histories, and
their multiple sociolinguistic contexts in the sense
of cultural theorists such as Bourdieu (1991)
and Geertz (1973); and (b) describe sequential
levels in effective communication of that knowl-
edge. Meaningful and intelligible communica-
tion would have to reflect control of speaker
intentionality as proposed by Austin (1962) and
Searle (1969), be adaptable in a variety of so-
cial contexts in the sense of Halliday (1995), and
engage the speaker’s level-appropriate cognitive
sophistication.

The ACTFL Standards project, emerging in
the 1990s, has illustrated the pedagogy of such
a curriculum, by specifying social and cognitive
domains of intercultural contact, and then sug-
gesting what specific language functions are fore-
grounded in each. As such, this model provides a
framework for identifying appropriate tasks and
stages in teaching content and reasoning pro-
cesses as integral components of language learn-
ing. Unfortunately, to this point, these stages have
not been widely recognized as larger program ob-
jectives, and in postsecondary contexts, they have

been almost completely ignored. One reason for
this lack of recognition is that traditions of “aca-
demic freedom” and current critiques of canon-
icity render discussions of a common knowledge
base about a culture difficult. But beyond that,
the underlying reason rests in what Byrnes (2001)
calls the programmatic and staffing bifurcation of
departments into courses and teachers of begin-
ning and intermediate courses on the one hand
and courses and teachers for advanced and grad-
uate courses on the other.

This bifurcation poses serious blocks to gen-
uine program revision because the desired frame-
work for teaching language in multiple contexts
in order to engage learners in multiple litera-
cies must encompass all instruction, from the be-
ginning through graduate-level study. Rethinking
programs on that scale requires major changes
in institutional thinking before changes in curric-
ula: an integration of tiers in departments that
have traditionally been separate venues. If lan-
guage and content are to be taught as integral
to one another, then language teachers and con-
tent teachers need to talk to each other, visit each
others’ classes, find out what current practices
are and how to modify them to incorporate the
broader objective of teaching cultural literacy. Un-
fortunately, such sharing of curricular objectives
and pedagogical approaches rarely occurs, in no
small measure because that process necessitates
genuine collaboration.

Not establishing a viable program based on fac-
ulty members working together means that FL
departments risk losing credibility within their
institutions (Swaffar & Arens, 2005). One case
in point, extant evidence suggests that language
study often fails to alter students’ self-referential
and stereotypical thinking. Research on changes
in cultural attitudes in language classes has found
that many students report no change or even
a negative shift in their views about the cul-
ture of the language they are studying. Those
attitudes do seem to become more accepting
and flexible, however, when students compare
sources and evaluate competing viewpoints orig-
inating with different groups either within a cul-
ture or cross-culturally. Apparently, FL students
given guidance and the opportunity to conduct
independent study and investigate multiple views
on controversial issues become more open to con-
sidering the relative merits of attitudes and behav-
iors in foreign countries, an openness that con-
trasts sharply with their previous preconceptions
(Wright, 2000).

Communicative competence could take on an
entirely new meaning if the ability to read, write,
listen, reflect, and communicate intelligently
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about a culture’s multiple facets were to be-
come the chief goal of FL programs at all lev-
els, from beginners to graduate students. We,
like other disciplines in colleges and universities,
would be engaging our students in obtaining new
knowledge about content and communicating an
analysis of how that content operates. That is
a claim we are hard pressed to make with cur-
rent definitions of communicative competence
because without content and analytical thinking
applied to that content, language competence, no
matter how communicative, remains essentially
self-referential.

Students cannot communicate when they have
nothing to communicate. Communication needs
to be evaluated in terms of success or misfire, nei-
ther of which can be assessed without attending
to both the content to be communicated and the
communicative situation. Correctness necessarily
involves strategic management of sociolinguistic
levels, rhetorical strategies, and content analyses.
There is little point in teaching a student to talk
about a literary style or a cultural feature in an
FL unless that student can reflect on what is at
stake historically, professionally, or cognitively in
establishing a literary period or in engaging in
practices characteristic of another culture.
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From Communicative Competence to Symbolic Competence
CLAIRE KRAMSCH, University of California, Berkeley

The notion of communicative competence , coined
by Hymes in 1972, was introduced in foreign lan-
guage (FL) study in the late 1970s as a reac-
tion against a pedagogic tradition that favored
the memorization of grammatical paradigms and
the word-for-word translation of decontextualized
sentences. It was also a reaction against an audi-
olingual instructional approach often referred to
as “drill and kill.” These pedagogies were perfectly
suited to the needs of a bureaucratic mentality
for which knowledge was enclosed in texts or in
prefabricated dialogues and was to be exercised
through philological exegeses or imitation and
repetition, respectively.

The communicative revolution, coming as it did
after the social upheavals of the 1960s in Europe,
was also a social revolution. Rather than obedi-
ence to the grammatical law or to the drillmas-
ter, the ideal of communicative language teaching
(CLT) favored a democratic spirit of dialogue and
interaction. It was meant to facilitate access and
inclusion of nonnative speakers into communi-
ties of native speakers and thus pursued social and
economic goals. As Breen and Candlin (1980) put
it, “Language learning is learning how to commu-
nicate as a member of a particular socio-cultural
group” (p. 90). CLT was interested in what lan-
guage can do to perform conversational tasks
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through symmetrical turns-at-talk, where speak-
ers’ intentions are expressed and clarified in a ra-
tional manner, and where the meanings of words
are actively interpreted and negotiated between
interlocutors. What was to be negotiated was not
only words and their meanings, but the conven-
tions of their use in social contexts:

[Speakers] typically exploit a tension between the
conventions that are established and the opportunity
to modify these conventions for their particular com-
municative purposes. Communicating is not merely a
matter of following conventions but also of negotiat-
ing through and about the conventions themselves.
(p. 90)

CLT had an ambitious educational agenda, based
on a functional understanding of language (what
language does rather than merely what it says),
a dialogic view of the speech situation, and
an ethnographic conception of the sociocultural
context. It encompassed the use of both spoken
and written language and the interaction between
speakers and listeners, texts and their readers. It
also took into consideration the learners’ affec-
tive involvement. Breen and Candlin, drawing on
Halliday’s functional social semiotics, summed it
up as follows: “Communication in everyday life
synthesises ideational, interpersonal, and textual
knowledge—and the affects which are part of such
knowledge” (p. 91).

In the last 25 years, the pedagogical landscape
has changed drastically. Not only has communica-
tive competence become reduced to its spoken
modality, but it has often been taken as an excuse
largely to do away with grammar and to remove
much of the instructional responsibility from
the teacher who becomes a mere facilitator of
group and pair work in conversational activities.
In public life, the notion of communication has
changed its meaning. It has become the domain
of communication professionals who define it
in terms of problem-solving, participation, and
collaboration around predetermined tasks, the
outcome of which can be subjected to quality as-
sessment and quality improvement. In the edu-
cational world, communication has been slowly
resignified to mean the ability to exchange in-
formation speedily and effectively and to solve
problems, complete assigned tasks, and produce
measurable results. Foreign language education,
under pressure to show evidence of efficiency and
accountability, has thus diverged from the original
pursuit of social justice through communicative
competence, as envisaged by Hymes, Breen and
Candlin, and others in the 1970s, and is being

put to the service of instrumental goals. But com-
munication in a global age requires competencies
other than mere efficiency.

Language learners are now likely to encounter
not just monolingual native speakers belonging
to identifiable national cultures, as in the 1970s,
but multilingual individuals who have grown up
in a variety of national, supranational, and eth-
nic cultures. These multilingual individuals are
likely to hold a variety of values and ideologies.
Not all communicative situations are amenable to
straightforward talk in a brief, concise, and sincere
manner, and negotiation of meaning often floun-
ders not because of a lack of linguistic compre-
hension, but because of a lack of understanding
and trust of interlocutors’ intentions. What often
needs to be negotiated nowadays is not how to
achieve the task, but the nature and the purpose
of the task itself.

For instance, if an Iraqi and an American engi-
neer collaborate on the rebuilding of a bridge
in Iraq, it is not enough for the American to
be able to discuss in Arabic how best to rebuild
that bridge. He needs to be able to discuss the
very conditions of possibility of an Iraqi–American
collaboration on the reconstruction of bridges in
Iraq. He needs to know when to be communica-
tively competent and when it is more judicious
to remain silent; how to rely on clues other than
verbal ones to find out the intentions of his in-
terlocutor; how to use his knowledge of Arabic
and English, but also other languages as well,
for their mutual benefit. But he also needs to
know something of the history of the Middle East
and its relationship to Western powers, as well as
of the multilingual, multicultural Muslim world,
in order to understand the silences, the hedges,
the non sequiturs of his interlocutors. In short,
rather than communicative strategies, he might
need much more subtle semiotic practices that
draw on a multiplicity of perceptual clues to make
and convey meaning. These practices are espe-
cially necessary in situations where power, status,
and speaking rights are unequally distributed and
where pride, honor, and face are as important
as information. What is at stake is not only the
communicative competence of nonnative speak-
ers, but how they are to position themselves in the
world, that is, find a place for themselves on the
global market of symbolic exchanges.

In sum, the exacerbation of global social and
economic inequalities and of ethnic identity is-
sues, as well as the rise in importance of religion
and ideology around the world have created his-
torical and cultural gaps that a communicative
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approach to language teaching cannot bridge in
itself. In order to understand others, we have to
understand what they remember from the past,
what they imagine and project onto the future,
and how they position themselves in the present.
And we have to understand the same things of
ourselves. This understanding cannot come from
merely being exposed to authentic and compre-
hensible input. In the real world, the input has
become inordinately complex: Marketing tech-
niques, newspeak, and political propaganda have
commodified meanings and blurred the genres;
the Internet has diversified the modalities of
meaning making. Today it is not sufficient for
learners to know how to communicate meanings;
they have to understand the practice of meaning
making itself.

These developments have direct consequences
for how we teach languages at the collegiate
level. It is no longer appropriate to give students
a tourist-like competence to exchange informa-
tion with native speakers of national languages
within well-defined national cultures. They need
a much more sophisticated competence in the
manipulation of symbolic systems. Hence the re-
newed attention to discourse in a range of modal-
ities (spoken, written, visual, electronic), the
focus on semiotic choice, and the ability to in-
terpret meanings from discourse features. Atten-
tion to form, genre, style, register, and a focus
on social semiotics are back, as well as an inter-
est in how linguistic form shapes mental repre-
sentation, that is, what word choices reveal about
the minds of speakers. This inclusion is not a
return to the formal competence of the 1950s.
Rather, the current discursive turn is an ecological
one: Language learners are not just communica-
tors and problem solvers, but whole persons with
hearts, bodies, and minds, with memories, fan-
tasies, loyalties, identities. Symbolic forms are not
just items of vocabulary or communication strate-
gies, but embodied experiences, emotional reso-
nances, and moral imaginings. We could call the
competence that collegiate students need nowa-
days a symbolic competence . Symbolic competence
does not do away with the ability to express, in-
terpret, and negotiate meanings in dialogue with
others, but enriches it and embeds it into the
ability to produce and exchange symbolic goods
in the complex global context in which we live
today.

Symbolic competence has to be nourished by a
literary imagination at all levels of the language
curriculum. For it is through literature that learn-
ers can communicate not only with living others,
but also with imagined others and with the other

selves they might want to become. Through lit-
erature, they can learn the full meaning making
potential of language. Literary scholars might re-
joice at the prospect of seeing literature come
back to the language class, but they too will have
to adapt to the times, for we certainly do not need
a return to textual exegesis or to the study of au-
thor, period, and style in first-year German. What
literature can do is foster the three major com-
ponents of symbolic competence: the production
of complexity, the tolerance of ambiguity, and an
appreciation of form as meaning.

Production of Complexity. Reflecting on the
task of the humanities today, the literary scholar
Gumbrecht (2004) remarked that while social sys-
tems strive to reduce the possibilities of meaning-
production by reducing complexity, colleges and
universities “should engage in an overproduction
of complexity, that is, in an overproduction of
alternatives” (p. 29). What literature can bring
to the development of symbolic competence is
precisely the sense that human communication is
more complex than just saying the right word to
the right person in the right manner. Most of the
time there is not even a right or wrong way of com-
municating; characters in novels get trapped by
language into situations that offer neither good
nor bad solutions, just tragic dilemmas. Adoles-
cents and young adults at the college level can
find through the symbolic use of language in a
foreign literature alternative scenarios of possibil-
ity for life in the real world, other ways of desiring
and belonging.

Tolerance of Ambiguity. This concept, which was
used in a psycholinguistic sense in CLT, is the in-
dispensable component of symbolic competence.
Works of literature can serve to discuss openly
the contradictions between myths and realities,
between words and deeds, not with a view to re-
solving these contradictions but to showing how
language can be used to support conflicting and
historically contingent truths.

Form as Meaning . Whereas communicative
competence was about the transmission and re-
ception of authentic content, symbolic compe-
tence focuses on the meaning of form in all
its manifestations (e.g., linguistic, textual, visual,
acoustic, poetic). My experience has shown me
how sensitive undergraduates are to the sounds,
shapes, and rhythms of the FL and how they res-
onate emotionally to form. Our role is to help
them put these emotions into words that can be
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recalled later, in the multiple occasions of life
when a college education comes to fruition and is
translated into action.

These three components of a symbolic com-
petence should lead teachers to view language
and culture, that is, grammar and style, vocabu-
lary and its cultural connotations, texts and their
points of view, as inseparable. In turn, language
learners should slowly understand that commu-
nicative competence does not derive from infor-
mation alone, but from the symbolic power that
comes with the interpretation of signs and their
multiple relations to other signs.
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Reevaluating Communicative Competence as a Major Goal in Postsecondary
Language Requirement Courses
RENATE A. SCHULZ, University of Arizona

Communicative approaches to language teach-
ing and learning were motivated by the need—
seen by sociolinguists and language teachers
alike—to move from discrete-point structural
analyses to language use in discourse. They
quickly gained popularity in the context of En-
glish as a second language (ESL) instruction that
had the goal of developing ESL learners’ survival
competence as rapidly as possible. Communica-
tive approaches generally emphasize the necessity
of large amounts of appropriate comprehensible
input (ideally of “authentic,” context-bound lan-
guage samples); meaning is perceived as more
important than form—that is, comprehending
and expressing personal meanings is valued more
highly than grammatical accuracy; and corrective
feedback is believed by some theoreticians to be
largely irrelevant (Mitchell & Myles, 2004). Fur-
thermore, communicative approaches encourage
negotiation of meaning and aim to offer learning
experiences that do not cause anxiety in the learn-
ers. Considerable instructional time is devoted to
so-called skill-using activities performed in small
groups of learners, such as simulations, role play,
or other task-based activities imitating real-life
language use. Communicative approaches do not
specify a content.

Since the mid-1970s, the fields of second lan-
guage (L2) learning (i.e., learning predominantly
in naturalistic, target-language-use contexts) and
foreign language (FL) learning (i.e., guided
learning predominantly through formal class-
room instruction) have espoused similar instruc-
tional goals and approaches and have emphasized
similarities in learning processes in both types
of language learning. Mitchell and Myles (2004)

argued that “if humans are endowed with an in-
nate predisposition for language then perhaps
they should be able to learn as many languages
as they need or want to, provided . . . . that the
time, circumstances and motivation are available”
(p. 13). Unfortunately, in the case of FL learning,
the vast majority of learners have neither sufficient
time, sufficient appropriate contexts, sufficient in-
put, sufficient opportunities to interact (negotiate
meaning) with competent users of the target lan-
guage, nor sufficient motivation (i.e., need) to
gain a meaningful and lasting level of language
competence predominantly through classroom
instruction. The contexts of L2 and FL learning
are thus vastly different—particularly if we con-
sider the type of input, the amount of input, and
the opportunities—indeed, the need—for output
and interaction experienced by either group of
learners.

Although strictly communicative approaches
have recently come under attack, and some re-
searchers now believe that “grammatical compe-
tence is essential for communication but cannot
be attained solely through exposure to mean-
ingful input” (Hinkel & Fotos, 2002, p. 5), I
do not wish to discuss here the validity of the-
oretical tenets underlying communicative ap-
proaches. Rather, I wish to focus on the goals of
FL requirement sequences and explore whether
communicative approaches are most appropri-
ate, efficient, and effective in accomplishing these
goals. In adopting goals and approaches of ESL in-
struction, we are not only ignoring the differences
in contexts and learners of the two groups, we are
also ignoring the purpose and role of FL learning
within general education requirements. Finding
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one’s way out of the rain in Spain (about the level
of measurable outcome to be expected after 2
to 4 semesters of communicative FL instruction)
cannot be the principal measurable objective of a
postsecondary FL requirement that is intended to
enrich the educational experience of all students.
Communicative approaches rightly focus on the
acquisition of appropriate language-use skills in
“real life” situations in the context of lower level
ESL or any other language that is taught as a L2
to learners trying to survive and thrive in the tar-
get language environment. Curricular objectives,
materials, and assessments for FL requirements,
however, need to focus on goals beyond those of
gaining survival competence in a new language.
The question is not what level of communica-
tive language proficiency can we develop in the
FL requirement sequence, but rather what can
the study of Arabic, Chinese, French, German,
Spanish, and so forth, contribute to the general
education of college or university students? For
these students, there are goals, including critical
thinking; problem solving; acquiring knowledge
of the world at large; developing cross-cultural
awareness; developing cognition and metacogni-
tion about language and culture; and shaping at-
titudes essential for living in and contributing to a
democratic society, particularly a society that plays
the role of an economic, political, and military su-
perpower with responsibilities not only within its
own borders, but in the world at large. Commu-
nicative approaches certainly accomplish some of
these goals, but they do so incidentally. That so
many of our academic colleagues resist an FL
requirement when it comes up for discussion is
probably due to the fact that they, themselves,
have not sufficiently recognized the value of their
own imposed language learning experience dur-
ing college.

Most postsecondary institutions that consider
language study important for general education
limit such study to no more than 4 semesters. Yet,
even the Coleman report of 1929 concluded that it
was theoretically and practically impossible to gain
and maintain a meaningful level of oral language
proficiency in 2 years of classroom language study.

The National Standards for Foreign Language
Learning (1996), developed as a framework for
well-articulated sequences in K–12 instruction—
but used increasingly also by postsecondary
elementary and intermediate FL programs—
emphasize communication in interpersonal, in-
terpretive, and presentational modes, as well as
use of the language to acquire knowledge and
develop skills in areas other than language (i.e.,
the standards of Connection and Community) in

support of curricular goals in other disciplines.
The sad fact is that on the precollegiate level,
2-year FL programs are the norm, 5-year pro-
grams are the exception, and U.S. school districts
with well-articulated K–12 foreign language in-
struction are exceedingly rare. In other words,
it is unlikely that many students will acquire and
maintain advanced-level communication skills or
cultural insights in our K–12 school systems or
in FL requirement courses on the postsecondary
level. In fact, Swender and Duncan (1999) main-
tained that, even after 12 years of instruction
in school, student language proficiency in the
commonly taught Indo-European languages re-
mains generally at the ACTFL Proficiency Guide-
lines level of Intermediate Mid to Intermedi-
ate High. An Intermediate-level speaker can
“produce relatively short, discrete sentences, ask
simple questions, and handle straightforward sur-
vival situations in language which is basically in
present time” (ACTFL Provisional Revised Speak-
ing Guidelines, 1997, p. 9). If this is indeed
the maximally expected outcome, we need to
reexamine whether the outcome warrants the
effort, time, and expense of such instruction, par-
ticularly given that anecdotal reports indicate that
the level of survival language, as demonstrated
by a language user rated as Intermediate on the
ACTFL Proficiency Scale, can be attained in a
relatively short time of immersion study abroad.

Although the Standards purport to be content
standards, they are deeply anchored in the com-
municative framework of language teaching and,
with the exception of the Cultures and Compar-
ison standards, emphasize skill development and
skill use rather than knowledge of content areas
related to language learning as traditionally un-
derstood. Language competence is touted as a
support skill for learning other subjects. It is that
lack of (or lack of agreement regarding) com-
mon content areas as well as the view of language
study as purely skills acquisition that endangers
the place of language study in the general educa-
tion requirements.

Are communicative approaches and goals, that
is, approaches based on nativist principles of lan-
guage learning and survival language-use goals
the most appropriate, sufficient, and effective in
terms of learning outcomes in the general educa-
tion language study sequence?

The FL classroom lacks a need for communica-
tive language use, a need that becomes neces-
sity when the language is learned in the target
language environment. Whereas it is very likely
that the learner of English as an FL (and possibly
of Spanish in certain areas of the United States)
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will encounter the target language in some real-
world contexts (e.g., work related, travel, popular
culture), the majority of German, Japanese, Ital-
ian, or Russian learners in a U.S. requirement se-
quence will seldom have an opportunity to use the
language in this fashion outside the classroom, ei-
ther now or in the future, particularly if the level
of proficiency is limited to survival skills.

It is not that I disagree with the principles and
approaches of communicative language teaching
that view L2 learning as “a collaborative affair, and
that language knowledge is socially constructed
through interaction” (Mitchell & Myles, 2004,
p. 255); instead, I take the stance that commu-
nicative competence is neither a realistic nor a
sufficient goal for the general education FL re-
quirement. It is unrealistic because neither time
nor instructional context is sufficient or appropri-
ate to develop a meaningful and lasting level of
proficiency. It is insufficient because short-lived,
communicative survival skills are taught without
intellectually challenging content and do not pro-
vide those intellectually enriching insights into
language-related factors that would indeed jus-
tify such study as a requirement for all students. I
agree with Bernhardt and Berman (1999):

First-year language courses have to become as intel-
lectually exciting as any course on campus. Settling
for less will be fatal because we will have thereby con-
ceded that the largest portions of our departments’
offerings are not competitive with the rest of the uni-
versity curriculum. (p. 24)

I am certainly not proposing that we return to
the grammar/translation instruction of the first
half of the last century. I am also not proposing
that we do away totally with communicative ap-
proaches nor that we eliminate all communica-
tive objectives in FL requirement courses. How-
ever, we do have to admit to students (and to the
public at large) that the low-level communication
skills typically achieved at the end of the required
sequence are unlikely to be maintained after the
end of instruction without opportunities for con-
tinued language use.

I propose that we reexamine and rebalance our
instructional goals and approaches in language
requirement sequences so that we actually accom-
plish the objectives of general education. Our stu-
dents must develop and be able to demonstrate
an understanding of the nature of language and
intercultural communication. We must demon-
strate to students in the requirement sequence
that language—its system and use—and culture—
as embedded in language—are in themselves fas-
cinating and potentially useful content areas for

study. Students need to become aware that the lan-
guage learning process is complex and that study-
ing and learning one FL may, eventually, help
them to learn other languages, as need arises.

So what should we aim to offer as lasting ben-
efits of a short-term FL requirement experience,
in addition to some survival skills? I propose the
following areas for exploration of differences and
similarities, using the target language and Amer-
ican English as examples. Students must gain in-
sight into (a) language as rule-governed behavior,
(b) the systematicity of language, (c) language as
a living “organism” that changes over time, (d) so-
ciolinguistic variation of language use, (e) rules of
pragmatic use, (f) how language reflects culture,
(g) how culture affects language and language
use, and (h) the language learning process and
strategies useful for language learning.

With the current emphasis on developing oral
communicative competence, these insights are
frequently neglected and only rarely assessed. As a
profession, we need to agree on explicit learning
goals for the language requirement sequence and
develop curricula, pedagogical approaches, and
assessment procedures that teach and measure to
what extent we are reaching these goals. As to ac-
tual language development, we may want to per-
mit individual students to select which abilities or
communicative mode(s) they wish to emphasize
and be tested on. They could thus concentrate ei-
ther on comprehension tasks in listening or read-
ing, or on presentational or interactive language
use.

Anecdotal evidence has it that students who
come out of communicatively taught classrooms
are more fluent in the language and less reluc-
tant to use it than were learners subjected to
the grammar-focused instruction of yesteryear.
Anecdotal evidence, frequently offered by fac-
ulty teaching literature or cultural studies courses
at the advanced level, also maintains that, as a
group, students from communicative classrooms
have more problems with accurate language use
than had their predecessors. Be that as it may, both
instructors and instructional goals in advanced
language/culture courses require cognitive aca-
demic language proficiency (CALP in Cummins’s
1984 terminology), a proficiency that many stu-
dents never develop, unless they have had the op-
portunity to study abroad.

To reiterate, I am not arguing for the elimi-
nation of language proficiency as a goal for our
majors and minors. Although it is unrealistic to ex-
pect that students gain native-like language com-
petence in any of our programs, we do need
to provide the stepping stones in the language
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requirement sequence for possible later advances
in acquiring the language.

In the current programmatic environment for
FL study, it is unrealistic to expect that teachers
can meet both the now prevalent communicative
goals and the goals proposed here. At the same
time, it would be unwise and educationally un-
sound to revert to instructional approaches that
exclusively talk about the language (in English!)
and never use it for actual communicative pur-
poses, particularly because a number of studies
have shown that students value the communica-
tive course goals.

Notwithstanding the consequences of 9/11 and
current awareness by our government of the need
for multilingual and multicultural competence
(especially in the languages important for na-
tional security) by a larger segment of the U.S.
population than is currently the case, it is unre-
alistic to expect that FL learning will become a
priority goal in U.S. education for large numbers
of learners. Unless long, well-articulated instruc-
tional sequences become the rule rather than the
exception, both at the precollegiate and at the
collegiate levels, we may want to focus on devel-
oping knowledge, insights, and critical discussion
about the uniquely human phenomenon of lan-
guage and its role in society, as well as attitudes
toward language use and language learning, in
addition to some basic communication skills that
may or may not be eventually useful.

Changing instructional goals and approaches
in this fashion will not be easy or cheap. Gen-
eral education language courses, such as those
proposed here, could not be taught by entry-

level teaching assistants. And the required change
would also imply the need for developing new
content and performance standards, changes in
teacher education, different instructional mate-
rials, different approaches, and different assess-
ments because only if we are willing to test what
we purport to teach will students take our goals
seriously.
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The Return of the Text: A Welcome Challenge for Less Commonly
Taught Languages
PHYLLIS LARSON, St. Olaf College

In the United States, foreign language (FL)
professionals have used the terms communicative
competence and proficiency as synonyms for oral com-
munication. The new Standards document does a
favor for the profession precisely by embedding
written language once again in a symmetrical way
along with oral language in its statement of cur-
ricular goals. This is a welcome development, es-
pecially for professionals in the less commonly
taught languages (LCTLs), because it challenges
us to do what we must: expect our students from
the beginning levels of study to use the FL as a
way to engage intellectually with culture and ideas,

and design our curricula accordingly, recognizing
that this competence cannot be achieved without
sustained attention to the written language. The
comments that follow derive from the context of
Japanese instruction in the United States, but I be-
lieve they are applicable generally to the situation
of all LCTLs.

Just as I began teaching Japanese about 20 years
ago, the American Council on the Teaching of
Foreign Languages (ACTFL) published its guide-
lines for oral proficiency assessment and initiated
its influential Oral Proficiency Interview (OPI)
procedure. What astonished me then was that
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Japanese (as well as other LCTLs), for the first
time that I could remember, was treated like any
other (European) language. There was an inspir-
ing confidence among leaders of OPI workshops
that proficiency in Japanese could be analyzed
with the same tools and vocabulary as those used
for other languages and taught with the same
goals in mind.

The tendency of the proficiency movement
to give primacy to oral communication was
tempered by the National Standards for Foreign
Language Learning: Preparing for the 21st Century
issued in 1996. The Standards built on the now-
familiar five Cs (Communication, Cultures, Con-
nections, Comparisons, and Communities) and,
in refusing to isolate and privilege oral communi-
cation, affirmed to the profession the necessity of
interweaving written language with the oral. In its
emphasis on content, on using language to access
ideas and knowledge, even to create knowledge,
the Standards document asserted that literacy in
a language cannot be achieved without serious
competence in the written language.

For learners of languages that use roman
scripts, it may be easy to agree with the Stan-
dards document when it interprets reading and
writing as the modalities that provide the funda-
mental infrastructure for content-rich learning.
But for students in the LCTLs, these competen-
cies are particularly difficult to achieve. For one,
these students do not stay in language programs
long enough to enroll in content courses. In my
experience, fewer than one fourth of the students
starting in first-year Japanese register for the third
year, and even fewer attempt fourth-year classes.
It is not surprising that institutional practices con-
tribute to this problem. For example, if there
is a language requirement, some students think
they are “done” when they have met the require-
ment, commonly 2 or 3 semesters. This length
of study means that most students achieve at best
intermediate competence in any modality. I can
think of more efficient ways (Berlitz, perhaps, or
a semester abroad) to achieve this level of abil-
ity. We hope, of course, that students are not just
learning communication but also cultures (and
maybe comparisons with their own cultures) and
are taking away from our programs a desire to
stay connected in some way to the language and
culture they have studied. Some students do, in
fact, come back to language study after a hiatus
when they realize that they need a higher level of
competence in order to meet their career goals.

Given this set of circumstances, though, and the
continual pressure to keep up enrollments, can
programs consider raising goals for competence

in reading and writing as significantly as the Stan-
dards indicate? I suggest two strategies that could
result in a higher level of written competence,
and as a consequence, a better rate of retention.
Both strategies assume that students will be drawn
to the LCTLs and stay in them if they experience
from the beginning the ways in which competence
in the written language gives them access to intel-
lectual content that matters to them.

First, in the LCTLs, we need to pay more at-
tention to the way we present our languages to
our students. We ourselves are apt to discourage
them from the outset by emphasizing the impossi-
bility of achieving competence in our languages.
Speaking specifically of Japanese in the Standards,
for example, we repeat the mantra that in order
to read and write, students need to learn a sys-
tem of romanization, two syllabaries, and at least
2,000 kanji (characters), many of which have mul-
tiple readings and meanings. We state these ac-
complishments as a minimum competence for an
educated person. Although true, this statement
also inaccurately suggests that reading and writing
in Japanese are a matter of memorizing characters
and decoding them in texts, thereby discouraging
all but the most committed students even before
they start.

As an alternative, prospective students could be
encouraged to imagine attaining the goal of writ-
ten competence in these terms: Frequency studies
show that knowledge of 1,000 kanji will enable you
to read 90% of written materials in general circu-
lation; what is even better, knowledge of the 500
most frequently used kanji will enable you to read
75% (some sources say 80%) of contemporary
written materials. Based on these frequency lists,
programs could chunk reading curricula into seg-
ments that would reward students with the great-
est immediate payoff. Further, students could be
told that the task of learning any given subset of
kanji has been vastly shortened in recent years by
the advent of technology.

In the “old” days, when I began reading my first
novel in Japanese, Biruma no tategoto (The Harp
of Burma), I looked up each and every kanji that
I did not know in a paperback kanji dictionary.
I remember shuddering to think how long it was
going to take me to read a chapter, much less a
whole novel. It was nearly impossible to keep track
of the content as I plodded along. But it was a good
discipline, we were told by our high school teach-
ers; we would learn patience and remember the
characters better because of the effort required to
look them up.

Now, students can use electronic dictionaries
with many enhancements, reading aids such as
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Rikai or Reading Tutor, audio books, and a mul-
titude of Web-based learning aids, including elec-
tronic flashcards and an array of exercises to
shorten the task. In light of the computerization of
so much written communication, we might even
consider whether students could achieve compe-
tence in writing by learning a smaller set of kanji
for writing than for reading.

We could also refrain from defining reading
competence as only or primarily the ability to
read newspapers and literature. Our concept of
texts should be very flexible, and include every-
thing from train timetables, maps, signs, advertise-
ments, menus, manga (comics), and government
data to junior high or high school textbooks used
in Japanese schools. These texts should not be
approached as material to decode, they should
be analyzed as social and cultural constructs, and
the ideas expressed in them should be related to
broader contexts. In working with them, students
could learn the invaluable metacognitive skill of
teasing out what they cannot understand from the
pieces they do understand. In all these ways, we
could cut the size of the task down to more man-
ageable segments.

Reducing the early memorization load leads to
the second challenge presented by the Standards:
We must give our students the experience of using
their language competence to explore and access
knowledge in the FL from the very beginning of
their studies. We should not expect our students
to work hard for 2 or 3 years before they have the
pleasure of doing academic work in the language.
We need to fashion our language programs de-
liberately so that students see from the beginning
how they can learn and discover things they want
to know through or in the medium of the lan-
guage they are studying. This is the more daunt-
ing task, and I do not minimize it. Yet, we must
accomplish just that by gathering our collective
energy and creativity because students who are
cognitively engaged in language learning will be
motivated to study for the long term (i.e., stay in
our language classes) and become lifelong users
and learners of the FL.

Where do we start? First, we could be pragmatic
about our classroom practice. In order to provide
a richer intellectual context for language learn-
ing, we might have students do some limited work
in English. For example, while learning kinship
terms (vocabulary and characters) in the very first
term of language study, students could read an
essay in English about families from a sociologi-
cal or anthropological point of view, thus learn-
ing something about the culture on an analytical
level. If students are learning vocabulary and char-

acters for the geography of Japan or China, they
could learn more than basic information (vocab-
ulary, characters, forms to express location or
comparison) by doing background reading in En-
glish sources and then discussing the material in a
guided or sheltered way in the FL. The challenge
is to think carefully about the kind of material our
students can manipulate with a very limited lan-
guage repertoire, but it has to be material that en-
gages the students as adult learners and presents
a cognitive challenge.

Second, we could give students the experience
of using language to explore and learn what they
want to know. Using the many tools now available,
students could pursue their interests through the
Web, in their foreign language. Professionals in
Asian languages have led the discipline in tech-
nological innovations. In the last decade, they
have learned to surf the Web, write email, use
course management systems, chat and instant
message, manipulate digital photos and film clips,
experiment with virtual reality, and so on, in the
FLs. Many instructors have distinguished them-
selves with the production of an amazing array of
Web-based teaching materials.

Now they are poised to go beyond this first
layer of innovation and show that being digital is
not limited to being interactive. In the past, pro-
fessionals in the LCTLs have used the computer
interface to convey information, gather data, or
perform tasks that are the electronic equivalent
of flashcards or paper-and-pencil exercises. They
have used it as a medium for response, making
choices from a restricted set of items, or transfer-
ring workbook exercises to the computer screen.
The challenge now is to harness the dynamic capa-
bilities of the computer medium in a way that lets
students explore and participate in work that is
cognitively engaging, and thereby experience the
intellectual joy and satisfaction of using language
for both academic and personal interests.

Professionals in the LCTLs should not flinch
from these challenges: to present our FLs as learn-
able languages and to capitalize on technolog-
ical tools that promote learning of the written
language. We must do all we can to foster com-
petence in the written language because it gives
students access to ideas and knowledge. Students
will achieve the advanced language competence
giving them that access only if they stay in our
language programs beyond the first- or second-
year classes. It is the instructor’s ability to guide
students to practice their emerging bilingualism
in the FL by accessing, acquiring, and creating
knowledge that will motivate them to continue in
language programs, even in the difficult LCTLs.
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Thus, the return to texts signaled by the Stan-
dards is not an added burden, but an important
opportunity. It supports the humanistic, intellec-
tual goals of higher education by going beyond
oral communication and acquisition of knowl-
edge about the FL to the achievement of multi-
ple kinds of language competence, including the
desire and ability to keep using and learning the
FL after the period of formal instruction ends.
Equally important, it encourages the profession
to shape a curriculum that allows students to taste

the special power and pleasure that doing cogni-
tively stimulating work in a LCTL can confer.
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Breaching the Artificial Barrier Between Communicative Competence
and Content
MARGOT M. STEINHART, Northwestern University

Soon after a trend in foreign language (FL)
study takes hold and gains acceptance by most
practitioners, it comes under microscopic exam-
ination. In the case of communicative language
teaching (CLT), that examination is prompted
by a growing awareness that college students
fall short of expectations in language abili-
ties in all four modalities deemed necessary
for the academic tasks that characterize con-
tent courses. Some scholars, for example, Schulz
(2002; and this Perspectives column), have ques-
tioned whether the personalization emphasis or
the oral, transactional orientation of CLT offers
an effective organizing principle for FL study or
whether CLT itself creates too wide a gap between
language courses and content courses. Other
scholars, such as Donato and Brooks (2004), have
suggested that discussion of literary texts does not
automatically guarantee that students will engage
in advanced-level speaking. Although an increas-
ing focus on content must be expected over the
course of an FL program, I suggest that both lan-
guage and content must be addressed through-
out any course of study though, presumably, with
different manifestations of what it means to fo-
cus on language or on content and, perhaps,
also with different instructional emphasis. The
dynamic linking or intertwining of language and
content, as it occurs in the courses that make up
an entire program and as it is realized through di-
verse pedagogies, creates a chain of articulation
essential to producing students with advanced-
level competencies.

Because the vision of a seamless K–16 foreign
language program, which emerged from the Na-
tional Standards for Foreign Languages project, has
yet to be realized, one of its foundational assump-

tions, namely, that of the centrality of communica-
tive competence as a learning goal and as a ped-
agogy, is now being questioned. Although there
is consensus that interactive oral communication
is essential in the elementary grades and perhaps
also in high school, it is less clear whether it should
also be the focus of postsecondary instruction, par-
ticularly of its upper level courses. Perhaps that is
one of the reasons the Standards project has failed
to capture the imagination of college faculty. In-
stead, colleges have largely maintained a dual sys-
tem, of language courses and of content courses, a
system that not only forces many students into un-
comfortable and even untenable choices between
these two types of courses but leaves them won-
dering why they must bear the burden of mak-
ing their programs of study coherent instead of
having them articulated in a deliberate way by
FL professionals—from elementary to secondary
to college-level study—so as to assure that learn-
ers exit programs with the skills and knowledge
appropriate to their academic, professional, and
personal expectations.

The goal of creating articulated, coherent pro-
grams might be thought of in terms of a shifting
but continued dynamic relationship between a fo-
cus on content and a focus on language learning.
At the beginning of instruction, that relationship,
which is at the heart of communicative compe-
tence, is a skill not unlike learning to use a com-
puter, where establishing control of the keyboard
is an essential initial step. Automatic strokes and
accuracy are the objectives of the early phase of
learning, but always with the understanding that
beyond such mechanical abilities lies the goal
of sending email messages; searching the Inter-
net; or creating graphic and photographic art,
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documents with texts and tables, and Web pages.
In the same way, beginning tasks that focus on
oral, interactive communication will nonetheless
be mindful of the more distant goal of learners
accessing and producing written documents and
engaging with the content. Given the long-term
nature of language learning, this process is an ex-
tended one that must be planned right from the
beginning.

Articulation can be examined from several
perspectives: that of teachers collaborating in
the specification of long-range program goals
and methodological approaches, that of creating
courses that are linked so as to make up articu-
lated programs, and that of students experiencing
coherence as a facilitative and supporting struc-
ture for their own learning. Let me begin with
teachers in their role as curriculum creators. As a
first condition for success in the creation of artic-
ulated programs, those people who actually teach
must also be involved in curriculum development.
This involvement is particularly important at the
secondary level where, all too often, curriculum
articulation becomes the task of administrators.

Having worked as teacher, lead teacher, and
department chair in two large suburban public
high school districts, I also found that articula-
tion works best within one district, rather than
straddling two or more school districts, most likely
because a shared administrative structure can fa-
cilitate curriculum work after the school day or
during the summer. Moreover, it seems to be the
case that a need for change can spur action to-
ward articulation. One of the more interesting
articulation projects in which I participated oc-
curred when a second middle school was created
in the school district and the FL curriculum of
French, German, Latin, Russian, and Spanish was
extended to include basically all students from
Grades 6 through 8 where only a 7th and 8th grade
FL program with voluntary enrollment had ex-
isted before. This change offered an opportunity
to revise the entire FL curriculum, from Grades
6 through Level 5, advanced placement (AP). At
the same time, a cohort of first-year students en-
tering high school from an accelerated Spanish
and French middle school program necessitated
creating a curriculum track leading to a post-AP
language program, Level 6, and the option of re-
ceiving college credit.

If articulation among feeder schools in the K–
12 sequence is difficult, planning for sequential
courses at the collegiate level is even more chal-
lenging because of the greater student variety
and the differences in the programs of sending
schools. Teacher discussion is likely to be most

productive if it focuses on what follows the initial
presentation of a particular concept (e.g., past
tense) in order to address the discrepancy be-
tween what has been taught and what has been
learned. Such discussion must go beyond the
kinds of curricular and pedagogical structures
that textbooks typically provide. Although text-
book writers have expanded dialogic speaking ac-
tivities to include short stories, cartoons, poems,
songs, and exposés, activities to develop read-
ing and writing skills continue to be underrepre-
sented and are frequently designated as optional.
Thus, at the high school level, reading novels,
which was once a staple of advanced courses, has
been significantly minimized. Is this so because
teachers are concerned that, with little prepara-
tion in reading, there are too few students who can
do the sustained reading required and who pos-
sess the syntactic and lexical knowledge to make
reading a novel a successful experience? Are they
concerned that they simply do not have the class-
room time necessary for students to study a liter-
ary piece?

Perhaps there is an even darker side to the
dilemma, one that directly implicates communica-
tive language teaching because it separates lan-
guage from content. Teachers themselves may not
feel comfortable with modeling reading strategies
and engaging students in discussions of literary
works. After all, they themselves are the product
of language programs that have focused on the in-
teractive oral skills. Teacher education programs
might very well tackle this issue in collaboration
with FL departments to ensure that teachers en-
ter the profession with the requisite reading and
writing abilities that will permit them to provide
effective models for students. This challenge ex-
ists not only with regard to teachers entering the
profession; it is a challenge as well for in-service
development of teachers, for example, through
such experiences as immersion and study pro-
grams stateside and abroad.

Finally, from the standpoint of student learn-
ing, one critical consequence of teachers’ and
students’ inadequate reading and writing abili-
ties is that both groups lose the opportunity to
engage the fifth standard, Communities, which
could engender diverse collaborative projects, in-
cluding projects with international counterparts.
Each year, requests from teachers from other
countries or governmental cultural agencies to
partner with U.S. teachers and students go unan-
swered because of the insufficient language abil-
ities of U.S. students. One can readily point to
the U.S. educational system, which does not fos-
ter early FL learning, as a culprit in the matter.
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Even so, instead of waiting until the public in ur-
ban, suburban, and rural areas demands early FL
learning, could we, the professionals, not begin
sooner to bridge the gap between the production
skills of speaking and those of writing?

This demand for the interweaving of listening,
speaking, reading, and writing is a challenge at the
secondary level; it is also a challenge at the postsec-
ondary level where both true beginners and stu-
dents with previous language study must rapidly
be prepared to enter more advanced courses. In
other words, collegiate language courses are typ-
ically viewed as supporting the goals of academic
work and preparing candidates for more intense
content study, typically literary–cultural content.
Once students are enrolled in a literature course,
professors assume that their linguistic skills are
at a level that enables them to read literature, dis-
cuss works in class, and write analyses. But without
explicit attention to such linking of language and
content, this expectation is completely unrealistic.

Careful perusal of an institution’s course cata-
logue both reveals the shortcomings of such an
approach and, in my view, also points the way out
of the dilemma. For example, the catalogue de-
scription of courses offered in the Department
of French and Italian at Northwestern University
states:

Programs in the department are varied. Language
courses, from the elementary through the graduate
levels, develop communication skills that allow stu-
dents to function at ease with foreign texts or in a
foreign environment. Courses in literature and civi-
lization not only broaden and deepen insights into
the thought and writing of another culture, they also
train students to think independently, to organize and
analyze materials thoughtfully, and to discuss ideas
effectively. (Northwestern Undergraduate Catalogue
2005-0)

Although these objectives are all appropriate
and desirable, one wonders if the expressed out-
comes of both types of programs could not be
brought under one conceptual umbrella, one that
is essentially communicative, so long as both pro-
gram strands are carefully articulated toward each
other with regard to the incorporation of lan-
guage and content in their pedagogies. Could
not the goals of the literature-civilization courses
also incorporate those of a language sequence,
and likewise, should not the content of language
courses engender critical, analytical, and inde-
pendent thinking? Given this overlapping of out-
comes, should we not be discussing how the
language courses and the literature-civilization-
culture courses can work in tandem to achieve
their desired outcomes through specific curricu-

lum design and pedagogical approaches? In re-
sponse to these questions, Scott and Tucker
(2002) have proposed a collaboration of practi-
tioners of second language acquisition and those
of literary studies to identify their uniting com-
monalities as one strategy to bridge the gap be-
tween the two fields.

Perhaps we should also consider how com-
municative competence might be addressed, spi-
raled, and extended throughout the collegiate
sequence of language study. To achieve that link-
age, content needs to be the focus of the language
courses, and language strands need to be woven
into the literary–cultural content. The challenge
for faculty of language courses is to have access
to a core of content materials from which the rel-
evant language structures and vocabulary can be
derived. Proponents of CLT assert that high in-
terest level in content and linguistic components
that cause the learner to stretch are fundamental.
Thus, at my own institution, professors have be-
gun to create their own course materials, rather
than rely on a textbook, which enables them to tai-
lor materials to their own student population and
to change these materials in subsequent years as
content becomes dated. With greater collabora-
tion among faculty at different institutions, which
would include discussing and sharing materials
across institutions and intramurally, such work
might lead to the following major changes: first,
in the kinds of materials textbook publishers cre-
ate for the beginning levels in order to match up
with the demands being made at the intermedi-
ate and advanced levels; second, in work spon-
sored by regional and national FL associations
to encourage the development of materials that
address the link of content and language at dif-
ferent instructional levels; and, finally, given the
increased interest in FLs by the Department of
Defense and the Congress, in bringing together
colleagues at the national level to address the
question of a seamless, articulated course of FL
study. In other words, the commitment shown in
the 1990s by a consortium of national FL organi-
zations as they created the national standards for
FL study might now extend to a commitment to
address articulation in the national arena, an ef-
fort that would, in turn, enhance local articulation
work as I have described it.

For example, the National Foreign Language
Standards for Communication 1.2 and 1.3 refer
specifically to reading and writing skills. Indeed,
the other four Cs, Cultures, Connections, Com-
parisons, and Communities, pictured as interlink-
ing spheres, can also be viewed as components of
communication. Although communication may
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be viewed as a separate entity, content and con-
text are necessarily present in the exchange. Com-
munication is also intertwined with the other
four standards, which depend on communication
to transmit knowledge and information. What
weaves together the five Cs is the language sys-
tem, whose mastery is no longer viewed as the
ultimate goal of language programs but as pro-
viding the infrastructure that supports other ob-
jectives. Students are asked to know and to be
able to do something as a result of the skills and
knowledge that they have acquired. What they do
with the language skills and knowledge is the real
question.

In all cases, the end point provides the focus
for conversations about articulation, whether that
goal is communicative competence, literary analy-
sis, or an increasingly popular third goal, language
for special purposes, including business courses.
Designed to be relevant to students’ professional
aspirations and to foster academic pursuits that
are not literature based, the business curriculum,
too, builds on both language abilities and cul-
tural knowledge. In favorable institutional con-
texts, such specialized courses may include, for
example, Spanish for medical or legal profession-
als. Another response might be to create indi-
vidual modules within an existing course. These
modules might be delivered online and be sup-
plemented by a course in which the professor
oversees the progress of students and directs their
study. Another model is that of having the content
specialist work with a language specialist to deter-
mine the linguistic scaffolding required to permit
entry into the content and to develop the degree
of desired proficiency in the content matter.

How do we envision the outcome of our FL
programs? I would like to see my students using
French to discover and to become knowledgeable
about the French-speaking world with its linguis-
tic, historical, contemporary, literary, and cultural
variations; to be able to compare U.S. cultural
practices and perspectives with those found in the
francophone world; to interact as a tourist and in a
professional or business context with native speak-
ers and with those who also have acquired French;
and to function comfortably in French within
other content areas in and outside academia. In
that, I imagine, I am hardly different from my col-
leagues in Arabic, Chinese, German, Russian, and
Spanish. Is the profession truly committed to pro-
viding a seamless K–16 sequence of FL language,
or are we merely providing perfunctory lip service
to this ideal? For the most part, a long-term study
sequence with communicative competence as its
underpinning may be an appropriate construct as
long as it attends to the five Cs of the Standards and

to content responding to academic, professional,
and lifelong learning requirements. To reach that
goal, more dialogue needs to occur so that experi-
ence with content modeling the literary–cultural
curriculum is part of the language courses and so
that the communicative competence goals driv-
ing much of our language programs are incor-
porated with a direct link to specific content.
The spiraling that exists in terms of vocabulary
and structures in language courses must be pur-
posefully inserted into literary–cultural–business–
special-purpose content courses. In return, the
need for communicative competence does not
disappear as content becomes the focus of aca-
demic and professional pursuits; it just plays a
more supporting role, which is driven by the
goals of the content itself. In this sense, both
linguistic aspects and content are essential to a
sustainable FL program. Rather than perpetuat-
ing a divide between language and content and
their respective specialists, we must recognize the
symbiotic relationship between language and con-
tent as a first step. As Tesser and Long (2000)
phrased it:

What introduction to literature classes have in com-
mon with language classes is that they are developing
another domain of Spanish language. The language
has not become secondary—indeed, it has become
more important. To capture meaning from a literary
text, students must first understand the language. Just
as language does not stop at the doorsteps of a liter-
ature class, neither should literature be the end of a
language sequence. (p. 611)

The next step is to assure that every course
in the continuum incorporates this dynamic
link, even if its two components are differently
weighted at different times on the acquisitional
continuum. In this way, communicative compe-
tence will neither contribute to a glass ceiling nor
be an impediment to FL study for academic pur-
poses. By representing the link between language
and content with a Venn diagram, we show that
their functional co-existence in an FL program is
essential in order to fulfill the commitment to a
seamless study of nonnative languages. Will the
profession, comprising many national FL orga-
nizations, work toward finding the required bal-
ance between language and content throughout
the curriculum and address articulation K–16 as a
collective challenge?
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A Ceiling Effect for Communicative Language Teaching?
BENJAMIN RIFKIN, Temple University

Byrnes (1997) has argued that “communica-
tive language teaching in the United States has
become strongly associated with highly person-
alized . . . context-dependent interactional orality,
though it need not inherently have that thrust”
(p. 9). She objected to “a constricted view of com-
munication [that] might seriously detract from
the intellectual self-representations higher edu-
cation must make” (p. 9). Indeed, some scholars
have argued that proficiency-oriented instruction
or instruction focused on the development of stu-
dents’ communicative competence devotes too
much curricular time to transactional oral lan-
guage use at the expense of the development of
students’ literacy skills. Outcomes studies (includ-
ing my own, Rifkin, 2005), which demonstrate less
than excellent results for U.S. college foreign lan-
guage (FL) instruction, might be interpreted as
evidence that the proficiency movement has in-
deed constrained student achievement. I would
argue, however, that this represents a failure not
of the proficiency or standards movements, but
rather a failure of the profession to develop co-
herent curricula.

One of the most significant problems with cur-
ricula in higher education in the United States is
that instructors rarely seem to discuss them. What
passes for curriculum is more often than not a
collection of individual courses taught by individ-
ual faculty members, lecturers, adjunct instruc-
tors, and graduate student teaching assistants with
little or no awareness of the existence of courses
taught by other individuals, let alone a collabora-
tively constructed intentional sequence of learn-
ing experiences. Therefore, given the widespread
lack of true curricula (collaboratively constructed
intentional learning sequences), any failure of
proficiency-oriented programs to produce stu-
dents with advanced-level skills cannot be con-
strued as a failure of the proficiency movement

per se. Rather, such failures can be predicted pre-
cisely because of the lack of authentic curricular
planning.

Let me elaborate. The proficiency movement
is often evaluated on the basis of its biggest suc-
cess and its biggest enrollments: lower division
courses that teach students to use the four skills
on the intermediate level as defined by the ACTFL
Proficiency Guidelines. The textbook markets for
the most commonly taught (and, indeed, some of
the less commonly taught) languages are replete
with products with a wide range of ancillaries, in-
cluding video programs, Web sites with interactive
multimedia activities, and test banks. Whatever
the breadth and depth of the textbook market at
the first- and second-year levels for many of the
languages we teach in colleges, the same cannot
be said of the situation for third- and fourth-year
courses, let alone courses for heritage speakers or
for students who have participated in immersion
experiences in the United States or abroad. The
successes associated with first- and second-year FL
courses may be seen as the yin that is inversely
related to the yang of the failure of upper divi-
sion and graduate courses to enable students to
use language consistently for understanding and
creating propositionally and linguistically sophis-
ticated texts.

It is important to remember that the proficiency
movement does not prioritize in its theoretical
framework the teaching of oral communication
skills. Even so, in practice, the teaching of oral
communication skills may have been prioritized
due to the confluence of a number of circum-
stances, including (a) the legacy of the audiolin-
gual movement, (b) students’ interest in learning
to communicate in speech, and (c) the develop-
ment of the oral proficiency interview. In fact,
there is nothing inherent in the Proficiency Guide-
lines that would suggest that listening, reading,
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or writing is in any way inferior to speaking as
a learning goal. Furthermore, there is nothing
inherent in the National Standards for Foreign Lan-
guage Learning (1996) that would suggest the sub-
ordination of reading, listening, or writing skills
to speaking.

Scholars who argue for teaching toward liter-
acy as something distinct from teaching for pro-
ficiency may not understand the nature of the
Proficiency Guidelines, the nature of the Standards,
and the place of these two frameworks in the elab-
oration of a well-designed curriculum. Those in-
structors teaching upper level literature courses
(literature in the original) who bemoan the stu-
dents’ lack of preparation to read original texts
are justified in their complaint, but so are the in-
structors teaching lower level courses who object
to the lack of oral interaction in the FL in upper
level literature or culture courses. The principal
obstacle to curricular success is the lack of commu-
nication between these two groups of instructors
on opposite sides of a chasm that is supposed to
be traversed by the notorious “bridge course.”

Part of the problem is, no doubt, the lack of
realistic expectations on the part of some of the
stakeholders in the FL learning enterprise. Stu-
dents who assume they can become fluent speak-
ers of German after completing a 2-semester FL
requirement are just as ill-informed as instruc-
tors of Japanese literature who believe that stu-
dents completing 2 years of Japanese language
classes (at 6 contact hours per week) are ready to
read authentic novels in Japanese and write essays
in Japanese, analyzing metaphor in these novels.
Indeed, a look at some of the most popular first-
and second-year college Russian textbooks sug-
gests an average increase in vocabulary of about
1,000 words per year of instruction. A nonheritage
student in a course called “Third-Year Russian” or
“Intermediate Russian” is unlikely to have more
than 2,000 words in his or her active vocabulary,
which is surely not the profile of a student ready to
read Dostoevsky in the original. And yet many in-
termediate Russian courses assign Dostoevsky, as
well as other challenging authors. Clifford (2002)
has argued:

There may be shortcuts to “survival” level language ca-
pability, but if the end goal is “Advanced” (ILR Level
2) or higher, these shortcuts are at best detours, and
they may be dead-end streets. Time on task is the pri-
mary determiner of language acquisition, and there
is no shortcut to attaining proficiency in either one’s
first or second language.

In order to improve the product of FL instruc-
tion in the United States, by which I mean the

quality and quantity of U.S. college graduates
who can not only speak but also read sophisti-
cated texts in an FL, those who deliver this in-
struction must work together to articulate cur-
ricula that lead to the achievement of just this
goal.

The solution to the problem is that all stake-
holders in the FL learning and teaching dynamic
must demonstrate some communicative compe-
tence with one another—K–12 teachers, college
and university teachers at all ranks, students at all
levels, heritage and traditional learners, depart-
ment chairs, language center directors, college
and university administrators, community cen-
ter FL teachers, alumni, and potential employ-
ers. The curriculum for communicative language
instruction should require the interpretation of
written and spoken texts, including literary texts,
in their cultural context at the introductory and
intermediate levels for all languages, even the
less commonly taught languages, as preparation
for ever greater and more sophisticated learning
challenges at each step of the curriculum. Sim-
ilarly, work with texts at the advanced college
level should be structured so that students can
participate in textual analysis rather than being
by standers, for example, as reported by Donato
and Brooks (2004). The well-articulated language
curriculum should build learning tasks one upon
the other as students reach toward ever greater
language accomplishments.

The beauty of the Proficiency Guidelines is the
clarity with which they establish a series of learn-
ing benchmarks from one level to the next, for
any target language. Using the same measure, in-
structors of any language teaching at any level
can discuss realistic goals for achievement in
each of the four skill areas for each level of in-
struction. The RAILS (Russian Advanced Inter-
active Listening Series) project at the University
of Wisconsin–Madison is a product of just such
collaboration: faculty in English as a second lan-
guage, French, Hebrew, Japanese, Swahili, and
Yoruba, among other languages, worked together
to articulate learning objectives for a predecessor
project from which the Russian RAILS project had
grown (see: http://imp.lss.wisc.edu/∼t4flp/and
http://imp.lss.wisc.edu/rails/). The beauty of
the Standards is the clarity with which they es-
tablish a range of learning goals and modalities
for instruction. Diverse instructors working in any
teaching context can share common goals, such as
helping students use texts in the target language
to make connections among disciplines and to
draw comparisons between cultures at ever more
sophisticated levels of expression.
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These two documents, the Proficiency Guidelines
and the Standards, can and should be the basis for
the development of a well-articulated curriculum
informed by the interests, passions, and needs
of all the stakeholders in the FL learning enter-
prise. In those rare instances when stakeholders
have come together to elaborate a curriculum,
as they have in some departments in a few col-
leges and universities across the United States,
the results can be truly impressive (e.g., German
at Georgetown, Russian at Wisconsin–Madison,
Chinese and Japanese at Ohio State and the
University of Hawai‘i, or the summer immersion
language schools at Middlebury College). Our stu-
dents and, indeed, our national interests, demand
that FL learning produce the very best results.
We can certainly do better. The key to developing
students’ literacy skills lies in expanding the no-
tion of communicative competence beyond the
narrowly constrained approach demonstrated in
many lower division FL programs to the more
comprehensive definition, as envisioned both by
the Proficiency Guidelines and the Standards, de-
signing and implementing curricula and provid-
ing the necessary resources, including time on
task (contact hours) to help students achieve the
lofty goals we set for them. Communicative lan-
guage teaching based on the Proficiency Guidelines
and the Standards is, I argue, the best approach for
helping students attain the highest possible out-

comes in FL learning. Adopting a communicative
approach to language teaching, however, does not
excuse instructors from the obligation of curricu-
lar planning designed to help students attain not
only the transactional oral competence typical of
introductory language sequences, but also liter-
acy and cultural skills that seem, in many cases, to
elude us.
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Communicative Collaboration: Language, Literature, and Communicative
Competence Redefined
HOLLY TUCKER, Vanderbilt University

It hardly bears repeating: The language–
literature divide in modern foreign language (FL)
departments is well known, longstanding, and felt
deeply. One has only to consider the spate of re-
cent articles and books pointing to the wide im-
plications of “the split” for nearly all aspects of the
undergraduate and graduate FL enterprise: cur-
riculum development, management of (declin-
ing) enrollments, proportional distribution of ser-
vice responsibilities and institutional resources,
professional status and prestige, as well as issues
related to hiring, tenure, and promotion. Interest-
ingly, but not surprisingly, it is primarily colleagues
in the fields of second language acquisition (SLA)
and applied linguistics who have worked in a fo-
cused way to examine the hierarchizing gap in
language departments and who offer suggestions
on how and why we must bridge it.

Now, however, it appears that even the stake-
holders of power in the hierarchies of FL pro-
grams are in the uncanny, and similarly uncom-
fortable, position of “other.” FL literature faculty
are themselves increasingly being called to jus-
tify their status—and even their existence—in the
academy. A quick scan of the professional land-
scape shows that FL programs (especially those
other than Spanish) are clinging against odds to
their disciplinary lives as once traditionally consti-
tuted. As the halls of higher education now echo
with the buzzwords and noble calls for multicul-
turalism and multilingualism, it is paradoxically
in monolingual English departments that much
of the theoretical and pedagogical heavy lifting
has been taking place. If we keep in mind the
influence, in the humanities, of scholars writing
in languages other than English (e.g., Bakhtin,
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Baudrillard, Derrida, Foucault, Habermas, Iser,
Kristeva, Lacan), a monolingual anchoring in a
once plurilingual corpus is indeed an interesting
turn of events.

Prominent FL literature scholars such as Stan-
ton (2002) have called attention to the paradoxes
of English “imperialism” in a postcolonial, schol-
arly world. She has argued forcefully that “there
can be no collaboration among professors of lan-
guage and literature in a universe and university
of imperial English that dismisses the other lan-
guages and literatures explicitly or implicitly as ir-
relevant” (p. 1269). She has proposed instead an
“ethics of collaboration in difference” that high-
lights translation as a means to “recognize the im-
portance of the linguistic idiom of the word and
respect those who produced the word in their own
language” (p. 1270; see also Greene 2002, 2004).

Such calls for greater attention to the situat-
edness and subjectivities of language and culture
(through translation, in this context) as a means
for building bridges across English and FL de-
partments reflect in many ways some of the same
bridge-building strategies offered in response to
the language–literature divide within FL studies
itself. In his article, “Reconciling the Language–
Literature Split Through Literacy” (2002), Kern
argued for a renewed emphasis on literacy as a
means to provide greater articulation between
lower and upper division FL curricula:

Literacy facilitates discussion of all the reciprocal rela-
tions of readers, writers, texts, culture, and language
learning . . . . Literacy is about ways of creating and
interpreting meaning through texts—which is more
than the ability to inscribe and decode written lan-
guage. Because interpretation lies at the heart of both
communicative competence and literary studies, liter-
acy may well offer the common ground necessary for
the reconciliation of language and literature teach-
ing. (p. 21; see also Byrnes, 2004)

This relational approach to literacy has also
been held up as a primary mechanism for greater
collaboration among FL and English faculty (see,
e.g., Bartholomae, 2002). However, unlike col-
leagues in SLA/applied linguistics, FL literary
scholars appear reluctant to acknowledge a com-
municative dimension to literacy. Indeed, the
word communicative rarely if ever appears in the
pages of recent discussions dedicated to the dy-
namics of collaboration among English and other
(language) departments (see, e.g., Conference,
2002, and the special issues of the ADFL Bulletin,
fall 2004, and the ADE Bulletin, winter 2004).

I am left to wonder whether the reluctance,
especially among FL literature faculty discussing

collaborative endeavors, to explore in any detail
the nature and potential of communicative com-
petence, otherwise a core concept in FL research
and methodology, is a reflection of ongoing pro-
fessional snobbery and exclusion. A more likely
interpretation may be that among literary scholars
(and many language specialists as well) commu-
nicative competence has become fossilized in its
most reductive sense, as functional language (usu-
ally oral) stripped of interpretive content. And
now this reductionism has extended well beyond
the borders of the FL department—and has re-
turned to haunt the privileged. The complaints
of FL literature faculty now look oddly similar to
those that their colleagues in SLA/applied linguis-
tics have voiced for years: “we need to do more and
better to be engaged in the intellectual life of the
campus, for we are cast as service departments that
teach language, which is still defined instrumen-
tally as a technē rather than indispensable cultural
work” (Stanton, 2002, p. 1267).

Like Stanton, I chafe at the increased marginal-
ization of foreign languages and literatures. But
it would be premature to dismiss wholesale the
communicative dimension of language (or to turn
away from FLs entirely in favor of English) in an
effort to “fit in.” Instead, it is crucial that we recon-
sider the meanings we associate with the, by now,
historically loaded term communicative competence
in order to redefine it in ways that would resonate
more meaningfully for our colleagues through-
out the academy—and for ourselves. More than
30 years after communicative competence was
first introduced to FL theory and teaching, a the-
oretical overhaul is long overdue. Its received un-
derstandings as a unidirectional, primarily oral
mode of functional meaning-making must give
way to new appreciations of dialogical commu-
nicative performance as a relational and col-
laborative act of subjective negotiation. Johnson
(2003) made just that point in her insightful treat-
ment of a new philosophy of language, which calls
us to bring FL theory and practice into closer
proximity to Bakhtin’s literary theory and Vygot-
sky’s sociocultural theory in order to rethink the
theoretical bases of SLA and applied linguistics.
Taking the next step we could then also promote
a theory-based rethinking of traditional hierar-
chies in U.S. FL departments. Indeed, it may well
be such multilingual and multicultural processes
of communicative literacy that can be strategi-
cally mobilized in our efforts to mend the histori-
cal polarization across language programs (and I
view English departments as language programs)
as well as within those programs. Not coinciden-
tally, the composition–literature split in English
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departments bears much resemblance to the
language–literature split in FL departments. That
is, it is time that we work together to insist more
strategically both in and outside our disciplinary
homes on communicative heteroglossia in the
shared endeavor of language study throughout
the modern humanities (Byrnes, 2004). In his ar-
ticle, “Between English and Other Literatures,”
Greene (2004) explained that:

In measurable ways literary studies in the practice of
younger scholars is becoming what it has always been
in principle, a single discipline, and the custom of
keeping separate will soon become untenable for the
best departments. It seems clear to me that the old
habits will have to be replaced by collaboration and
that the script of such a new order remains to be
invented. (p. 32)

To assure a newly central role for foreign lan-
guages and literatures, scholars working specifi-
cally in the study of language must be fully present
and ready to participate in vigorous local and
national debate. Meaningful and extended dis-
cussion of the communicative dimensions of lan-
guage and literary study must take center stage in
our reflections on the institutional politics of lan-
guage, literacy, and (inter)disciplinary identity in
the humanities. Only a re-articulation of the com-
municative dimension of language will allow us
to affirm simultaneously the specificity, and ne-

cessity, of research and teaching in FLs while also
collaborating fully and productively in and across
programs.
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Pädagogische Hochschule Heidelberg Universität Rostock (Sprachenzentrum) 

Pädagogische Hochschule Karlsruhe Universität Würzburg (Zentrum für Sprachen) 

Ruhr-Universität Bochum, Zentrum für 
Fremdsprachenausbildung (ZFA) 

University Language Centers in Berlin and 
Brandenburg 

Sprachenzentrum, Europa-Universität Viadrina 
Frankfurt (Oder) 

VHS Siegburg 

Greece  

Bourtsoukli Language Centre RCeL: National & Kapodistrian University of 
Athens 

Hellenic American University in Athens Vagionia Junior High School, Crete 

Hungary  

ELTE ONYC ECL Examinations, University of Pécs 

Eötvös Lorand University Tanárok Európai Egyyesülete, AEDE 

Euroexam University of Debrecen 
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Budapest Business School University of Pannonia 

Budapest University of Technology and 
Economics 

 

India  

ELT Consultants Fluency Center, Coimbatore 

Ireland  

Alpha College, Dublin NUI Galway 

Galway Cultural Institute Trinity College Dublin 

Italy  

Accento, Martina Franca, Apulia Istituto Comprensivo di Campli 

AISLi (Associazione Italiana Scuola di Lingue) Istituto Monti, Asti 

Alliance Française Liceo Scientifico “Giorgio Spezia,” 

Bennett Languages, Civitavecchia Domodossola 

British School of Trieste Padova University Language Centre 

British School of Udine Pisa University Language Centre 

Centro Lingue Estere Arma dei Carabinieri Servizio Linguistico di Ateneo, Università 
Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Milano 

Centro Linguistio di Ateneo - Università di 
Bologna 

Università degli Studi Roma Tre 

Centro Linguistico di Ateneo di Trieste Università degli Studi di Napoli “Parthenope” / 
I.C. “Nino Cortese,” Casoria, Naples 

CVCL (Centro per la Valutazione e le 
Certificazioni linguistiche) - Università per 
Stranieri di Perugia 

Università degli Studi di Parma 

Free University of Bolzano, Language Study Unit University of Bologna 

Globally Speaking, Rome Centro Linguistico di Ateneo, Università della 
Calabria 

Institut français de Milan University of Brescia 

Institute for Educational Research / LUMSA 
University, Rome 

Università per Stranieri di Siena 

International House, Palermo  

Japan  

Alliance Française Japan School of Foreign Studies, Osaka 
University 

Institut Français du Japon Tokyo University of Foreign Studies, Japan 

Latvia  

Baltic International Academy, Department of 
Translation and Interpreting 

University of Latvia 

Lebanon  

Institut Français  
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Lithuania 

Lithuanian University of Educational Sciences Vilnius University 

Ministry of Education and Science  

Luxembourg  

Ministry of Education, Children and Youth University of Luxembourg 

Morocco  

Institut Français de Maroc  

Mexico  

University of Guadalajara  

F.Y.R. Macedonia  

AAB University MAQS,/ Queen Language school 

Elokventa Language Centre Language Center, South East European 
University 

Netherlands  

Institut Français des Pays-Bas SLO 

Cito University of Groningen, Language Centre 

New Zealand  

Language Studies International (LSI) Worldwide School of English 

Norway  

Department of Teacher Education and School 
Research, University of Oslo 

Vox - Norwegian Agency for Lifelong Learning 

University of Bergen  

Peru  

Alliance Française USIL 

Universidad San Ignacio de Loyola  

Poland  

British Council, Warsaw Jagiellonian Language Center, Jagiellonian 
University, Kraków 

Educational Research Institute, Warsaw LANG LTC Teacher Training Centre, Warsaw 

Gama College, Krakow Poznan University of Technology, Poland 

Instituto Cervantes, Krakow, Poland SWPS University of Social Sciences and 
Humanities, Poland 

Portugal  

British Council, Lisbon ISCAP - Instituto Superior de Contabilidade e 
Administração do Porto, Instituto Politécnico do 
Porto 

Camões, Instituto da Cooperação e da Língua FCSH, NOVA University of Lisbon 

IPG - Instituto Politécnico da Guarda University of Aveiro 

Romania  

ASE - The Bucharest University of Economic 
Studies 

Institut Français 
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LINGUA Language Centre of Babeș-Bolyai, 
University Cluj-Napoca 

Petroleum-Gas University of Ploiesti 

Bucharest Academy of Economic Studies Universitatea Aurel Vlaicu din Arad 

Russia  

Globus International Language Centres National Research University Higher Schools of 
Economics, Moscow 

Lomonosov Moscow State University Nizhny Novgorod Linguistics University 

MGIMO Samara State University 

Moscow State Institute of International Relations St Petersburg State University 

Saudi Arabia  

National Center for Assessment in Higher 
Education, Riyadh 

English Language Center (ELC), Taibah 
University, Madinah 

Senegal  

Institut Français de Dakar  

Serbia  

Centre Jules Verne University of Belgrade 

Institut français de Belgrade  

Slovakia  

Trnava University  

Slovenia  

Državni izpitni center  

Spain  

Alliance Française EOI de Vigo 

British Council, Madrid ILM Caceres 

British Institute of Seville Institut Français 

Centro de Lenguas, Universitat Politècnica de 
València 

Instituto Britanico de Sevilla S.A. 

Consejería de Educación de la Junta de 
Andalucía 

Instituto de Lenguas Modernas de la 
Universidad de Extremadura 

Departament d'Ensenyament- Generalitat de 
Catalunya 

Universidad Europea de Madrid 

EOI de Albacete Lacunza - IH San Sebastián 

EOI de Badajoz, Extremadura Net Languages, Barcelona 

EOI de Catalunya Universidad Antonio de Nebrija 

EOI de Granada Universidad Internacional de La Rioja 

EOI de La Coruna, Galicia Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona 

EOI de Málaga, Málaga Universidad Católica de Valencia 

EOI de Santa Cruz de Tenerife Universidad de Cantabria 

EOI de Santander Universidad de Jaén 

EOI de Santiago de Compostela, Galicia Universidad Pablo de Olavide, Sevilla 

EOI de Villanueva-Don Benito, Extremadura Universidad Ramon Llull, Barcelona 
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Sweden  

Instituto Cervantes Stockholm University of Gothenburg 

Switzerland  

Bell Switzerland UNIL, EPFL 

Eurocentres Lausanne Universität Fribourg 

Sprachenzentrum der Universität Basel University of Lausanne 

TLC - IH Zurich-Baden ZHAW, Winterthur 

Taiwan / “Chinese Taipei”  

The Language Training and Testing Center, 
Taipei 

 

Thailand  

Alliance Française  

Turkey  

Çağ University, Mersin IDV Bilkent University, Ankara 

Ege University Middle East Technical University, Ankara 

Hacettepe University, Ankara Sabancı University, Istanbul 

United Arab Emirates  

Higher Colleges of Technology  

Uganda  

Alliance Française de Kampala  

Ukraine  

Institute of Philology, Taras Shevchenko National 
University of Kyiv 

Sumy State University, Institute for Business 
Technologies 

Odessa National Mechnikov University Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv 

United Kingdom  

Anglia Examinations, Chichester College Pearson Education 

Cambridge English Language Assessment School of Modern Languages and Culture, 
University of Warwick 

Eurocentres, Bournemouth Southampton Solent University, School of 
Business and Law 

Eurocentres, Brighton St Giles International London Central 

Eurocentres, London Trinity College London 

Experience English University of Exeter 

Instituto Cervantes, Manchester University of Hull 

International Study and Language Institute, 
University of Reading 

University of Liverpool 

Kaplan International College, London Westminster Professional Language Centre 

NILE (Norwich Institute for Language Education) University of Westminster 

Uruguay  

Centro Educativo Rowan, Montevideo  
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United States of America 

Alliance Française de Porto Rico ETS (Educational Testing Service) 

Cambridge Michigan Language Assessments Purdue University 

Columbia University, New York University of Michigan 

Eastern Michigan University  
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     Foreword 

The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages: Learning, teaching, assessment 
(CEFR) was published in 2001 (European Year of Languages) after a comprehensive process of 
drafting, piloting and consultation undertaken by the Council of Europe in Strasbourg. Available in 40 
languages the CEFR is one of the best known and most used Council of Europe policy instruments and 
has been the subject of Recommendations by its Committee of Ministers and Parliamentary Assembly. 
The CEFR has also been adopted by the European Commission, including in their EUROPASS project 
and the project to establish a European Indicator of Language Competence. 

The CEFR is one of a number of major initiatives in the language field by the Council of Europe in an 
engagement that has been continuous since 1964. Engagement in languages started as a means to 
increase international understanding, promote lifelong learning and increase the quality and practicality 
of language education in schools. It is evident that language education is fundamental to the effective 
enjoyment of the right to education and other individual human rights and the rights of minorities. 

Since the CEFR was published, the engagement of the Council’s Language Policy Programme 
together with its European Centre for Modern Languages (ECML) has broadened, building on the 
success of the CEFR and other projects. A number of policy documents and resources that further 
develop the underlying educational principles and objectives of the CEFR are available, not only 
concerning foreign/second languages but also as regards the language of schooling, and the 
development of curricula to promote plurilingual and intercultural education. Many of these are 
available on the Platform of resources and references for plurilingual and intercultural education, for 
example: 

► Guide for the Development and Implementation of Curricula for Plurilingual and Intercultural 
Education; 

► A Handbook for Curriculum Development and Teacher Education Concerning the Language 
Dimension in All Subjects. 

► From Linguistic Diversity to Plurilingual Education: Guide for the Development of Language 
Education Policies in Europe; 

Others are available separately: 

► Policy guidelines and resources for the linguistic integration of adult migrants; 

► Guidelines for Intercultural Education and an Autobiography of Intercultural Encounters 

Competences for Democratic Culture: Living together as equals in culturally diverse democratic 
societies (2016).Since its launch, the CEFR, together with its related instrument for learners, the 
European Language Portfolio (ELP), has been a central feature of the Council of Europe’s 
intergovernmental programmes in the field of education, including their initiatives to promote the right to 
quality education for all. The development of language competences is essential for social inclusion, 
mutual understanding and professional development. The CEFR has contributed to the implementation 
of the Council of Europe’s language education principles, including the promotion of reflective learning 
and learner autonomy. 

A comprehensive set of resources has been developed around the CEFR since its publication in order 
to support implementation and, like the CEFR itself, is presented on the Council’s CEFR website and 
the ECML’s thematic area website for CEFR and ELP. However, regardless of all the support material 
provided, the Council of Europe has frequently received requests to continue to develop aspects of the 
CEFR, particularly the illustrative descriptors of second/foreign language proficiency. Requests have 
been made to complement the original illustrative scales with descriptors for mediation, reactions to 
literature and online interaction, to produce versions for young learners and for sign languages, as well 
as to develop more detailed coverage in the descriptors for A1 and the C levels. Much work done by 
other institutions and professional bodies since the publication of the CEFR has confirmed the validity 
of the initial research conducted in a Swiss National Science Research project by Brian North and 
Günther Schneider. To respond to the requests received and in keeping with the open, dynamic 

http://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/recommendations
http://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/
http://www.coe.int/lang-platform
https://rm.coe.int/16806ae621
https://rm.coe.int/16806ae621
https://rm.coe.int/a-handbook-for-curriculum-development-and-teacher-training-the-languag/16806af387
https://rm.coe.int/a-handbook-for-curriculum-development-and-teacher-training-the-languag/16806af387
https://rm.coe.int/16802fc1c4
https://rm.coe.int/16802fc1c4
http://www.coe.int/en/web/lang-migrants/officials-texts-and-guidelines
http://www.coe.int/t/dg4/autobiography/default_en.asp
https://rm.coe.int/16806ccc07
https://rm.coe.int/16806ccc07
http://www.coe.int/en/web/portfolio
http://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages
https://www.ecml.at/Thematicareas/CEFRandELP/tabid/1935/language/en-GB/Default.aspx
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character of the CEFR, the Education Policy Division (Language Policy Programme) therefore resolved 
to build on the widespread adoption and use of the CEFR to produce an extended version of the 
illustrative descriptors that complements the original ones contained in the body of the CEFR text. For 
this purpose, validated and calibrated descriptors were generously offered to the Council of Europe by 
a number of institutions in the field of language education. 

However, for mediation, an important concept introduced in the CEFR which has assumed even 
greater importance with the increasing linguistic and cultural diversity of our societies, no validated and 
calibrated descriptors existed. The development of descriptors for mediation was, therefore, the longest 
and most complex part of the project that led to the production of this CEFR Companion Volume. 
Descriptor scales are provided for mediating a text, for mediating concepts, for mediating 
communication, as well as for the related mediation strategies and plurilingual/pluricultural 
competences. In addition, illustrative descriptor scales specifically for sign languages are provided, 
again informed by a Swiss National Science Research project2. Links to variants of the original CEFR 
illustrative descriptors scales produced for sign language in the  project of the Council of 
Europe’s European Centre for Modern Languages (ECML) are also provided. 

The fact that this extension takes the CEFR descriptors beyond the area of modern language learning 
to encompass aspects relevant to language education across the curriculum was overwhelmingly 
welcomed in the extensive consultation process undertaken in 2016–17. This reflects the increasing 
awareness of the need for an integrated approach to language education across the curriculum. 
Language teaching practitioners particularly welcomed descriptors concerned with online interaction, 
collaborative learning and mediating text. The consultation also confirmed the importance that policy 
makers attach to the provision of descriptors for plurilingualism/pluriculturalism.  This is reflected in the 
Council of Europe’s recent initiative to develop competences for democratic culture, such as valuing 
cultural diversity and openness to cultural otherness and to other beliefs, world views and practices. 

In addition to the extended illustrative descriptors, this CEFR Companion Volume contains an 
introduction to the aims and main principles of the CEFR that the Council of Europe hopes will help to 
increase awareness of all of the messages of the CEFR. The main functions of the CEFR are:  (a) to 
provide a metalanguage for discussing the complexity of language proficiency and for reflecting on and 
communicating decisions on learning objectives and outcomes that are coherent and transparent, and 
(b) to provide inspiration for curriculum development and teacher education. To assist in these 
functions, each descriptor scale is now presented with a rationale. 

In addition to the Companion Volume, a new collation of descriptors relevant for young learners, put 
together by the Eurocentres Foundation, is also available to assist with course planning and self-
assessment. Here, a different approach was adopted: descriptors in the extended illustrative 
descriptors that are relevant for two age groups (7–10 and 11–15) were selected. Then a collation was 
made of the adaptations of these descriptors relevant to young learners that appeared in ELPs, 
complemented with assessment descriptors for young learners generously offered by Cambridge 
English Language Assessment. 

The Council of Europe hopes that this Companion Volume, with its extension of the CEFR illustrative 
descriptors to include areas such as mediation, plurilingual/pluricultural competence and sign language 
will contribute to the quality inclusive education for all, and the promotion of plurilingualism and 
pluriculturalism. It is important to note that the additions do not impact on the construct described in the 
CEFR, or on its Common Reference Levels. The Companion Volume, and in particular the descriptors 
for new areas, represent an enrichment of the original descriptive apparatus. Those responsible for 
curriculum planning for foreign languages and languages of schooling will find further guidance for 
promoting plurilingual and intercultural education in the Guide for the Development and Implementation 
of Curricula for Plurilingual and Intercultural Education. 

 

Sjur Bergan               Villano Qiriazi 

Head of Education Department       Head of Education Policy Division 

                                                
2 Swiss National Research Programme Project 100015_156592 Gemeinsamer Europäischer Referenzrahmen für 
Gebärdensprachen: Empirie-basierte Grundlagen für grammatische, pragmatische und soziolinguistische Deskriptoren in 
Deutschschweizer Gebärdensprache conducted at the Zurich University of Applied Science (ZHAW, Winterthur). 

http://www.ecml.at/
https://www.coe.int/en/web/education/competences-for-democratic-culture
https://rm.coe.int/16806ae621
https://rm.coe.int/16806ae621
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     Introduction to the CEFR Companion   
     Volume 

The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages: Learning, teaching, assessment 
(CEFR), and this current extension of it, are part of the Council of Europe’s goal to ensure quality 
inclusive education as a right of all citizens. This CEFR Companion Volume is intended as a 
complement to the CEFR, which was published as a book in 2001 and which is available in 40 
languages at the time of writing. The present document does not change the status of that 2001 
publication. 

Following this brief introduction, the Volume elaborates some of the key notions of the CEFR as a 
vehicle for promoting quality in second/foreign language teaching and learning as well as plurilingual 
and intercultural education. The CEFR consists of far more than a set of language proficiency levels. 
As explained in the text, the CEFR broadens the perspective of language education in a number of 
ways, not least by its vision of the user/learner as a social agent, co-constructing meaning in 
interaction, and by the notions of mediation and plurilingual / pluricultural competences. The CEFR has 
proved successful precisely because it encompasses educational values, a clear model of language-
related competences and language use, and practical tools, in the form of illustrative descriptors, to 
facilitate the development of curricula and orientation of teaching and learning. 

The Companion Volume is the product of a project of the Education Policy Division (Language Policy 
Programme) of the Council of Europe. The focus in that project was to update the CEFR illustrative 
descriptors by: 

► highlighting certain innovative areas of the CEFR for which no descriptor scales had been 
provided in the 2001 set of descriptors, but which have become increasingly relevant over the 
past twenty years, especially mediation and plurilingual / pluricultural competence; 

► building on the successful implementation and further development of the CEFR, for example 
by more fully defining ‘plus levels’ and a new ‘Pre-A1’ level; 

► responding to demands for  more elaborate description of listening and reading in existing 
scales, and for descriptors for other communicative activities such as online interaction, using 
telecommunications, expressing reactions to creative text and literature; 

► enriching the description at A1, and at the C levels, particularly C2. 

Following the text on the CEFR, therefore, the Companion volume presents the extended version of 
the illustrative descriptors: 

► newly developed illustrative descriptor scales are introduced alongside the existing ones; 

► schematic tables are provided, which group scales belonging to the same category 
(communicative language activities or aspects of competence); 

► a short rationale is presented for each scale, explaining the thinking behind the categorisation; 

► descriptors that were developed and validated in the project, but not subsequently included in 
the illustrative descriptors are presented in an appendix (Appendix 9). 

In addition to the Companion Volume’s clarification of aspects of the CEFR, and the extended 
illustrative descriptors that it provides, users may wish to consult the following two fundamental policy 
documents related to plurilingual, intercultural and inclusive education: 

► Guide for the Development and Implementation of Curricula for Plurilingual and Intercultural 
Education (2016), which constitutes an operationalization and further development of CEFR 
Chapter 8 on language diversification and the curriculum. 

https://rm.coe.int/1680459f97
https://rm.coe.int/1680459f97
https://rm.coe.int/16806ae621
https://rm.coe.int/16806ae621
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► Competences for Democratic Culture: Living together as equals in culturally diverse 
democratic societies (2016), the sources for which helped to inspire some of the new 
descriptors for mediation included in this volume. 

Users concerned with school education may also wish to consult the paper Education, mobility, 
otherness: the mediation functions of schools (2015), which helped the conceptualisation of mediation 
in the descriptor development project. 

 

https://rm.coe.int/16806ccc07
https://rm.coe.int/16806ccc07
https://rm.coe.int/education-mobility-otherness-the-mediation-functions-of-schools/16807367ee
https://rm.coe.int/education-mobility-otherness-the-mediation-functions-of-schools/16807367ee
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     Key aspects of the CEFR for teaching  
     and learning 

The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages: Learning, teaching, assessment 
(CEFR) presents a comprehensive descriptive scheme of language proficiency and a set of common 
reference levels (A1-C2) defined in illustrative descriptor scales, plus options for curriculum design 
promoting plurilingual and intercultural education, further elaborated in the Guide mentioned in the 
introduction. 

One of the main principles of the CEFR is the 
promotion of the positive formulation of 
educational aims and outcomes at all levels. Its 
‘Can do’ definition of aspects of proficiency provides 
a clear, shared roadmap for learning, and a far more 
nuanced instrument to gauge progress than an 
exclusive focus on scores in tests and examinations. 
This principle is based on the CEFR view of 
language as a vehicle for opportunity and success in 
social, educational and professional domains. This 
key feature contributes to the Council of Europe’s 
goal of quality inclusive education as a right of all 
citizens. The Council of Europe’s Committee of 
Ministers recommends the ‘use of the CEFR as a 
tool for coherent, transparent and effective 
plurilingual education in such a way as to promote 
democratic citizenship, social cohesion and 
intercultural dialogue’ (CM/Rec(2008)7). 

As well as being used as a reference tool by almost 
all member states of the Council of Europe and the 
European Union, the CEFR has also had a 
considerable influence beyond Europe and this is an 
on-going process. In fact, the CEFR is being used 
not only to provide transparency and clear reference points for assessment purposes, but also 
increasingly to inform curriculum reform and pedagogy. This development reflects the forward-
looking conceptual underpinning of the CEFR and has paved the way for a new phase of work around 
the CEFR, leading to the extension of the illustrative descriptors published in this CEFR Companion 
Volume. Before presenting the illustrative descriptors, however, a reminder of the purpose and nature 
of the CEFR is outlined. First we consider the aims of the CEFR, its descriptive scheme and the action-
oriented approach, then the Common Reference Levels and creating profiles in relation to them, plus 
the illustrative descriptors themselves, and finally the concepts of plurilingualism/pluriculturalism and 
mediation that were introduced to language education by the CEFR. 

The aims of the CEFR 

The stated aims of the CEFR are to: 

► promote and facilitate co-operation among educational institutions in different countries; 

► provide a sound basis for the mutual recognition of language qualifications; 

► assist learners, teachers, course designers, examining bodies and educational administrators 
to situate and co-ordinate their efforts. (CEFR: Section 1.4) 

  

BACKGROUND TO THE CEFR 

The CEFR was developed as a continuation of the 
Council of Europe’s work in language education during 
the 1970s and 1980s. The CEFR ‘action-oriented 
approach’ builds on and goes beyond the 
communicative approach proposed in the mid-1970s in 
The Threshold Level, the first functional/notional 
specification of language needs. 

The CEFR, and the related European Language 
Portfolio that accompanied it, were recommended by 
an inter-governmental Symposium held in Switzerland 
in 1991. As its title suggests, the CEFR is concerned 
principally with learning and teaching. It aims to 
facilitate transparency and coherence between 
curriculum, teaching and assessment within an 
institution and transparency and coherence between 
institutions, educational sectors, regions and countries. 

The CEFR was piloted in draft versions in 1996 and 
1998 before being published in English (Cambridge 
University Press) and French (Hatier-Didier) in 2001 
and has since been translated into 40 languages. 

https://rm.coe.int/1680459f97
https://rm.coe.int/1680459f97
https://rm.coe.int/16806ae621
https://search.coe.int/cm/Pages/result_details.aspx?ObjectId=09000016805d2fb1
https://www.coe.int/en/web/portfolio
https://www.coe.int/en/web/portfolio
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But besides these formal and institutional aims, the CEFR seeks to continue the impetus that Council 
of Europe projects have given to educational reform. In addition to promoting the teaching and learning 
of languages as a means of communication, the CEFR brings a new, empowering vision of the learner. 
The CEFR presents the language user/learner as a ‘social agent,’ acting in the social world and 
exerting agency in the learning process. This implies a real paradigm shift in both course planning 
and teaching, promoting learner engagement and autonomy. 

The CEFR’s action-oriented approach represents 
a shift away from syllabuses based on a linear 
progression through language structures, or a pre-
determined set of notions and functions, towards 
syllabuses based on needs analysis, oriented 
towards real-life tasks and constructed around 
purposefully selected notions and functions. This 
promotes a proficiency perspective guided by ‘Can 
do’ descriptors rather than a deficiency perspective 
focusing on what the learners have not yet acquired. 
The idea is to design curricula and courses based on 
real world communicative needs, organized around 
real-life tasks and accompanied by ‘Can do’ 
descriptors that communicate aims to learners. 
Fundamentally, the CEFR is a tool to assist the 
planning of curricula, courses and examinations by 
working backwards from what the users/learners 
need to be able to do in the language. The 
provision of a comprehensive descriptive scheme 
containing illustrative ‘Can do’ descriptor scales for 
as many aspects of the scheme as proves feasible 
(CEFR Chapters 4 and 5), plus associated content 
specifications published separately for different 
languages (= Reference Level Descriptions: RLDs) 
is intended to provide a basis for such planning. 

To further promote and facilitate cooperation, the 
CEFR also provides common reference levels A1 
– C2, defined by the illustrative descriptors. The 
Common Reference Levels are introduced in CEFR 
Chapter 3 and used for the descriptor scales 
distributed throughout CEFR Chapters 4 and 5. The 
provision of a common descriptive scheme, common 
reference levels, and illustrative descriptors defining 
aspects of the scheme at the different levels, is intended to provide a common metalanguage for the 
language education profession in order to facilitate communication, networking, mobility and 
the recognition of courses taken and examinations passed. In relation to examinations, the 
Council’s Language Policy Programme has published a Manual for relating language examinations to 
the CEFR, now accompanied by a toolkit of accompanying material and a volume of case studies 
published by Cambridge University Press, together with a Manual for Language Test Development and 
Examining. The Council’s ECML has also produced Relating language examinations to the Common 
European Framework of Reference for Languages: Learning, teaching, assessment (CEFR) Highlights 
from the Manual and provides capacity-building to member states through its RELANG initiative. 

However, it is important to underline once again that the CEFR is a tool to facilitate educational 
reform projects, not a standardisation tool. Equally, there is no body monitoring or even 
coordinating its use. The CEFR itself states right at the very beginning: 

‘One thing should be made clear right away. We have NOT set out to tell practitioners 
what to do, or how to do it. We are raising questions, not answering them. It is not the 
function of the Common European Framework to lay down the objectives that users 
should pursue or the methods they should employ’. (CEFR: Notes to the User) 

  

PRIORITIES OF THE CEFR 

The provision of common reference points is 
subsidiary to the CEFR’s main aim of facilitating quality 
in language education and promoting a Europe of 
open-minded plurilingual citizens. This was clearly 
confirmed at the intergovernmental Language Policy 
Forum that reviewed progress with the CEFR in 2007, 
as well as in several recommendations from the 
Committee of Ministers. This main focus is 
emphasized yet again in the Guide for the 
Development and Implementation of Curricula for 
Plurilingual and Intercultural Education. However, at 
the same time, the Language Policy Forum underlined 
the need for responsible use of the CEFR levels, 
exploitation of the methodologies and resources 
provided for developing examinations and relating 
them to the CEFR. 

However, as the subtitle learning, teaching, 
assessment makes clear; the CEFR is not just an 
assessment project. CEFR Chapter 9 outlines many 
different approaches to assessment, most of which are 
alternatives to standardized tests. It explains ways in 
which the CEFR in general, and its illustrative 
descriptors in particular, can be helpful to the teacher 
in the assessment process, but there is no focus on 
language testing and no mention at all of test items. 

In general, the Language Policy Forum emphasised 
the need for international networking and exchange of 
expertise in relation to the CEFR through bodies like 
ALTE, EALTA and Eaquals. 

http://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/reference-level-descriptions
https://rm.coe.int/1680667a2d
https://rm.coe.int/1680667a2d
https://rm.coe.int/manual-for-language-test-development-and-examining-for-use-with-the-ce/1680667a2b
https://rm.coe.int/manual-for-language-test-development-and-examining-for-use-with-the-ce/1680667a2b
https://www.ecml.at/tabid/277/PublicationID/67/Default.aspx
https://www.ecml.at/tabid/277/PublicationID/67/Default.aspx
https://www.ecml.at/tabid/277/PublicationID/67/Default.aspx
https://relang.ecml.at/
https://rm.coe.int/16806ae621
https://rm.coe.int/16806ae621
https://rm.coe.int/16806ae621
http://www.alte.org/
http://www.ealta.eu.org/
https://www.eaquals.org/
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Implementing the action-oriented approach 

The CEFR sets out to be comprehensive, in the sense that it is possible to find the main approaches to 
language education in it, and neutral, in the sense that it raises questions rather than answering them 
and does not prescribe any particular pedagogic approach. There is, for example, no suggestion that 
one should stop teaching grammar or literature. There is no ‘right answer’ given to the question of how 
best to assess a learner’s progress. Nevertheless, the CEFR takes an innovative stance in seeing 
learners as language users and social agents, and thus seeing language as a vehicle for 
communication rather than as a subject to study. In so doing, it proposes the analysis of learners’ 
needs and the use of ‘Can do’ descriptors and communicative tasks, on which there is a whole chapter: 
CEFR Chapter 7. 

The methodological message of the CEFR is that 
language learning should be directed towards 
enabling learners to act in real-life situations, 
expressing themselves and accomplishing tasks of 
different natures. Thus, the criterion suggested for 
assessment is communicative ability in real life, in 
relation to a continuum of ability (Levels A1-C2). This 
is the original and fundamental meaning of ‘criterion’ 
in the expression ‘criterion-referenced assessment’. 
Descriptors from CEFR Chapters 4 and 5 provide a 
basis for the transparent definition of curriculum aims 
and of standards and criteria for assessment, with 
Chapter 4 focussing on activities (‘the WHAT’) and 
Chapter 5 focussing on competences (‘the HOW’). 
This is not educationally neutral. It implies that the 
teaching and learning process is driven by action, that 
it is action-oriented. It also clearly suggests planning 
backwards from learners’ real life communicative 
needs, with consequent alignment between 
curriculum, teaching and assessment. 

At the classroom level, there are several implications of the implementation of the action-oriented 
approach. Seeing learners as social agents implies involving them in the learning process possibly with 
descriptors as a means of communication. It also implies recognising the social nature of language 
learning and language use, the interaction between the social and the individual in the process of 
learning. Seeing learners as language users implies extensive use of the target language in the 
classroom – learning to use the language rather than just learning about the language (as a subject). 
Seeing learners as plurilingual, pluricultural beings means allowing them to use all their linguistic 
resources when necessary, encouraging them to see similarities and regularities as well as differences 
between languages and cultures. Above all, the action-oriented approach implies purposeful, 
collaborative tasks in the classroom, whose primary focus is not language. If the primary focus of a 
task is not language, then there must be some other product or outcome (e.g. planning an outing, 
making a poster, creating a blog, designing a festival, choosing a candidate, etc.). Descriptors can be 
used to help to design such tasks and also to observe, and if desired, (self-) assess the language use 
of learners during the task. 

Both the CEFR descriptive scheme and the action-oriented approach put the co-construction of 
meaning (through interaction) at the centre of the learning and teaching process. This has clear 
implications for the classroom. At times, this interaction will be between teacher and learner(s), but at 
times, it will take a collaborative nature between learners themselves. The precise balance between 
teacher-centred instruction and such collaborative interaction between learners in small groups is likely 
to reflect the context, the pedagogic tradition in that context and the proficiency level of the learners 
concerned. In the reality of today’s increasingly diverse societies, the construction of meaning may take 
place across languages and draw upon user/learners’ plurilingual and pluricultural repertoires. 

  

A REMINDER OF CEFR CHAPTERS 

Chapter 1: The Common European Framework in its 
political and educational context 

Chapter 2: Approach adopted 

Chapter 3: Common Reference Levels 

Chapter 4: Language use and the language 
user/learner 

Chapter 5: The user/learner’s competences 

Chapter 6: Language learning and teaching 

Chapter 7: Tasks and their role in language teaching 

Chapter 8: Linguistic diversification and the 
curriculum 

Chapter 9: Assessment 

https://rm.coe.int/1680459f97
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Plurilingual and pluricultural competence 

The CEFR distinguishes between multilingualism (the coexistence of different languages at the social 
or individual level) and plurilingualism (the dynamic and developing linguistic repertoire of an individual 
user/learner). Plurilingualism is presented in the CEFR as an uneven and changing competence, in 
which the user/learner’s resources in one language or variety may be very different in nature to those 
in another. However, the fundamental point is that plurilinguals have a single, inter-related, repertoire 
that they combine with their general competences and various strategies in order to accomplish tasks 
(CEFR Section 6.1.3.2). 

Plurilingual competence as explained in the CEFR (Section 1.3) involves the ability to call flexibly upon 
an inter-related, uneven, plurilinguistic repertoire to: 

► switch from one language or dialect (or 
variety) to another; 

► express oneself in one language (or dialect, 
or variety) and understand a person speaking 
another; 

► call upon the knowledge of a number of 
languages (or dialects, or varieties) to make 
sense of a text; 

► recognise words from a common international 
store in a new guise; 

► mediate between individuals with no common 
language (or dialect, or variety), even with 
only a slight knowledge oneself; 

► bring the whole of one’s linguistic equipment 
into play, experimenting with alternative forms 
of expression; 

► exploit paralinguistics (mime, gesture, facial 
expression, etc.). 

Mediation between individuals with no common language is one of the activities in the list above. 
Because of the plurilingual nature of such mediation, descriptors were also developed and validated for 
the other points in the above list during the 2014–17 Project to develop descriptors for mediation. This 
was successful except in respect of the last point (paralinguistics), on which unfortunately informants 
could not agree as to its relevance or interpret descriptors consistently. 

At the time that the CEFR was published, the concepts 
discussed in this section, especially the idea of a holistic, 
inter-related plurilingual repertoire, were innovative. 
However, that idea has since been supported by 
psychological and neurological research in relation to both 
people who learn an additional language early in life and 
those who learn them later, with stronger integration for the 
former. Plurilingualism has also been shown to result in a 
number of cognitive advantages, due to an enhanced 
executive control system in the brain (i.e. the ability to divert 
attention from distractors in task performance). 

Most of the references to plurilingualism in the CEFR are to 
‘plurilingual and pluricultural competence’. This is because 
the two aspects usually go hand-in-hand. Having said that, 
however, one form of unevenness may actually be that one 
aspect (e.g. pluricultural competence) is much stronger than 
the other (e.g. plurilingual competence: see CEFR Section 
6.1.3.1). 

  

By a curious coincidence, 1996 is also the 
year in which the term ‘translanguaging’ is 
recorded (in relation to bilingual teaching in 
Wales). Translanguaging is an action 
undertaken by plurilingual persons, where 
more than one language may be involved. A 
host of similar expressions now exist, but all 
are encompassed in the term plurilingualism. 

Plurilingualism can in fact be considered 
from various perspectives: as a sociological 
or historical fact, as a personal characteristic 
or ambition, as an educational philosophy or 
approach, or – fundamentally – as the socio-
political aim of preserving linguistic diversity. 
All these perspectives are increasingly 
common across Europe. 

The linked concepts of plurilingualism / 
pluriculturalism and partial competences were 
introduced to language education for the first time in 
Draft 2 of the CEFR proposal in 1996. 

They were developed as a form of dynamic, creative 
process of ‘languaging’ across the boundaries of 
language varieties, as a methodology and as 
language policy aims. The background to this 
development was a series of studies in bilingualism 
in the early 1990s at the research centre CREDIF in 
Paris. 

The curriculum examples given in what is now CEFR 
Chapter 8 consciously promoted the concepts of 
plurilingual and pluricultural competence. 

These two concepts appeared in a more elaborated 
form in the following year 1997 in the paper 
Plurilingual and Pluricultural Competence. 

http://rm.coe.int/CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTMContent?documentId=090000168069d29b
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One of the reasons for promoting the development of plurilingualism and pluriculturalism is that 
experience of them: 

► ‘exploits pre-existing sociolinguistic and pragmatic competences which in turn develops them 
further; 

► leads to a better perception of what is general and what is specific concerning the linguistic 
organisation of different languages (form of metalinguistic, interlinguistic or so to speak 
‘hyperlinguistic’ awareness); 

► by its nature refines knowledge of how to learn and the capacity to enter into relations with 
others and new situations. It may, therefore, to some degree accelerate subsequent learning 
in the linguistic and cultural areas’. (CEFR Section 6.1.3.3) 

Neither pluriculturalism nor the notion of intercultural competence – referred to briefly in CEFR Section 
5.1.1.3 and 5.1.2.2 – are greatly developed in the CEFR book. The implications of plurilingualism and 
intercultural competence for curriculum design in relation to the CEFR are outlined in the Guide for the 
Development and Implementation of Curricula for Plurilingual and Intercultural Education. In addition, a 
detailed taxonomy of aspects of plurilingual and pluricultural competence relevant to pluralistic 
approaches is available in the ECML’s Framework of Reference for Pluralistic Approaches to 
Languages and Cultures (FREPA). 

The CEFR descriptive scheme 

In this section, we outline the descriptive scheme of the CEFR and point out which elements have been 
further developed in the 2014–17 Project. As mentioned above, a core aim of the CEFR is to provide a 
common descriptive metalanguage to talk about language proficiency. Figure 1 presents the structure 
of the CEFR descriptive scheme diagrammatically. 

After an introduction to relevant key concepts (CEFR Chapter 1), the CEFR approach is introduced in 
the very short CEFR Chapter 2. In any communicative situation, general competences (e.g. 
knowledge of the world, socio-cultural competence, intercultural competence, professional experience 
if any: CEFR Section 5.1) are always combined with communicative language competences 
(linguistic, sociolinguistic and pragmatic competences: Section 5.2), and strategies (some general, 
some communicative language strategies) in order to complete a task (CEFR Chapter 7). Tasks 
often require some collaboration with others – hence the need for language. The example chosen in 
CEFR Chapter 2 to introduce this idea – moving – is one in which the use of language is only 
contingent on the task. In moving a wardrobe, some communication, preferably through language, is 
clearly advisable, but language is not the focus of the task. Similarly, tasks demanding greater 
sophistication of communication, such as agreeing on the preferred solution to an ethical problem, or 
holding a project meeting, focus on the task outcomes rather than the language used to achieve them. 

The overall approach of the CEFR is summarised in a single paragraph in CEFR Chapter 2: 

‘Language use, embracing language learning, comprises the actions performed by 
persons who as individuals and as social agents develop a range of competences, both 
general and in particular communicative language competences. They draw on the 
competences at their disposal in various contexts under various conditions and under 
various constraints to engage in language activities involving language processes to 
produce and/or receive texts in relation to themes in specific domains, activating those 
strategies which seem most appropriate for carrying out the tasks to be accomplished. 
The monitoring of these actions by the participants leads to the reinforcement or 
modification of their competences’. (CEFR Section 2.1) 

Thus, in performing tasks, competences and strategies are mobilised in the performance and in turn 
further developed through that experience. In an ‘action-oriented approach,’ which translates the CEFR 
descriptive scheme into practice, some collaborative tasks in the language classroom are 
therefore essential. This is why the CEFR includes a chapter on tasks. CEFR Chapter 7 discusses 
real-life tasks and pedagogic tasks, possibilities for compromise between the two, factors that make 
tasks simple or complex from a language point of view, conditions and constraints etc. The precise 
form that tasks in the classroom may take, and the dominance that they should have in the 
programme, is for users of the CEFR to decide. CEFR Chapter 6 surveys language teaching 
methodologies, pointing out that different approaches may be appropriate for different contexts. As a 
matter of fact, the CEFR scheme is highly compatible with several recent approaches to second 
language learning, including the task-based approach, the ecological approach and in general all 

https://rm.coe.int/16806ae621
https://rm.coe.int/16806ae621
http://carap.ecml.at/Accueil/tabid/3577/language/en-GB/Default.aspx
http://carap.ecml.at/Accueil/tabid/3577/language/en-GB/Default.aspx
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approaches informed by sociocultural and socio-constructivist theories. Starting from a discussion of 
the place of plurilingualism in language education, CEFR Chapter 8 outlines alternative options for 
curriculum design, a process taken further in the Guide for the Development and Implementation of 
Curricula for Plurilingual and Intercultural Education. No matter what perspective is adopted, it is 
implicit that tasks in the language classroom should involve communicative language activities and 
strategies (CEFR Section 4.4) that also occur in the real world, like those listed in the CEFR 
descriptive scheme. 

With its communicative language activities and strategies, the CEFR replaces the traditional model of 
the four skills (listening, speaking, reading, writing), which has increasingly proved inadequate to 
capture the complex reality of communication. Moreover, organisation by the four skills does not lend 
itself to any consideration of purpose or macro-function. The organisation proposed by the CEFR is 
closer to real-life language use, which is grounded in interaction in which meaning is co-constructed. 
Activities are presented under four modes of communication: reception, production, interaction and 
mediation. 

 

Figure 1 – The structure of the CEFR descriptive scheme3. 

The development of the CEFR categories for communicative activities was considerably influenced by 
the distinction between transaction and interpersonal language use, and between interpersonal and 
ideational language use (development of ideas).  This can be seen in Table 1. 
  

                                                
3 Taken from page 55 of the ECEP project publication: Piccardo, E., Berchoud, M., Cignatta, T., Mentz, O. and Pamula, M. 
(2011). Pathways Through Assessment, Learning and Teaching in the CEFR. Graz, Austria: European Centre for Modern 
Languages: ISNBN: 978-92-871-7159-7 
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Table 1 – Macro-functional basis of CEFR categories for communicative language activities  

 RECEPTION PRODUCTION INTERACTION MEDIATION 

Creative, 
Interpersonal 
Language Use  

e.g. Reading as a 
leisure activity 

e.g. Sustained 
monologue: Describing 
experience 

e.g. Conversation 
Mediating 
communication 

Transactional 
Language Use  

e.g. Reading for 
information and 
argument 

e.g. Sustained 
monologue: Giving 
information 

e.g. Obtaining goods 
and services 

Information exchange 

Mediating a text 

Evaluative, 
Problem-solving  
Language Use 

(Merged with reading 
for information and 
argument) 

e.g. Sustained 
monologue: Presenting a 
case 

e.g. Discussion Mediating concepts 

With regard to the approach to language activities set out in Table 1, the following list of advantages of 
such a development beyond the four skills is taken from one of the preparatory studies written in the 
lead up to the development of the CEFR4: 

► the proposed categories (reception, production, interaction, mediation) make sense not just 
for insiders but also for users: such categories reflect more the way people actually use the 
language than do the four skills; 

► since these are the types of categories used in language training for the world of work, a link 
between general purpose language and language for specific purposes (LSP) would be 
facilitated; 

► pedagogic tasks  involving classroom collaborative small group interaction, project work, pen 
friend correspondence, language examination interviews, would be easier to situate with this 
model; 

► organisation in terms of transparent activities in specific contexts of use would facilitate the 
recording and profiling of the ‘slices of life’ which make up the language learner's experience; 

► such an approach based on genre, encourages the activation of content schemata and 
acquisition of the formal schemata (discourse organisation) appropriate to the genre; 

► categories which highlight the interpersonal and sustained self-expression are central by A2 
and may help to counter-balance the pervasive transmission metaphor which sees language 
as information transfer; 

► a move away from the matrix of four skills and three elements (grammatical structure, 
vocabulary, phonology / graphology) may promote communicative criteria for quality of 
performance; 

► the distinction Reception, Interaction, Production recalls classifications used for learning and 
performance strategies and may well facilitate a broader concept of strategic competence; 

► the distinction Reception, Interaction, Production, Mediation actually marks a progression of 
difficulty and so might aid the development of the concept of partial qualifications; 

► such relatively concrete contexts of use (tending towards supra-genres/speech events rather 
than abstract skills or functions) makes the link to realistic assessment tasks in examinations 
easier to establish, and should help facilitate the provision of more concrete descriptors. 

One of the areas in which the CEFR has been most influential is in the recognition in course aims and 
in the structure of oral examinations of the fundamental distinction between production (= sustained 
monologue; long turns) and interaction (=conversational dialogue; short turns). When the CEFR was 
published, splitting writing in the same way by distinguishing between written production and written 
interaction did not meet with much public recognition. Indeed, the original version of CEFR Table 2 
(self-assessment grid) was amended to merge written interaction and written production back into 
‘writing,’ giving rise to the widely spread but false notion that the CEFR promotes a model of five skills.  

                                                
4 Perspectives on Language Proficiency and Aspects of Competence: a reference paper defining categories and levels. 
Strasbourg, Council of Europe CC-LANG (94) 20, by Brian North. 
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The development of email, texting and social media since then shows that, as in many other areas, the 
CEFR was very forward-looking for its time. The fourth mode, mediation, was developed during the 
work of the original CEFR authoring group5. 

Figure 2, which appeared in the 1996 and 1998 drafts of the CEFR, shows the relationship between 
the four modes. Reception and production, divided into spoken and written give the traditional four 
skills. Interaction involves both reception and production, but is more than the sum of those parts, and 
mediation involves both reception and production plus, frequently, interaction. 

The CEFR introduces the concept of mediation as follows: 

‘In both the receptive and productive modes, the written and/or oral activities of 
mediation make communication possible between persons who are unable, for whatever 
reason to communicate with each other directly.  Translation or interpretation, a 
paraphrase, summary or record, provides for a third party a (re)formulation of a source 
text to which this third party does not have direct access.  Mediation language activities, 
(re)processing an existing text, occupy an important place in the normal linguistic 
functioning of our societies.’(CEFR Section 2.1.3) 

 
Figure 2 – The relationship between reception, production, interaction and mediation. 

As with many other aspects mentioned in the CEFR, 
the concepts of interaction and mediation are not 
greatly developed in the text. This is one disadvantage 
of covering so much ground in 250 pages. One 
consequence is that the interpretation of mediation in 
the CEFR has tended to be reduced to interpretation 
and translation. It is for this reason that the 2014–2017 
project to develop descriptors for mediation was set up. 
That project emphasised a wider view of mediation, as 
outlined in Appendix 5 and explained in detail in the 
paper Developing Illustrative Descriptors of Aspects of 
Mediation for the Common European Framework of 
Reference (CEFR). 

The CEFR represents a departure from the traditional 
distinction made in applied linguistics between the 
Chomskyan concepts of (hidden) ‘competence’ and 
(visible) ‘performance’ – with ‘proficiency’ normally 
defined as the glimpse of someone’s underlying 
competence derived from a specific performance. In 
the CEFR, ‘proficiency’ is a term encompassing the 
ability to perform communicative language activities 
(can do…), whilst drawing upon both general and 
communicative language competences (linguistic, 
sociolinguistic, and pragmatic), and activating 
appropriate communicative strategies. 

                                                
5 John Trim, Daniel Coste, Brian North and Joseph Sheils.  

CAN DO DESCRIPTORS AS COMPETENCE 

The idea of scientifically calibrating ‘Can do’ 
descriptors to a scale of levels comes originally 
from the field of professional training for nurses. 
Tests were not very helpful in assessing a trainee 
nurse’s competence; what was needed was a 
systematic, informed observation by an expert 
nurse, guided by short descriptions of typical 
nursing competence at different levels of 
achievement. 

This ‘Can do’ approach was transferred to language 
teaching and learning in the work of the Council of 
Europe in the late 1970s. This happened through 
three channels: (a) needs-based language training 
for the world of work; (b) an interest in teacher 
assessment based on defined, communicative 
criteria, and (c) experimentation with self-
assessment using ‘Can do’ descriptors as a way of 
increasing learner reflection and motivation. 
Nowadays ‘Can do’ descriptors are being applied to 
more and more disciplines in many countries in 
what is often referred to as a competence-based 
approach. 

INTERACTION 
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PRODUCTION 

MEDIATION 

https://rm.coe.int/common-european-framework-of-reference-for-languages-learning-teaching/168073ff31
https://rm.coe.int/common-european-framework-of-reference-for-languages-learning-teaching/168073ff31
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The acquisition of proficiency is in fact seen as a circular process: by performing activities, the 
user/learner develops competences and acquires strategies. This approach embraces a view of 
competence as only existing when enacted in language use, reflecting both (a) the broader view of 
competence as action from applied psychology, particularly in relation to the world of work and 
professional training and (b) the view taken nowadays in the sociocultural approach to learning. The 
CEFR ‘Can do’ descriptors epitomise this philosophy. 

Communicative language strategies are thus seen in the CEFR as a kind of hinge between 
communicative language competence and communicative language activities and are attached to the 
latter in CEFR Section 4.4. The development of the descriptors for strategic competence was 
influenced by the model: plan, execute, monitor, and repair. However, as can be seen from Table 2 
below, descriptor scales were not developed for all categories. The categories in italic were also 
considered at the time of developing the original CEFR descriptors, but no descriptors were produced. 
For mediation, a decision was taken to only develop descriptors for execution strategies. 

Table 2 – Communicative language strategies in the CEFR 

 RECEPTION PRODUCTION INTERACTION MEDIATION 

Planning Framing Planning N/A  

Execution Inferring Compensating Turn-taking 

Cooperating 

Linking to previous knowledge 

Adapting language 

Breaking down complicated info 

Amplifying a dense text 

Streamlining a text 

Evaluation & 
Repair 

Monitoring Monitoring and self- 
correction 

Asking for clarification 

Communication repair 

 

Mediation 

As mentioned in discussing the CEFR descriptive scheme above, mediation was introduced to 
language teaching and learning in the CEFR, in the move away from the four skills, as one of the four 
modes of communication, that is: reception, interaction, production and mediation (see Figure 2). Very 
often when we use a language, several activities are involved; mediation combines reception, 
production and interaction. Also, in many cases, when we use language it is not just to communicate a 
message, but rather to develop an idea through what is often called ‘languaging’ (talking the idea 
through and hence articulating the thoughts) or to facilitate understanding and communication. 

Treatment of mediation in the CEFR is not limited to cross-linguistic mediation (passing on information 
in another language) as can be seen from the following extracts: 

► Section 2.1.3: Make communication possible between persons who are unable, for whatever 
reason, to communicate with each other directly. 

► Section 4.4: Act as an intermediary between interlocutors who are unable to understand each 
other directly, normally (but not exclusively) speakers of different languages. 

► Section 4.6.6: Both input and output texts may be spoken or written and in L1 or L2. (Note: 
This does not say that one is in L1 and one is in L2; it states they could both be in L1). 

Although the 2001 CEFR text does not develop the concept of mediation to its full potential, it 
emphasises the two key notions of co-construction of meaning in interaction and constant movement 
between the individual and social level in language learning, mainly through its vision of the 
user/learner as a social agent. In addition, an emphasis on the mediator as an intermediary between 
interlocutors underlines the social vision of the CEFR. In this way, although it is not stated explicitly in 
the 2001 text, the CEFR descriptive scheme de facto gives mediation a key position in the action-
oriented approach, similar to the role that other scholars now give it when they discuss the language 
learning process.  
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The approach taken to mediation in the project to extend the CEFR illustrative descriptors is thus wider 
than considering only cross-linguistic mediation. In addition to cross-linguistic mediation, it also 
encompasses mediation related to communication and learning as well as social and cultural 
mediation. This wider approach has been taken because of its relevance in increasingly diverse 
classrooms, in relation to the spread of CLIL, (Content and Language Integrated Learning), and 
because mediation is increasingly seen as a part of all learning, but especially of all language learning. 

The mediation descriptors are particularly relevant for the classroom in connection with small group, 
collaborative tasks. The tasks can be organized in such a way that learners have to share different 
input, explaining their information and working together in order to achieve a goal. They are even more 
relevant when this is undertaken in a CLIL context. 

The CEFR common reference levels 

The CEFR has two axes: a horizontal axis of categories for describing different activities and aspects 
of competence, which were outlined above, and a vertical axis representing progress in proficiency in 
those categories. To facilitate the organisation of courses and to describe progress, the CEFR presents 
the six Common Reference Levels shown in Figure 3. This organisation provides a roadmap that 
allows user/learners to engage with relevant aspects of the descriptive scheme in a progressive way. 
However, the six levels are not intended to be absolute. Firstly, they can be grouped into three broad 
categories: Basic user (A1 & A2), Independent user (B1 & B2) and Proficient user (C1 & C2). 
Secondly, the six reference levels, which represent very broad bands of language proficiency, are very 
often subdivided. 

 

Figure 3 – CEFR Common Reference Levels 

All categories in the humanities and liberal arts are in any case conventional, socially constructed 
concepts. Like the colours of the rainbow, language proficiency is actually a continuum. Yet, as with the 
rainbow, despite the fuzziness of the boundaries between colours, we tend to see some colours more 
than others, as in Figure 4. Yet to communicate, we simplify and focus on six main colours as in Figure 
5. 

  

  

Figure 4 – A rainbow Figure 5 – The conventional six colours 
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The Common Reference Levels are defined in detail by the illustrative descriptors in CEFR Chapters 4 
and 5, but major characteristics of the levels are summarised briefly in CEFR Section 3.6 (see 
Appendix 1) and in three tables used to introduce the levels in CEFR Chapter 3. 

► CEFR Table 1: a global scale, with one short, summary paragraph per level. 

► CEFR Table 2: a self-assessment grid, which summarises in a simplified form CEFR 
descriptors for communicative language activities in CEFR Chapter 4. Table 2 is also used in 
the Language Passport of the many versions of the European Language Portfolio and in the 
EU’s Europass. An expanded version including Written and online interaction and Mediation is 
given as Appendix 2. 

CEFR Table 3: a selective summary of the CEFR descriptors for aspects of communicative language 
competence in CEFR Chapter 5. An expanded version including Phonology is given as Appendix 3. 

It should be emphasised that the top level in the CEFR scheme, C2, has no relation whatsoever with 
what is sometimes referred to as the performance of an idealised ‘native-speaker’, or a ‘well-educated 
native speaker’ or a ‘near-native speaker’. Such concepts were not taken as a point of reference during 
the development of the levels or the descriptors.  C2, the top level in the CEFR scheme, is introduced 
in the CEFR as follows: 

‘Level C2, whilst it has been termed ‘Mastery’, is not intended to imply native-speaker or 
near native-speaker competence. What is intended is to characterise the degree of 
precision, appropriateness and ease with the language which typifies the speech of those 
who have been highly successful learners’. (CEFR Section 3.6) 

‘Mastery (Trim: ‘Comprehensive mastery’; Wilkins: ‘Comprehensive Operational 
Proficiency’), corresponds to the top examination objective in the scheme adopted by 
ALTE (Association of Language Testers in Europe). It could be extended to include the 
more developed intercultural competence above that level which is achieved by many 
language professionals’. (CEFR Section 3.2) 

A1, the bottom level of the original CEFR is not the lowest imaginable level of proficiency in an 
additional language either. It is described in the CEFR as follows: 

‘Level A1 (Breakthrough) – is considered 
the lowest level of generative language use – 
the point at which the learner can interact in a 
simple way, ask and answer simple questions 
about themselves, where they live, people 
they know, and things they have, initiate and 
respond to simple statements in areas of 
immediate need or on very familiar topics, 
rather than relying purely on a very finite 
rehearsed, lexically organised repertoire of 
situation-specific phrases’. (CEFR Section 
3.6) 

‘Level A1 (Breakthrough) is probably the 
lowest ‘level’ of generative language 
proficiency which can be identified. Before 
this stage is reached, however, there may be 
a range of specific tasks which learners can 
perform effectively using a very restricted 
range of language and which are relevant to 
the needs of the learners concerned. The 
1994–5 Swiss National Science Research 
Council Survey, which developed and scaled 
the illustrative descriptors, identified a band of 
language use, limited to the performance of 
isolated tasks, which can be presupposed in 
the definition of Level A1. In certain contexts, 
for example with young learners, it may be 
appropriate to elaborate such a ‘milestone’. 

  

BACKGROUND TO THE CEFR LEVELS 

The six-level scheme is labelled from upwards from A 
to C precisely because C2 is not the highest 
imaginable level for proficiency in an additional 
language. In fact, a scheme including a seventh level 
had been proposed by David Wilkins at an 
intergovernmental Symposium held in 1977 to discuss 
a possible European unit credit scheme. The CEFR 
Working Party adopted Wilkins’ first six levels because 
Wilkins’ seventh level is beyond the scope of 
mainstream education. 

In the Swiss National Research Project that empirically 
confirmed the levels and developed the original CEFR 
illustrative descriptors, the existence of this seventh 
level was confirmed. There were user/learners 
studying interpretation and translation at the University 
of Lausanne who were clearly above C2. Indeed, 
simultaneous interpreters at European institutions and 
professional translators operate at a level well above 
C2. For instance, C2 is the third of five levels for 
literary translation recently produced in the PETRA 
project. In addition many plurilingual writers display 
Wilkins’ seventh level of ‘ambilingual proficiency’ 
without being bilingual from birth. 

https://petra-education.eu/
https://petra-education.eu/
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The following descriptors relate to simple, general tasks, which were scaled below Level A1, but can 
constitute useful objectives for beginners: 

► can make simple purchases where pointing or other gesture can support the verbal 
reference; 

► can ask and tell day, time of day and date; 

► can use some basic greetings; 

► can say yes, no, excuse me, please, thank you, sorry; 

► can fill in uncomplicated forms with personal details, name, address, nationality, 
marital status; 

► can write a short, simple postcard’. (CEFR Section 3.5) 

In the updated and extended set of descriptors in this document, the level referred to above has been 
labelled Pre-A1 and developed further on the basis of descriptors from the Swiss Lingualevel project 
and the Japanese CEFR-J project, both targeted at primary and lower secondary school. 

The CEFR stresses that the levels are reference levels and that in any given context, users may well 
want to subdivide them, illustrating ways in which this might be done in different contexts (CEFR 
Section 3.5). In the same section, the CEFR introduced the idea of the plus levels. 

In the illustrative descriptors a distinction is made between the ‘criterion levels’ (e.g. A2 or A2.1) and 
the ‘plus levels’ (e.g. A2+ or A2.2). The latter are distinguished from the former by a horizontal line, as 
in this example for overall listening comprehension. 

A2 

Can understand enough to be able to meet needs of a concrete type provided speech is clearly and slowly 
articulated. 

Can understand phrases and expressions related to areas of most immediate priority (e.g. very basic personal 
and family information, shopping, local geography, employment) provided speech is clearly and slowly 
articulated. 

Plus levels represent a very strong competence at a level that does not yet reach the minimum 
standard for the following criterion level. Generally, features of the level above are starting to appear. 
Descriptors from the ‘plus levels’ are not included in the three tables that introduce the CEFR levels 
(CEFR Tables 1, 2 & 3). 

CEFR profiles 

Levels are a necessary simplification. We need levels in order to organise learning, to track progress 
and to answer questions like How good is your French? or What proficiency should we require from 
candidates?  However, any simple answer like B2 – or even B2 receptive, B1 productive – hides a 
complex profile. The reason the CEFR includes so many descriptor scales is to encourage users to 
develop differentiated profiles. Descriptor scales can be used firstly to identify which language activities 
are relevant for a particular group of learners and then secondly to establish which level those learners 
need to achieve in those activities in order to accomplish their goals. This can be illustrated with the 
following two fictional examples of individual language profiles shown in Figures 6 and 7. In each case, 
the four shapes in Figures 6 and 7 show the desired profile for reception, interaction, production and 
mediation respectively. The labels around the edge of the circle are the descriptor scales that are 
considered to be relevant, and the proficiency level deemed to be desirable on each descriptor scale is 
indicated by the shading. Notice that the descriptor scales included in the two diagrams are not 
identical. Only those activities considered to be relevant would be included. Profiles like Figures 6 and 
7 may get produced for individuals in the context of very intensive ‘Language for Specific Purpose’ 
(LSP) training, but the technique is also very useful for analysing the needs of particular groups of 
learners. 

The profile shown in Figure 6 has ‘plus levels’ between the common reference levels. It sets a relatively 
high priority (B1) on reception – including reading as a leisure activity – on goal-oriented cooperation, 
facilitating collaborative interaction and spoken production. The highest priority, though, is on 
understanding the interlocutor (B2), in this case (CLIL), presumably the teacher. The profile shown in 
Figure 7 (post graduate science student) also puts an emphasis on reception (C1) and on certain 
aspects of mediation:  collaborating to construct meaning, explaining data, and processing text in 
writing. Profiles can be created for various groups, particularly in professional or in specialised 
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educational areas. Stakeholders can be consulted in a two-step process: first to establish the relevant 
descriptor scales and secondly to determine realistic goals on each one. 

Graphic profiles such as those shown in Figures 6 and 7 can also be used to describe the current 
language proficiency of a user/ learner. One can see the development of individual proficiency as a 
gain of space over time: a gain in relevant terrain6. A realistic graphic profile of any individual’s 
proficiency would be more like the uneven Figures 6 and 7 than the more abstract perfection levels 
shown as concentric circles in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 6 – A fictional profile of needs in an additional language – lower secondary CLIL (Content and 
Language Integrated Learning) 

  

                                                
6 The 1996 and 1998 draft versions of the CEFR contained a diagram like Figures 6 and 7 to illustrate this analogy of language 
proficiency profiles as spatial, territorial; in the working group the particular diagram was referred to as ‘Antarctica’ because of its 
shape. It was considered too complicated a concept for the time and was dropped from the published version. 
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Figure 7 – A profile of needs in an additional language – postgraduate natural sciences (Fictional) 

However, for a personal profile of proficiency, working with fewer categories is probably desirable in 
most circumstances. Figures 6 and 7 worked with the descriptor scales for different, detailed types of 
activities. A simpler alternative is to use only the seven overall scales (Overall listening comprehension, 
etc.). On the other hand, there is no reason why the profile should be confined to one language.  

One can take things a stage further and create graphic plurilingual profiles for individual user/learners. 
Figure 8 shows a plurilingual profile inspired by a model developed in a Canadian project.7  The profile 
for different languages is superimposed on each other in the same graphic. The figure shows a profile 
of ‘partial competences’ not atypical of an adult user/learner: far stronger in reading in all languages. 

Such a profile can show the way in which the proficiency of any user/learner is almost always going to 
be uneven, partial. It will be influenced by home background, by the needs of the situation in which the 
person has found themselves, and by their experience, including transversal competences acquired in 
general education, in using other languages, in professional life. The profiles of any two user/learners 
at the same level are thus unlikely to be absolutely identical since they reflect the life experience of the 
person concerned as well as their inherent abilities, what the CEFR (Section 5.2) describes as their 
‘general competences’.  

                                                
7 LINCDIRE: LINguistic & Cultural DIversity REinvented: www.lincdireproject.org 

Note: the website of the LINCDIRE project is under construction but it will be completed by the end of 2017 

http://www.lincdireproject.org/
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Figure 8 – A plurilingual proficiency profile with fewer categories 

In practice, more linear diagrams have tended to be used to profile an individual’s CEFR language 
proficiency. Figure 9 shows proficiency in one language in relation to the CEFR ‘overall’ descriptor 
scales, and Figure 10 shows a profile across languages for listening (Overall listening comprehension). 
Graphics similar to these appear in versions of the European Language Portfolio. Earlier Portfolios 
profiled ability in one language after another (as in Figure 9), whilst some later ones show the 
plurilingual profile for overall proficiency in each communicative language activity (as in Figure 10). 

SPANISH Pre-A1 A1 A2 A2+ B1 B1+ B2 B2+ C1 

Listening comprehension          

Reading comprehension          

Spoken interaction          

Written interaction          

Spoken production          

Written production          

Mediation          

Figure 9 – A proficiency profile – overall proficiency in one language 
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LISTENING Pre-A1 A1 A2 A2+ B1 B1+ B2 B2+ C1 C2 Above C2 

English            

German            

French            

Spanish            

Italian            

Figure 10 – A plurilingual proficiency profile – listening across languages 

Graphic profiles have been associated with the CEFR and the Portfolio since their earliest versions in 
the late 1990s. Nowadays it is of course far easier to produce them from a spreadsheet (e.g. Excel) 
and with the many web tools available. However, such graphic profiles only have meaning if one can 
assume a familiarity with the levels and categories concerned on the part of the reader. The CEFR 
illustrative descriptors can bring that familiarity. 

The CEFR illustrative descriptors 

The illustrative descriptors are presented in descriptor scales, a list of which is given in the second 
contents page.  Each descriptor scale (both original and new) provides examples of typical language 
use in a particular area that have been calibrated at different levels. Each individual descriptor has 
been developed and calibrated separately from the other descriptors on the scale, so that each 
individual descriptor provides an independent, criterion statement that can be used on its own, out of 
the context of the scale. In fact, the descriptors are mainly used in that way: independently of the scale 
that presents them. The aim of the descriptors is to provide input for curriculum development. The 
descriptors are presented in levels for ease of use. Descriptors for the same level from several scales 
tend to be exploited in adapted form on checklists of descriptors for curriculum or module aims and for 
self-assessment (as in European Language Portfolios). However, the association of a descriptor with a 
specific level should not be seen as an exclusive or mandatory one. The descriptors appear at the first 
level at which a user/learner is most likely to be able to perform the task described. This is the level at 
which the descriptor is most likely to be relevant as a curriculum aim: it is the level at which it is 
reasonable to develop the ability to do what is described. That descriptor would be a challenging, but 
by no means impossible, aim for user/learners at the level below. Indeed, for some types of learners, 
with a particular talent, experience or motivation in the area described, it could well be a fully 
appropriate goal. This emphasises the importance of thinking in terms of profiles (c.f. Figures 6–10) as 
well as levels.  Users may find it useful to read CEFR Sections 3.7 How to read the illustrative 
descriptor scales and Section 3.8 How to use descriptors of language proficiency. 

 

  

CEFR DESCRIPTOR RESEARCH PROJECT 

The illustrative descriptors published in the CEFR in 2001 were based on the results from a Swiss National Research 
Project set up to develop and validate descriptors for the CEFR and the ELP and to give a picture of the development of 
the language proficiency reached at the end of different school years in the Swiss educational system. The project 
described herein to develop an extended set of illustrative descriptors replicated the approach taken in this 1993–97 Swiss 
project. The 3-phase methodology used in that original project is described briefly in CEFR Appendix B: 

Intuitive Phase: Detailed analysis of existing descriptor scales and authoring of new descriptors. 

Qualitative Phase: 32 face-to-face workshops with groups of 4–12 teachers (a) sorting descriptors into the categories 
they purported to describe; (b) evaluating the clarity, accuracy and relevance of the descriptors; (c) sorting descriptors into 
bands of proficiency. 

Quantitative Phase: Rasch scaling analysis of the way 250 teachers interpreted the difficulty of the descriptors when 
each teacher assessed 10 learners forming a structured sample of two of their classes at the end of a school year. These 
evaluations with descriptors took place when the (c 80% secondary school) teachers were awarding grades for the school 
year. 

https://rm.coe.int/1680459f97%20-%20page=37
https://rm.coe.int/1680459f97%20-%20page=37
https://rm.coe.int/1680459f97#page=38
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The scales of illustrative descriptors consist of independent, stand-alone descriptors and are not 
primarily intended for assessment. They are not assessment scales in the sense in which the term is 
generally used in language assessment. They do not attempt to cover each relevant aspect at every 
level in the way that assessment scales for assessing a performance conventionally do. They are 
illustrative, not just in the sense that they are presented as non-mandatory examples, but also in the 
sense that they provide only illustrations of competence in the area concerned at the different levels. 
They focus on aspects that are new and salient; they do not attempt to describe everything relevant 
in a comprehensive manner. They are open-ended and incomplete.  

The illustrative descriptors are one source for the development of standards appropriate to the context 
concerned; they are not in themselves offered as standards.  The CEFR itself makes this point very 
clearly, stating that the descriptors are presented: 

‘… as recommendations and are not in any way mandatory, ‘as a basis for reflection, 
discussion and further action... The aim of the examples is to open new possibilities, not 
to pre-empt decisions’ (ibid). It is already clear, however, that a set of common reference 
levels as a calibrating instrument is particularly welcomed by practitioners of all kinds 
who, as in many other fields, find it advantageous to work with stable, accepted 
standards of measurement and format. 

As a user, you are invited to use the scaling system and associated descriptors critically. 
The Modern Languages Section of the Council of Europe will be glad to receive a report 
of your experience in putting them into use. Please note also that scales are provided not 
only for a global proficiency, but for many of the parameters of language proficiency 
detailed in Chapters 4 and 5. This makes it possible to specify differentiated profiles for 
particular learners or groups of learners’. (CEFR: xiii-xiv) 

The descriptor scales are thus reference tools. They are not intended to be used as assessment 
instruments, though they can be a source for the development of such instruments. These might take 
the form of a checklist at one level, or a grid defining several categories at different levels. Users may 
find it helpful to refer to CEFR Section 9.2.2: The criteria for the attainment of a learning objective. 

Each descriptor scale included in this Companion Volume is accompanied by a short rationale, which 
highlights key concepts represented in the descriptors as one progresses up the scale. The scales do 
not always provide a descriptor for every level. The absence of a descriptor does not imply the 
impossibility of writing one. For example, at C2 the entry is sometimes: ‘No descriptor available: see 
C1.’ In such cases, the user is invited to consider whether he/she can formulate for the context 
concerned a descriptor representing a more demanding version of the definition given for C1. 

In CEFR Section 3.4, the claim made for the validity of the illustrative descriptors is that they: 

► draw, in their formulation, upon the experience of many institutions active in the field of 
defining levels of proficiency; 

► have been developed in tandem with the descriptive scheme presented in CEFR Chapters 4 
& 5 through an interaction between (a) the theoretical work of the authoring group (b) the 
analysis of existing scales of proficiency and (c) the practical workshops with teachers; 

► have been matched to the set of Common Reference Levels:  A1, A2, B1, B2, C1 and C2; 

► meet the criteria outlined in CEFR Appendix A for effective descriptors in that each is brief (up 
to 25 words), is clear and transparent, is positively formulated, describes something definite 
and has independent, stand-alone integrity – not relying on the formulation of other 
descriptors for its interpretation; 

► have been found transparent, useful and relevant by groups of non-native and native-speaker 
teachers from a variety of educational sectors with very different profiles in terms of linguistic 
training and teaching experience; 

► are relevant to the description of actual learner achievement in lower and upper secondary, 
vocational and adult education, and could thus represent realistic objectives; 

► have been ‘objectively calibrated’ to a common scale. This means that the position of the vast 
majority of the descriptors on the scale is the product of the way in which they have been 
interpreted to assess the achievement of learners, and not just on the basis of the opinion of 
the authors; 

https://rm.coe.int/1680459f97%20-%20page=37
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► provide a bank of criterion statements about the continuum of foreign language proficiency 
which can be exploited flexibly for the development of criterion-referenced assessment. They 
can be matched to existing local systems, elaborated by local experience and/or used to 
develop new sets of objectives. 

As a result, the 2001 set of illustrative descriptors met with wide acceptance and has been translated 
into 40 languages. However, the illustrative descriptors were referred to in the CEFR as a ‘descriptor 
bank’ because the idea was that, as with a test item bank, they might later be extended once users 
developed and validated more descriptors – as has now happened with this update. 

The descriptors are intended to provide a common metalanguage to facilitate networking and the 
development of communities of practice by groups of teachers. Users of the CEFR are invited to select 
the CEFR levels and illustrative descriptors that they consider to be appropriate for their learners’ 
needs, to adapt the formulation of the latter, in order to better suit the specific context concerned, and 
to supplement them with their own descriptors where they deem it necessary. This is the way that 
descriptors have been adapted for ELPs. 

Using the CEFR illustrative descriptors 

The main function of descriptors is to help 
align curriculum, teaching and 
assessment. Educators can select CEFR 
descriptors according to their relevance to the 
particular context, adapting them in the 
process if necessary. In this way descriptors 
can provide a detailed, flexible resource for: 

► relating learning aims to real world 
language use, thus giving a 
framework to action-oriented 
learning; 

► providing transparent ‘signposting’ to 
learners, parents, sponsors; 

► offering a ‘menu’ to negotiate 
priorities with adult learners in a 
process of ongoing needs analysis; 

► suggesting classroom tasks to 
teachers, usually tasks that will 
involve activities described in several 
descriptors; 

► introducing criterion-referenced 
assessment with the criteria relating 
to an external framework (here the 
CEFR). 

Very often, CEFR descriptors are referred to for inspiration in adapting or making explicit the aims of an 
existing course. In such a case, descriptors from particular scales are selected, adapted to the local 
context and added to an existing curriculum document. 

However, CEFR descriptors can also be used to develop a set of learning aims from scratch. In doing 
so, one should ideally start by creating a needs profile, such as those shown graphically in Figures 6 
and 7. In practice, a short cut is often taken by starting from the checklists of CEFR-adapted 
descriptors already available for different levels in the Language Biography section of the many 
versions of the European Language Portfolio. 

Whichever approach is taken, any resulting list of descriptors needs to be slimmed down to a 
reasonable length by removing repetition and aspects that appear less relevant in the particular 
context. It is usually at this point that descriptors are adapted, shortened, simplified, merged with 
existing communicative aims, and supplemented by other educational aims. What is a ‘reasonable’ 
length for a list depends on the precise purpose. A list can be long (e.g. 60-80 descriptors) in designing 
a curriculum for an entire level, but experience suggests that any list used as an instrument for teacher 

DEFINING CURRICULUM AIMS FROM A NEEDS PROFILE 

Step 1:  Select the descriptor scales that are relevant to the 
needs of the group of learners concerned. (See the Contents 
page; see Figures 6 and 7). Clearly this is best undertaken in 
consultation with stakeholders, including teachers and, in the 
case of adult learners, the learners themselves. Stakeholders 
can also be asked what other communicative activities are 
relevant. 

Step 2: Determine with the stakeholders, for each relevant 
descriptor scale, the level that the learners should reach.  

Step 3: Collate the descriptors for the target level(s) from all 
the relevant scales into a list. This gives the very first draft of a 
set of communicative aims. 

Step 4: Refine the list, possibly in discussion with the 
stakeholders. 

An alternative approach is to: 

Step 1: Determine a global target level for the course. 

Step 2: Collate all the descriptors for that level. 

Step 3: Identify the descriptors that are relevant, in 
consultation with stakeholders, and delete the rest. 
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assessment or self-assessment is more effective if it is much shorter (e.g. 10-20 descriptors) and 
focused on activities of relevance in a particular section or module of the course. 

Descriptors can also be useful as a starting point for providing transparent criteria for assessment. 
CEFR Chapter 9 outlines different forms of assessment and ways in which descriptors can be useful in 
relation to them. In discussing the exploitation of descriptors in assessment, the CEFR makes the 
following point: 

‘In discussing the use of descriptors it is essential to make a distinction between: 

1. Descriptors of communicative activities, which are located in Chapter 4. 

2. Descriptors of aspects of proficiency related to particular competences, which are 
located in Chapter 5. 

The former are very suitable for teacher- or self-assessment with regard to real-world 
tasks. Such teacher- or self-assessments are made on the basis of a detailed picture of 
the learner’s language ability built up during the course concerned. They are attractive 
because they can help to focus both learners and teachers on an action-oriented 
approach’. (CEFR Section 9.2.2) 

The latter, descriptors of aspects of proficiency related to competences (CEFR Chapter 5), can be a 
useful source for developing assessment criteria for how well user/learners are able to perform a 
particular task: to assess the quality of their production. This is opposed to the what: communicative 
activities they ‘can do’ (CEFR Chapter 4). The relationship between the two types of illustrative 
descriptors is shown in Table 3, modified from CEFR Figure 6. Each type (what; how) can take two 
forms: simpler, for ‘outsiders,’ and more elaborated, for ‘insiders’ (usually teachers). Simple forms of 
descriptors about what the learner can do are often used to report results to the user/learners 
themselves and other stakeholders (user-oriented); more elaborated, ‘insider’ forms help teachers or 
testers to construct a programme and specific tasks in it (constructor-oriented). Simpler versions of 
descriptors for how a learner performs in a language are used in assessment grids, which usually 
restrict themselves to four or five assessment criteria; in a spirit of transparency these can be shared 
with user/learners (assessor-oriented). More elaborated, ‘insider’ forms, usually for a longer list of 
aspects of quality, can be used as a checklist to diagnose strengths and weaknesses (diagnostic-
oriented).  Users may wish to follow up on this point in CEFR Sections 3.8 and 9.2.2, which explain 
these different orientations. 

Table 3 – The different purposes of descriptors (after CEFR Figure 6) 

 WHAT the user / learner can do 

(CEFR Chapter 4) 
HOW WELL the user/learner 
performs (CEFR Chapter 5) 

 of relevance to:  

More complex 
descriptors 

constructor-oriented curriculum 
descriptors 

diagnostic-oriented assessment 
descriptors 

Curriculum designers 

Teachers 

Simpler 
descriptors 

user-oriented learning aims and 
'can do' learning outcomes  

self-assessment-oriented 
assessment descriptors 

Learners 

Parents/employers etc. 

As mentioned, the primary function of descriptors is to facilitate the provision of transparent and 
coherent alignment between curriculum, teaching and assessment, particularly teacher assessment, 
and above all between the ‘language classroom world’ and the real world. Real world needs will relate 
to the main domains of language use: the public domain, the private domain, the occupational domain 
and the educational domain (CEFR Section 4.1.1; CEFR Table 5). These domains are illustrated in 
Appendix 6 with examples for the new scales for online and mediation activities. 

The educational domain is clearly as much a real world domain as the other three domains. Indeed 
both needs profiles shown earlier concerned the educational domain (Figure 6 for CLIL; Figure 7 for 
university study). It is particularly evident in cases such as the Language of Schooling for children with 
an immigrant background and CLIL (Content and Language Integrated Learning) that the teacher-
learner(s) interaction and collaborative interaction between learners that occur have mediating 
functions: 

► that of organising collective work and the relationships between participants; 

► that of facilitating access to – and the construction of – knowledge. 

https://rm.coe.int/1680459f97#page=38
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As diversity has increased at both the social and educational level since the CEFR was published, it 
has become increasingly important to make space for this diversity. This calls for a broader view of 
mediation, as taken in the 2014–2017 project, together with a positive focus on user/learners’ diverse 
linguistic and cultural repertoires. Classrooms can become a place for raising awareness of and further 
developing learners’ plurilingual/pluricultural profiles.  The Authoring Group very much hope that the 
provision of CEFR descriptors for mediating text, mediating concepts, mediating communication and 
for plurilingual/pluricultural competence will help to broaden the types of tasks carried out in language 
classrooms and to value all the developing language resources that user/learners bring. 

Some useful resources for CEFR implementation 

The Council of Europe’s website contains links to many resources and articles relating to the CEFR, 
including a bank of supplementary descriptors, samples of performance (videos and scripts) and 
calibrated assessment tasks. In addition, materials from a number of CEFR-related projects are 
available through the ECML website. The following is a shortlist of some of the most practical guidance 
documents in relation to exploitation of the CEFR for language teaching and learning: 

► A Guide for Users (John Trim et al., Council of Europe) – available in English and French; 

► Guide for the Development and Implementation of Curricula for Plurilingual and Intercultural 
Education – (Jean-Claude Beacco et al., Council of Europe) – available in English and 
French; 

► From Communicative to Action-Oriented: A Research Pathway (Enrica Piccardo, Curriculum 
Services Canada) – available in English and French; 

► Pathways through assessment, learning and teaching in the CEFR. (Enrica Piccardo et al., 
Council of Europe) – available in English and French; 

► Council of Europe Tools for Language Teaching: Common European Framework and 
Portfolios. (Francis Goullier, Didier/Council of Europe) – available in English and French; 

► Eaquals CEFR materials; 

► CEFTrain; 

► Pour enseigner les langues avec les CERCL- clés et conseils (Claire Bourguignon, 
Delagrave). 

► Le point sur le Cadre Européen commun de référence pour les langues (Evelyn Rosen, Clé 
International) 

► The CEFR in practice (Brian North, Cambridge University Press) 

► Language course planning (Brian North et al, Oxford University Press) 

 

http://www.ecml.at/Thematicareas/CEFRandELP/Resources/tabid/2971/language/en-GB/Default.aspx
https://rm.coe.int/1680697848
https://rm.coe.int/16806ae621
https://rm.coe.int/16806ae621
https://transformingfsl.ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/TAGGED_DOCUMENT_CSC605_Research_Guide_English_01.pdf
http://ecep.ecml.at/Portals/26/training-kit/files/2011_08_29_ECEP_EN.pdf
https://rm.coe.int/168069ce6e
https://rm.coe.int/168069ce6e
https://www.eaquals.org/our-expertise/cefr/our-work-practical-resources-for-language-teaching/
http://www.helsinki.fi/project/ceftrain/index.php.35.html
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     The Project to Update and Extend the  
     CEFR Illustrative Descriptors 

These extended illustrative descriptors include the original set included in Sections 4.4 and 5.2 of the 
2001 CEFR published text. The descriptor scales are organised according to the categories of the 
CEFR descriptive scheme. Page numbers are indicated on the Contents. The original descriptors 
are indicated in blue font. Any changes made to original descriptors are listed in Appendix 7. 

The original descriptors have been supplemented by a selection of validated, calibrated descriptors 
from the institutions listed in the Preface and by descriptors developed, validated and calibrated during 
the 2014-2017 Mediation Project. The approach taken both to the update of the 2001 descriptors and 
in the mediation project is described in Appendix 5 and briefly summarised here. 

► Where a version of a descriptor scale is available for sign languages through the ECML’s 

ProSign Project, this is indicated with the logo  top right. To see the ProSign 
descriptors for the respective scale please click on the logo. 

► Examples of contexts of use for the new illustrative descriptors for online interaction and for 
mediation activities, for the public, personal, occupational and educational domains, are given 
in Appendix 6. 

The relationship between the CEFR descriptive scheme, the 2001 illustrative descriptors and the 
updates and additions provided in this volume is shown in Table 4. As can be seen from Table 4, the 
descriptor scales for reception are presented before those for production, although the latter appear 
first in the 2001 CEFR text. 

The stages of the project 

Updating 2001 Scales 

The 2001 illustrative descriptor scales are one of the most widely exploited aspects of the CEFR and 
the relevance of the original descriptors has remained remarkably stable over time. Therefore, the 
approach taken was to supplement the 2001 set rather than change descriptors in it. There are, 
however, proposed changes to a small number of descriptors in the scales from CEFR Chapters 4 and 
5. The amendment of a small number of ‘absolute’ statements at C2 is intended to better reflect that 
the CEFR illustrative descriptors do not take an idealised native speaker as a reference point for the 
competence of a user/learner. These small changes are included in the extended set of illustrative 
descriptors published here, and are listed in Appendix 7. The working method adopted began with a 
small authoring group from the Eurocentres Foundation who selected, incorporated and, where 
necessary, adapted relevant calibrated materials drawn from the sources cited in the Foreword. In a 
series of meetings with a small group of experts who acted as a sounding board, the resulting set of 
descriptors was refined before being submitted to a larger group of consultants for review. 

New scales 

At this stage of the project, new scales were added for Reading as a leisure activity (under Written 
Reception), for Using telecommunications (under Spoken Interaction), and for Sustained monologue: 
Giving information (under Spoken Production). Certain existing descriptors defining more monologic 
speech were also moved from the scale Information exchange to the Sustained monologue: Giving 
information scale during this process. 
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Table 4 – The CEFR descriptive scheme, the 2001 illustrative descriptors, the updates and additions 

Activities 
In 2001 
descriptive 
scheme 

In 2001 
descriptor 
scales 

Descriptor 
scales updated 
in this volume 

Descriptor 
scales added 
in this 
volume  

Reception 

(CEFR 4.4.2) 

Spoken √ √ √ 
 

Written √ √ √ 
 

Strategies √ √ √ 
 

Production 

(CEFR 4.4.1) 

Spoken √ √ √ 
 

Written √ √ √ 
 

Strategies √ √ √ 
 

Interaction 

(CEFR 4.4.3) 

Spoken √ √ √ 
 

Written √ √ √ 
 

Strategies √ √ √ 
 

Online 
   

√ 

Mediation 

(CEFR 4.4.4) 

Text √ 
  

√ 

Concepts √ 
  

√ 

Communication √ 
  

√ 

Competences 
   

 

Communicative 
language 
competence 

(CEFR 5.2) 

Linguistic √ √ √ √ (Phonology) 

Pragmatic √ √ √  

Sociolinguistic √ √ √  

Plurilingual & 
pluricultural 
competence 
(CEFR 6.1.3) 

Pluricultural  √   √ 

Plurilingual 
comprehension 
and repertoire 

√   √ 

Pre-A1 

Pre-A1 represents a ‘milestone’ half way towards Level A1, a band of proficiency at which the learner 
has not yet acquired a generative capacity, but relies upon a repertoire of words and formulaic 
expressions.  The existence of a band of proficiency below A1 is referred to at the beginning of CEFR 
Section 3.5. A short list of descriptors is given that had been calibrated below A1 in the Swiss National 
Research Project. A fuller description of the competences of learners at A1 and the inclusion of a level 
below A1 was important for users as evidenced by the number of descriptor projects which focused on 
these lower levels. Therefore, a band of proficiency labelled Pre-A1 is included in the majority of the 
scales.  
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Mediation 

The approach taken to mediation in the 2001 CEFR publication and in the 2013-2017 project is 
explained in the next section. The 1996 pilot version of the CEFR, published during the last stages of 
the Swiss research project, sketched out categories for illustrative descriptor scales for mediation to 
complement those for reception, interaction and production. However, no project was set up to develop 
them. One important aim of the current update, therefore, was to, finally, provide such descriptor scales 
for mediation, given the increasing relevance of this area in education. In the consideration of 
mediation, descriptors for building on plurilingual and pluricultural repertoires were also added. It was 
to the validation of these new descriptors for mediation, online interaction, reactions to literature and 
building on plurilingual/pluricultural repertoires that the institutions listed in the Foreword contributed. 

Phonology 

For Phonological Control, an existing CEFR scale, a completely new set of descriptors was developed 
(see report by Enrica Piccardo). Phonology had been the least successful scale developed in the 
research behind the original descriptors. The phonology scale was the only CEFR illustrative descriptor 
scale for which a native speaker norm, albeit implicit, had been adopted. In an update, it appeared 
more appropriate to focus on intelligibility as the primary construct in phonological control, in line with 
current research, especially in the context of providing descriptors for building on 
plurilingual/pluricultural repertoires. The resulting Phonology project followed all three validation phases 
described below in relation to other new scales, with over 250 informants involved in each phase. 

Development methodology 

A short description of the development project is given in Appendix 5, with a more complete version 
available in the paper by Brian North and Enrica Piccardo: Developing Illustrative Descriptors of 
Aspects of Mediation for the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR). The project 
emulated and further extended the methodologies employed in the original CEFR descriptor research 
by Brian North and Günther Schneider in Switzerland. It followed a similar mixed methods, 
qualitative and quantitative developmental research design as summarised in Figure 11. An 
extensive review of relevant literature was followed by an intuitive authoring phase, with feedback from 
a sounding board. This was followed between February 2015 and February 2016 by three phases of 
validation activities with around 1,000 people. The validation was then followed in July 2016 to 
February 2017 by three rounds of consultation, with piloting from January–July 2017. 
  

https://rm.coe.int/phonological-scale-revision-process-report-cefr/168073fff9
https://rm.coe.int/common-european-framework-of-reference-for-languages-learning-teaching/168073ff31
https://rm.coe.int/common-european-framework-of-reference-for-languages-learning-teaching/168073ff31
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Figure 11 – Multimethod developmental research design 
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Sign language 

Parallel to the main project mentioned above, descriptors for sign language competence were 
produced with a similar methodology in the first phase of a project at the Zurich University of Applied 
Sciences (ZHAW), funded by the Swiss National Research Programme. The project aims in a second 
phase to produce descriptors for receptive signing competence. These descriptors specifically for sign 
languages complement the existing CEFR for spoken languages. Many other CEFR descriptors are 
actually applicable to sign language since sign language is used to fulfil the same communicative 
functions. This is indeed the basis of the ProSign Project that has produced variants of existing CEFR 
scales, as indicated in this Volume. 

Ever since the CEFR for spoken languages was introduced, there has been a need to define common 
learning targets, curricula and levels for education in sign languages. The CEFR is in fact increasingly 
used in order to structure courses in sign language. 95% of deaf children are born to hearing parents, 
so, although the community of the deaf is small, there is a great need for such courses, not just the 
families of deaf children, but for educational purposes (interpreters, deaf migrants, hard of hearing, 
pedagogues, linguists, etc.). In addition, the CEFR is starting to play a role in relation to the training 
and qualifications of sign language teachers and interpreters and, most particularly, in the struggle for 
the recognition of sign languages and the qualifications of sign language professionals. The initiative to 
include descriptors for sign language in the CEFR therefore received vocal support from a number of 
associations in the community of the Deaf. Brief details on the project are included in Appendix 5. 

Young learners 

The collated descriptors for young learners are available here on CEFR website. There is a recognised 
need for instruments to better support CEFR alignment of teaching and learning for young learners. 
However, a conscious decision was taken to avoid parallel design and calibration of new descriptors for 
young learners during this project, as young learner descriptors are largely derived and adapted from 
the CEFR illustrative descriptors, according to age and context. Moreover, a great deal of work has 
already been done in this area by professionals across the Member States in the design and validation 
of European Language Portfolios for young learners. Therefore, the approach adopted for young 
learners was to collect and collate descriptors for young learners and organise these into the two main 
age groups 7–10 and 11–15 that were represented by the majority of validated ELP samples available. 

Though not fully comprehensive, the project brings together a representative selection of ELP 
descriptors for young learners from a range of Council of Europe member states, using in particular 
materials drawn from accredited models in the Council of Europe ELP bank and/or samples registered 
on the Council of Europe website, along with young learner assessment descriptors supplied by 
Cambridge English Language Assessment. These were individually aligned to the 2001 illustrative 
descriptors according to level, identifying meaningful correspondences between young learner 
descriptors and CEFR illustrative descriptors, and presented to sounding board of experts for 
document peer review. This collation and alignment is intended to support further development of 
young learner curricula, portfolios and assessment instruments, with a consciousness of lifelong 
learning leading to competences described in the CEFR. 

In addition, the extended illustrative descriptors were included in the document for educators to 
consider for relevance to young learner programmes. Guidance judgements were added as to the 
proposed relevance of each of the extended CEFR illustrative descriptors to each of the two age 
groups. These judgements were also ratified by the sounding board though peer review, and in a 
separate consultative workshop. 

The descriptors are presented in two documents, one for each age group. The documents have an 
identical structure, presenting the descriptors by level, starting with Pre-A1, and filtering out non-
relevant CEFR illustrative descriptors which have been evaluated as clearly beyond the typical 
cognitive, social or experiential capacity of the age group (mainly at the higher levels). The documents 
thus show what CEFR descriptor the young learner descriptor is related to along with an indication of 
the relevance of a CEFR descriptor to the age group if no young learner descriptor examples are yet 
available. Additionally, an archive document retains all the mapped descriptors together for both age 
groups, organised by scale. 

http://www.coe.int/lang-cefr
http://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/bank-of-supplementary-descriptors
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Figure 12 – Development design of Young Learner Project 

Summary of changes 

Table 5 below summarises the changes to the CEFR illustrative descriptors resulting from the project 
and the rationale for these changes. 

Table 5 – Summary of changes resulting from the project 

What is addressed 
in this publication 

Comments 

Pre-A1 Descriptors for this band of proficiency that is halfway to A1, mentioned at the beginning of CEFR 
Section 3.5, are provided for many scales, including for online interaction. 

Changes to 2001 
descriptors 

A list of changes to existing 2001 descriptors appearing in CEFR Chapter 4 for communicative 
language activities & strategies, and in CEFR Chapter 5 for aspects of communicative language is 
given in Appendix 7. 

Changes to C2 
descriptors 

Most of the changes proposed in the list in Appendix 7 concern C2 descriptors included in the 
2001 set. Some instances of very absolute statements have been adjusted to better reflect the 
competence of C2 user/learners.  

Changes to A1-C1 
descriptors  

Very few changes are proposed to other descriptors. It was decided not to ‘update’ descriptors 
merely because of changes in technology (e.g. references to postcards or public telephones). The 
scale for Phonological control has been replaced (see below). Changes are also proposed to 
certain descriptors that refer to linguistic accommodation (or not) by ‘native speakers’, because 
this term has become controversial since the CEFR was published. 

Plus levels The description for plus levels (=B1+; B1.2) has been strengthened. Please see Appendix 1 and 
CEFR Section 3.5 and 3.6 for discussion of the plus levels.  

Phonology The scale for Phonological control has been redeveloped, with a focus on Sound articulation and 
Prosodic features.  

Mediation The approach taken to mediation is broader than that presented in the CEFR book. In addition to a 
focus on activities to mediate a text, scales are provided for mediating concepts and for mediating 
communication, giving a total of 19 scales for mediation activities. Mediation strategies (5 scales) 
are concerned with strategies employed during the mediation process, rather than in preparation 
for it. 
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What is addressed 
in this publication 

Comments 

Pluricultural The scale Building on pluricultural repertoire describes the use of pluricultural competences in a 
communicative situation. Thus, it is skills rather than knowledge or attitudes that are the focus. 
The scale shows a high degree of coherence with the existing CEFR scale Sociolinguistic 
appropriateness, although it was developed independently.  

Plurilingual The level of each descriptor in the scale Building on plurilingual repertoire is the functional level of 
the weaker language in the combination. Users may wish to indicate explicitly which languages 
are involved. 

Specification of 
languages involved 

It is recommended that, as part of the adaptation of the descriptors for practical use in a particular 
context, the relevant languages should be specified in relation to: 

 Cross-linguistic mediation (particularly scales for Mediating a text) 

 Plurilingual comprehension 

 Building on plurilingual repertoire. 

Literature There are three new scales relevant to creative text and literature: 

 Reading as a leisure activity (the purely receptive process; descriptors taken from other 
sets of CEFR-based descriptors) 

 Expressing a personal response to creative texts (less intellectual, lower levels) 

 Analysis and criticism of creative texts (more intellectual, higher levels) 

Online There are two new scales for the following categories: 

 Online conversation and discussion 

 Goal-oriented online transactions and collaboration 

Both these scales concern the multimodal activity typical of web use, including just checking or 
exchanging responses, spoken interaction and longer production in live link-ups, using chat 
(written spoken language), longer blogging or written contributions to discussion, and embedding 
other media. 

Other new 
descriptor scales 

New scales are provided for the following categories that were missing in the 2001 set, with 
descriptors taken from other sets of CEFR-based descriptors: 

 Using telecommunications 

 Giving information 

New descriptors 
are calibrated to 
the CEFR levels 

The new descriptor scales have been formally validated and calibrated to the mathematical scale 
from the original research that underlies the CEFR levels and descriptor scales.  

Sign language Where variants of CEFR descriptor scales have been adapted for sign languages in the ProSign 
Project, this is indicated in the top right-hand corner of the scale with the  logo. In 
addition, seven scales specifically for signing competence are included in this Volume on the basis 
of research conducted in Switzerland. 

Parallel project: 

Young learners Two collations of descriptors for young learners from ELPs are provided: for the 7–10 and 11–15 
age groups respectively. At the moment, no young learner descriptors have been related to 
descriptors on the new scales, but the relevance for young learners is indicated.  

Issues and responses 

A great amount of feedback was given by participants in the validation activities in 2015, in consultation 
meetings and during the wider consultation and piloting in 2016–7. This section focuses on some of the 
key issues which were raised over the duration of the project and how each one was addressed. 
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Relationship of mediation scales to existing CEFR scales 

Although the focus in the project was to provide descriptors for activities and strategies that were not 
already covered by existing CEFR descriptor scales, some aspects of the mediation scales, particularly 
at lower levels, are reminiscent of the kinds of activities described in existing CEFR scales. This is 
because some aspects of mediation, in the broader interpretation now being adopted, are already 
present in the original illustrative descriptor scales.  The new scales under Mediating a text for Relaying 
specific information, Explaining data and Processing text, for example, are an elaboration of concepts 
introduced in the existing scale Processing text under ‘Text’ in CEFR Section 4.6.3. Similarly, the 
scales particularly concerning group interaction Facilitating collaborative interaction with peers, 
Collaborating to construct meaning, and Encouraging conceptual talk are in many ways a further 
development of concepts in the existing scale Cooperating strategies under Interaction Strategies. This 
underlines the difficulty of any scheme of categorisation. We should never underestimate the fact that 
categories are convenient, invented artefacts that make it easier for us to interpret the world. 
Boundaries are fuzzy and overlap is inevitable. 

Cross-linguistic mediation 

Earlier versions of the descriptors had experimented with various formulations seeking to take account 
of this point. However, making clear distinctions proved to be remarkably difficult. Mother tongue and 
first language and language of schooling are often not synonymous and even expressions like source 
language and target language proved confusing (e.g. when mediating from another language one may 
be mediating to the mother tongue, the other language is in such a case the source language and the 
mother tongue would be the target language). Attempts to cater for these variations also meant that at 
one point the collection of descriptors tripled in size unnecessarily, with very minor changes in 
formulation. 

Therefore, the project group decided to take the line that, as with the original illustrative descriptors, 
what is calibrated is the perceived difficulty of the functional language ability irrespective of whatever 
languages are involved. It is recommended that those languages should be specified by the user as 
part of the adaptation of the descriptors for practical use. 

The scales for Mediating a text contain a reference to ‘Language A’ and ‘Language B’ broad terms for 
mediated communication sources and communication outputs respectively. It is stated in notes that 
mediation may be within one language or across languages, varieties or registers (or any combination 
of these) and that the user may wish to state the specific languages concerned. Equally the user may 
wish to provide examples relevant to their context, perhaps inspired by those presented in Appendix 6 
for the four domains of language use: public, personal, occupational and educational. 

For example, the first descriptor on the scale for Relaying specific information in speech: 

Can explain (in Language B) the relevance of specific information given in a particular section 
of a long, complex text (written in Language A). 

might become: 

Can explain in French the relevance of specific information given in a particular section of a 
long, complex text in English (for example an article, website, book or talk face-to-face / online 
concerning current affairs or an area of personal interest or concern). 

or if communication within one target language is concerned: 

Can explain the relevance of specific information given in a particular section of a long, 
complex text (for example an article, website, book or talk face-to-face / online concerning 
current affairs or an area of personal interest or concern). 

All of the descriptors for mediating a text involve integrated skills, a mixture of reception and 
production. The focus is not on reception, for which CEFR scales already exist. The level at which 
descriptors are calibrated reflects the level of the processing and the production required. When the 
reception and the production are in different languages, then the level represented by the descriptor is 
that needed to process and articulate the source message in the target language(s). 
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General and communicative language competences 

In any CEFR descriptor scale, the descriptors at a particular level define what can reasonably be 
achieved when the user/learner has a communicative language competence (CEFR Section 5.2) in the 
language(s) concerned corresponding to the CEFR level given, provided that the person concerned 
also has the personal characteristics, knowledge, cognitive maturity and experience – that is to say the 
general competences (CEFR Section 5.1) – necessary to do so successfully. The CEFR scales are 
intended to be used to profile ability. It is unlikely that all users who are globally ‘B1’ are capable of 
doing exactly what is defined at B1 on all CEFR descriptor scales, no more and no less. It is far more 
likely that people whose overall level is at B1 will in fact be A2 or A2+ in relation to some activities and 
B1+ or even B2 in relation to others, depending upon their personal profile of general competences, in 
turn dependent on age, experience etc. This is the case with many existing CEFR descriptor scales 
that concern cognitive abilities like Listening and notetaking, Reading for information and argument, 
Formal discussion (Meetings), Sustained monologue: Addressing audiences, and producing Reports 
and essays. It is equally the case with many mediation activities. Some of the scales under mediating a 
text (e.g. Processing text) or mediation strategies (e.g. Streamlining text) involve activities requiring a 
degree of cognitive sophistication that may also not be shared equally by everyone. Furthermore, the 
scales for mediating communication require interpersonal skills that are not shared equally, partly due 
to experience. 

Similarly, the profiles of user/learners at, for example, B1 will differ greatly in relation to Building on 
plurilingual/pluricultural repertoire, dependent on their personal trajectories and the experience and 
competences acquired along the way. Therefore, rather than seeking to eliminate the influence of 
individual differences, the approach taken in the descriptors acknowledges that they are a key 
contributing factor to learners’ unique profiles of communicative ability. 

General and communicative language competences in building on pluricultural 
repertoire 

As with mediating, using one’s pluricultural repertoire involves a range of general competences (CEFR 
Section 5.1), usually in close conjunction with pragmatic and sociolinguistic competences (CEFR 
Section 5.2.2 & 3). Thus in this scale, as in the mediation scales and many other CEFR scales, 
competences other than language competences come into play. The boundaries between knowledge 
of the world (CEFR 5.1.1.1), sociocultural knowledge (CEFR 5.1.1.2) and intercultural awareness 
(CEFR 5.1.1.3) are not really clear-cut, as the CEFR explains. Nor are those between practical skills 
and know-how (CEFR 5.1.2.1) – which includes social skills – and socio-cultural knowledge or 
intercultural skills and knowhow (5.1.2.2). The field of socio-pragmatics also studies aspects of these 
areas from a more ‘linguistic’ point of view. What is more important than possible overlap between 
categories is the fact that the user/learner calls on all these various aspects, merged with the 
appropriate communicative language competence, in the creation of meaning in a communicative 
situation. Some are more likely than others to be able to do this to the extent permitted by a given 
language proficiency level, perhaps because of their differing aptitudes and experience. 

Plurilingual comprehension and level 

Plurilingual comprehension usually involves activities like exploiting one’s receptive ability in one 
language (however partial) to deduce the meaning of texts written in another language. Again, it is the 
minimum functional level needed in each of the languages concerned to perform these activities that 
the descriptor scaling refers to. Proximity of languages naturally helps. Therefore, again, in any specific 
context, users are advised to specify the languages concerned as part of the adaptation of the 
descriptor for practical use. 

Sign language users and descriptors 

People who are born deaf may acquire a sign language as their first language given appropriate input 
by their parents and peers. Sign languages are not merely a form of gesture based communication, 
and not simply a different medium to express a spoken language. Linguistic research has provided 
ample evidence that sign languages are human languages in their own right that display all features, 
means, rules and restrictions found in spoken language. This includes language acquisition, 
processing, loss – that is all psychological processes and language specific representations found for 
spoken languages. 
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     The CEFR Illustrative Descriptor        
     Scales 

Communicative language activities and strategies (CEFR Section 4.4) 

Reception 

Reception involves receiving and processing input, activating what are thought to be appropriate 
schemata in order to build up a representation of the meaning being expressed and a hypothesis as to 
the communicative intention behind it.  Incoming co-textual and contextual cues are checked to see if 
they ‘fit’ the activated schema – or suggest that an alternative hypothesis is necessary. In aural 
reception (one-way listening) activities, the language user receives and processes a spoken input 
produced by one or more speakers. In visual reception (reading) activities the user receives and 
processes as input written texts produced by one or more writers. In audio-visual reception, for which 
one scale (watching TV and film) is provided, the user watches TV, video, or a film and uses multi-
media, with or without subtitles and voiceovers. 

 

  

Reception
Activities

Overall Listening
Comprehension

Understanding 
interaction between 

other speakers

Listening as a member 
of a

live audience

Listening to 
announcements &

instructions

Listening to audio 
media & recordings

Overall Reading
Comprehension

Reading 
correspondence

Reading for orientation

Reading for information 
&

argument

Reading instructions

Reading as a
leisure activity

Audio-visual
(Watching TV, film & 

video)

Reception
Strategies

Identifying cues &
inferring
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Reception activities 

Listening comprehension 

The aspects of listening comprehension included under reception are different kinds of one-way 
listening, excluding Understanding the interlocutor (as a participant in interaction), which is included 
under interaction. The approach is strongly influenced by the metaphor of concentric circles as one 
moves out from the role as participant in an interaction towards the one-way role of an overhearer or 
bystander, to being a member of a live audience, to being a member of an audience at a distance – via 
media. Scales are provided for Understanding conversation between other speakers (as an 
overhearer) and for Listening as a member of a live-audience. To these scales particular media are 
added, with Listening to announcements and instructions, and Listening to audio media and 
recordings. There is also a separate scale for Watching TV and film included under audio-visual 
comprehension. 

SPOKEN RECEPTION 

OVERALL LISTENING COMPREHENSION 

C2 
Can understand with ease virtually any kind of spoken language, whether live or broadcast, delivered at fast natural 
speed. 

C1 

Can understand enough to follow extended speech on abstract and complex topics beyond his/her own field, though 
he/she may need to confirm occasional details, especially if the accent is unfamiliar. 

Can recognise a wide range of idiomatic expressions and colloquialisms, appreciating register shifts. 

Can follow extended speech even when it is not clearly structured and when relationships are only implied and not 
signalled explicitly. 

B2 

Can understand standard spoken language, live or broadcast on both familiar and unfamiliar topics normally encountered 
in personal, social, academic or vocational life. Only extreme background noise, inadequate discourse structure and/or 
idiomatic usage influence the ability to understand. 

Can understand the main ideas of propositionally and linguistically complex speech on both concrete and abstract topics 
delivered in standard speech, including technical discussions in his/her field of specialisation. 

Can follow extended speech and complex lines of argument provided the topic is reasonably familiar, and the direction of 
the talk is sign-posted by explicit markers. 

B1 

Can understand straightforward factual information about common everyday or job related topics, identifying both general 
messages and specific details, provided speech is clearly articulated in a generally familiar accent. 

Can understand the main points of clear standard speech on familiar matters regularly encountered in work, school, 
leisure etc., including short narratives. 

A2 

Can understand enough to be able to meet needs of a concrete type provided speech is clearly and slowly articulated. 

Can understand phrases and expressions related to areas of most immediate priority (e.g. very basic personal and family 
information, shopping, local geography, employment), provided speech is clearly and slowly articulated. 

A1 

Can follow speech that is very slow and carefully articulated, with long pauses for him/her to assimilate meaning. 

Can recognise concrete information (e.g. places and times) on familiar topics encountered in everyday life, provided it is 
delivered in slow and clear speech. 

Pre-A1 

Can understand short, very simple questions and statements provided that they are delivered slowly and clearly and 
accompanied by visuals or manual gestures to support understanding and repeated if necessary. 

Can recognise everyday, familiar words, provided they are delivered clearly and slowly in a clearly defined, familiar, 
everyday context. 

Can recognise numbers, prices, dates and days of the week, provided they are delivered slowly and clearly in a defined, 
familiar, everyday context. 

  

http://www.ecml.at/ECML-Programme/Programme2012-2015/ProSign/PRO-Sign-referencelevels/tabid/1844/Default.aspx
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Understanding conversation between other speakers concerns two main situations: the first is when 
other speakers in a group interaction talk across the user/learner to each other, so that the user/learner 
is no longer directly addressed. The second situation is when the user/learner is an overhearer: 
listening to a conversation between other people nearby. Both situations are noticeably more difficult 
than when the user/learner is directly addressed, firstly because there is no element of accommodation 
to them and because the speakers may have shared assumptions, experiences they refer to and even 
variants in usage, and secondly because the user/learner, not being an addressee, has no ‘rights’ to 
ask for clarification, repetition etc. Key concepts operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► picking up and connecting words, phrases etc.; 

► catching enough to identify the topic, changes of topic; 

► identifying chronological progression, e.g. a story; 

► identifying when people agree and disagree, points made for and against an issue; 

► identifying attitudes and sociocultural implications (C levels). 

UNDERSTANDING CONVERSATION BETWEEN OTHER SPEAKERS 

C2 
Can identify the sociocultural implications of most of the language used in colloquial discussions that take place at a natural 
speed. 

C1 

Can easily follow complex interactions between third parties in group discussion and debate, even on abstract, complex 
unfamiliar topics. 

Can identify the attitude of each speaker in an animated discussion characterised by overlapping turns, digressions and 
colloquialisms that is delivered at a natural speed in accents that are familiar to the listener. 

B2 

Can keep up with an animated conversation between speakers of the target language. 

Can with some effort catch much of what is said around him/her, but may find it difficult to participate effectively in 
discussion with several speakers of the target language who do not modify their speech in any way. 

Can identify the main reasons for and against an argument or idea in a discussion conducted in clear standard speech. 

Can follow chronological sequence in extended informal speech, e.g. in a story or anecdote. 

B1 

Can follow much of everyday conversation and discussion, provided it takes place in standard speech and is clearly 
articulated in a familiar accent. 

Can generally follow the main points of extended discussion around him/her, provided speech is clearly articulated in 
standard speech. 

A2 

Can generally identify the topic of discussion around him/her that is conducted slowly and clearly. 

Can recognise when speakers agree and disagree in a conversation conducted slowly and clearly. 

Can follow in outline short, simple social exchanges, conducted very slowly and clearly. 

A1 

Can understand some words and expressions when people are talking about him/herself, family, school, hobbies or 
surroundings, provided they are talking slowly and clearly. 

Can understand words and short sentences when listening to a simple conversation (e.g. between a customer and a 
salesperson in a shop), provided that people talk very slowly and very clearly. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Listening as a member of a live-audience concerns listening to a speaker addressing an audience, for 
example in a meeting or seminar, at a conference or lecture, on a guided tour, at a wedding or other 
celebration. Understanding the speaker as a member of an audience is in fact usually easier than 
Understanding conversation between other speakers, even though the user/learner is even further 
away from being a participant in the talk. This is firstly because the more structured nature of a 
monologue means that it is easier to bridge over sections that one doesn’t understand and pick up the 
thread again. Secondly, the speaker is more likely to be using a neutral register and projecting his/her 
voice to maximize the ability of the audience to follow. Key concepts operationalized in the scale 
include the following: 

► following talk accompanying real artefacts (e.g. on a guided tour) and visual aids (e.g. 
PowerPoint); 

► the degree of accommodation to the audience (speed of delivery, extent to which usage is 
simplified); 

► familiarity of the situation and subject matter; 

► following a line of argument, distinguishing man points etc. 

LISTENING AS A MEMBER OF A LIVE AUDIENCE 

C2 

Can follow specialised lectures and presentations employing colloquialism, regional usage or unfamiliar terminology. 

Can make appropriate inferences when links or implications are not made explicit. 

Can get the point of jokes or allusions in a presentation. 

C1 Can follow most lectures, discussions and debates with relative ease. 

B2 

Can follow the essentials of lectures, talks and reports and other forms of academic/professional presentation which are 
propositionally and linguistically complex. 

Can understand the speaker’s point of view on topics that are of current interest or that relate to his/her specialised field, 
provided that the talk is delivered in standard spoken language. 

Can follow complex lines of argument in a clearly articulated lecture provided the topic is reasonably familiar. 

Can distinguish main themes from asides, provided that the lecture or talk is delivered in standard spoken language. 

Can recognise the speaker’s point of view and distinguish this from facts that he/she is reporting. 

B1 

Can follow a lecture or talk within his/her own field, provided the subject matter is familiar and the presentation 
straightforward and clearly structured. 

Can distinguish between main ideas and supporting details in standard lectures on familiar subjects, provided these are 
delivered in clearly articulated standard speech. 

Can follow in outline straightforward short talks on familiar topics, provided these are delivered in clearly articulated 
standard speech. 

Can follow a straightforward conference presentation or demonstration with visual support (e.g. slides, handouts) on a topic 
or product within his/her field, understanding explanations given. 

Can understand the main points of what is said in a straightforward monologue like a guided tour, provided the delivery is 
clear and relatively slow. 

A2 

Can follow the general outline of a demonstration or presentation on a familiar or predictable topic, where the message is 
expressed slowly and clearly in simple language and there is visual support (e.g. slides, handouts). 

Can follow a very simple, well-structured presentation or demonstration, provided that it is illustrated with slides, concrete 
examples or diagrams, it is delivered slowly and clearly with repetition and the topic is familiar. 

Can understand the outline of simple information given in a predictable situation, such as on a guided tour, e.g. ‘This is 
where the President lives.’ 

A1 
Can understand in outline very simple information being explained in a predictable situation like a guided tour, provided that 
speech is very slow and clear and that there are long pauses from time to time. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Listening to announcements and instructions, involves a different type of extremely focused listening in 
which the aim is to catch specific information. The situation is complicated by the fact that the 
announcement or instructions may well be delivered by a (possibly faulty) public address system, or 
called out by a speaker some considerable distance away. Key concepts operationalized in the scale 
include the following: 

► understanding directions and detailed instructions; 

► catching the main point of announcements; 

► degree of clarity, from slow and clear to normal speed with audio distortion. 

LISTENING TO ANNOUNCEMENTS AND INSTRUCTIONS 

C2 No descriptors available; see C1 

C1 

Can extract specific information from poor quality, audibly distorted public announcements e.g. in a station, sports stadium 
etc. 

Can understand complex technical information, such as operating instructions, specifications for familiar products and 
services. 

B2 

Can understand announcements and messages on concrete and abstract topics spoken in standard speech at normal 
speed. 

Can understand detailed instructions well enough to be able to follow them successfully. 

B1 

Can understand simple technical information, such as operating instructions for everyday equipment. 

Can follow detailed directions. 

Can understand public announcements at airports, stations and on planes, buses and trains, provided these are clearly 
articulated in standard speech with minimum interference from background noise. 

A2 

Can understand and follow a series of instructions for familiar, everyday activities such as sports, cooking, etc. provided 
they are delivered slowly and clearly. 

Can understand straightforward announcements (e.g. a telephone recording or radio announcement of a cinema 
programme or sports event, an announcement that a train has been delayed, or messages announced by loudspeaker in a 
supermarket), provided the delivery is slow and clear. 

Can catch the main point in short, clear, simple messages and announcements. 

Can understand simple directions relating to how to get from X to Y, by foot or public transport. 

Can understand basic instructions on times, dates and numbers etc., and on routine tasks and assignments to be carried 
out. 

A1 

Can understand instructions addressed carefully and slowly to him/her and follow short, simple directions. 

Can understand when someone tells him/her slowly and clearly where something is, provided the object is in the immediate 
environment. 

Can understand figures, prices and times given slowly and clearly in an announcement by loudspeaker, e.g. at a railway 
station or in a shop. 

Pre-A1 
Can understand short, simple instructions for actions such as ‘Stop,’ ‘Close the door,’ etc., provided they are delivered 
slowly face-to- face, accompanied by pictures or manual gestures and repeated if necessary. 
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Listening to audio media and recordings involves broadcast media and recorded materials including 
messages, weather forecasts, narrated stories, news bulletins, interviews and documentaries. Key 
concepts operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► picking out concrete information; 

► understanding main points, essential information; 

► catching important information; 

► identifying speaker mood, attitudes and viewpoints. 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA AND RECORDINGS 

C2 No descriptors available; see C1 

C1 
Can understand a wide range of recorded and broadcast audio material, including some non-standard usage, and identify 
finer points of detail including implicit attitudes and relationships between speakers. 

B2 

Can understand recordings in the standard form of the language likely to be encountered in social, professional or 
academic life and identify speaker viewpoints and attitudes as well as the information content. 

Can understand most radio documentaries and most other recorded or broadcast audio material delivered in the standard 
form of the language and can identify the speaker's mood, tone etc. 

B1 

Can understand the information content of the majority of recorded or broadcast audio material on topics of personal 
interest delivered in clear standard speech. 

Can understand the main points of radio news bulletins and simpler recorded material about familiar subjects delivered 
relatively slowly and clearly. 

Can understand the main points and important details in stories and other narratives (e.g. a description of a holiday), 
provided the speaker speaks slowly and clearly. 

A2 

Can understand the most important information contained in short radio commercials concerning goods and services of 
interest (e.g. CDs, video games, travel, etc.). 

Can understand in a radio interview what people say they do in their free time, what they particularly like doing and what 
they do not like doing, provided that they speak slowly and clearly. 

Can understand and extract the essential information from short, recorded passages dealing with predictable everyday 
matters that are delivered slowly and clearly. 

Can extract important information from short radio broadcasts, such as the weather forecast, concert announcements or 
sports results, provided that people talk clearly. 

Can understand the important points of a story and manage to follow the plot, provided the story is told slowly and clearly. 

A1 
Can pick out concrete information (e.g. places and times) from short audio recordings on familiar everyday topics, provided 
they are delivered very slowly and clearly. 

Pre-A1 
Can recognise words, names and numbers that he/she already knows in simple, short recordings, provided that they are 
delivered very slowly and clearly 
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Reading comprehension 

The categories for reading are a mixture between reading purpose and reading particular genres with 
specific functions. In terms of reading purpose, there is a fundamental difference between Reading for 
orientation and Reading for information / argument. The former is sometimes called search reading and 
mainly takes two forms: firstly, reading a text ‘diagonally’ at speed in order to decide whether to read 
(parts of) it properly (= ‘skimming’), and secondly, looking quickly through a text searching for 
something specific – usually a piece of information (=’scanning’). The latter is the way one reads 
artefacts like bus or train timetables, but sometimes one searches through a long prose text looking for 
something in particular. Then there is a fundamental difference between Reading for 
information/argument and Reading as a leisure activity. The latter may well involve non-fiction, but not 
necessarily literature. It will also encompass magazines and newspapers, blogs, biographies etc. – and 
possible even texts another person would read only for work or study purposes, depending on one’s 
interests. Finally, there are texts that one reads in a particular way – like Reading instructions, a 
specialized form of reading for information. Reading correspondence is different again, and this is 
offered first since the scales start in each category with interpersonal language use. Reading as a 
leisure activity is given last purely because it is added in 2017. 

WRITTEN RECEPTION 

OVERALL READING COMPREHENSION 

C2 

Can understand virtually all forms of the written language including abstract, structurally complex, or highly colloquial 
literary and non-literary writings. 

Can understand a wide range of long and complex texts, appreciating subtle distinctions of style and implicit as well as 
explicit meaning. 

C1 

Can understand in detail lengthy, complex texts, whether or not they relate to his/her own area of speciality, provided 
he/she can reread difficult sections. 

Can understand a wide variety of texts including literary writings, newspaper or magazine articles, and specialised 
academic or professional publications, provided that there are opportunities for re-reading and he/she has access to 
reference tools. 

B2 
Can read with a large degree of independence, adapting style and speed of reading to different texts and purposes, and 
using appropriate reference sources selectively. Has a broad active reading vocabulary, but may experience some difficulty 
with low-frequency idioms. 

B1 
Can read straightforward factual texts on subjects related to his/her field and interests with a satisfactory level of 
comprehension. 

A2 

Can understand short, simple texts on familiar matters of a concrete type which consist of high frequency everyday or job-
related language. 

Can understand short, simple texts containing the highest frequency vocabulary, including a proportion of shared 
international vocabulary items. 

A1 
Can understand very short, simple texts a single phrase at a time, picking up familiar names, words and basic phrases and 
rereading as required. 

Pre-A1 
Can recognise familiar words accompanied by pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu illustrated with photos or a 
picture book using familiar vocabulary. 
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Reading correspondence encompasses reading both personal and formal correspondence. Key 
concepts operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► length and complexity/simplicity of message; 

► concreteness of information, whether it follows a routine format; 

► the extent to which language is standard, colloquial, idiomatic; 

► the extent to which the subject is an everyday one, one related to interests or specialised. 

READING CORRESPONDENCE 

C2 Can understand specialised, formal correspondence on a complex topic. 

C1 

Can understand any correspondence given the occasional use of a dictionary. 

Can understand implicit as well as explicit attitudes, emotions and opinions expressed in emails, discussion forums, blogs 
etc., provided that there are opportunities for re-reading and he/she has access to reference tools. 

Can understand slang, idiomatic expressions and jokes in private correspondence. 

B2 
Can read correspondence relating to his/her field of interest and readily grasp the essential meaning. 

Can understand what is said in a personal email or posting even where some colloquial language is used. 

B1 

Can understand formal correspondence on less familiar subjects well enough to redirect it to someone else.  

Can understand the description of events, feelings and wishes in personal letters well enough to correspond regularly with 
a pen friend. 

Can understand straightforward personal letters, emails or postings giving a relatively detailed account of events and 
experiences. 

Can understand standard formal correspondence and online postings in his/her area of professional interest. 

A2 

Can understand a simple personal letter, email or post in which the person writing is talking about familiar subjects (such as 
friends or family) or asking questions on these subjects. 

Can understand basic types of standard routine letters and faxes (enquiries, orders, letters of confirmation etc.) on familiar 
topics. 

Can understand short simple personal letters. 

Can understand very simple formal emails and letters (e.g. confirmation of a booking or on-line purchase). 

A1 

Can understand short, simple messages on postcards. 

Can understand short, simple messages sent via social media or email (e.g. proposing what to do, when and where to 
meet). 

Pre-A1 

Can understand from a letter, card or email the event to which he/she is being invited and the information given about day, 
time and location. 

Can recognise times and places in very simple notes and text messages from friends or colleagues, for example ‘Back at 4 
o’clock’ or ‘In the meeting room,’ provided there are no abbreviations. 
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Reading for orientation – search reading – involves ‘skimming:’ reading at speed in order to judge 
relevance and ‘scanning:’ searching for specific information. Key concepts operationalized in the scale 
include the following: 

► the type of texts (from notices, leaflets etc. to articles and books); 

► picking out concrete information like times, prices from texts that are visual artefacts, rather 
than prose text, with layout that helps; 

► identifying important information; 

► scanning prose text for relevance; 

► speed – mentioned at B2. 

READING FOR ORIENTATION 

C2 No descriptors available; see B2 

C1 No descriptors available; see B2 

B2 

Can scan quickly through  several sources (articles, reports, websites, books etc.) in parallel, in both his/her own field and 
in related fields, and can identify the relevance and usefulness of particular sections for the task at hand. 

Can scan quickly through long and complex texts, locating relevant details. 

Can quickly identify the content and relevance of news items, articles and reports on a wide range of professional topics, 
deciding whether closer study is worthwhile. 

B1 

Can scan longer texts in order to locate desired information, and gather information from different parts of a text, or from 
different texts in order to fulfil a specific task. 

Can scan through straightforward, factual texts in magazines, brochures or in the web, identify what they are about and 
decide whether they contain information that might be of practical use. 

Can find and understand relevant information in everyday material, such as letters, brochures and short official documents. 

Can pick out important information about preparation and usage on the labels on foodstuffs and medicine. 

Can assess whether an article, report or review is on the required topic. 

Can understand the important information in simple, clearly drafted adverts in newspapers or magazines, provided that 
there are not too many abbreviations. 

A2 

Can find specific information in practical, concrete, predictable texts (e.g. travel guidebooks, recipes), provided they are 
written in simple language. 

Can understand the main information in short and simple descriptions of goods in brochures and websites (e.g. portable 
digital devices, cameras, etc.). 

Can find specific, predictable information in simple everyday material such as advertisements, prospectuses, menus, 
reference lists and timetables. 

Can locate specific information in lists and isolate the information required (e.g. use the ‘Yellow Pages’ to find a service or 
tradesman). 

Can understand everyday signs and notices etc. in public places, such as streets, restaurants, railway stations, in 
workplaces, such as directions, instructions, hazard warnings. 

A1 

Can recognise familiar names, words and very basic phrases on simple notices in the most common everyday situations. 

Can understand store guides (information on which floors departments are on) and directions (e.g. to where to find lifts). 

Can understand basic hotel information, e.g. times when meals are served. 

Can find and understand simple, important information in advertisements, in programmes for special events, in leaflets and 
brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, the date and place of the event, departure times etc.). 

Pre-A1 
Can understand simple everyday signs such as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No smoking,’ etc. 

Can find information about places, times and prices on posters, flyers and notices. 
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Reading for information / argument – detailed reading – involves careful study of a text that one has 
judged to be relevant for a purpose at hand. It is often associated with study and professional life. Key 
concepts operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► type of texts, from simple, short illustrated informational material to complex reports and 
articles; 

► subject of texts, from familiar everyday subjects of personal interest to topics outside his/her 
area of interest; 

► depth of understanding, from getting an idea of the content to understanding finer points and 
implications. 

READING FOR INFORMATION AND ARGUMENT 

C2 Can understand the finer points and implications of a complex report or article even outside his/her area of specialisation. 

C1 

Can understand in detail a wide range of lengthy, complex texts likely to be encountered in social, professional or academic 
life, identifying finer points of detail including attitudes and implied as well as stated opinions. 

Can understand in detail lengthy, complex texts, whether or not they relate to his/her own area of speciality, provided 
he/she can reread difficult sections. 

B2 

Can obtain information, ideas and opinions from highly specialised sources within his/her field. 

Can understand specialised articles outside his/her field, provided he/she can use a dictionary occasionally to confirm 
his/her interpretation of terminology. 

Can understand articles and reports concerned with contemporary problems in which the writers adopt particular stances or 
viewpoints. 

Can recognise when a text provides factual information and when it seeks to convince readers of something. 

Can recognise different structures in discursive text: contrasting arguments, problem-solution presentation and cause-effect 
relationships. 

B1 

Can understand straightforward, factual texts on subjects relating to his/her interests or studies. 

Can understand short texts on subjects that are familiar or of current interest, in which people give their points of view (e.g. 
critical contributions to an online discussion forum or readers’ letters to the editor). 

Can identify the main conclusions in clearly signalled argumentative texts. 

Can recognise the line of argument in the treatment of the issue presented, though not necessarily in detail. 

Can recognise significant points in straightforward newspaper articles on familiar subjects. 

Can understand most factual information that he/she is likely to come across on familiar subjects of interest, provided 
he/she has sufficient time for re-reading. 

Can understand the main points in descriptive notes such as those on museum exhibits and explanatory boards in 
exhibitions. 

A2 

Can identify specific information in simpler written material he/she encounters such as letters, brochures and short 
newspaper articles describing events. 

Can follow the general outline of a news report on a familiar type of event, provided that the contents are familiar and 
predictable. 

Can pick out the main information in short newspaper reports or simple articles in which figures, names, illustrations and 
titles play a prominent role and support the meaning of the text. 

Can understand the main points of short texts dealing with everyday topics (e.g. lifestyle, hobbies, sports, weather). 

Can understand texts describing people, places, everyday life, and culture, etc., provided that they are written in simple 
language. 

Can understand information given in illustrated brochures and maps, e.g. the principal attractions of a city or area. 

Can understand the main points in short news items on subjects of personal interest (e.g. sport, celebrities). 

Can understand a short factual description or report within his/her own field, provided that it is written in simple language 
and does not contain unpredictable detail. 

Can understand most of what people say about themselves in a personal ad or post and what they say they like in other 
people. 

A1 

Can get an idea of the content of simpler informational material and short simple descriptions, especially if there is visual 
support. 

Can understand short texts on subjects of personal interest (e.g. news flashes about sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) 
written with simple words and supported by illustrations and pictures. 

Pre-A1 
Can understand the simplest informational material that consists of familiar words and pictures, such as a fast-food 
restaurant menu illustrated with photos or an illustrated story formulated in very simple, everyday words 
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Reading instructions is a specialized form of reading for information. Key concepts operationalized in 
the scale include the following: 

► topic of instructions, from routine prohibitions on simple notices and simple directions to 
detailed conditions and complex instructions on something unfamiliar, possibly outside his/her 
area of expertise; 

► degree of contextualisation and familiarity; 

► length, from a few words to detailed and lengthy complex instructions in continuous text. 

READING INSTRUCTIONS 

C2 No descriptors available; see C1 

C1 
Can understand in detail lengthy, complex instructions on a new machine or a new procedure, whether or not the 
instructions relate to his/her own area of speciality, provided he/she can reread difficult sections. 

B2 
Can understand lengthy, complex instructions in his/her field, including details on conditions and warnings, provided he/she 
can reread difficult sections. 

B1 

Can understand instructions and procedures in the form of a continuous text, for example in a manual, provided that he/she 
is familiar with the type of process or product concerned. 

Can understand clearly written, straightforward instructions for a piece of equipment. 

Can follow simple instructions given on packaging, e.g. cooking instructions. 

Can understand most short safety instructions, (e.g. on public transport or in manuals for the use of electrical equipment). 

A2 

Can understand regulations, for example safety, when expressed in simple language. 

Can understand short written instructions illustrated step by step (e.g. for installing new technology). 

Can understand simple instructions on equipment encountered in everyday life – such as a public telephone. 

Can understand simple, brief instructions provided that they are illustrated and not written in continuous text. 

Can understand instructions on medicine labels expressed as a simple command e.g. ‘Take before meals’ or ‘Do not take if 
driving. 

Can follow a simple recipe, especially if there are pictures to illustrate the most important steps. 

A1 Can follow short, simple written directions (e.g. to go from X to Y). 

Pre-A1 
Can understand very short, simple, instructions used in familiar, everyday contexts such as ‘No parking,’ ‘No food or drink,’ 
etc., especially if there are illustrations. 
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Reading as a leisure activity involves both fiction and nonfiction, including creative texts, different forms 
of literature, magazine and newspaper articles, blogs, biographies, etc. – depending on one’s interests. 
Key concepts operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► length, variety of texts and whether there are illustrations; 

► type of texts, from simple descriptions of people and places, through different types of 
narrative texts to contemporary and classical writings in different genres; 

► topics, from everyday topics (e.g. hobbies, sports, leisure activities, animals), concrete 
situations to a full range of abstract and literary topics; 

► type of language: from simple to stylistically complex; 

► ease of reading: from guessing with the help of images, through reading with a large degree 
of independence  to appreciating the variety of texts; 

► depth of understanding: from understanding in outline/the main points to understanding 
implicit as well as explicit meaning. 

READING AS A LEISURE ACTIVITY 

C2 
Can read virtually all forms of the written language including classical or colloquial literary and non-literary writings in 
different genres, appreciating subtle distinctions of style and implicit as well as explicit meaning. 

C1 

Can read and appreciate a variety of literary texts, provided that he/she can reread certain sections and that he/she can 
access reference tools if he/she wishes. 

Can read contemporary literary texts and non-fiction written in the standard form of the language with little difficulty and with 
appreciation of implicit meanings and ideas. 

B2 

Can read for pleasure with a large degree of independence, adapting style and speed of reading to different texts (e.g. 
magazines, more straightforward novels, history books, biographies, travelogues, guides, lyrics, poems), using appropriate 
reference sources selectively. 

Can read novels that have a strong, narrative plot and that are written in straightforward, unelaborated language, provided 
that he/she can take his/her time and use a dictionary. 

B1 

Can read newspaper / magazine accounts of films, books, concerts etc. written for a wider audience and understand the 
main points. 

Can understand simple poems and song lyrics written in straightforward language and style. 

Can understand the description of places, events, explicitly expressed feelings and perspectives in narratives, guides and 
magazine articles that are written in high frequency, everyday language. 

Can understand a travel diary mainly describing the events of a journey and the experiences and discoveries the person 
made. 

Can follow the plot of stories, simple novels and comics with a clear linear storyline and high frequency everyday language, 
given regular use of a dictionary. 

A2 

Can understand enough to read short, simple stories and comic strips involving familiar, concrete situations written in high 
frequency everyday language. 

Can understand the main points made in short magazine reports or guide entries that deal with concrete everyday topics 
(e.g. hobbies, sports, leisure activities, animals). 

Can understand short narratives and descriptions of someone’s life that are written in simple words. 

Can understand what is happening in a photo story (e.g. in a lifestyle magazine) and form an impression of what the 
characters are like. 

Can understand much of the information provided in a short description of a person (e.g. a celebrity). 

Can understand the main point of a short article reporting an event that follows a predictable pattern (e.g. the Oscars), 
provided it is clearly written in simple language. 

A1 

Can understand short, illustrated narratives about everyday activities that are written in simple words. 

Can understand in outline short texts in illustrated stories, provided that the images help him/her to guess a lot of the 
content. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Audio-visual Reception 

Watching TV and film includes live and recorded video material plus, at higher levels, film. Key 
concepts operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► following changes of topic and identifying main points; 

► identifying details, nuances and implied meaning (C levels); 

► delivery: from slow, clear standard usage to the ability to handle slang and idiomatic usage. 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND VIDEO 

C2 No descriptors available; see C1 

C1 

Can follow films employing a considerable degree of slang and idiomatic usage. 

Can understand in detail the arguments presented in demanding television broadcasts such as current affairs programmes, 
interviews, discussion programmes and chat shows. 

Can understand nuances and implied meaning in most films, plays and TV programmes, provided these are delivered in 
the standard language. 

B2 

Can extract the main points from the arguments and discussion in news and current affairs programmes. 

Can understand most TV news and current affairs programmes. 

Can understand documentaries, live interviews, talk shows, plays and the majority of films in the standard form of the 
language. 

B1 

Can understand a large part of many TV programmes on topics of personal interest such as interviews, short lectures, and 
news reports when the delivery is relatively slow and clear. 

Can follow many films in which visuals and action carry much of the storyline, and which are delivered clearly in 
straightforward language. 

Can catch the main points in TV programmes on familiar topics when the delivery is relatively slow and clear. 

A2 

Can identify the main point of TV news items reporting events, accidents etc. where the visual supports the commentary. 

Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or scene from a film, understanding what the actors are talking about, provided 
that the images are a great help in understanding and the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 

Can follow changes of topic of factual TV news items, and form an idea of the main content. 

A1 
Can recognise familiar words and phrases and identify the topics in headline news summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual information and general knowledge. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Reception Strategies 

In reception, understanding progresses through a combination of bottom up/top down processing and 
of the use of content and formal schemata in inferencing. One scale is provided for the inferencing 
strategies that this involves. Key concepts operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► exploiting illustrations, formatting, headings, subtitles, position in the text etc. 

► ability to deduce meaning from the co-text and linguistic context; 

► exploiting linguistic clues: from numbers and proper nouns, through word roots prefixes and 
suffixes, temporal connectors, logical connectors – to skilled use of a variety of strategies. 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND INFERRING (SPOKEN & WRITTEN)  

C2 No descriptors available; see C1 

C1 
Is skilled at using contextual, grammatical and lexical cues to infer attitude, mood and intentions and anticipate what will 
come next. 

B2 
Can use a variety of strategies to achieve comprehension, including listening for main points; checking comprehension by 
using contextual clues. 

B1 

Can exploit different types of connectors (numerical, temporal, logical) and the role of key paragraphs in the overall 
organisation, in order to better understand the argumentation in a text. 

Can extrapolate the meaning of a section of a text by taking into account the text as a whole. 

Can identify unfamiliar words from the context on topics related to his/her field and interests. 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional unknown words from the context and deduce sentence meaning provided the 
topic discussed is familiar. 

Can make basic inferences or predictions about text content from headings, titles or headlines. 

Can listen to a short narrative and predict what will happen next. 

Can follow a line of argument or the sequence of events in a story, by focusing on common logical connectors (e.g. 
however, because) and temporal connectors (e.g. after that, beforehand). 

Can deduce the probable meaning of unknown words in a written text by identifying their constituent part (e.g. identifying 
word roots, lexical elements, suffixes and prefixes). 

A2 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning of short texts and utterances on everyday topics of a concrete type to derive the 
probable meaning of unknown words from the context. 

Can exploit his/her recognition of known words to deduce the meaning of unfamiliar words in short expressions used in 
routine everyday contexts. 

Can exploit format, appearance and typographic features in order to identify the type of text: news story, promotional text, 
article, textbook, chat or forum etc. 

Can exploit numbers, dates, names, proper nouns etc.to identify the topic of a text. 

Can deduce the meaning and function of unknown formulaic expressions from their position in a written text (e.g. at the 
beginning or end of a letter). 

A1 
Can deduce the meaning of an unknown word for a concrete action or object, provided the surrounding text is very simple, 
and on a familiar everyday subject. 

Pre-A1 Can deduce the meaning of a word from an accompanying picture or icon. 
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Production 

Production includes both speaking and writing activities. Spoken production is a ‘long turn,’ which may 
involve a short description or anecdote, or may imply a longer, more formal presentation. Productive 
activities, spoken and written, have an important function in many academic and professional fields 
(oral presentations, written studies and reports) and particular social value is attached to them. 
Judgements are made of what has been submitted in writing or of the fluency and articulateness in 
speaking, especially when addressing an audience. Ability in this more formal production is not 
acquired naturally; it is a product of literacy learnt through education and experience. It involves 
learning the expectations and conventions of the genre concerned. Production strategies are employed 
to improve the quality of both informal and formal production. Planning is obviously more associated 
with formal genres, but Monitoring and Compensating for gaps in vocabulary or terminology are also a 
quasi-automated process in natural speech. 
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Production activities 

The categories for spoken production are organized in terms of three macro-functions (interpersonal, 
transactional, evaluative), with two more specialised genres: Addressing audiences and Public 
announcements. Sustained monologue: Describing experience focuses mainly on descriptions and 
narratives whilst Sustained monologue: Putting a case (e.g. in debate) describes the ability to sustain 
an argument, which may well be made in a long turn in the context of normal conversation and 
discussion. Sustained monologue: giving information is a new scale, created by transferring certain 
descriptors from the scale for Information exchange that implied monologue rather than dialogue. 

SPOKEN PRODUCTION 

OVERALL SPOKEN PRODUCTION 

C2 
Can produce clear, smoothly flowing well-structured speech with an effective logical structure which helps the recipient to 
notice and remember significant points. 

C1 
Can give clear, detailed descriptions and presentations on complex subjects, integrating sub themes, developing particular 
points and rounding off with an appropriate conclusion. 

B2 

Can give clear, systematically developed descriptions and presentations, with appropriate highlighting of significant points, 
and relevant supporting detail. 

Can give clear, detailed descriptions and presentations on a wide range of subjects related to his/her field of interest, 
expanding and supporting ideas with subsidiary points and relevant examples. 

B1 
Can reasonably fluently sustain a straightforward description of one of a variety of subjects within his/her field of interest, 
presenting it as a linear sequence of points. 

A2 
Can give a simple description or presentation of people, living or working conditions, daily routines. likes/dislikes etc. as a 
short series of simple phrases and sentences linked into a list. 

A1 Can produce simple mainly isolated phrases about people and places. 

Pre-A1 Can produce short phrases about themselves, giving basic personal information (e.g. name, address, family, nationality). 
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Spoken Production 

Sustained monologue: Describing experience concerns narrative and description. It has many short 
descriptors at A1-B1 reflecting a relatively direct link between communicative functions and the 
language used to express them. There is little or no information about quality of language, for which 
scales for communicative language competence would need to be consulted. Key concepts 
operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► aspects described, from simple everyday information (describe him/herself, what he/she does 
and where he/she lives) through classic functions (e.g. describe plans and arrangements, 
habits and routines, past activities and personal experiences) and a wide range of subjects 
related to his/her field of interest, to detailed descriptions of complex subjects; 

► complexity of discourse: from simple words and formulaic expressions, and simple sentences, 
through relating as a linear sequence of points, to integrating sub themes and developing 
particular points in a smoothly flowing description. 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: DESCRIBING EXPERIENCE 

C2 Can give clear, smoothly flowing, elaborate and often memorable descriptions. 

C1 

Can give clear, detailed descriptions of complex subjects. 

Can give elaborate descriptions and narratives, integrating sub themes, developing particular points and rounding off with 
an appropriate conclusion. 

B2 
Can give clear, detailed descriptions on a wide range of subjects related to his/her field of interest. 

Can describe the personal significance of events and experiences in detail. 

B1 

Can clearly express feelings about something experienced and give reasons to explain those feelings. 

Can give straightforward descriptions on a variety of familiar subjects within his field of interest. 

Can reasonably fluently relate a straightforward narrative or description as a linear sequence of points. 

Can give detailed accounts of experiences, describing feelings and reactions. 

Can relate details of unpredictable occurrences, e.g. an accident. 

Can relate the plot of a book or film and describe his/her reactions. 

Can describe dreams, hopes and ambitions. 

Can describe events, real or imagined. 

Can narrate a story. 

A2 

Can tell a story or describe something in a simple list of points. 

Can describe everyday aspects of his/her environment e.g. people, places, a job or study experience. 

Can give short, basic descriptions of events and activities. 

Can describe plans and arrangements, habits and routines, past activities and personal experiences. 

Can use simple descriptive language to make brief statements about and compare objects and possessions. 

Can explain what he/she likes or dislikes about something. 

Can describe his/her family, living conditions, educational background, present or most recent job. 

Can describe people, places and possessions in simple terms. 

Can say what he/she is good at and not so good at (e.g. sports, games, skills, subjects). 

Can briefly talk about what he/she plans to do at the weekend or during the holidays. 

A1 

Can describe him/herself, what he/she does and where he/she lives. 

Can describe simple aspects of his/her everyday life in a series of simple sentences, using simple words and basic 
phrases, provided he/she can prepare in advance. 

Pre-A1 

Can describe him/herself (e.g. name, age, family), using simple words and formulaic expressions, provided he/she can 
prepare in advance. 

Can say how he/she is feeling using simple words like ‘happy’, ‘tired’, accompanied by body language. 
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Sustained monologue: Giving information is a new scale concerned with explaining information to a 
recipient in a long turn. Although the recipient may well interrupt to ask for repetition and clarification, 
the information is clearly unidirectional; it is not an exchange.  Key concepts operationalized in the 
scale include the following: 

► type of information: from a simple description of  an object, or directions, through 
straightforward factual information on a familiar topic to complex professional or academic 
procedures; 

► degree of precision: from simple descriptions through explaining the main points with 
reasonable precision to communicating detailed information reliably to making clear 
distinctions between ideas, concepts and things that closely resemble one another. 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: GIVING INFORMATION  

C2 No descriptors available; see C1 

C1 
Can communicate clearly detailed distinctions between ideas, concepts and things that closely resemble one other. 

Can give instructions on carrying out a series of complex professional or academic procedures. 

B2 

Can communicate complex information and advice on the full range of matters related to his/her occupational role. 

Can communicate detailed information reliably. 

Can give a clear, detailed description of how to carry out a procedure. 

B1 

Can explain the main points in an idea or problem with reasonable precision. 

Can describe how to do something, giving detailed instructions. 

Can report straightforward factual information on a familiar topic, for example to indicate the nature of a problem or to give 
detailed directions, provided he/she can prepare beforehand. 

A2 
Can give simple directions from place to place, using basic expressions such as ‘turn right’ and ‘go straight’ along with 
sequential connectors  such as ‘first,’ ‘then,’ and ‘next.’ 

A1 
Can give a simple description of an object or picture while showing it to others using basic words, phrases and formulaic 
expressions, provided he/she can prepare in advance. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Sustained monologue: Putting a case (e.g. in debate) describes the ability to sustain an argument. The 
original scale (marked in blue) was bunched at B2, where this ability is a salient concept. Descriptors 
have now been added for more levels. Key concepts operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► topics: from what he/she likes or dislikes about something to opinions on subjects relating to 
everyday life, to topical issues and complex issues; 

► manner of arguing: from making simple, direct comparisons, through expanding and 
supporting viewpoints at some length whilst developing an argument systematically, to taking 
into account the interlocutor’s perspective and employing emphasis effectively; 

► manner of formulation: from presenting an idea in simple terms to highlighting significant 
points appropriately and formulating points precisely in well-structured speech. 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: PUTTING A CASE (E.G. IN A DEBATE)  

C2 No descriptors available; see C1 

C1 

Can argue a case on a complex issue, formulating points precisely and employing emphasis effectively. 

Can develop an argument systematically in well-structured speech, taking into account the interlocutor’s perspective, 
highlighting significant points with supporting examples and concluding appropriately. 

B2 

Can develop an argument systematically with appropriate highlighting of significant points, and relevant supporting detail. 

Can develop a clear argument, expanding and supporting his/her points of view at some length with subsidiary points and 
relevant examples. 

Can construct a chain of reasoned argument. 

Can explain a viewpoint on a topical issue giving the advantages and disadvantages of various options. 

B1 

Can develop an argument well enough to be followed without difficulty most of the time. 

Can give simple reasons to justify a viewpoint on a familiar topic. 

Can express opinions on subjects relating to everyday life, using simple expressions. 

Can briefly give reasons and explanations for opinions, plans and actions. 

Can say whether or not he/she approves of what someone has done and give reasons to justify this opinion. 

A2 

Can explain what she likes or dislikes about something, why he/she prefers one thing to another, making simple, direct 
comparisons. 

Can present his/her opinion in simple terms, provided listeners are patient. 

A1 No descriptors available 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Public announcements are a very specialised way of passing important information to a group of 
people, perhaps in a private capacity (e.g. at a wedding), perhaps whilst organising an event or outing 
or in the manner of air cabin staff. Key concepts operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► type of content: from predictable, learnt content to announcements on a range of topics; 

► intelligibility:  from a delivery listeners will have to concentrate to follow, to effective use of 
stress and intonation, conveying finer shades of meaning precisely; 

► need for preparation: from very short, rehearsed announcements to spontaneous and almost 
effortless fluency. 

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENTS 

C2 No descriptors available; see C1 

C1 
Can deliver announcements fluently, almost effortlessly, using stress and intonation to convey finer shades of meaning 
precisely. 

B2 
Can deliver announcements on most general topics with a degree of clarity, fluency and spontaneity which causes no strain 
or inconvenience to the listener. 

B1 
Can deliver short, rehearsed announcements on a topic pertinent to everyday occurrences in his/her field which, despite 
possibly very foreign stress and intonation, are nevertheless clearly intelligible. 

A2 
Can deliver very short, rehearsed announcements of predictable, learnt content which are intelligible to listeners who are 
prepared to concentrate. 

A1 No descriptors available 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Addressing audiences involves giving a presentation or making a speech at a public event, in a 
meeting, seminar or class. Whilst the talk is clearly prepared it is not usually read word for word. 
Nowadays it is conventional to use visual aids like PowerPoint, but this need not be the case. After a 
presentation, it is customary to take questions spontaneously, answering in a short monologue, so this 
is included in the descriptors as well. Key concepts operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► type of address: from a very short, rehearsed statement, through a prepared straightforward 
presentation on a familiar topic within his/her field, to a well-structured presentation of a 
complex subject given to an audience unfamiliar with it; 

► consideration of the audience: there is no comment at the A levels, but from B1 the 
progression goes from being clear enough to be followed without difficulty most of the time, to 
structuring and adapting the talk flexibly to meet the needs of the audience; 

► ability to handle questions: from answering straightforward questions with some help, through 
taking a series of follow up questions fluently and spontaneously, to handling difficult and 
even hostile questioning. 

ADDRESSING AUDIENCES 

C2 

Can present a complex topic confidently and articulately to an audience unfamiliar with it, structuring and adapting the talk 
flexibly to meet the audience's needs. 

Can handle difficult and even hostile questioning. 

C1 

Can give a clear, well-structured presentation of a complex subject, expanding and supporting points of view at some 
length with subsidiary points, reasons and relevant examples. 

Can structure a longer presentation appropriately in order to help the audience follow the sequence of ideas and 
understand the overall argumentation. 

Can speculate or hypothesise in presenting a complex subject, comparing and evaluating alternative proposals and 
arguments. 

Can handle interjections well, responding spontaneously and almost effortlessly. 

B2 

Can give a clear, systematically developed presentation, with highlighting of significant points, and relevant supporting 
detail. 

Can depart spontaneously from a prepared text and follow up interesting points raised by members of the audience, often 
showing remarkable fluency and ease of expression. 

Can give a clear, prepared presentation, giving reasons in support of or against a particular point of view and giving the 
advantages and disadvantages of various options. 

Can take a series of follow up questions with a degree of fluency and spontaneity which poses no strain for either 
him/herself or the audience. 

B1 

Can give a prepared presentation on a familiar topic within his/her field, outlining similarities and differences (e.g. between 
products, countries/regions, plans). 

Can give a prepared straightforward presentation on a familiar topic within his/her field which is clear enough to be followed 
without difficulty most of the time, and in which the main points are explained with reasonable precision. 

Can take follow up questions, but may have to ask for repetition if the speech was rapid. 

A2 

Can give a short, rehearsed presentation on a topic pertinent to his/her everyday life, briefly give reasons and explanations 
for opinions, plans and actions. 

Can cope with a limited number of straightforward follow up questions. 

Can give a short, rehearsed, basic presentation on a familiar subject. 

Can answer straightforward follow up questions if he/she can ask for repetition and if some help with the formulation of 
his/her reply is possible. 

A1 Can read a very short, rehearsed statement – e.g. to introduce a speaker, propose a toast. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Written Production 

In the categories for written production, the macro-functions ‘transactional language use’ and 
‘evaluative language use’ are not separated because they are normally interwoven (Reading for 
information and argument also combined these two aspects). Creative writing is the written equivalent 
of Sustained monologue: Describing experience, and focuses on description and narrative. 

WRITTEN PRODUCTION 

OVERALL WRITTEN PRODUCTION 

C2 
Can write clear, smoothly flowing, complex texts in an appropriate and effective style and a logical structure which helps the 
reader to find significant points. 

C1 

Can write clear, well-structured texts of complex subjects, underlining the relevant salient issues, expanding and supporting 
points of view at some length with subsidiary points, reasons and relevant examples, and rounding off with an appropriate 
conclusion. 

Can employ the structure and conventions of a variety of written genres, varying the tone, style and register according to 
addressee, text type and theme. 

B2 
Can write clear, detailed texts on a variety of subjects related to his/her field of interest, synthesising and evaluating 
information and arguments from a number of sources. 

B1 
Can write straightforward connected texts on a range of familiar subjects within his/her field of interest, by linking a series of 
shorter discrete elements into a linear sequence. 

A2 Can write a series of simple phrases and sentences linked with simple connectors like ‘and,’ ‘but’ and ‘because’. 

A1 

Can give information in writing about matters of personal relevance (e.g. likes and dislikes, family, pets) using simple words 
and basic expressions. 

Can write simple isolated phrases and sentences. 

Pre-A1 Can give basic personal information in writing (e.g. name, address, nationality), perhaps with the use of a dictionary. 
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Creative writing involves personal, imaginative expression in a variety of text types. Key concepts 
operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► aspects described, from simple everyday information, through a variety of subjects related to 
fields of interest to engaging stories and descriptions of experience; 

► types of texts: from diary entries and short, imaginary biographies and simple poems, to well-
structured and developed descriptions and imaginative texts; 

► complexity of discourse: from simple words and phrases, through clear connected text, to 
following established conventions of the genre concerned in clear, well-structured, smoothly 
flowing text; 

► use of language: from basic vocabulary and simple sentences, to an assured, personal, 
natural style appropriate to both the genre adopted and the reader. 

CREATIVE WRITING 

C2 

Can write clear, smoothly flowing and engaging stories and descriptions of experience in a style appropriate to the genre 
adopted. 

Can exploit idiom and humour appropriately to enhance the impact of the text. 

C1 

Can write clear, detailed, well-structured and developed descriptions and imaginative texts in an assured, personal, natural 
style appropriate to the reader in mind. 

Can incorporate idiom and humour, though use of the latter is not always appropriate. 

Can write a detailed critical review of cultural events (e.g. plays, films, concerts) or literary works. 

B2 

Can write clear, detailed descriptions of real or imaginary events and experiences marking the relationship between ideas 
in clear connected text, and following established conventions of the genre concerned. 

Can write clear, detailed descriptions on a variety of subjects related to his/her field of interest. 

Can write a review of a film, book or play. 

B1 

Can clearly signal chronological sequence in narrative text. 

Can write a simple review of a film, book or TV programme using a limited range of language. 

Can write straightforward, detailed descriptions on a range of familiar subjects within his/her field of interest. 

Can write accounts of experiences, describing feelings and reactions in simple connected text. 

Can write a description of an event, a recent trip – real or imagined. 

Can narrate a story. 

A2 

Can write about everyday aspects of his/her environment e.g. people, places, a job or study experience in linked 
sentences. 

Can write very short, basic descriptions of events, past activities and personal experiences. 

Can tell a simple story (e.g. about events on a holiday or about life in the distant future). 

Can write a series of simple phrases and sentences about their family, living conditions, educational background, present 
or most recent job. 

Can write short, simple imaginary biographies and simple poems about people. 

Can write diary entries that describe activities (e.g. daily routine, outings, sports, hobbies), people and places,  using basic, 
concrete vocabulary and simple phrases and sentences with simple connectives like ‘and,’ ‘but’ and ‘because’. 

Can write an introduction to a story or continue a story, provided he/she can consult a dictionary and references (e.g. tables 
of verb tenses in a course book). 

A1 

Can write simple phrases and sentences about themselves and imaginary people, where they live and what they do. 

Can describe in very simple language what a room looks like. 

Can use simple words and phrases to describe certain everyday objects (e.g. the colour of a car, whether it is big or small). 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Written reports and essays covers more formal types of transactional and evaluative writing. Key 
concepts operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► content: from familiar subjects  of interest and routine factual information, to complex 
academic and professional topics, distinguishing one’s own viewpoints from those in the 
sources; 

► type of texts: from short reports and posters, to complex texts which present a case, or give 
critical appreciation of proposals or literary works; 

► complexity of discourse: from linking sentences with simple connectors, to smoothly flowing 
expositions with effective logical structure. 

WRITTEN REPORTS AND ESSAYS 

C2 

Can produce clear, smoothly flowing, complex reports, articles or essays which present a case, or give critical appreciation 
of proposals or literary works. 

Can provide an appropriate and effective logical structure which helps the reader to find significant points. 

Can set out multiple perspectives on complex academic or professional topics, clearly distinguishing his/her own ideas and 
opinions from those in the sources. 

C1 

Can write clear, well-structured expositions of complex subjects, underlining the relevant salient issues. 

Can expand and support points of view at some length with subsidiary points, reasons and relevant examples. 

Can write a suitable introduction and conclusion to a longer report, article or dissertation on a complex academic or 
professional topic provided that the topic is within his/her field of interest and there are opportunities for redrafting and 
revision. 

B2 

Can write an essay or report that develops an argument systematically with appropriate highlighting of significant points 
and relevant supporting detail. 

Can write a detailed description of a complex process. 

Can evaluate different ideas or solutions to a problem. 

Can write an essay or report which develops an argument, giving reasons in support of or against a particular point of view 
and explaining the advantages and disadvantages of various options. 

Can synthesise information and arguments from a number of sources. 

B1 

Can write short, simple essays on topics of interest. 

Can write a text on a topical subject of personal interest, using simple language to list advantages and disadvantages, give 
and justify his/her opinion. 

Can summarise, report and give his/her opinion about accumulated factual information on familiar routine and non-routine 
matters within his/her field with some confidence. 

Can write very brief reports to a standard conventionalised format, which pass on routine factual information and state 
reasons for actions. 

Can present a topic in a short report or poster, using photographs and short blocks of text. 

A2 

Can write simple texts on familiar subjects of interest, linking sentences with connectors like ‘and,’ ‘because,’ or ‘then.’ 

Can give his/her impressions and opinions in writing about topics of personal interest (e.g. lifestyles and culture, stories), 
using basic everyday vocabulary and expressions. 

A1 No descriptors available 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Production Strategies 

Communication strategies are presented in the CEFR in relation to the classic approach to strategies in 
interlanguage communication: planning, execution, monitoring, repair. For production strategies, the 
execution strategy for which an illustrative scale is offered is Compensating. Before the appearance of 
the CEFR, this tended to be the main communication strategy taken into consideration. Monitoring and 
repair are then combined into one scale. 

Planning 

Planning is concerned with mental preparation before speaking or writing. It can involve thinking 
consciously about what to say and how to formulate it; it can also involve rehearsal or the preparation 
of drafts. Key concepts operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► working out how to express the point that needs to be got across, and perhaps rehearsing 
expression; 

► considering how recipients may react to what is said. 

PLANNING 

C2 No descriptors available; see C1 

C1 
Can, when preparing a more formal spoken or written text, consciously adopt the conventions linked to the particular type 
of text concerned (structure, level of formality and other conventions). 

B2 

Can, in preparing for a potentially complicated or awkward situation, plan what to say in the event of different reactions, 
reflecting on what expression would be appropriate. 

Can plan what is to be said and the means to say it, considering the effect on the recipient(s). 

B1 

Can rehearse and try out new combinations and expressions, inviting feedback. 

Can work out how to communicate the main point(s) he/she wants to get across, exploiting any resources available and 
limiting the message to what he/she can recall or find the means to express. 

A2 Can recall and rehearse an appropriate set of phrases from his/her repertoire. 

A1 No descriptors available 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Compensating 

Compensating is a strategy for maintaining communication when one cannot think of the appropriate 
expression. Key concepts operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► paralinguistic gesture to support language; 

► deliberately using a ‘wrong’ word and qualifying it; 

► defining the missing concept; 

► paraphrasing (circumlocution) and the extent to which such paraphrasing is evident. 

COMPENSATING 

C2 Can substitute an equivalent term for a word he/she can't recall so smoothly that it is scarcely noticeable. 

C1 
Can exploit his/her range of vocabulary options creatively so as to readily and effectively use circumlocution in almost all 
situations. 

B2 
Can use circumlocution and paraphrase to cover gaps in vocabulary and structure. 

Can address most communication problems by using circumlocutions, or by avoiding difficult expressions. 

B1 

Can define the features of something concrete for which he/she can't remember the word. 

Can convey meaning by qualifying a word meaning something similar (e.g. a truck for people = bus). 

Can use a simple word meaning something similar to the concept he/she wants to convey and invites ‘correction’. 

Can foreignise a mother tongue word and ask for confirmation. 

A2 
Can use an inadequate word from his/her repertoire and use gesture to clarify what he/she wants to say. 

Can identify what he/she means by pointing to it (e.g. ‘I'd like this, please’). 

A1 Can use gesture to support simple words in expressing a need. 

Pre-A1 Can point to something and ask what it is. 
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Monitoring and repair 

Monitoring and repair covers both (a) the spontaneous realization that one has made a slip or run into 
a problem and (b) the more conscious and perhaps planned process of going back over what has been 
said or written and checking it for correctness and appropriateness. Key concepts operationalized in 
the scale include the following: 

► changing tack and using a different tactic – very obviously at A levels, very smoothly at C 
levels; 

► self-correcting slips, errors and ‘favourite mistakes; 

► the extent to which a communication problem must be evident before repair is undertaken. 

MONITORING AND REPAIR 

C2 Can backtrack and restructure around a difficulty so smoothly the interlocutor is hardly aware of it. 

C1 

Can backtrack when he/she encounters a difficulty and reformulate what he/she wants to say without fully interrupting the 
flow of speech. 

Can self-correct with a high degree of effectiveness. 

B2 

Can often retrospectively self-correct his/her occasional ‘slips’ or non-systematic errors and minor flaws in sentence 
structure. 

Can correct slips and errors if he/she becomes conscious of them or if they have led to misunderstandings. 

Can make a note of ‘favourite mistakes’ and consciously monitor speech for it/them. 

B1 

Can correct mix-ups with tenses or expressions which lead to misunderstandings provided the interlocutor indicates there is 
a problem. 

Can ask for confirmation that a form used is correct. 

Can start again using a different tactic when communication breaks down. 

A2 No descriptors available 

A1 No descriptors available 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Interaction 

Interaction, which involves two or more parties co-constructing discourse, is central in the CEFR 
scheme of language use summarised at the start of this document. Spoken interaction is considered to 
be the origin of language, with interpersonal, collaborative and transactional functions. Production in 
the form of storytelling can be considered as a further development in oracy and eventually literacy. 

Interaction is also fundamental in learning. The CEFR scales for interaction strategies reflect this with 
scales for turn-taking, cooperating (= collaborative strategies) and asking for clarification. These basic 
interaction strategies are as important in collaborative learning as they are in real world 
communication. The majority of the scales for interaction concern spoken interaction. When the CEFR 
was developed, the notion of written interaction did not meet with universal recognition and was not 
greatly developed as a result. With hindsight, one can see that written interaction (= writing much as 
you would speak, in a slowed down dialogue) has taken a more and more significant role over the past 
20 years.  Rather than further develop that category, however, the extended descriptors develop the 
new category of online interaction. 
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Interaction activities 

Spoken Interaction 

The scales for spoken interaction are once again organized by the three macro-functions 
‘interpersonal’, ‘transactional’ and ‘evaluative’, with certain specialized genres added on. The scales 
begin with Understanding an interlocutor. ‘Interlocutor’ is a somewhat technical term which means the 
person with whom one is conversing directly in a dialogue – not just any speaker. As mentioned before, 
the metaphor behind the scales for listening is that of a series of concentric circles. Here we are at the 
centre of those circles: the user/learner is actively involved in an interaction with the interlocutor. 

The other scales then follow: 

► Interpersonal: Conversation 

► Evaluative: Informal discussion (with friends); Formal discussion (meetings), Goal-oriented 
collaboration 

► Transactional: Information exchange, Obtaining goods and services, Interviewing and being 
interviewed, and Using telecommunications. 

SPOKEN INTERACTION 

OVERALL SPOKEN INTERACTION 

C2 
Has a good command of idiomatic expressions and colloquialisms with awareness of connotative levels of meaning. Can 
convey finer shades of meaning precisely by using, with reasonable accuracy, a wide range of modification devices. Can 
backtrack and restructure around a difficulty so smoothly the interlocutor is hardly aware of it. 

C1 
Can express him/herself fluently and spontaneously, almost effortlessly. Has a good command of a broad lexical repertoire 
allowing gaps to be readily overcome with circumlocutions. There is little obvious searching for expressions or avoidance 
strategies; only a conceptually difficult subject can hinder a natural, smooth flow of language. 

B2 

Can use the language fluently, accurately and effectively on a wide range of general, academic, vocational or leisure topics, 
marking clearly the relationships between ideas. Can communicate spontaneously with good grammatical control without 
much sign of having to restrict what he/she wants to say, adopting a level of formality appropriate to the circumstances. 

Can interact with a degree of fluency and spontaneity that makes regular interaction, and sustained relationships with 
speakers of the target language quite possible without imposing strain on either party. Can highlight the personal 
significance of events and experiences, account for and sustain views clearly by providing relevant explanations and 
arguments. 

B1 

Can communicate with some confidence on familiar routine and non-routine matters related to his/her interests and 
professional field. Can exchange, check and confirm information, deal with less routine situations and explain why 
something is a problem. Can express thoughts on more abstract, cultural topics such as films, books, music etc. 

Can exploit a wide range of simple language to deal with most situations likely to arise whilst travelling. Can enter 
unprepared into conversation of familiar topics, express personal opinions and exchange information on topics that are 
familiar, of personal interest or pertinent to everyday life (e.g. family, hobbies, work, travel and current events). 

A2 

Can interact with reasonable ease in structured situations and short conversations, provided the other person helps if 
necessary. Can manage simple, routine exchanges without undue effort; can ask and answer questions and exchange 
ideas and information on familiar topics in predictable everyday situations. 

Can communicate in simple and routine tasks requiring a simple and direct exchange of information on familiar and routine 
matters to do with work and free time. Can handle very short social exchanges but is rarely able to understand enough to 
keep conversation going of his/her own accord. 

A1 
Can interact in a simple way but communication is totally dependent on repetition at a slower rate of speech, rephrasing 
and repair. Can ask and answer simple questions, initiate and respond to simple statements in areas of immediate need or 
on very familiar topics. 

Pre-A1 
Can ask and answer questions about him/herself and daily routines, using short, formulaic expressions and relying on 
gestures to reinforce the information. 
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Understanding an interlocutor concerns understanding a person with whom you are conversing directly 
in an interaction, with the possibility of negotiating meaning. Key concepts operationalized in the scale 
include the following: 

► topic and setting: from personal details and everyday needs, to complex and abstract topics of 
a specialist nature; 

► type of delivery by the interlocutor: from careful and slow to standard speech and less familiar 
accents; 

► degree of accommodation by the interlocutor: from sympathetic repetition and taking the 
trouble to help, to just confirming details if the accent is less familiar. 

UNDERSTANDING AN INTERLOCUTOR 

C2 
Can understand any interlocutor, even on abstract and complex topics of a specialist nature beyond his/her own field, given 
an opportunity to adjust to a less familiar accent. 

C1 
Can understand in detail speech on abstract and complex topics of a specialist nature beyond his/her own field, though 
he/she may need to confirm occasional details, especially if the accent is unfamiliar. 

B2 Can understand in detail what is said to him/her in the standard spoken language even in a noisy environment. 

B1 
Can follow clearly articulated speech directed at him/her in everyday conversation, though will sometimes have to ask for 
repetition of particular words and phrases. 

A2 

Can understand enough to manage simple, routine exchanges without undue effort. 

Can generally understand clear, standard speech on familiar matters directed at him/her, provided he/she can ask for 
repetition or reformulation from time to time. 

Can understand what is said clearly, slowly and directly to him/her in simple everyday conversation; can be made to 
understand, if the speaker can take the trouble. 

A1 

Can understand everyday expressions aimed at the satisfaction of simple needs of a concrete type, delivered directly to 
him/her in clear, slow and repeated speech by a sympathetic speaker. 

Can understand questions and instructions addressed carefully and slowly to him/her and follow short, simple directions. 

Pre-A1 

Can understand simple questions which directly concern him/her, for example about name, age and address or similar 
things, if the person is asking slowly and clearly. 

Can understand simple personal information ( e.g. name, age, place of residence, origin) when other people introduce 
themselves, provided that they speak slowly and clearly directly to him/her, and can understand questions on this theme 
addressed to him/her, though the questions may need to be repeated. 

Can understand a number of familiar words and greetings and recognise key information such as numbers, prices, dates 
and days of the week, provided speech is delivered very slowly, with repetition if necessary. 

Conversation concerns interaction with a primarily social function: the establishment and maintenance 
of personal relationships. Key concepts operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► setting: from short exchanges through maintaining a conversation and sustaining relationships 
to flexible use for social purposes; 

► topics: from personal news, through familiar topics of personal interest to most general topics; 

► language functions: from greetings etc. through offers, invitations and permission to degrees 
of emotion and allusive, joking usage. 
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CONVERSATION 

C2 
Can converse comfortably and appropriately, unhampered by any linguistic limitations in conducting a full social and 
personal life. 

C1 Can use language flexibly and effectively for social purposes, including emotional, allusive and joking usage. 

B2 

Can establish a relationship with interlocutors through sympathetic questioning and expressions of agreement, plus, if 
appropriate, comments about third parties or shared conditions. 

Can indicate reservations and reluctance, state conditions when agreeing to requests or granting permission, and ask for 
understanding of his/her own position. 

Can engage in extended conversation on most general topics in a clearly participatory fashion, even in a noisy 
environment. 

Can sustain relationships with speakers of the target language without unintentionally amusing or irritating them or requiring 
them to behave other than they would with another proficient speaker. 

Can convey degrees of emotion and highlight the personal significance of events and experiences. 

B1 

Can start up a conversation and help it to keep going by asking people relatively spontaneous questions about a special 
experience or event, expressing reactions and opinion on familiar subjects. 

Can have relatively long conversations on subjects of common interest, provided that the interlocutor makes an effort to 
support understanding.  

Can enter unprepared into conversations on familiar topics. 

Can follow clearly articulated speech directed at him/her in everyday conversation, though will sometimes have to ask for 
repetition of particular words and phrases. 

Can maintain a conversation or discussion but may sometimes be difficult to follow when trying to say exactly what he/she 
would like to. 

Can express and respond to feelings such as surprise, happiness, sadness, interest and indifference. 

A2 

Can establish social contact: greetings and farewells; introductions; giving thanks. 

Can generally understand clear, standard speech on familiar matters directed at him/her, provided he/she can ask for 
repetition or reformulation from time to time. 

Can participate in short conversations in routine contexts on topics of interest. 

Can express how he/she feels in simple terms, and express thanks. 

Can ask for a favour (e.g. to lend something), can offer a favour and can respond if someone asks him/her to do a favour 
for them. 

Can handle very short social exchanges but is rarely able to understand enough to keep conversation going of his/her own 
accord, though he/she can be made to understand if the speaker will take the trouble. 

Can use simple everyday polite forms of greeting and address. 

Can chat in simple language with peers, colleagues or members of a host family, asking questions and understanding the 
answers relating to most routine matters. 

Can make and respond to invitations, suggestions and apologies. 

Can express how he/she is feeling using very basic stock expressions. 

Can say what he/she likes and dislikes. 

A1 

Can understand everyday expressions aimed at the satisfaction of simple needs of a concrete type, delivered directly to 
him/her in clear, slow and repeated speech by a sympathetic speaker. 

Can take part in a simple conversation of a basic factual nature on a predictable topic, e.g. his/her home country, family, 
school. 

Can make an introduction and use basic greeting and leave-taking expressions. 

Can ask how people are and react to news. 

Pre-A1 

Can understand and use some basic, formulaic expressions such as ‘Yes,’ ‘No,’ ‘Excuse me,’ ‘Please,’ ‘Thank you,’ ‘No 
thank you,’ ‘Sorry.’ 

Can recognise simple greetings. 

Can greet people, say his/her name and take leave of them. 
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Informal discussion (with friends) includes aspects of both the interpersonal and evaluative use of 
language, since these tend to be interwoven in everyday interaction. Key concepts operationalized in 
the scale include the following: 

► topics: from what to do and where to go, to abstract, complex and even unfamiliar topics and 
sensitive issues; 

► ability to follow the discussion: from identifying the topic through following main points to 
keeping up with animated discussion and understanding colloquial references; 

► language functions: from discussing and (dis)agreeing in a limited way to expressing ideas 
with precision and dealing diplomatically with disagreement and criticism. 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH FRIENDS)  

C2 
Can advise on or talk about sensitive issues without awkwardness, understanding colloquial references and dealing 
diplomatically with disagreement and criticism. 

C1 
Can easily follow and contribute to complex interactions between third parties in group discussion even on abstract, 
complex unfamiliar topics. 

B2 

Can keep up with an animated discussion between speakers of the target language. 

Can express his/her ideas and opinions with precision, present and respond to complex lines of argument convincingly. 

Can take an active part in informal discussion in familiar contexts, commenting, putting point of view clearly, evaluating 
alternative proposals and making and responding to hypotheses. 

Can with some effort catch much of what is said around him/her in discussion, but may find it difficult to participate 
effectively in discussion with several speakers of the target language who do not modify their speech in any way. 

Can account for and sustain his/her opinions in discussion by providing relevant explanations, arguments and comments. 

B1 

Can follow much of what is said around him/her on general topics provided interlocutors avoid very idiomatic usage and 
articulate clearly. 

Can express his/her thoughts about abstract or cultural topics such as music, films. 

Can explain why something is a problem. 

Can give brief comments on the views of others. 

Can compare and contrast alternatives, discussing what to do, where to go, who or which to choose etc. 

Can generally follow the main points in an informal discussion with friends provided speech is clearly articulated in standard 
language. 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions in discussing topics of interest. 

Can make his/her opinions and reactions understood as regards solutions to problems or practical questions of where to 
go, what to do, how to organise an event (e.g. an outing). 

Can express belief, opinion, agreement and disagreement politely. 

A2 

Can generally identify the topic of discussion around him/her which is conducted slowly and clearly. 

Can exchange opinions and compare things and people using simple language. 

Can discuss what to do in the evening, at the weekend. 

Can make and respond to suggestions. 

Can agree and disagree with others. 

Can discuss everyday practical issues in a simple way when addressed clearly, slowly and directly. 

Can discuss what to do, where to go and make arrangements to meet. 

Can express opinions in a limited way. 

A1 
Can exchange likes and dislikes for sports, foods, etc., using a limited repertoire of expressions, when addressed clearly, 
slowly and directly. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Formal discussion (meetings) is concerned with more formal talk, mainly in a professional or academic 
context. Key concepts operationalised in the scale are very similar to those in informal discussion, but 
also include the following: 

► type of meeting and topics: from exchanges on practical problems to discussion of abstract, 
complex, unfamiliar issues; 

► ability to follow the discussion: from needing repetition and clarification, to understanding 
points given prominence, keeping up with animated debate; 

► ability to contribute: from needing to rehearse and get help with formulation to probing, 
evaluating and challenging the contributions of others and arguing one’s own position 
convincingly. 

FORMAL DISCUSSION (MEETINGS) 

C2 

Can hold his/her own in formal discussion of complex issues, putting an articulate and persuasive argument, at no 
disadvantage to other speakers. 

Can advise on/handle complex, delicate or contentious issues, provided he/she has the necessary specialised knowledge. 

Can deal with hostile questioning confidently, hold on to his/her turn to speak and diplomatically rebut counter-arguments. 

C1 

Can easily keep up with the debate, even on abstract, complex unfamiliar topics. 

Can argue a formal position convincingly, responding to questions and comments and answering complex lines of counter 
argument fluently, spontaneously and appropriately. 

Can restate, evaluate and challenge contributions from other participants about matters within his/her academic or 
professional competence. 

Can make critical remarks or express disagreement diplomatically. 

Can follow up questions by probing for more detail and can reformulate questions if these are misunderstood. 

B2 

Can keep up with an animated discussion, identifying accurately arguments supporting and opposing points of view. 

Can use appropriate technical terminology, when discussing his/her area of specialisation with other specialists. 

Can express his/her ideas and opinions with precision, present and respond to complex lines of argument convincingly. 

Can participate actively in routine and non-routine formal discussion. 

Can follow the discussion on matters related to his/her field; understand in detail the points given prominence by the 
speaker. 

Can contribute, account for and sustain his/her opinion, evaluate alternative proposals and make and respond to 
hypotheses. 

B1 

Can follow much of what is said that is related to his/her field, provided interlocutors avoid very idiomatic usage and 
articulate clearly. 

Can put over a point of view clearly, but has difficulty engaging in debate. 

Can take part in routine formal discussion of familiar subjects which is conducted in clearly articulated speech in the 
standard form of the language and which involves the exchange of factual information, receiving instructions or the 
discussion of solutions to practical problems. 

Can follow argumentation and discussion on a familiar or predictable topic, provided the points are made in relatively 
simple language and/or repeated, and opportunity is given for clarification. 

A2 

Can generally follow changes of topic in formal discussion related to his/her field which is conducted slowly and clearly. 

Can exchange relevant information and give his/her opinion on practical problems when asked directly, provided he/she 
receives some help with formulation and can ask for repetition of key points if necessary. 

Can say what he/she thinks about things when addressed directly in a formal meeting, provided he/she can ask for 
repetition of key points if necessary. 

A1 No descriptors available 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Goal-oriented co-operation (e.g. cooking together, discussing a document, organising an event etc.) 

concerns collaborative, task-focused work, which is a daily occurrence in real life, especially in 
professional contexts. As with the conversation and discussion scales, this scale includes similar 
descriptors on the ability to follow the discussion.   Key concepts operationalised in the scale include 
the following: 

► following the discussion: from understanding simple instructions explained directly to him/her 
to understanding detailed instructions reliably; 

► active contribution to the work: from simply asking for things and giving things to speculating 
about causes and consequences and organising the entire task. 

GOAL-ORIENTED CO-OPERATION  

(E.G. ASSEMBLING A FURNITURE KIT, DISCUSSING A DOCUMENT, ORGANISING AN EVENT ETC.) 

C2 No descriptors available; see C1 

C1 
Can frame a discussion to decide a course of action with a partner or group, reporting on what others have said, 
summarising, elaborating and weighing up multiple points of view. 

B2 

Can understand detailed instructions reliably. 

Can help along the progress of the work by inviting others to join in, say what they think etc. 

Can outline an issue or a problem clearly, speculating about causes or consequences, and weighing advantages and 
disadvantages of different approaches. 

B1 

Can follow what is said, though he/she may occasionally have to ask for repetition or clarification if the other people's talk is 
rapid or extended. 

Can explain why something is a problem, discuss what to do next, compare and contrast alternatives. 

Can give brief comments on the views of others. 

Can generally follow what is said and, when necessary, can repeat back part of what someone has said to confirm mutual 
understanding. 

Can make his/her opinions and reactions understood as regards possible solutions or the question of what to do next, 
giving brief reasons and explanations. 

Can invite others to give their views on how to proceed. 

A2 

Can understand enough to manage simple, routine tasks without undue effort, asking very simply for repetition when 
he/she does not understand. 

Can discuss what to do next, making and responding to suggestions, asking for and giving directions. 

Can indicate when he/she is following and can be made to understand what is necessary, if the speaker takes the trouble. 

Can communicate in simple and routine tasks using simple phrases to ask for and provide things, to get simple information 
and to discuss what to do next. 

A1 

Can understand questions and instructions addressed carefully and slowly to him/her and follow short, simple directions. 

Can act on basic instructions that involve times, locations, numbers etc. 

Can ask people for things, and give people things. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Obtaining goods and services mainly concerns service encounters in restaurants, shops, banks etc. 
Effectively making a complaint appears at B1 and above this level, the scale focuses on following up a 
complaint or problem and negotiating a solution. Key concepts operationalized in the scale include the 
following: 

► types of situations: from simple, everyday transactions to disputes about responsibility and 
sensitive transactions in public, professional or academic life; 

► getting service: from asking for food and drink to asking detailed questions about more 
complex services; 

► demanding satisfaction: from making a complaint (B1) to negotiating a solution to a dispute or 
a sensitive transaction. 

OBTAINING GOODS AND SERVICES 

C2 No descriptors available; see C1 

C1 Can negotiate complex or sensitive transactions in public, professional or academic life. 

B2 

Can cope linguistically to negotiate a solution to a dispute like an undeserved traffic ticket, financial responsibility for 
damage in a flat, for blame regarding an accident. 

Can outline a case for compensation, using persuasive language to demand satisfaction and state clearly the limits to any 
concession he/she is prepared to make. 

Can state requirements and ask detailed questions regarding more complex services, e.g. rental agreements. 

Can explain a problem which has arisen and make it clear that the provider of the service/customer must make a 
concession. 

B1 

Can deal with most transactions likely to arise whilst travelling, arranging travel or accommodation, or dealing with 
authorities during a foreign visit. 

Can ask in a shop for an explanation of the difference between two or more products serving the same purpose, in order to 
make a decision, posing follow up questions as necessary. 

Can cope with less routine situations in shops, post office, bank, e.g. returning an unsatisfactory purchase. 

Can make a complaint. 

Can deal with most situations likely to arise when making travel arrangements through an agent or when actually travelling, 
e.g. asking passenger where to get off for unfamiliar destination. 

A2 

Can deal with common aspects of everyday living such as travel, lodgings, eating and shopping. 

Can interact in predictable everyday situations (e.g. a post office, a station, a shop), using a wide range of simple words 
and expressions. 

Can get all the information needed from a tourist office, as long as it is of a straightforward, non-specialised nature. 

Can ask for and provide everyday goods and services. 

Can get simple information about travel, use public transport: buses, trains, and taxis, ask and give directions, and buy 
tickets. 

Can ask about things and make simple transactions in shops, post offices or banks. 

Can give and receive information about quantities, numbers, prices etc. 

Can make simple purchases by stating what is wanted and asking the price. 

Can order a meal. 

Can say when something is wrong, e.g. ‘The food is cold’ or ‘There is no light in my room.’ 

Can ask (face-to-face) for a medical appointment and understand the reply. Can indicate the nature of a problem to a 
health professional, perhaps using gestures and body language. 

A1 

Can ask people for things and give people things. 

Can ask for food and drink using basic expressions. 

Can handle numbers, quantities, cost and time. 

Pre-A1 Can make simple purchases and/or order food or drink when pointing or other gesture can support the verbal reference. 
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Information exchange does not contain descriptors for the C levels, because merely exchanging factual 
information is no longer a main focus in learning objectives for proficient users. Key concepts 
operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► type of transaction: from simple questions, instructions and directions through simple, routine 
exchanges to exchanging information with other specialists; 

► type of information: from personal details, dates, prices etc. through habits, routines, pastimes 
and straightforward factual information to detailed and complex information or advice. 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE 

C2 No descriptors available; see B2 

C1 No descriptors available; see B2 

B2 

Can understand and exchange complex information and advice on the full range of matters related to his/her occupational 
role. 

Can use appropriate technical terminology, when exchanging information or discussing his/her area of specialisation with 
other specialists. 

Can pass on detailed information reliably. 

B1 

Can exchange, check and confirm accumulated factual information on familiar routine and non-routine matters within 
his/her field with some confidence. 

Can summarise and give his or her opinion about a short story, article, talk, discussion interview, or documentary and 
answer further questions of detail. 

Can find out and pass on straightforward factual information. 

Can ask for and follow detailed directions. 

Can obtain more detailed information. 

Can offer advice on simple matters within his/her field of experience. 

A2 

Can understand enough to manage simple, routine exchanges without undue effort. 

Can deal with practical everyday demands: finding out and passing on straightforward factual information. 

Can ask and answer questions about habits and routines. 

Can ask and answer questions about pastimes and past activities. 

Can ask and answer questions about plans and intentions. 

Can give and follow simple directions and instructions e.g. explain how to get somewhere. 

Can communicate in simple and routine tasks requiring a simple and direct exchange of information. 

Can exchange limited information on familiar and routine operational matters. 

Can ask and answer questions about what they do at work and in free time. 

Can ask for and give directions referring to a map or plan. 

Can ask for and provide personal information. 

Can ask and answer simple questions about an event, e.g. ask where and when it took place, who was there and what it 
was like. 

A1 

Can understand questions and instructions addressed carefully and slowly to him/her and follow short, simple directions. 

Can ask and answer simple questions, initiate and respond to simple statements in areas of immediate need or on very 
familiar topics. 

Can ask and answer questions about themselves and other people, where they live, people they know, things they have. 

Can indicate time by such phrases as next week, last Friday, in November, three o'clock. 

Can express numbers, quantities and cost in a limited way. 

Can name the colour of clothes or other familiar objects and can ask the colour of such objects. 

Pre-A1 

Can tell people his/her name and ask other people their name. 

Can use and understand simple numbers in everyday conversations. 

Can ask and tell day, time of day and date. 

Can ask for and give a date of birth. 

Can ask for and give a phone number. 

Can say and ask people about their age. 

Can ask very simple questions for information, such as ‘What is this?’ and understand 1- or 2-word answers. 
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Interviewing and being interviewed concerns the specialised roles associated with doctor’s 
appointments and job applications as well as other forms of examination, plus surveys and, in an 
education context, projects. Key concepts operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► independence from the interlocutor: from requiring direct, slow, clear standard speech, to 
acting without any support, at no disadvantage to other speakers; 

► taking the initiative: from bringing up new subjects (B1), to participating fully, developing a 
point fluently and handling interjections well; 

► conducting the actual interview:  from using a prepared questionnaire (B1), through departing 
spontaneously from prepared questions and following up and probing interesting replies, to 
structuring the talk and interacting authoritatively. 

INTERVIEWING AND BEING INTERVIEWED 

C2 
Can keep up his/her side of the dialogue extremely well, structuring the talk and interacting authoritatively with effortless 
fluency as interviewer or interviewee, at no disadvantage to other speakers. 

C1 
Can participate fully in an interview, as either interviewer or interviewee, expanding and developing the point being 
discussed fluently without any support, and handling interjections well. 

B2 

Can carry out an effective, fluent interview, departing spontaneously from prepared questions, following up and probing 
interesting replies. 

Can take initiatives in an interview, expand and develop ideas with little help or prodding from an interviewer. 

B1 

Can provide concrete information required in an interview/consultation (e.g. describe symptoms to a doctor) but does so 
with limited precision. 

Can carry out a prepared interview, checking and confirming information, though he/she may occasionally have to ask for 
repetition if the other person's response is rapid or extended. 

Can take some initiatives in an interview/consultation (e.g. to bring up a new subject) but is very dependent on interviewer 
in the interaction. 

Can describe symptoms in a simple way and ask for advice when using health services; can understand the answer, 
provided this is given clearly in everyday language. 

Can use a prepared questionnaire to carry out a structured interview, with some spontaneous follow up questions. 

A2 

Can make him/herself understood in an interview and communicate ideas and information on familiar topics, provided 
he/she can ask for clarification occasionally, and is given some help to express what he/she wants to. 

Can describe to a doctor very basic symptoms and ailments such as cold and flu. 

Can answer simple questions and respond to simple statements in an interview. 

Can indicate in simple language the nature of a problem to a health professional, perhaps using gestures and body 
language. 

A1 

Can reply in an interview to simple direct questions spoken very slowly and clearly in direct non-idiomatic speech about 
personal details. 

Can state in simple language the nature of a problem to a health professional and answer simple questions such as ‘Does 
that hurt?’ even though he/she has to rely on gestures and body language to reinforce the message. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Using telecommunications concerns use of the telephone and internet-based apps for audio and video 
communication. Key concepts operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► range of information and transactions involved: from simple messages and conversations on 
predictable topics like arrival times, routine messages and basic services, to use for a variety 
of personal and professional purposes; 

► interlocutor: from a known person to unknown persons with less familiar accents; 

► length of exchange: from short, simple exchanges to extended casual conversation. 

USING TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

C2 
Can use telecommunications confidently and effectively for both personal and professional purposes, even if there is some 
interference or the caller has a less familiar accent. 

C1 Can use telecommunications effectively for most professional or personal purposes. 

B2 

Can use telecommunications for a variety of personal and professional purposes, provided he/she can ask for clarification if 
the accent or terminology is unfamiliar. 

Can participate in extended casual conversation over the phone with a known person on a variety of topics. 

B1 

Can use telecommunications for everyday personal or professional purposes, provided he/she can ask for clarification from 
time to time. 

Can give important details over the phone concerning an unexpected incident (e.g. a problem in a hotel, with travel 
arrangements, with a hire car). 

Can use telecommunications to have relatively simple but extended conversations with people he/she knows personally. 

Can use telecommunications for routine messages (e.g. arrangements for a meeting) and to obtain basic services (e.g. 
book a hotel room or make a medical appointment). 

A2 

Can use telecommunications with his/her friends to exchange simple news, make plans, and arrange to meet. 

Can, given repetition and clarifications, participate in a short, simple phone conversation with a known person on a 
predictable topic, e.g. arrival times, arrangements to meet. 

Can understand a simple phone message (e.g. ‘My flight is late. I will arrive at ten o'clock.’), confirm details of the message 
and pass it on by phone to other people concerned. 

A1 No descriptors available 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Written Interaction 

There are two scales for written interaction: Correspondence and Notes, messages and forms. The 
former focuses on an exchange in written form, often of an interpersonal nature, whilst the latter 
concerns information transfer. In interactive writing the language used is similar to spoken language. In 
addition, most interactive writing situations are tolerant of some error and confusion and have some 
contextual support. There is usually an opportunity to use interaction strategies like asking for 
clarification, asking for help with formulation and to repair misunderstandings. Finally, the requirement 
to produce carefully structured, accurate text is less of a priority in this type of writing. 

Online interaction is dealt with separately because it is multimodal (see next section). 

WRITTEN INTERACTION 

OVERALL WRITTEN INTERACTION 

C2 Can express him/herself in an appropriate tone and style in virtually any type of formal and informal written interaction. 

C1 Can express him/herself with clarity and precision, relating to the addressee flexibly and effectively. 

B2 Can express news and views effectively in writing, and relate to those of others. 

B1 

Can convey information and ideas on abstract as well as concrete topics, check information and ask about or explain 
problems with reasonable precision. 

Can write personal letters and notes asking for or conveying simple information of immediate relevance, getting across the 
point he/she feels to be important. 

A2 Can write short, simple formulaic notes relating to matters in areas of immediate need. 

A1 Can ask for or pass on personal details in written form. 

Pre-A1 
Can write short phrases to give basic information (e.g. name, address, family) on a form or in a note, with the use of a 
dictionary. 
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Correspondence: The 2001 scale concerned only personal correspondence. The update augments this 
with descriptors for formal correspondence, since this is an activity some user/learners need to carry 
out. Key concepts operationalised in the scale therefore include the following: 

► type of message: from simple, personal messages, to in-depth, personal and professional 
correspondence; 

► type of language: from formulaic expressions to emotional, allusive and joking usage and 
writing with good expression in an appropriate tone and style. 

CORRESPONDENCE 

C2 
Can write virtually any type of correspondence necessary in the course of his/her professional life in an appropriate tone 
and style. 

C1 

Can express him/herself with clarity and precision in personal correspondence, using language flexibly and effectively, 
including emotional, allusive and joking usage. 

Can, with good expression and accuracy, write formal correspondence such as letters of clarification, application, 
recommendation, reference, complaint, sympathy and condolence. 

B2 

Can maintain a relationship through personal correspondence using the language fluently and effectively to give detailed 
descriptions of experiences, pose sympathetic questions and follow up issues of mutual interest. 

Can in most cases understand idiomatic expressions and colloquialisms in correspondence and other written 
communications and use the most common ones him/herself as appropriate to the situation. 

Can write formal correspondence such as letters of enquiry, request, application and complaint with appropriate register, 
structure and conventions. 

Can write a forceful but polite letter of complaint, including supporting details and a statement of the desired outcome. 

Can write letters conveying degrees of emotion and highlighting the personal significance of events and experiences and 
commenting on the correspondent's news and views. 

Can use formality and conventions appropriate to the context when writing personal and professional letters and emails. 

Can write formal emails/letters of invitation, thanks or apology with appropriate register and conventions. 

Can write non-routine professional letters, using appropriate structure and conventions, provided these are restricted to 
matters of fact. 

Can obtain, by letter or e-mail, information required for a particular purpose, collate it and forward it by mail to other people. 

B1 

Can write personal letters giving news and expressing thoughts about abstract or cultural topics such as music, films. 

Can write letters expressing different opinions and giving detailed accounts of personal feelings and experiences. 

Can reply to an advertisement in writing and ask for further information on items which interest him/her. 

Can write basic formal emails/letters, for example to make a complaint and request action. 

Can write personal letters describing experiences, feelings and events in some detail. 

Can write basic emails/letters of a factual nature, for example to request information or to ask for and give confirmation. 

Can write a basic letter of application with limited supporting details. 

A2 

Can exchange information by text message, e-mail or in short letters, responding to questions the other person had (e.g. 
about a new product or activity). 

Can convey personal information of a routine nature, for example in a short email or letter introducing him/herself. 

Can write very simple personal letters expressing thanks and apology. 

Can write short, simple notes, emails and text messages (e.g. to send or reply to an invitation, to confirm or change an 
arrangement). 

Can write a short text in a greetings card (e.g. for someone’s birthday or to wish them a Happy New Year). 

A1 

Can write messages and online postings as a series of very short sentences about hobbies and likes/dislikes, using simple 
words and formulaic expressions, with reference to a dictionary. 

Can write a short, simple postcard. 

Can write a short, very simple message (e.g. a text message) to friends to give them a piece of information or to ask them a 
question. 

Pre-A1 Can write short phrases and sentences giving basic personal information with reference to a dictionary. 
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Notes, messages and forms encompasses a range of transactional interactive writing. At the A levels it 
includes filling in forms with personal details. From A2 the focus is on taking or leaving messages and 
writing short notes. Key concepts operationalised in the scale therefore include the following: 

► filling in forms with personal details (Pre-A1 to A2); 

► leaving and taking (telephone) messages, from simple messages about time, through 
messages containing several points to complex personal or professional messages; 

► writing notes: from short and simple to more developed notes to friends, service people, 
teachers etc. 

NOTES, MESSAGES AND FORMS 

C2 No descriptors available; see B2 

C1 No descriptors available; see B2 

B2 
Can take or leave complex personal or professional messages, provided he/she can ask clarification or elaboration if 
necessary. 

B1 

Can take routine messages that are likely to occur in a personal, professional or academic context. 

Can take messages communicating enquiries, explaining problems. 

Can write notes conveying simple information of immediate relevance to friends, service people, teachers and others who 
feature in his/her everyday life, getting across comprehensibly the points he/she feels are important. 

Can take messages over the phone containing several points, provided that the caller dictates these clearly and 
sympathetically. 

A2 

Can take a short, simple message provided he/she can ask for repetition and reformulation. 

Can write short, simple notes and messages relating to matters in areas of immediate need. 

Can fill in personal and other details on most everyday forms, e.g. to request a visa or visa waiver, to open a bank account, 
to send a letter recorded delivery, etc. 

A1 

Can write numbers and dates, own name, nationality, address, age, date of birth or arrival in the country etc. such as on a 
hotel registration form. 

Can leave a simple message giving information on e.g. where he/she has gone, what time he/she will be back. (e.g. 
‘Shopping: back at 5 p.m.’). 

Pre-A1 Can fill in very simple registration forms with basic personal details: name, address, nationality, marital status. 
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Online Interaction 

Online communication is always mediated through a machine, which implies that it is unlikely ever to 
be exactly the same as face-to-face interaction. There are emergent properties of group interaction 
online that are almost impossible to capture in traditional competence scales focusing on the 
individual’s behaviour in speech or in writing. For instance, there is an availability of resources shared 
in real time. On the other hand, there may be misunderstandings which are not spotted (and corrected) 
immediately, as is often easier with face-to-face communication. Some requirements for successful 
communication are: 

► the need for more redundancy in messages; 

► the need to check that the message has been correctly understood; 

► ability to reformulate in order to help comprehension, deal with misunderstanding; 

► ability to handle emotional reactions. 

Online conversation and discussion focuses on conversation and discussion online as a multi-modal 
phenomenon, with an emphasis on how interlocutors communicate online to handle both serious 
issues and social exchanges in an open-ended way. Key concepts operationalized in the scale include 
the following: 

► instances of simultaneous (real time) and consecutive interaction, the latter giving time to 
prepare a draft and/or consult aids; 

► participation in sustained interaction with one or more interlocutors; 

► composing posts and contributions for others to respond to; 

► comments (e.g. evaluative) on posts, comments and contributions of others; 

► reactions to embedded media; 

► the ability to include symbols, images, and other codes for making the message convey tone, 
stress and prosody, but also the affective/emotional side, irony etc. 

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: the move from the lower levels to the higher is 
accompanied by the shift from simple social exchanges and personal news towards a broader range of 
competences encompassing professional and educational discursive interaction at the C levels, with 
the introduction of real time interaction and group interaction from B1+. B2 is characterised by the 
ability to participate actively in discussion and argument, linking a contribution effectively to others in 
the thread, and repairing misunderstandings appropriately. By C1, the user/learner can modulate 
his/her register and giving critical evaluations diplomatically. At C2, he/she can anticipate and deal 
effectively with possible misunderstandings (including cultural ones), communication issues and 
emotional reactions. Progression can also be seen as the process of adding virtual ‘spaces’ in which 
the user/learner can interact: e.g. ‘café,’ ‘classroom,’ ‘meeting room’. A user/learner will struggle to 
interact successfully in an online meeting until he/she reaches the B levels, will be able to interact in a 
virtual ‘classroom’ at A2 only if carefully guided, and maybe can communicate only very superficially at 
A1 when posting and chatting in the ‘café’. At the C levels, on the other hand, the user/learner can 
adapt his/her register and interaction style according to the virtual space he/she is in, adjusting his/her 
language appropriately to make his communication more effective. 
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ONLINE CONVERSATION AND  DISCUSSION 

C2 

Can express him/herself with clarity and precision in real-time online discussion, adjusting language flexibly and sensitively 
to context, including emotional, allusive and joking usage. 

Can anticipate and deal effectively with possible misunderstandings (including cultural ones), communication issues and 
emotional reactions occurring in an online discussion. 

Can easily and quickly adapt his/her register and style to suit different online environments, communication purposes and 
speech acts. 

C1 

Can engage in real-time online exchanges with several participants, understanding the communicative intentions and 
cultural implications of the various contributions. 

Can participate effectively in live, online professional or academic discussion, asking for and giving further clarification of 
complex, abstract issues as necessary. 

Can adapt his/her register according to the context of online interaction, moving from one register to the other within the 
same exchange if necessary. 

Can evaluate, re-state and challenge arguments in professional or academic live online chat and discussion. 

B2 

Can engage in online exchanges, linking his/her contributions to previous ones in the thread, understanding cultural 
implications and reacting appropriately. 

Can participate actively in an online discussion, stating and responding to opinions on topics of interest at some length, 
provided contributors avoid unusual or complex language and allow time for responses. 

Can engage in online exchanges between several participants, effectively linking his/her contributions to previous ones in 
the thread, provided a moderator helps manage the discussion. 

Can recognise misunderstandings and disagreements that arise in an online interaction and can deal with them, provided 
that the interlocutor(s) are willing to cooperate. 

B1 

Can engage in real-time online exchanges with more than one participant, recognising the communicative intentions of 
each contributor, but may not understand details or implications without further explanation. 

Can post online accounts of social events, experiences and activities referring to embedded links and media and sharing 
personal feelings. 

Can post a comprehensible contribution in an online discussion on a familiar topic of interest, provided that he/she can 
prepare the text beforehand and use online tools to fill gaps in language and check accuracy. 

Can make personal online postings about experiences, feelings and events and respond individually to the comments of 
others in some detail, though lexical limitations sometimes cause repetition and inappropriate formulation. 

A2 

Can introduce him/herself and manage simple exchanges online, asking and answering questions and exchanging ideas 
on predictable everyday topics, provided enough time is allowed to formulate responses, and that he/she interacts with one 
interlocutor at a time. 

Can make short descriptive online postings about everyday matters, social activities and feelings, with simple key details. 

Can comment on other people’s online postings, provided that they are written in simple language, reacting to embedded 
media by expressing feelings of surprise, interest and indifference in a simple way. 

Can engage in basic social communication online (e.g. writing a simple message on a virtual card for a special occasion, 
sharing news and making/confirming arrangements to meet). 

Can make brief positive or negative comments online about embedded links and media using a repertoire of basic 
language, though he/she will generally have to refer to an online translation tool and other resources. 

A1 

Can write very simple messages and personal online postings as a series of very short sentences about hobbies, 
likes/dislikes, etc., relying on the aid of a translation tool. 

Can use formulaic expressions and combinations of simple words to post short positive and negative reactions to simple 
online postings and their embedded links and media, and can respond to further comments with standard expressions of 
thanks and apology. 

Pre-A1 

Can post simple online greetings, using basic formulaic expressions and emoticons. 

Can post online short simple statements about him/herself (e.g. relationship status, nationality, occupation), provided 
he/she can select them from a menu and/or refer to an online translation tool. 
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Goal-oriented online transactions and collaboration: This scale focuses on the potentially collaborative 
nature of online interaction and transactions that have specific goals, as a regular feature of 
contemporary life. A rigid separation between written and oral does not really apply to online 
transactions, where multimodality is increasingly a key feature and resource, and the descriptors 
therefore assume the exploitation of different online media and tools according to context.  Key 
concepts operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► purchasing goods and services online; 

► engaging in transactions requiring negotiation of conditions, in a service as well as client role; 

► participation in collaborative project work; 

► dealing with communication problems. 

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: the move towards higher levels expands from 
basic transactions and information exchange at the A levels towards more sophisticated collaborative 
project work that is goal-oriented. This can be seen as a progression from filling in predictable online 
forms at Pre-A1, to solving various problems in order for the transaction to take place at the B levels, 
through to being able to participate in, and ultimately coordinate, group project work online at the C 
levels. One can also see such competences as progressing from reactive to proactive participation, 
and from simple to complex. Simple collaborative tasks appear at A2+, with a cooperative interlocutor, 
with small group project work from B1 and the ability to take a lead role in collaborative work from B2+. 
By C1, the user/learner can coordinate a group who are working on a project online, formulating and 
revising detailed instructions, evaluating proposals from team members and providing clarifications in 
order to accomplish the shared tasks. 
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GOAL-ORIENTED ONLINE TRANSACTIONS AND  COLLABORATION 

C2 
Can resolve misunderstandings and deal effectively with frictions that arise during the collaborative process. 

Can provide guidance and add precision to the work of a group at the redrafting and editing stages of collaborative work 

C1 

Can coordinate a group who are working on a project online, formulating and revising detailed instructions, evaluating 
proposals from team members and providing clarifications in order to accomplish the shared tasks. 

Can deal with complex online transactions in a service role (e.g. applications with complicated requirements), adjusting 
language flexibly to manage the discussion and negotiation. 

Can participate in complex projects requiring collaborative writing and redrafting as well as other forms of online 
collaboration, following and relaying instructions with precision in order to reach the goal. 

Can deal effectively with communication problems and cultural issues that arise in an online collaborative or transactional 
exchange by reformulating, clarifying and exemplifying through media (visual, audio, graphic). 

B2 

Can take a lead role in online collaborative work within his/her area(s) of expertise, keeping the group on task by reminding 
them of roles, responsibilities and deadlines in order to achieve established goals. 

Can engage in online collaborative or transactional exchanges within his/her area(s) of expertise that require negotiation of 
conditions and explanation of complicated details and special requirements. 

Can deal with misunderstandings and unexpected problems that arise in online collaborative or transactional exchanges by 
responding politely and appropriately in order to help resolve the issue. 

Can collaborate online with a group that is working on a project, justifying proposals, seeking clarification and playing a 
supportive role in order to accomplish shared tasks. 

B1 

Can engage in online transactions that require an extended exchange of information, provided the interlocutor(s) avoid 
complex language and are willing to repeat and reformulate when necessary. 

Can interact online with a group that is working on a project, following straightforward instructions, seeking clarification and 
helping to accomplish the shared tasks. 

Can engage in online collaborative or transactional exchanges that require simple clarification or explanation of relevant 
details, such as registering for a course, tour, event or applying for membership. 

Can interact online with a partner or small group working on a project, provided there are visual aids such as images, 
statistics and graphs to clarify more complex concepts. 

Can respond to instructions and ask questions or request clarifications in order to accomplish a shared task online. 

A2 

Can use formulaic language to respond to routine problems arising in online transactions (e.g. concerning availability of 
models and special offers, delivery dates, addresses, etc.). 

Can interact online with a supportive partner in a simple collaborative task, responding to basic instructions and seeking 
clarification, provided there are some visual aids such as images, statistics, or graphs to clarify the concepts involved. 

Can make simple online transactions (such as ordering goods or enrolling on a course) by filling in an online form or 
questionnaire, providing personal details and confirming acceptance of terms and conditions, declining extra services, etc. 

Can ask basic questions about the availability of a product or feature. 

Can respond to simple instructions and ask simple questions in order to accomplish a shared task online with the help of a 
supportive interlocutor. 

A1 
Can complete a very simple online purchase or application, providing basic personal information (such as name, e-mail 
address or telephone number). 

Pre-A1 
Can make selections (e.g. choosing a product, size, colour) in a simple online purchase or application form, provided there 
is visual support. 
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Interaction Strategies 

Three descriptor scales are offered for Taking the floor (Turntaking), for Cooperating and for Asking for 
clarification. Taking the floor (Turntaking), is in fact repeated in the section on Pragmatic competence, 
since it is a crucial part of discourse competence. This is the only instance in which a scale in the 
CEFR is repeated. In the scale for Cooperating, there are two aspects: cognitive strategies:  framing, 
planning and organising the ideational content of talk, and collaborative strategies: handling 
interpersonal, relational, aspects. In the project to develop scales for mediation, these two aspects are 
further developed in new scales for cognitive strategies (Collaborating to construct meaning) and 
collaborative strategies (Facilitating collaborative interaction with peers). In many respects, these two 
scale represent a further development of the original scale for Cooperating. However, since they go 
considerably further than the more discourse-focused approach of the Cooperating scale, it was 
decided to keep them under conceptual mediation.  

Taking the floor (Turntaking) 

Taking the floor (Turntaking) is concerned with the ability to take the discourse initiative. As stated 
above, this ability can be viewed both as an interaction strategy (to take the turn) or as an integral 
aspect of discourse competence. Key concepts operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► initiating, maintaining and ending conversation; 

► intervening in an existing conversation or discussion, often using a prefabricated expression 
to do so, or to gain time to think. 

TAKING THE FLOOR  (TURNTAKING)  

C2 No descriptors available; see C1 

C1 
Can select a suitable phrase from a readily available range of discourse functions to preface his/her remarks appropriately 
in order to get the floor, or to gain time and keep the floor whilst thinking. 

B2 

Can intervene appropriately in discussion, exploiting appropriate language to do so. 

Can initiate, maintain and end discourse appropriately with effective turn taking. 

Can initiate discourse, take his/her turn when appropriate and end conversation when he/she needs to, though he/she may 
not always do this elegantly. 

Can use stock phrases (e.g. ‘That's a difficult question to answer’) to gain time and keep the turn whilst formulating what to 
say. 

B1 
Can intervene in a discussion on a familiar topic, using a suitable phrase to get the floor. 

Can initiate, maintain and close simple face-to-face conversation on topics that are familiar or of personal interest. 

A2 

Can use simple techniques to start, maintain, or end a short conversation. 

Can initiate, maintain and close simple, face-to-face conversation. 

Can ask for attention. 

A1 No descriptors available 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Cooperating 

Cooperating concerns collaborative discourse moves intended to help a discussion develop.   Key 
concepts operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► confirming comprehension (lower levels); 

► ability to give feedback and relate one’s own contribution to that of previous speakers (higher 
levels); 

► summarising the point reached in the discussion in order to take stock (B levels); 

► inviting others to speak. 

COOPERATING  

Note: This scale is developed further in the scales for Facilitating collaborative interaction with peers and Collaborating to construct 
meaning. 

C2 
Can link contributions skilfully to those of other speakers, widen the scope of the interaction and help steer it towards an 
outcome. 

C1 Can relate own contribution skilfully to those of other speakers. 

B2 

Can give feedback on and follow up statements and inferences and so help the development of the discussion. 

Can summarise and evaluate the main points of discussion on matters within his/her academic or professional 
competence. 

Can help the discussion along on familiar ground, confirming comprehension, inviting others in, etc. 

Can summarise the point reached at a particular stage in a discussion and propose the next steps. 

B1 

Can exploit a basic repertoire of language and strategies to help keep a conversation or discussion going. 

Can summarise the point reached in a discussion and so help focus the talk. 

Can repeat back part of what someone has said to confirm mutual understanding and help keep the development of ideas 
on course. 

Can invite others into the discussion. 

A2 Can indicate when he/she is following. 

A1 No descriptors available 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Asking for clarification 

Asking for clarification concerns intervening in an interaction to indicate whether one is following the 
talk, and to ask follow up questions on certain points, to check comprehension. Key concepts 
operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► indicating comprehension or a comprehension problem (lower levels); 

► requesting repetition; 

► asking follow up questions to check comprehension or request more details. 

ASKING FOR CLARIFICATION 

C2 No descriptors available; see C1 

C1 
Can ask for explanation or clarification to ensure he/she understands complex, abstract ideas in professional or academic 
contexts, live or online. 

B2 

Can ask follow up questions to check that he/she has understood what a speaker intended to say, and get clarification of 
ambiguous points. 

Can, in informal conversation (with friends), ask for explanation or clarification to ensure he/she understands complex, 
abstract ideas. 

Can formulate follow-up questions to a member of a group to clarify an issue that is implicit or poorly articulated. 

B1 
Can ask for further details and clarifications from other group members in order to move a discussion forward. 

Can ask someone to clarify or elaborate what he or she has just said. 

A2 

Can ask very simply for repetition when he/she does not understand. 

Can ask for clarification about key words or phrases not understood using stock phrases. 

Can say he/she didn't follow. 

Can signal non-understanding and ask for a word to be spelt out. 

A1 
Can indicate with words, intonation and gestures that he/she does not understand. 

Can express in a simple way that he/she does not understand. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Mediation 

The development and validation of the scales for mediation is described in the report Developing 
Illustrative Descriptors of Aspects of Mediation for the Common European Framework of Reference 
(CEFR). The aim was to provide CEFR descriptors for a broader view of mediation presented in the 
paper Education, Mobility, Otherness: The mediation functions of schools. 

In mediation, the user/learner acts as a social agent who creates bridges and helps to construct or 
convey meaning, sometimes within the same language, sometimes from one language to another 
(cross-linguistic mediation). The focus is on the role of language in processes like creating the space 
and conditions for communicating and/or learning, collaborating to construct new meaning, 
encouraging others to construct or understand new meaning, and passing on new information in an 
appropriate form. The context can be social, pedagogic, cultural, linguistic or professional. 

https://rm.coe.int/common-european-framework-of-reference-for-languages-learning-teaching/168073ff31
https://rm.coe.int/common-european-framework-of-reference-for-languages-learning-teaching/168073ff31
https://rm.coe.int/common-european-framework-of-reference-for-languages-learning-teaching/168073ff31
https://rm.coe.int/education-mobility-otherness-the-mediation-functions-of-schools/16807367ee
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Mediation
Activities

Mediating
a text

Relaying specific information
in speech / in writing

Explaining data (e.g. in 
graphs, diagrams, charts etc.) 

in speech / in writing

Processing text
in speech / in writing

Translating a written text
in speech / in writing

Note taking (lectures, 
seminars, meetings, etc.)

Expressing a personal 
response to creative texts 

(including literature)

Analysis and criticism of 
creative texts (including 

literature)

Mediating
concepts

Colloborating
in a group

Facilitating colloborative 
interaction with peers

Collaborating to constract 
meaning

Leading group 
work

Managing interaction

Encouraging conceptual 
talk

Mediating
communication

Facilitating pluricultural 
space

Acting as an 
intermediary in informal 

situations

Facilitating 
communication in 

delicate situations and 
disagreements

Mediation
Strategies

Strategies to explain
a new concept

Linking to previous 
knowledge

Breaking down 
complicated 
information

Adapting language

Strategies to simplfy a 
text

Amplifying a dense 
text

Streamlining a text
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OVERALL MEDIATION 

C2 

Can mediate effectively and naturally, taking on different roles according to the needs of the people and situation involved, 
identifying nuances and undercurrents and guiding a sensitive or delicate discussion. Can explain in clear, fluent, well-
structured language the way facts and arguments are presented, conveying evaluative aspects and most nuances 
precisely, and pointing out sociocultural implications (e.g. use of register, understatement, irony and sarcasm). 

C1 

Can act effectively as a mediator, helping to maintain positive interaction by interpreting different perspectives, managing 
ambiguity, anticipating misunderstandings and intervening diplomatically in order to redirect talk. Can build on different 
contributions to a discussion, stimulating reasoning with a series of questions.  Can convey clearly and fluently in well-
structured language the significant ideas in long, complex texts, whether or not they relate to his/her own fields of interest, 
including evaluative aspects and most nuances. 

B2 

Can establish a supportive environment for sharing ideas and facilitate discussion of delicate issues, showing appreciation 
of different perspectives, encouraging people to explore issues and adjusting sensitively the way he/she expresses things. 
Can build upon other’s ideas, making suggestions for ways forward. Can convey the main content of well-structured but 
long and propositionally complex texts on subjects within his/her fields of professional, academic and personal interest, 
clarifying the opinions and purposes of speakers. 

Can work collaboratively with people from different backgrounds, creating a positive atmosphere by giving support, asking 
questions to identify common goals, comparing options for how to achieve them and explaining suggestions for what to do 
next. Can further develop other people’s ideas, pose questions that invite reactions from different perspectives and 
propose a solution or next steps. Can convey detailed information and arguments reliably, e.g. the significant point(s) 
contained in complex but well-structured texts within his/her fields of professional, academic and personal interest. 

B1 

Can collaborate with people from other backgrounds, showing interest and empathy by asking and answering simple 
questions, formulating and responding to suggestions, asking whether people agree, and proposing alternative 
approaches. Can convey the main points made in long texts expressed in uncomplicated language on topics of personal 
interest, provided that he/she can check the meaning of certain expressions. 

Can introduce people from different backgrounds, showing awareness that some questions may be perceived differently, 
and invite other people to contribute their expertise and experience, their views. Can convey information given in clear, 
well-structured informational texts on subjects that are familiar or of personal or current interest, although his/her lexical 
limitations cause difficulty with formulation at times. 

A2 

Can play a supportive role in interaction, provided that other participants speak slowly and that one or more of them helps 
him/her to contribute and to express his/her suggestions. Can convey relevant information contained in clearly structured, 
short, simple, informational texts, provided that the texts concern concrete, familiar subjects and are formulated in simple 
everyday language. 

Can use simple words to ask someone to explain something. Can recognise when difficulties occur and indicate in simple 
language the apparent nature of a problem. Can convey the main point(s) involved in short, simple conversations or texts 
on everyday subjects of immediate interest provided these are expressed clearly in simple language. 

A1 
Can use simple words and non-verbal signals to show interest in an idea. Can convey simple, predictable information of 
immediate interest given in short, simple signs and notices, posters and programmes. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Mediation activities 

There are many different aspects of mediation, but all share certain characteristics. For example, in 
mediation, one is less concerned with one’s own needs, ideas or expression, than with those of the 
party or parties for whom one is mediating. A person who engages in mediation activity needs to have 
a well-developed emotional intelligence, or an openness to develop it, in order to have sufficient 
empathy for the viewpoints and emotional states of other participants in the communicative situation. 
The term mediation is also used to describe a social and cultural process of creating conditions for 
communication and cooperation, facing and hopefully defusing any delicate situations and tensions 
that may arise. Particularly with regard to cross-linguistic mediation, users should remember that this 
inevitably also involves social and cultural competence as well as plurilingual competence.  This 
underlines the fact that one cannot in practice completely separate types of mediation from each 
other. In adapting descriptors to their context, therefore, users should feel free to mix and match 
categories to suit their own perspective. 

The scales for mediation are presented in three groups, reflecting the way in which mediation tends to 
occur. 

Mediating a text 

► Relaying specific information – in speech and in writing 

► Explaining data (e.g. in graphs, diagrams, charts etc.) – in speech and in writing 

► Processing text – in speech and in writing 

► Translating a written text – in speech and in writing 

► Note-taking (lectures, seminars, meetings, etc.)  

► Expressing a personal response to creative texts (including literature) 

► Analysis and criticism of creative texts (including literature) 

Mediating concepts  

► Collaborating in a group 

► Facilitating collaborative interaction with peers 

► Collaborating to construct meaning 

► Leading group work 

► Managing interaction 

► Encouraging conceptual talk 

Mediating communication  

► Facilitating pluricultural space 

► Acting as intermediary in informal situations (with friends and colleagues) 

► Facilitating communication in delicate situations and disagreements 

Mediating a text involves passing on to another person the content of a text to which they do not have 
access, often because of linguistic, cultural, semantic or technical barriers. This is the main sense in 
which the 2001 CEFR text uses the term mediation. The first set of descriptor scales offered are for 
this, usually cross-linguistic, interpretation, which is increasingly being incorporated into language 
curricula (in e.g. Switzerland, Germany, Austria, Italy, Greece and Spain). However, the notion has 
been further developed to include mediating a text for oneself (for example in taking notes during a 
lecture) or in expressing reactions to texts, particularly creative and literary ones. 

Mediating concepts refers to the process of facilitating access to knowledge and concepts for others, 
particularly if they may be unable to access this directly on their own. This is a fundamental aspect of 
parenting, mentoring, teaching and training. Mediating concepts involves two complementary aspects: 
on the one hand constructing and elaborating meaning and on the other hand facilitating and 
stimulating conditions that are conducive to conceptual exchange and development. 
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Mediating communication: The aim of mediating communication is to facilitate understanding and to 
shape successful communication between users/learners who may have individual, sociocultural, 
sociolinguistic or intellectual differences in standpoint. The mediator tries to have a positive influence 
on aspects of the dynamic relationship between all the participants, including the relationship with him 
or herself. Often, the context of the mediation will be an activity in which participants have shared 
communicative objectives, but this need not necessarily be the case. The skills involved are relevant 
to diplomacy, negotiation, pedagogy and dispute resolution, but also to everyday social and/or 
workplace interactions. Mediating communication is thus primarily concerned with personal 
encounters, and so descriptor scales are only provided for spoken communicative activities. This is 
not a closed list – users may well be able to think of other types of relational activity not included here. 

Mediating a text 

For all the descriptors in the scales in this section, Language A and Language B may be two different 
languages, two varieties of the same language, two registers of the same variety, or any combination 
of the above. However, they may also be identical: the CEFR is clear that mediation may be in one 
language. Users may thus wish to specify the languages/varieties involved when adapting the 
descriptors to their context. It is also important to underline that the illustrative descriptors offered in 
this section are not intended to describe the competences of professional interpreters and translators. 
Firstly, the descriptors focus on language competences, thinking of what a user/learner can do in this 
area in informal, everyday situations. Translation and interpretation competences and strategies are 
an entirely different field. As mentioned in the introduction, the language competence of professional 
interpreters and translators is usually considerably above CEFR Level C2. 

Relaying specific information refers to the way some particular piece(s) of information of immediate 
relevance is extracted from the target text and relayed to someone else. Here, the emphasis is on the 
specific content that is relevant, rather than the main ideas or lines of argument presented in a text. 
Relaying specific information is related to Reading for orientation (although the information concerned 
may have been given orally in a public announcement or series of instructions). The user/learner 
scans the source text for the necessary information and then relays this to a recipient. Key concepts 
operationalised in the two scales (relaying in speech and in writing) include the following: 

► relaying information on times, places, prices, etc. from announcements or written artefacts; 

► relaying sets of directions or instructions; 

► relaying specific, relevant information from informational texts like guides and brochures, from 
correspondence, or from longer, complex texts like articles, reports etc. 

Progression up the scales is characterised as follows: At Pre-A1 and A1 the user/learner can relay 
simple information like times, places, numbers etc., whereas at A2 he/she can cope with the 
information in simple texts like instructions and announcements.  By B1, he/she can select and relay 
specific, relevant information in straightforward spoken announcements and in written texts like 
leaflets, brochure entries, letters. By B2, he/she can reliably relay detailed information from formal 
correspondence or particular sections of long, complex texts. As with the scale for Information 
exchange, there are no descriptors for the C levels since such purely informational tasks do not 
require a C level of proficiency. 

In the two scales, Language A and Language B may be two different languages, two varieties 
of the same language, two registers of the same variety, or any combination of the above. 
However, they may also be identical. In the former case, users should specify the languages / 
varieties concerned; in the latter case, users should simply remove the parts in brackets. 

RELAYING SPECIFIC INFORMATION IN SPEECH 

C2 No descriptors available; see C1 

C1 
Can explain (in Language B) the relevance of specific information found in a particular section of a long, complex text 
(written in Language A). 

B2 

Can relay (in Language B) which presentations given in (Language A) at a conference, which articles in a book (written in 
Language A) are particularly relevant for a specific purpose. 

Can relay (in Language B) the main point(s) contained in formal correspondence and/or reports on general subjects and on 
subjects related to his/her fields of interest (written in Language A). 
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RELAYING SPECIFIC INFORMATION IN SPEECH 

B1 

Can relay (in Language B) the content of public announcements and messages spoken in clear, standard (Language A) at 
normal speed. 

Can relay (in Language B) the contents of detailed instructions or directions, provided these are clearly articulated (in 
Language A). 

Can relay (in Language B) specific information given in straightforward informational texts (such as leaflets, brochure 
entries, notices and letters or emails) (written in Language A). 

A2 

Can relay (in Language B) the point made in a clear, spoken announcement (made in Language A) concerning familiar 
everyday subjects, though he/she may have to simplify the message and search for words. 

Can relay (in Language B) specific, relevant information contained in short, simple texts, labels and notices (written in 
Language A) on familiar subjects. 

Can relay (in Language B) the point made in short, clear, simple messages, instructions and announcements, provided 
these are expressed slowly and clearly in simple language (in Language A). 

Can relay (in Language B) in a simple way a series of short, simple instructions provided the original speech (in Language 
A) is clearly and slowly articulated. 

A1 
Can relay (in Language B) simple, predictable information about times and places given in short, simple statements 
(spoken in Language A). 

Pre-A1 

Can relay (in Language B) simple instructions about places and times (given in Language A), provided these are repeated 
very slowly and clearly. 

Can relay (in Language B) very basic information (e.g. numbers and prices) from short, simple, illustrated texts (written in 
Language A). 

 

RELAYING SPECIFIC INFORMATION IN WRITING 

C2 No descriptors available; see B2 

C1 No descriptors available; see B2 

B2 

Can relay in writing (in Language B) which presentations at a conference (given in Language A) were relevant, pointing out 
which would be worth detailed consideration. 

Can relay in writing (in Language B) the relevant point(s) contained in propositionally complex but well-structured texts 
(written Language A) within his/her fields of professional, academic and personal interest. 

Can relay in writing (in Language B) the relevant point(s) contained in an article (written in Language A) from an academic 
or professional journal. 

Can relay in a written report (in Language B) relevant decisions that were taken in a meeting (in Language A). 

Can relay in writing the significant point(s) contained in formal correspondence (in Language A). 

B1 

Can relay in writing (in Language B) specific information points contained in texts (spoken in Language A) on familiar 
subjects (e.g. telephone calls, announcements, and instructions). 

Can relay in writing (in Language B) specific, relevant information contained in straightforward informational texts (written in 
Language A) on familiar subjects. 

Can relay in writing (in Language B) specific information given in a straightforward recorded message (left in Language A), 
provided that the topics concerned are familiar and the delivery is slow and clear. 

A2 

Can relay in writing (in Language B) specific information contained in short simple informational texts (written in Language 
A), provided the texts concern concrete, familiar subjects and are written in simple everyday language. 

Can list (in Language B) the main points of short, clear, simple messages and announcements (given in Language A) 
provided that speech is clearly and slowly articulated. 

Can list (in Language B) specific information contained in simple texts (written in Language A) on everyday subjects of 
immediate interest or need. 

A1 
Can list (in Language B) names, numbers, prices and very simple information of immediate interest (given in Language A), 
provided that the speaker articulates very slowly and clearly, with repetition. 

Pre-A1 
Can list (in Language B) names, numbers, prices and very simple information from texts (written Language A) that are of 
immediate interest, that are written in very simple language and contain illustrations. 
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Explaining data refers to the transformation into a verbal text of information found in diagrams, charts, 
figures and other images. The user/learner might do this as part of a PowerPoint presentation, or 
when explaining to a friend or colleague the key information given in graphics accompanying an 
article, a weather forecast, or financial information. Key concepts operationalised in the two scales 
(explaining data in speech and in writing) include the following: 

► describing graphic material on familiar topics (e.g. flow charts weather charts); 

► presenting trends in graphs; 

► commenting on bar charts; 

► selecting and interpreting the salient relevant points of empirical data presented graphically. 

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: The higher the level, the more complex the visual 
information is, from everyday (e.g. weather charts) to complex visuals accompanying academic and 
highly professional texts. Secondly, the higher the level, the more complex the communicative acts 
involved (interpreting source data, describing the salient points, explaining in detail).  There are no 
descriptors at A1 and A2. At A2+ the user/learner can describe simple visuals on familiar topics, whilst 
at B1 he/she can describe overall trends and detailed information in diagrams in his/her fields of 
interest. At B2 the focus is on the reliable interpretation of complex data, whilst at C2 the user/learner 
can interpret and describe various forms of empirical data from conceptually complex research.  

In the two scales, Language A and Language B may be two different languages, two varieties 
of the same language, two registers of the same variety, or any combination of the above. 
However, they may also be identical. In the former case, users should specify the languages / 
varieties concerned; in the latter case, users should simply remove the parts in brackets. 

EXPLAINING DATA IN SPEECH (E.G. IN GRAPHS, DIAGRAMS, CHARTS ETC.) 

C2 
Can interpret and describe clearly and reliably (in Language B) various forms of empirical data and visually organised 
information (with text in Language A) from conceptually complex research concerning academic or professional topics. 

C1 
Can interpret and describe clearly and reliably (in Language B) the salient points and details contained in complex 
diagrams and other visually organised information (with text in Language A) on complex academic or professional topics. 

B2 
Can interpret and describe reliably (in Language B) detailed information contained in complex diagrams, charts and other 
visually organised information (with text in Language A) on topics in his/her fields of interest. 

B1 

Can interpret and describe (in Language B) detailed information in diagrams in his/her fields of interest (with text in 
Language A), even though lexical gaps may cause hesitation or imprecise formulation. 

Can interpret and describe (in Language B) overall trends shown in simple diagrams (e.g. graphs, bar charts) (with text in 
Language A), even though lexical limitations cause difficulty with formulation at times. 

A2 

Can interpret and describe (in Language B) simple visuals on familiar topics (e.g. a weather map, a basic flow chart) (with 
text in Language A), even though pauses, false starts and reformulation may be very evident in speech. 

No descriptors available 

A1 No descriptors available 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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EXPLAINING DATA IN WRITING (E.G. IN GRAPHS, DIAGRAMS, CHARTS ETC.) 

C2 
Can interpret and present in writing (in Language B) various forms of empirical data (with text in Language A) from 
conceptually complex research concerning academic or professional topics. 

C1 
Can interpret and present clearly and reliably in writing (in Language B) the salient, relevant points contained in complex 
diagrams and other visually organised data  (with text in Language A) on complex academic or professional topics. 

B2 
Can interpret and present reliably in writing (in Language B) detailed information from diagrams and visually organised data 
in his fields of interest (with text in Language A). 

B1 

Can interpret and present in writing (in Language B) the overall trends shown in simple diagrams (e.g. graphs, bar charts) 
(with text in Language A), explaining the important points in more detail, given the help of a dictionary or other reference 
materials. 

Can describe in simple sentences (in Language B) the main facts shown in visuals on familiar topics (e.g. a weather map, a 
basic flow chart) (with text in Language A). 

A2 No descriptors available 

A1 No descriptors available 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 

Processing text involves understanding the information and/or arguments included in the source text 
and then transferring these to another text, usually in a more condensed form, in a way that is 
appropriate to the context of situation. In other words, the outcome represents a condensing and/or 
reformulating of the original information and arguments, focusing on the main points and ideas in the 
source text. The key word of the processing information scales in both speaking and writing is 
‘summarising’. Whereas in Relaying specific information the user/learner will almost certainly not read 
the whole text (unless the information required is well hidden!), in Processing text, he/she has first to 
fully understand all the main points in the source text. Processing text is thus related to Reading for 
information and argument (sometimes called reading for detail, or careful reading), although the 
information concerned may have been given orally in a presentation or lecture. The user/learner may 
then choose to present the information to the recipient in a completely different order, depending on 
the goal of the communicative encounter. Key concepts operationalised in the two scales include the 
following: 

► summarising main points in a source text; 

► collating such information and arguments from different sources; 

► recognising and clarifying to the recipient the intended audience, the purpose and viewpoint 
of the original. 

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: In general, as one moves up the scale, the more 
cognitively and linguistically demanding the process described by the descriptor, the greater the 
variety of text-types, the higher the degree of complexity of the texts and the abstractness of the 
topics, the more sophisticated the vocabulary. There is no descriptor for A1. At A2, the learner may 
need to supplement his/her limited repertoire with gestures, drawing or expressions embedded from 
other languages. At lower levels, source texts are simpler, more factual concerning everyday topics 
and topics of immediate interest. By B1, texts include TV programmes, conversations and well-
structured written texts on topics of interest. By B2, the user/learner can synthesise and report 
information from a number of sources, for example interviews, documentaries, films and complex 
written texts in his/her fields of interest. By the C levels, he/she can summarise long, demanding 
professional or academic texts in well-structured language, inferring attitudes and implicit opinions, 
and explaining subtle distinctions in the presentation or facts and arguments.    
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In the two scales, Language A and Language B may be two different languages, two varieties 
of the same language, two registers of the same variety, or any combination of the above. 
However, they may also be identical. In the former case, users should specify the languages / 
varieties concerned; in the latter case, users should simply remove the parts in brackets. 

PROCESSING TEXT IN SPEECH 

C2 
Can explain (in Language B) inferences when links or implications are not made explicit (in Language A), and point out 
sociocultural implications of the speaker/writer’s form of expression (e.g. understatement, irony, sarcasm). 

C1 

Can summarise in (Language B) long, demanding texts (in Language A). 

Can summarise (in Language B) discussion (in Language A) on matters within his/her academic or professional 
competence, elaborating and weighing up different points of view and identifying the most significant points. 

Can summarise clearly in well-structured speech (in Language B) the main points made in complex spoken and written 
texts (in Language A) in fields of specialisation other than his/her own, although he/she may occasionally check particular 
technical concepts. 

Can explain (in Language B) subtle distinctions in the presentation of facts and arguments (in Language A). 

Can exploit information and arguments from a complex spoken or written text (in Language A) to talk about a topic (in 
Language B), glossing with evaluative comments, adding his/her opinion, etc. 

Can explain (in Language B) the attitude or opinion expressed in a spoken or written text (in Language A) on a specialised 
topic, supporting inferences he/she makes with reference to specific passages in the original. 

B2 

Can summarise (in Language B) the important points made in longer, complex, live spoken texts (in Language A) on 
subjects of current interest, including his/her fields of special interest. 

Can summarise (in Language B) the main points of complex discussions (in Language A), weighing up the different points 
of view presented. 

Can synthesise and report (in Language B) information and arguments from a number of spoken and/or written sources (in 
Language A). 

Can summarise (in Language B) a wide range of factual and imaginative texts (in Language A), commenting on and 
discussing contrasting points of view and the main themes. 

Can summarise (in Language B) the important points made in longer, spoken and written complex texts (in Language A) on 
subjects of current interest, including his/her fields of special interest. 

Can recognise the intended audience of a spoken or written text (in Language A) on a topic of interest and explain (in 
Language B) the purpose, attitudes and opinion of the author. 

Can summarise (in Language B) extracts from news items, interviews or documentaries containing opinions, argument and 
discussion sources (in Language A). 

Can summarise and comment (in Language B) on the plot and sequence of events in a film or play (in Language A). 

B1 

Can summarise (in Language B) the main points made in long spoken texts (in Language A) on topics in his/her fields of 
interest, provided that standard language is used and that he/she can check the meaning of certain expressions. 

Can summarise (in Language B) a short narrative or article, a talk, discussion, interview or documentary (in Language A) 
and answer further questions about details. 

Can collate short pieces of information from several sources (in Language A) and summarise them (in Language B) for 
somebody else. 

Can summarise (in Language B) the main points made in clear, well-structured spoken and written texts (in Language A) 
on subjects that are familiar or of personal interest, although his/her lexical limitations cause difficulty with formulation at 
times. 

Can summarise simply (in Language B) the main information content of straightforward texts (in Language A) on familiar 
subjects (e.g. a short written interview or magazine article, a travel brochure). 

Can summarise (in Language B) the main points made during a conversation (in Language A) on a subject of personal or 
current interest, provided that the speakers articulated clearly in standard language. 

Can summarise (in Language B) the main points made in long texts (delivered orally in Language A) on topics in his/her 
fields of interest, provided that standard language is used and that he/she can listen several times. 

Can summarise (in Language B) the main points or events in TV programmes and video clips (in Language A), provided 
he/she can view them several times. 
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PROCESSING TEXT IN SPEECH 

A2 

Can report (in Language B) the main points made in simple TV or radio news items (in Language A) reporting events, 
sports, accidents, etc., provided that the topics concerned are familiar and the delivery is slow and clear. 

Can report in simple sentences (in Language B) the information contained in clearly structured, short, simple texts (written 
in Language A) that have illustrations or tables. 

Can summarise (in Language B) the main point(s) in simple, short informational texts (in Language A) on familiar topics. 

Can convey (in Language B) the main point(s) contained in clearly structured, short, simple spoken and written texts (in 
Language A), supplementing his/her limited repertoire with other means (e.g. gestures, drawings, words from other 
languages) in order to do so. 

A1 
Can convey (in Language B) simple, predictable information given in short, very simple signs and notices, posters and 
programmes (written in Language A). 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 

 

PROCESSING TEXT IN WRITING 

C2 

Can explain in writing (in Language B) the way facts and arguments are presented in a text (in Language A), particularly 
when someone else’s position is being reported, drawing attention to the writer’s use of understatement, veiled criticism, 
irony, and sarcasm. 

Can summarise information from different sources, reconstructing arguments and accounts in a coherent presentation of 
the overall result. 

C1 

Can summarise in writing (in Language B) long, complex texts (written in Language A), interpreting the content 
appropriately, provided that he/she can occasionally check the precise meaning of unusual, technical terms. 

Can summarise in writing a long and complex text (in Language A) (e.g. academic or political analysis article, novel extract, 
editorial, literary review, report, or extract from a scientific book) for a specific audience, respecting the style and register of 
the original. 

B2 

Can summarise in writing (in Language B) the main content of well-structured but propositionally complex spoken and 
written texts (in Language A) on subjects within his/her fields of professional, academic and personal interest. 

Can compare, contrast and synthesise in writing (in Language B) the information and viewpoints contained in academic 
and professional publications (in Language A) in his/her fields of special interest. 

Can explain in writing (in Language B) the viewpoint articulated in a complex text (in Language A), supporting inferences 
he/she makes with reference to specific information in the original. 

Can summarise in writing (in Language B) the main content of complex spoken and written texts (in Language A) on 
subjects related to his/her fields of interest and specialisation. 

B1 

Can summarise in writing (in Language B) the information and arguments contained in texts (in Language A) on subjects of 
general or personal interest. 

Can summarise in writing (in Language B) the main points made in straightforward informational spoken and written texts 
(in Language A) on subjects that are of personal or current interest, provided spoken texts are delivered in clearly 
articulated standard speech. 

Can paraphrase short written passages in a simple fashion, using the original text wording and ordering. 

A2 

Can list as a series of bullet points (in Language B) the relevant information contained in short simple texts (in Language 
A), provided that the texts concern concrete, familiar subjects and are written in simple everyday language. 

Can pick out and reproduce key words and phrases or short sentences from a short text within the learner’s limited 
competence and experience. 

Can use simple language to render in (Language B) very short texts written in (Language A) on familiar and everyday 
themes that contain the highest frequency vocabulary; despite errors, the text remains comprehensible. 

Can copy out short texts in printed or clearly hand-written format. 

A1 

Can, with the help of a dictionary, render in (Language B) simple phrases written in (Language A), but may not always 
select the appropriate meaning. 

Can copy out single words and short texts presented in standard printed format. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Translating a written text in speech is a largely informal activity that is by no means uncommon in 
everyday personal and professional life. It is the process of spontaneously giving a spoken translation 
of a written text, often a notice, letter, email or other communication. Key concepts operationalised in 
the scale include the following: 

► providing a rough, approximate translation; 

► capturing the essential information; 

► capturing nuances (higher levels). 

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: The scale moves from rough translation of 
routine, everyday information in simple texts at the lower levels to translation with increasing fluency 
and accuracy of texts that become increasingly more complex. The distinction between levels A1 to 
B1 is almost solely the type of texts involved. By B2, the user/learner can provide spoken translation of 
complex texts containing information and arguments on subjects within his/her fields of professional, 
academic and personal interest, and at the C levels he/she can fluently translate a complex texts on a 
wide range of general and specialised subjects, capturing nuances and implications. 

Translating a written text in writing is by its very nature a more formal process than providing a spoken 
translation. However, this CEFR descriptor scale is not intended to relate to the activities of 
professional translators or to their training. Indeed, translating competences are not addressed in the 
scale. Furthermore, professional translators, like professional interpreters, are usually operating at a 
level well above C2. As mentioned when discussing the CEFR levels in the section on key aspects of 
the CEFR, C2 is not the highest definable level of second/foreign language proficiency. It is in fact the 
middle level of a scale of five levels for literary translation produced in the PETRA project. 
Nevertheless, plurilingual user/learners with a more modest level of proficiency sometimes find 
themselves in a situation in which they are asked to provide a written translation of a text in a 
professional or personal context. Here they are being asked to reproduce the substantive message of 
the source text, rather than necessarily interpret the style and tone of the original into an appropriate 
style and tone in the translation, as a professional translator would be expected to do. 

In using the descriptors in this scale it will be particularly important to specify the languages involved 
because the scale deliberately does not address the issue of translating into and from the mother 
tongue. This is partly because of the fact that, for increasing numbers of plurilingual persons, ‘mother 
tongue’ and ‘best language’ are not always synonymous. What the scale provides is a functional 
description of the language ability necessary to reproduce a source text in another language.  Key 
concepts operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► comprehensibility of the translation; 

► the extent to which the original formulations and structure (over)influence the translation, as 
opposed to the text following relevant conventions in the target language; 

► capturing nuances in the original; 

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: Progression is shown in a very similar way to the 
previous scale. At the lower levels, translating involves approximate translations of short texts 
containing information that is straightforward and familiar, whereas at the higher levels, the source 
texts become increasing complex and the translation is increasing more accurate and reflective of the 
original. 

In the two scales, Language A and Language B may be two different languages, two varieties 
of the same language, two registers of the same variety, or any combination of the above. 
However, they may also be identical. In the former case, users should specify the languages / 
varieties concerned; in the latter case, users should simply remove the parts in brackets. 
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TRANSLATING A WRITTEN TEXT IN SPEECH 

Note: As in any case in which mediation across languages is involved, users may wish to complete the descriptor by 
specifying the languages concerned. 

C2 
Can provide fluent spoken translation into (Language B) of abstract texts written in (Language A) on a wide range of 
subjects of personal, academic and professional interest, successfully conveying evaluative aspects and arguments, 
including the nuances and implications associated with them. 

C1 
Can provide fluent spoken translation into (Language B) of complex written texts written in (Language A) on a wide range of 
general and specialised topics, capturing most nuances. 

B2 
Can provide spoken translation into (Language B) of complex texts written in (Language A) containing information and 
arguments on subjects within his/her fields of professional, academic and personal interest. 

B1 

Can provide spoken translation into (Language B) of texts written in (Language A) containing information and arguments on 
subjects within his/her fields of professional, academic and personal interest, provided that they are written in 
uncomplicated, standard language. 

Can provide an approximate spoken translation into (Language B) of clear, well-structured informational texts written in 
(Language A) on subjects that are familiar or of personal interest, although his/her lexical limitations cause difficulty with 
formulation at times. 

A2 

Can provide an approximate spoken translation into (Language B) of short, simple everyday texts (e.g. brochure entries, 
notices, instructions, letters or emails) written in (Language A). 

Can provide a simple, rough, spoken translation into (Language B) of short, simple texts (e.g. notices on familiar subjects) 
written in (Language A), capturing the most essential point. 

Can provide a simple, rough spoken translation into (Language B) of routine information on familiar everyday subjects that 
is written in simple sentences in (Language A) (e.g. personal news, short narratives, directions, notices or instructions). 

A1 
Can provide a simple, rough spoken translation into (Language B) of simple, everyday words and phrases written in 
(Language A) that are encountered on signs and notices, posters, programmes, leaflets etc. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 

 

TRANSLATING A WRITTEN TEXT IN WRITING  

C2 
Can translate into (Language B) technical material outside his/her field of specialisation written in (Language A), provided 
subject matter accuracy is checked by a specialist in the field concerned. 

C1 
Can translate into (Language B)  abstract texts on social, academic and professional subjects in his/her field written in 
(Language A), successfully conveying evaluative aspects and arguments, including many of the implications associated 
with them, though some expression may be over-influenced by the original. 

B2 

Can produce clearly organised translations from (Language A) into (Language B) that reflect normal language usage but 
may be over-influenced by the order, paragraphing, punctuation and particular formulations of the original. 

Can produce translations into (Language B, which closely follow the sentence and paragraph structure of the original text in 
(Language A), conveying the main points of the source text accurately, though the translation may read awkwardly. 

B1 

Can produce approximate translations from (Language A) into (Language B) of straightforward, factual texts that are written 
in uncomplicated, standard language, closely following the structure of the original; although linguistic errors may occur, the 
translation remains comprehensible. 

Can produce approximate translations from (Language A) into (Language B) of information contained in short, factual texts 
written in uncomplicated, standard language; despite errors, the translation remains comprehensible. 

A2 
Can use simple language to provide an approximate translation from (Language A) into (Language B) of very short texts on 
familiar and everyday themes that contain the highest frequency vocabulary; despite errors, the translation remains 
comprehensible. 

A1 
Can, with the help of a dictionary, translate simple words and phrases from (Language A) into (Language B), but may not 
always select the appropriate meaning. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Note-taking (lectures, seminars, meetings etc.): This scale concerns the ability to listen and write 
coherent notes, which is valuable in academic and professional life. Key concepts operationalised in 
the scale include the following: 

► type of source text: from demonstrations and instructions, through straightforward lectures 
and meetings on subjects in his/her field to meetings and seminars on unfamiliar, complex 
subjects; 

► consideration on the part of the speaker (lower levels): slow and clear speech, plus pauses to 
take notes, through clearly articulated, well-structured lectures to multiple sources; 

► type of note-taking: from taking notes as a series of points (lower levels), through notes on 
what seems to him/her to be important, to appropriate selection on what to note and what to 
omit; 

► accuracy of the notes (higher levels): from notes precise enough for own use (B1) through 
accurate notes on meetings in his/her field (B2) to accurate capture of abstract concepts, 
relationships between ideas, implications and allusions. 

NOTE-TAKING (LECTURES, SEMINARS, MEETINGS ETC.) 

C2 

Can, whilst continuing to participate in a meeting or seminar, create reliable notes (or minutes) for people who are not 
present, even when the subject matter is complex and/or unfamiliar. 

Is aware of the implications and allusions of what is said and can make notes on them as well as on the actual words used 
by the speaker. 

Can make notes selectively, paraphrasing and abbreviating successfully to capture abstract concepts and relationships 
between ideas. 

C1 

Can take detailed notes during a lecture on topics in his/her field of interest, recording the information so accurately and so 
close to the original that the notes could also be used by other people. 

Can make decisions about what to note down and what to omit as the lecture or seminar proceeds, even on unfamiliar 
matters. 

Can select relevant, detailed information and arguments on complex, abstract topics from multiple spoken sources (e.g. 
lectures, podcasts, formal discussions and debates, interviews etc.), provided that standard language is delivered at normal 
speed in one of the range of accents familiar to the listener. 

B2 

Can understand a clearly structured lecture on a familiar subject, and can take notes on points which strike him/her as 
important, even though he/she tends to concentrate on the words themselves and therefore to miss some information. 

Can make accurate notes in meetings and seminars on most matters likely to arise within his/her field of interest. 

B1 

Can take notes during a lecture, which are precise enough for his/her own use at a later date, provided the topic is within 
his/her field of interest and the talk is clear and well structured. 

Can take notes as a list of key points during a straightforward lecture, provided the topic is familiar, and the talk is both 
formulated in simple language and delivered in clearly articulated standard speech. 

Can note down routine instructions in a meeting on a familiar subject, provided they are formulated in simple language and 
he/she is given sufficient time to do so. 

A2 
Can make simple notes at a presentation/demonstration where the subject matter is familiar and predictable and the 
presenter allows for clarification and note-taking. 

A1 No descriptors available 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 

Creative texts are one of the main sources for Reading as a leisure activity and there are several 
descriptors related to the reading of literature in the scale with that title. However, literature tends to 
evoke a reaction, and this is often promoted in language education. This response may be expressed 
in a classroom or in one of the amateur literacy circles often associated with foreign language 
learning. There are perhaps four main types of classic response: 

► engagement:  giving a personal reaction to the language, style or content, feeling drawn to an 
aspect of the work or a character or characteristic of it; 

► interpretation: ascribing meaning or significance to aspects of the work including contents, 
motifs, characters’ motives, metaphor, etc. 
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► analysis of certain aspects of the work including language, literary devices, context, 
characters, relationships. etc. 

► evaluation: giving a critical appraisal of technique, structure, the vision of the artist, the 
significance of the work, etc. 

There is a fundamental difference between the first two categories (engagement and interpretation) 
and the last two (analysis and evaluation). Describing a personal reaction and interpretation is 
cognitively far simpler than giving a more intellectual analysis and/or evaluation. Therefore, two 
different scales are offered. 

Expressing a personal response to creative texts (including literature): This first scale reflects the 
approach taken in school sectors and in adult reading circles. The scale focuses on expression of the 
effect a work of literature has on the user/learner as an individual. Key concepts operationalized in this 
scale include the following: 

► explaining what he/she liked, what interested him/her about the work; 

► describing characters, saying which he/she identified with; 

► relating aspects of the work to own experience; 

► relating feelings and emotions; 

► personal interpretation of the work as a whole or of aspects of it. 

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: At the lower levels the user/learner can say 
whether he/she liked the work, say how it made him/her feel, talk about characters and relate aspects 
of the work to his/her own experience, with increased detail at B1. At B2 he/she can give more 
elaborate explanations, comment on the form of expression and style and give his/her interpretation of 
the development of a plot, the characters and the themes in a story, novel, film or play. At the C levels, 
he/she can give broader and deeper interpretations, supporting them with details and examples. 

EXPRESSING A PERSONAL RESPONSE TO CREATIVE TEXTS (INCLUDING LITERATURE) 

C2 No descriptor available 

C1 

Can describe in detail his/her personal interpretation of a work, outlining his/her reactions to certain features and explaining 
their significance. 

Can outline his/her interpretation of a character in a work: their psychological/emotional state, the motives for their actions 
and the consequences of these actions. 

Can give his/her personal interpretation of the development of a plot, the characters and the themes in a story, novel, film 
or play. 

B2 

Can give a clear presentation of his/her reactions to a work, developing his/her ideas and supporting them with examples 
and arguments. 

Can describe his/her emotional response to a work and elaborate on the way in which it has evoked this response. 

Can express in some detail his/her reactions to the form of expression, style and content of a work, explaining what he/she 
appreciated and why. 

B1 

Can explain why certain parts or aspects of a work especially interested him/her. 

Can explain in some detail which character he/she most identified with and why. 

Can relate events in a story, film or play to similar events he/she has experienced or heard about. 

Can relate the emotions experienced by a character in a work to emotions he/she has experienced. 

Can describe the emotions he/she experienced at a certain point in a story, e.g. the point(s) in a story when he/she became 
anxious for a character, and explain why. 

Can explain briefly the feelings and opinions that a work provoked in him/her. 

Can describe the personality of a character. 

A2 

Can express his/her reactions to a work, reporting his/her feelings and ideas in simple language. 

Can describe a character’s feelings and explain the reasons for them. 

Can say in simple language which aspects of a work especially interested him/her. 

Can say whether he/she liked a work or not and explain why in simple language. 

Can select simple passages he/she particularly likes from work of literature to use as quotes. 

A1 Can use simple words and phrases to say how a work made him/her feel. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Analysis and criticism of creative texts (including literature): This represents an approach more 
common at an upper secondary and university level. It concerns more formal, intellectual reactions. 
Aspects analysed include the significance of events in a novel, treatment of the same themes in 
different works and other links between them, the extent to which a work follows conventions, and 
more global evaluation of the work as a whole. Key concepts operationalised in the scale include: 

► comparing different works; 

► giving a reasoned opinion of a work; 

► critically evaluating features of the work, including the effectiveness of techniques employed. 

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: there are no descriptors for A1 and A2. Until B2, 
the focus is on description rather than evaluation. At B2, the user/learner can analyse similarities and 
differences between works, giving a reasoned opinion and referring to the views of others. At C1, 
analysis becomes more subtle, concerned with the way the work engages the audience, the extent to 
which it is conventional, whether it employs irony. At C2, the user/learner can recognise finer linguistic 
and stylistic subtleties, unpack connotations and give more critical appraisals of the way in which 
structure, language and rhetorical devices are exploited in a work of literature for a particular purpose. 

ANALYSIS AND CRITICISM OF CREATIVE TEXTS (INCLUDING LITERATURE) 

C2 

Can give a critical appraisal of work of different periods and genres (novels, poems, and plays), appreciating subtle 
distinctions of style and implicit as well as explicit meaning. 

Can recognise the finer subtleties of nuanced language, rhetorical effect, and stylistic language use (e.g. metaphors, 
abnormal syntax, ambiguity), interpreting and ‘unpacking’ meanings and connotations. 

Can critically evaluate the way in which structure, language and rhetorical devices are exploited in a work for a particular 
purpose and give a reasoned argument on their appropriateness and effectiveness. 

Can give a critical appreciation of the deliberate breach of linguistic conventions in a piece of writing. 

C1 

Can critically appraise a wide variety of texts including literary works of different periods and genres. 

Can evaluate the extent to which a work meets the conventions of its genre. 

Can describe and comment on ways in which the work engages the audience (e.g. by building up and subverting 
expectations). 

B2 

Can compare two works, considering themes, characters and scenes, exploring similarities and contrasts and explaining 
the relevance of the connections between them. 

Can give a reasoned opinion about a work, showing awareness of the thematic, structural and formal features and referring 
to the opinions and arguments of others. 

Can evaluate the way the work encourages identification with characters, giving examples. 

Can describe the way in which different works differ in their treatment of the same theme. 

B1 

Can point out the most important episodes and events in a clearly structured narrative in everyday language and explain 
the significance of events and the connection between them. 

Can describe the key themes and characters in short narratives involving familiar situations that are written in high 
frequency everyday language. 

A2 
Can identify and briefly describe, in basic formulaic language, the key themes and characters in short, simple narratives 
involving familiar situations that are written in high frequency everyday language. 

A1 No descriptors available 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 

Mediating concepts 

It is recognised in education that language is a tool used to think about a subject and to talk about that 
thinking in a dynamic co-constructive process. A key component of the development of mediation 
scales, therefore, is to capture this function. How can the user/learner facilitate access to knowledge 
and concepts through language? There are two main ways in which this occurs: one is in the context 
of collaborative work and the other is when someone has the official or unofficial role of facilitator, 
teacher or trainer. In either context, it is virtually impossible to develop concepts without preparing the 
ground for it by managing the relational issues concerned. For this reason two scales are presented 
for collaborating in a group, and for leading group work. In each case the first scale, presented on the 
left in the chart, concerns establishing the conditions for effective work (= relational mediation). 
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The second scale, presented on the right in the chart, is concerned with the development and 
elaboration of ideas (= cognitive mediation). As is the case with different aspects of communicative 
language competence, or of plurilingual and pluricultural competence, distinctions are made to assist 
reflection, but real communication requires a holistic integration of different aspects.  The four 
descriptor scales in this section thus form pairs as indicated below: 

 Establishing conditions  Developing ideas 

Collaborating in a group 
Facilitating collaborative interaction 
with peers 

Collaborating to construct meaning 

Leading group work Managing interaction Encouraging conceptual talk 

The two scales under ‘establishing conditions’ focus on building and maintaining positive interactions 
and do not deal directly with access to new knowledge and concepts. However, such mediation may 
well be a necessary precursor or indeed parallel activity in order to facilitate the development of new 
knowledge. People must be sensitive to others’ views, so a positive atmosphere is often a prerequisite 
for collaborative engagement that may lead to new knowledge. Although these four scales are directly 
relevant to the educational domain, they are not confined to the classroom as they are applicable to all 
domains where there is a need to move thinking forward. 

Facilitating collaborative interaction with peers: The user/learner contributes to successful 
collaboration in a group that he/she belongs to, usually with a specific shared objective or 
communicative task in mind. He/she is concerned with making conscious interventions where 
appropriate to orient the discussion, balance contributions, and help to overcome communication 
difficulties within the group. He/she does not have a designated lead role in the group, and is not 
concerned with creating a lead role for himself/herself, being concerned solely with successful 
collaboration. Key concepts operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► collaborative participation by consciously managing own role and contributions to the group 
communication; 

► active orientation of teamwork by helping to review key points and consider or define next 
steps; 

► use of questions and contributions to move the discussion forward in a productive way; 

► use of questions and turn taking to balance contributions from other group members with 
his/her own. 

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: At A2, the user/learner can collaborate actively in 
simple, shared tasks, provided someone helps him/her to express his/her suggestions.  At B1, the 
focus is on posing questions and inviting others to speak. By B2, the learner/user can refocus the 
discussion, helping to define goals and comparing ways of achieving them. At C1, he/she can help 
steer a discussion tactfully towards a conclusion. 

Collaborating to construct meaning is concerned with stimulating and developing ideas as a member 
of a group. It is particularly relevant to collaborative work in problem-solving, brainstorming, concept 
development and project work. 

Key concepts operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► cognitively framing collaborative tasks by deciding on aims, processes and steps; 

► co-constructing ideas/solutions; 

► asking others to explain their thinking and identifying inconsistencies in their thought 
processes; 

► summarising the discussion and deciding on next steps. 

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: the scale moves from simple questioning 
techniques and the organisation of tasks at B1 to further developing other people’s ideas and 
opinions, co-developing ideas (B2/B2+) to evaluating problems, challenges, and proposals, 
highlighting inconsistencies in thinking (C1) and guiding discussion effectively to a consensus at C2. 
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COLLABORATING IN A GROUP 

 FACILITATING COLLABORATIVE INTERACTION WITH PEERS   COLLABORATING TO CONSTRUCT MEANING 

C2 No descriptors available 
Can summarize, evaluate and link the various contributions in order to facilitate agreement for a solution 
or way forward.  

C1 

Can show sensitivity to different perspectives within a group, acknowledging contributions and 
formulating any reservations, disagreements or criticisms in such a way as to avoid or minimize any 
offence. 

Can develop the interaction and tactfully help steer it towards a conclusion. 

Can frame a discussion to decide a course of action with a partner or group, reporting on what others 
have said, summarising, elaborating and weighing up multiple points of view. 

Can evaluate problems, challenges, and proposals in a collaborative discussion in order to decide the 
way forward. 

Can highlight inconsistencies in thinking, and challenge others’ ideas in the process of trying to reach a 
consensus. 

B2 

Can, based on people’s reactions, adjust the way he/she formulates questions and/or intervenes in a 
group interaction. 

Can act as rapporteur in a group discussion, noting ideas and decisions, discussing these with the group 
and later giving a summary of the group’s view(s) in a plenary. 

Can highlight the main issue that needs to be resolved in a complex task and the important aspects that 
need to be taken into account. 

Can contribute to collaborative decision-making and problem-solving, expressing and co-developing 
ideas, explaining details and making suggestions for future action. 

Can help organise the discussion in a group by reporting what others have said, summarising, 
elaborating and weighing up different points of view. 

Can ask questions to stimulate discussion on how to organise collaborative work. 

Can help to define goals for teamwork and compare options for how to achieve them. 

Can refocus a discussion by suggesting what to consider next, and how to proceed. 

Can further develop other people’s ideas and opinions. 

Can present his/her ideas in a group and pose questions that invite reactions from other group members’ 
perspectives. 

Can consider two different sides of an issue, giving arguments for and against, and propose a solution or 
compromise. 

B1 

Can collaborate on a shared task, for example formulating and responding to suggestions, asking 
whether people agree, and proposing alternative approaches. 

Can collaborate in simple, shared tasks and work towards a common goal in a group by asking and 
answering straightforward questions. 

Can define the task in basic terms in a discussion and ask others to contribute their expertise and 
experience. 

Can organise the work in a straightforward collaborative task by stating the aim and explaining in a 
simple manner the main issue that needs to be resolved. 

Can use questions, comments and simple reformulations to maintain the focus of a discussion. 

Can invite other people in a group to speak. Can ask a group member to give the reason(s) for their views. 

Can repeat back part of what someone has said to confirm mutual understanding and help keep the 
development of ideas on course. 

A2 

Can collaborate in simple, shared tasks, provided that other participants speak slowly and that one or 
more of them help him/her to contribute and to express his/her suggestions. 

Can ensure that the person he/she is talking to understands what he/she means by asking appropriate 
questions. 

Can collaborate in simple, practical tasks, asking what others think, making suggestions and 
understanding responses, provided he/she can ask for repetition or reformulation from time to time. 

Can make simple remarks and pose occasional questions to indicate that he/she is following. 

Can make suggestions in a simple way in order to move the discussion forward. 

A1 
Can invite others’ contributions to very simple tasks using short, simple phrases. Can indicate that he/she 
understands and ask whether others understand. 

Can express an idea with very simple words and ask what others think. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available No descriptors available 
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Managing interaction: The user/learner has a designated lead role to organise communicative activity 
between members of a group or several groups, for example as a teacher, workshop facilitator, trainer 
or meeting chair.  He/she has a conscious approach to managing phases of communication that may 
include both plenary communication with the whole group, and/or management of communication 
within and between sub-groups. Key concepts operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► leading plenary activity; 

► giving instructions and checking understanding of communicative task objectives; 

► monitoring and facilitating communication within the group or sub-groups without impeding 
the flow of communication between group participants; 

► re-orienting communication in the group or sub-groups;   intervening to set a group back on 
task; 

► adapting own contributions and interactive role to support group communication, according to 
need. 

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: at B1 the user/learner can give clear instructions, 
allocate turns, and bring participants in a group back to the task. These aspects are extended at B2 
with explanations of different roles, ground rules and an ability to set a group back on task with new 
instructions or to encourage more balanced participation. Several descriptors on monitoring are 
clustered at B2+. By C1, the user/learner can organise a varied and balanced sequence of plenary, 
group and individual work, ensuring smooth transitions between the phases, intervening diplomatically 
in order to redirect talk, to prevent one person dominating or to confront disruptive behaviour. At C2, 
he/she can take on different roles as appropriate, recognise undercurrents and give appropriate 
guidance, and provide individualised support. 

Encouraging conceptual talk involves providing scaffolding to enable another person or persons to 
themselves construct a new concept, rather than passively following a lead. The user/learner may do 
this as a member of a group, taking temporarily the role of facilitator, or they may have the designated 
role of an expert (e.g. animator/teacher/trainer/manager) who is leading the group in order to help 
them understand concepts. Key concepts operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► asking questions to stimulate logical reasoning (dialogic talk); 

► building contributions into logical, coherent discourse. 

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: the scale moves from showing interest at A1, 
through asking simple questions to bring someone into a discussion or to ask someone’s opinion at 
A2, to monitoring discussion and posing higher-order questions at B2+ and above, in order to 
encourage logical reasoning, justification of ideas, and the construction of coherent lines of thinking. 
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LEADING GROUP WORK 

 MANAGING INTERACTION ENCOURAGING CONCEPTUAL TALK 

C2 

Can take on different roles according to the needs of the participants and requirements of the activity 
(resource person, mediator, supervisor, etc.) and provide appropriate individualised support. 

Can recognise undercurrents in interaction and take appropriate steps accordingly to guide the direction 
of the talk. 

Can effectively lead the development of ideas in a discussion of complex abstract topics, guiding the 
direction of the talk by targeting questions and encouraging others to elaborate on their reasoning. 

C1 

Can organise a varied and balanced sequence of plenary, group and individual work, ensuring smooth 
transitions between the phases. 

Can intervene diplomatically in order to redirect talk, prevent one person dominating or to confront 
disruptive behaviour. 

Can ask a series of open questions that build on different contributions in order to stimulate logical 
reasoning (e.g. hypothesising, inferring, analysing, justifying, and predicting). 

B2 

Can organise and manage collaborative group work efficiently. 

Can monitor individual and group work non-intrusively, intervening to set a group back on task or to 
ensure even participation. 

Can intervene supportively in order to focus people’s attention on aspects of the task by asking targeted 
questions and inviting suggestions. 

Can encourage members of a group to describe and elaborate on their thinking. 

Can encourage members of a group to build upon one another’s information and ideas to come up with a 
concept or solution. 

Can explain the different roles of participants in the collaborative process, giving clear instructions for 
group work. 

Can explain ground rules in collaborative discussion in small groups that involves problem solving or the 
evaluation of alternative proposals. 

Can intervene when necessary to set a group back on task with new instructions or to encourage more 
even participation. 

Can formulate questions and feedback to encourage people to expand on their thinking and justify or 
clarify their opinions. 

Can build on people’s ideas and link them into coherent lines of thinking. 

Can ask people to explain how an idea fits with the main topic under discussion. 

B1 

Can allocate the turn in a discussion, inviting a participant to say something. Can ask people to elaborate on specific points they made in their initial explanation. 

Can ask appropriate questions to check understanding of concepts that have been explained. 

Can ask questions to invite people to clarify their reasoning. 

Can give simple, clear instructions to organise an activity. Can ask why someone thinks something, or how they think something would work. 

A2 Can give very simple instructions to a cooperative group who help with formulation when necessary. Can ask what somebody thinks of a certain idea. 

A1 No descriptors available Can use simple isolated words and non-verbal signals to show interest in an idea. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available No descriptors available 
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Mediating communication 

Despite the brevity of the presentation of mediation in the 2001 CEFR text, the social aspect is 
underlined. Mediation concerns a language user who plays the role of intermediary between different 
interlocutors, engaged in activities that ‘occupy an important place in the normal linguistic functioning 
of our societies.’  (CEFR Section 2.1.3). Language is of course not the only reason why people 
sometimes have difficulty understanding one another. Even if one thinks of mediation in terms of 
rendering a text comprehensible, the comprehension difficulty may well be due to a lack of familiarity 
with the area or field concerned. Understanding the other requires an effort of translation from one’s 
own perspective to the other, keeping both perspectives in mind; sometimes people need a third 
person or a third space in order to achieve this. Sometimes there are delicate situations, tensions or 
even disagreements that need to be faced in order to create the conditions for any understanding and 
hence any communication. 

The descriptors for mediating communication will therefore have direct relevance to teachers, trainers, 
students and professionals who wish to develop their awareness and competence in this area, in order 
to achieve better outcomes in their communicative encounters in a particular language or languages, 
particularly when there is an intercultural element involved. 

Facilitating pluricultural space: This scale reflects the notion of creating a shared space between and 
among linguistically and culturally different interlocutors, i.e. the capacity of dealing with ‘otherness’ to 
identify similarities and differences to build on known and unknown cultural features, etc. in order to 
enable communication and collaboration. The user/learner aims to facilitate a positive interactive 
environment for successful communication between participants of different cultural backgrounds, 
including in multicultural contexts. Rather than simply building on his/her pluricultural repertoire to gain 
acceptance and to enhance his own mission or message (see Building on pluricultural repertoire), 
he/she is engaged as a cultural mediator: creating a neutral, trusted, shared ‘space’ in order to 
enhance the communication between others. He/she aims to expand and deepen intercultural 
understanding between participants in order to avoid and/or overcome any potential communication 
difficulties arising from contrasting cultural viewpoints. Naturally, the mediator him/herself needs a 
continually developing awareness of sociocultural and sociolinguistic differences affecting cross-
cultural communication. Key concepts operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► using questions and showing interest to promote understanding of cultural norms and 
perspectives between speakers; 

► demonstrating sensitivity to and respect for different sociocultural and sociolinguistic 
perspectives and norms; 

► anticipating, dealing with and/or repairing misunderstandings arising from sociocultural and 
sociolinguistic differences. 

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: At B1 the emphasis is on introducing people and 
showing interest and empathy by asking and answering questions. By B2+, appreciation of different 
perspectives and flexibility are central: the ability to belong to a group yet maintain balance and 
distance, express oneself sensitively, clarify misunderstandings and explain how things were meant. 
This aspect is developed further in the C levels, where the user/learner can control his/her actions and 
expression according to context, making subtle adjustments in order to prevent and/or repair 
misunderstandings and cultural incidents. By C2, he/she can mediate effectively and naturally, taking 
account of sociocultural and sociolinguistic differences.  
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FACILITATING PLURICULTURAL SPACE 

C2 

Can mediate effectively and naturally between members of his/her own and other communities, taking account of 
sociocultural and sociolinguistic differences. 

Can guide a sensitive discussion effectively, identifying nuances and undercurrents. 

C1 

Can act as mediator in intercultural encounters, contributing to a shared communication culture by managing ambiguity 
offering advice and support, and heading off misunderstandings. 

Can anticipate how people might misunderstand what has been said or written and help to maintain positive interaction by 
commenting on and interpreting different cultural perspectives on the issue concerned. 

B2 

Can exploit knowledge of socio-cultural conventions in order to establish a consensus on how to proceed in a particular 
situation unfamiliar to everyone involved. 

Can, in intercultural encounters, demonstrate appreciation of perspectives other than his/her own normal worldview, and 
express him/herself in a way appropriate to the context. 

Can clarify misunderstandings and misinterpretations during intercultural encounters, suggesting how things were actually 
meant in order to clear the air and move the discussion forward. 

Can encourage a shared communication culture by expressing understanding and appreciation of different ideas, feelings 
and viewpoints, and inviting participants to contribute and react to each other’s ideas. 

Can work collaboratively with people who have different cultural orientations, discussing similarities and differences in 
views and perspectives. 

Can, when collaborating with people from other cultures, adapt the way he/she works in order to create shared procedures. 

B1 

Can support communication across cultures by initiating conversation, showing interest and empathy by asking and 
answering simple questions, and expressing agreement and understanding. 

Can act in a supportive manner in intercultural encounters, recognising the feelings and different world views of other 
members of the group. 

Can support an intercultural exchange using a limited repertoire to introduce people from different cultural backgrounds and 
to ask and answer questions, showing awareness that some questions may be perceived differently in the cultures 
concerned. 

Can help to develop a shared communication culture, by exchanging information in a simple way about values and 
attitudes to language and culture. 

A2 
Can contribute to an intercultural exchange, using simple words to ask people to explain things and to get clarification of 
what they say, whilst exploiting his/her limited repertoire to express agreement, to invite, to thank etc. 

A1 
Can facilitate an intercultural exchange by showing welcome and interest with simple words and non-verbal signals, by 
inviting others to speak and by indicating whether he/she understands when addressed directly. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Acting as intermediary in informal situations (with friends and colleagues): This scale is intended for 
situations in which the user/learner as a plurilingual individual mediates across languages and cultures 
to the best of his/her ability in an informal situation in the public, private, occupational or educational 
domain. The scale is therefore not concerned with the activities of professional interpreters. The 
mediation may be in one direction (e.g. during a welcome speech) or in two directions (e.g. during a 
conversation). Key concepts operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► informally communicating the sense of what speakers are saying in a conversation; 

► conveying important information (e.g. in a situation at work); 

► repeating the sense of what is expressed in speeches and presentations. 

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: at the A levels, the user/learner can assist in a 
very simple manner, but by A2+ and B1 he/she can mediate in predictable everyday situations. 
However, such assistance is dependent on the interlocutor being supportive in that he/she alters 
his/her speech or will repeat information as necessary. At B2, the user/learner can mediate 
competently within his/her fields of interest, given the pauses to do so and by C1, he/she can do this 
fluently on a wide range of subjects. At C2 the user/learner can also convey the meaning of the 
speaker faithfully, reflecting the style, register, and cultural context. 

ACTING AS INTERMEDIARY IN INFORMAL SITUATIONS (WITH FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES) 

C2 
Can communicate in clear, fluent, well-structured (Language B) the sense of what is said in (Language A) on a wide range 
of general and specialised topics, maintaining appropriate style and register, conveying finer shades of meaning and 
elaborating on sociocultural implications. 

C1 
Can communicate fluently in (Language B) the sense of what is said in (Language A) on a wide range of subjects of 
personal, academic and professional interest, conveying significant information clearly and concisely as well as explaining 
cultural references. 

B2 

Can mediate (between Language A and Language B), conveying detailed information, drawing the attention of both sides 
to background information and sociocultural cues, and posing clarification and follow-up questions or statements as 
necessary. 

Can communicate in (Language B) the sense of what is said in a welcome address, anecdote or presentation in his/her 
field given in (Language A), interpreting cultural cues appropriately and giving additional explanations when necessary, 
provided that the speaker stops frequently in order to allow time for him/her to do so. 

Can communicate in (Language B) the sense of what is said in (Language A) on subjects within his/her fields of interest, 
conveying and when necessary explaining the significance of important statements and viewpoints, provided speakers give 
clarifications if needed. 

B1 

Can communicate in (Language B) the main sense of what is said in (Language A)  on subjects within his/her fields of 
interest, conveying straightforward factual information and explicit cultural references, provided that he/she can prepare 
beforehand and that the speakers articulate clearly in everyday language. 

Can communicate in (Language B) the main sense of what is said in (Language A) on subjects of personal interest, whilst 
following important politeness conventions, provided that the speakers articulate clearly in standard language and that 
he/she can ask for clarification and pause to plan how to express things. 

A2 

Can communicate in (Language B) the overall sense of what is said in (Language A) in everyday situations, following basic 
cultural conventions and conveying the essential information, provided that the speakers articulate clearly in standard 
language and that he/she can ask for repetition and clarification. 

Can communicate in (Language B) the main point of what is said in (Language A) in predictable, everyday situations, 
conveying back and forth information about personal wants and needs, provided that the speakers help with formulation. 

A1 
Can communicate (in Language B) other people’s personal details and very simple, predictable information available (in 
Language A), provided other people help with formulation. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Facilitating communication in delicate situations and disagreements: The user/learner may have a 
formal role to mediate in a disagreement between third parties, or may informally try to resolve a 
misunderstanding, delicate situation or disagreement between speakers. He/she is primarily 
concerned with clarifying what the problem is and what the parties want, helping them to understand 
each other’s positions. He/she may well attempt to persuade them to move closer to a resolution of 
the issue. He/she is not at all concerned with his/her own viewpoint, but seeks balance in the 
representation of the viewpoints of the other parties involved in the discussion. Key concepts 
operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► exploring in a sensitive and balanced way the different viewpoints represented by participants 
in the dialogue; 

► elaborating on viewpoints expressed to enhance and deepen participants’ understanding of 
the issues discussed; 

► establishing common ground; 

► establishing possible areas of concession between participants; 

► mediating a shift in viewpoint of one or more participants, to move closer to an agreement or 
resolution. 

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: at the A levels, the user/learner can recognise 
when disagreements occur. At B1, he/she can obtain explanations, demonstrate understanding of the 
issues and seek clarifications where necessary. At B2, he/she can outline the main issues and the 
positions of the parties concerned, identify common ground, highlight possible solutions and 
summarise what is agreed. These skills are deepened at B2+, with the user/learner showing 
awareness of a detailed understanding of the issues and eliciting possible solutions. At the C levels, 
he/she has the diplomatic and persuasive language to do this more effectively, guiding a delicate 
discussion sensitively. 

FACILITATING COMMUNICATION IN DELICATE SITUATIONS AND DISAGREEMENTS 

C2 

Can deal tactfully with a disruptive participant, framing any remarks diplomatically in relation to the situation and cultural 
perceptions. 

Can confidently take a firm but diplomatic stance over an issue of principle, while showing respect for the viewpoint of 
others. 

C1 

Can demonstrate sensitivity to different viewpoints, using repetition and paraphrase to demonstrate detailed understanding 
of each party's requirements for an agreement. 

Can formulate a diplomatic request to each side in a disagreement to determine what is central to their position, and what 
they may be willing to give up under certain circumstances. 

Can use persuasive language to suggest that parties in disagreement shift towards a new position. 

B2 

Can elicit possible solutions from parties in disagreement in order to help them to reach consensus, formulating open-
ended, neutral questions to minimise embarrassment or offense. 

Can help the parties in a disagreement better understand each other by restating and reframing their positions more clearly 
and by prioritising needs and goals. 

Can formulate a clear and accurate summary of what has been agreed and what is expected from each of the parties. 

Can, by asking questions, identify areas of common ground and invite each side to highlight possible solutions. 

Can outline the main points in a disagreement with reasonable precision and explain the positions of the parties involved. 

Can summarise the statements made by the two sides, highlighting areas of agreement and obstacles to agreement. 

B1 

Can ask parties in a disagreement to explain their point of view, and can respond briefly to their explanations, provided the 
topic is familiar to him/her and the parties speak clearly. 

Can demonstrate his/her understanding of the key issues in a disagreement on a topic familiar to him/her and make simple 
requests for confirmation and/or clarification. 

A2 
Can recognise when speakers disagree or when difficulties occur in interaction and adapt memorised simple phrases to 
seek compromise and agreement. 

A1 
Can recognise when speakers disagree or when someone has a problem and can use memorised simple words and 
phrases (e.g. “I understand” “Are you okay?” to indicate sympathy.    

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Mediation strategies 

Strategies to explain a new concept 

► Linking to previous knowledge 

► Adapting language 

► Breaking down complicated information 

Strategies to simplify a text 

► Amplifying a dense text 

► Streamlining a text 

The user/learner’s ability to mediate does not only involve being linguistically competent in the relevant 
language or languages, it also entails using mediation strategies that are appropriate in relation to the 
conventions, conditions and constraints of the communicative context. Mediation strategies are the 
techniques employed to clarify meaning and facilitate understanding. As a mediator, the user/learner 
may need to shuttle between people, between texts, between types of discourse and between 
languages, depending on the mediation context. The strategies here presented are communication 
strategies, i.e. ways of helping people to understand, during the actual process of mediation. They 
concern the way source content is processed for the recipient. For instance, is it necessary to 
elaborate it, to condense it, to paraphrase it, to simplify it, to illustrate it with metaphors or visuals?  
The strategies are presented separately because they apply to many of the activities. 

Strategies to explain a new concept 

Linking to previous knowledge: Establishing links to previous knowledge is a significant part of the 
mediation process since it is an essential part of the learning process. The mediator may explain new 
information by making comparisons, by describing how it relates to something the recipient already 
knows or by helping recipients activate previous knowledge, etc. Links may be made to other texts, 
relating new information and concepts to previous material, and to background knowledge of the 
world. Key concepts operationalised in the scale include the following:  

► posing questions to encourage people to activate prior knowledge;  

► making comparisons and/or links between new and prior knowledge; 

► providing examples and definitions. 

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: there is a progression from comparison to 
familiar, everyday experience at B1 through awareness raising with clear explanations of links at B2 to 
extended, spontaneous definition of complex concepts that draw on previous knowledge at C2. 

Adapting language: The user/learner may need to employ shifts in use of language, style and/or 
register in order to incorporate the content of a text into a new text of a different genre and register. 
This may be done through the inclusion of synonyms, similes, simplification or paraphrasing.  Key 
concepts operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► paraphrasing; 

► adapting speech / delivery; 

► explaining technical terminology. 

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: from A2 to B2 the user/learner can exploit 
paraphrasing and simplification to make the content of spoken and written texts more accessible. B2 
descriptors talk of paraphrasing difficult concepts and technical topics comprehensible with 
paraphrase, and conscious adaptation of speech. At the C levels, concepts are technical or complex, 
and the user/learner is able to present the content in a different genre or register that is appropriate for 
the audience and purpose.   
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Breaking down complicated information: Understanding can often be enhanced by breaking down 
complicated information into constituent parts, and showing how these parts fit together to give the 
whole picture. Key concepts operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► breaking a process into a series of steps; 

► presenting ideas or instructions as bullet points; 

► presenting separately the main points in a chain of argument. 

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: at B1 the user/learner can present instructions or 
informational text one point at a time. At B2, he/she can break down complicated processes or 
arguments and present their components separately. At C1, there is an added emphasis on 
reinforcement and recapitulation, and at C2 the user/learner can use metaphors to explain the 
relationship of parts to the whole and encourage different ways of analysing the issue. 

Strategies to simplify a text 

Amplifying a dense text: Density of information is often an obstacle to understanding. This scale is 
concerned with the expansion of the input source (spoken or written) through the inclusion of helpful 
information, examples, details, background information, reasoning and explanatory comments. Key 
concepts operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► using repetition and redundancy, for example by paraphrasing in different ways; 

► modifying style to explain things more explicitly; 

► giving examples. 

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: at B1 and B2 the emphasis is on providing 
repetition and further examples whereas at the C levels the focus is more on elaboration and 
explanation, adding helpful detail. 

Streamlining a text: This scale is concerned with the opposite to Amplifying in the scale above pruning 
a written text to its essential message(s). This may involve expressing the same information in fewer 
words by eliminating repetition and digressions, and excluding those sections of the source that do not 
add relevant new information. However, it may also involve regrouping the source ideas in order to 
highlight important points, to draw conclusions or to compare and contrast them. Key concepts 
operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► highlighting key information; 

► eliminating repetition and digressions; 

► excluding what is not relevant for the audience. 

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: highlighting may be simply underlining or 
inserting marks in the margin at A2+/B1 but becomes a complete rewrite of the source text at C2. At 
B2, the learner is able to edit the source text to remove irrelevance and repetition. At the C levels, the 
focus switches to tailoring a source text for a particular audience. 
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STRATEGIES TO EXPLAIN A NEW CONCEPT 

 LINKING TO PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE ADAPTING LANGUAGE BREAKING DOWN COMPLICATED INFORMATION 

C2 
Can introduce complex concepts (e.g. scientific notions) by 
providing extended definitions and explanations which draw upon 
assumed previous knowledge. 

Can adapt the language of a very wide range of texts in order to 
present the main content in a register and degree of sophistication 
and detail appropriate to the audience concerned. 

Can facilitate understanding of a complex issue by explaining the 
relationship of parts to the whole and encourage different ways of 
approaching it. 

C1 

Can spontaneously pose a series of questions to encourage people 
to think about their prior knowledge of an abstract issue and to help 
them establish a link to what is going to be explained. 

Can explain technical terminology and difficult concepts when 
communicating with non-experts about matters within his/her field 
of specialisation. 

Can adapt his/her language (e.g. syntax, idiomaticity, jargon) in 
order to make a complex specialist topic accessible to recipients 
who are not familiar with it. 

Can paraphrase and interpret complex, technical texts, using 
suitably non-technical language for a listener who does not have 
specialist knowledge. 

Can facilitate understanding of a complex issue by highlighting and 
categorising the main points, presenting them in a logically 
connected pattern and reinforcing the message by repeating the 
key aspects in different ways. 

B2 

Can clearly explain the connections between the goals of the 
session and the personal or professional interests and experiences 
of the participant(s). 

Can explain technical topics within his/her field, using suitably non-
technical language for a listener who does not have specialist 
knowledge. 

Can make a specific, complex piece of information in his/her field 
clearer and more explicit for others by paraphrasing it in simpler 
language. 

Can make a complicated issue easier to understand by presenting 
the components of the argument separately. 

Can formulate questions and give feedback to encourage people to 
make connections to previous knowledge and experiences. 

Can explain a new concept or procedure by comparing and 
contrasting it to one that people are already familiar with. 

Can make accessible for others the main contents of a spoken or 
written text on a subject of interest (e.g. an essay, a forum 
discussion, a presentation) by paraphrasing in simpler language. 

Can make a complicated process easier to understand by breaking 
it down into a series of smaller steps. 

B1 

Can explain how something works by providing examples which 
draw upon people’s everyday experiences.  

Can paraphrase more simply the main points made in short, 
straightforward spoken or written texts on familiar subjects (e.g. 
short magazine articles, interviews) to make the contents 
accessible for others. 

Can make a short instructional or informational text easier to 
understand by presenting it as a list of separate points. 

Can show how new information is related to what people are 
familiar with by asking simple questions. 

Can paraphrase short written passages in a simple fashion, using 
the original order of the text. 

Can make a set of instructions easier to understand by saying them 
slowly, a few words at a time, employing verbal and non-verbal 
emphasis to facilitate understanding. 

A2 No descriptors available 
Can repeat the main point of a simple message on an everyday 
subject, using different words to help someone else understand it.  

No descriptors available 

A1 No descriptors available No descriptors available No descriptors available 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available No descriptors available No descriptors available 
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STRATEGIES TO SIMPLIFY A TEXT 

 AMPLIFYING A DENSE TEXT STREAMLINING A TEXT 

C2 
Can elucidate the information given in texts on complex academic or professional topics by elaborating 
and exemplifying. 

Can redraft a complex source text, improving coherence, cohesion and the flow of an argument, whilst 
removing sections unnecessary for its purpose 

C1 

Can make complex, challenging content more accessible by explaining difficult aspects more explicitly 
and adding helpful detail. 

Can make the main points contained in a complex text more accessible to the target audience by 
adding redundancy, explaining and modifying style and register. 

Can reorganise a complex source text in order to focus on the points of most relevance to target 
audience. 

B2 

Can make the content of a text on a subject in his/her fields of interest more accessible to a target 
audience by adding examples, reasoning and explanatory comments. 

Can simplify a source text by excluding non-relevant or repetitive information and taking into 
consideration the intended audience. 

Can make concepts on subjects in his/her fields of interest more accessible by giving concrete 
examples, recapitulating step by step and repeating the main points. 

Can make new information more accessible by using repetition and adding illustrations. 

Can edit a source text by deleting the parts that do not add new information that is relevant for a given 
audience in order to make the significant content more accessible for them. 

Can identify related or repeated information in different parts of a text and merge it in order to make the 
essential message clearer. 

B1 

Can make an aspect of an everyday topic clearer and more explicit by conveying the main information 
in another way. 

Can identify and mark (e.g. underline, highlight etc.) the essential information in a straightforward, 
informational text, in order to pass this information on to someone else. 

Can make an aspect of an everyday topic clearer by providing simple examples. 

A2 No descriptors available Can identify and mark (e.g. underline, highlight etc.) the key sentences in a short, everyday text. 

A1 No descriptors available No descriptors available 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available No descriptors available 
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Communicative language competences 

As stated in the first section when discussing the CEFR descriptive scheme, the view of competence 
in the CEFR does not come solely from applied linguistics but also applied psychology and socio-
political approaches. However, the different competence models developed in applied linguistics since 
the early 1980s did influence the CEFR. Although they organised them in different ways, in general 
these models shared four main aspects: strategic competence; linguistic competence; pragmatic 
competence (comprising both discourse and functional/actional competence), and socio-cultural 
competence (including socio-linguistic) competence. Since strategic competence is dealt with in 
relation to activities, the CEFR presents descriptor scales for aspects of communicative language 
competence in CEFR Section 5.2 under three headings: Linguistic competence, Pragmatic 
competence and Sociolinguistic competence. These aspects, or parameters of description, are always 
intertwined in any language use; they are not separate ‘components’ and cannot be isolated from each 
other. 

 

Communicative
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Vocabulary
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Linguistic 

Descriptors are available for Range (subdivided: Morpho-syntactic range, later renamed General 
linguistic range; Vocabulary range); Control (subdivided: Grammatical accuracy and Vocabulary 
control), Phonological control and Orthographic control. The range/control distinction is a common one 
that reflects the need to take account of the complexity of the language used rather than just 
registering mistakes. Phonological control is presented as a grid with the categories Overall 
phonological control, Sound articulation and Prosodic features (stress and intonation) 

General linguistic range 

Since the primary evidence for second language acquisition (i.e. progress) is the emergence of new 
forms and not their mastery, the Range of language at the user/learner’s disposal is a primary 
concern. Secondly, attempting to use more complex language, taking risks and moving beyond one’s 
comfort zone, is an essential part of the learning process. When learners are tackling more complex 
tasks, their control of their language naturally suffers, and this is a healthy process.  Learners will tend 
to have less control over more difficult, more recently learnt morphology and syntax than when they 
stay within their linguistic comfort zone and this needs to be taken into consideration when viewing 
(lack of) accuracy. Key concepts operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► range of settings – from A1 to B2, then unrestricted; 

► type of language: from memorised phrases to a very wide range of language to formulate 
thoughts precisely, give emphasis, differentiate and eliminate ambiguity; 

► limitations: from frequent breakdown/misunderstanding in non-routine situations to no signs 
of having to restrict what he/she wants to say. 

GENERAL LINGUISTIC RANGE 

C2 
Can exploit a comprehensive and reliable mastery of a very wide range of language to formulate thoughts precisely, give 
emphasis, differentiate and eliminate ambiguity. No signs of having to restrict what he/she wants to say. 

C1 

Can use a broad range of complex grammatical structures appropriately and with considerable flexibility. 

Can select an appropriate formulation from a broad range of language to express him/herself clearly, without having to 
restrict what he/she wants to say. 

B2 

Can express him/herself clearly and without much sign of having to restrict what he/she wants to say. 

Has a sufficient range of language to be able to give clear descriptions, express viewpoints and develop arguments without 
much conspicuous searching for words, using some complex sentence forms to do so. 

B1 

Has a sufficient range of language to describe unpredictable situations, explain the main points in an idea or problem with 
reasonable precision and express thoughts on abstract or cultural topics such as music and films. 

Has enough language to get by, with sufficient vocabulary to express him/herself with some hesitation and circumlocutions 
on topics such as family, hobbies and interests, work, travel, and current events, but lexical limitations cause repetition and 
even difficulty with formulation at times. 

A2 

Has a repertoire of basic language, which enables him/her to deal with everyday situations with predictable content, though 
he/she will generally have to compromise the message and search for words. 

Can produce brief everyday expressions in order to satisfy simple needs of a concrete type: personal details, daily routines, 
wants and needs, requests for information. 

Can use basic sentence patterns and communicate with memorised phrases, groups of a few words and formulae about 
themselves and other people, what they do, places, possessions etc. 

Has a limited repertoire of short memorised phrases covering predictable survival situations; frequent breakdowns and 
misunderstandings occur in non-routine situations. 

A1 
Has a very basic range of simple expressions about personal details and needs of a concrete type. 

Can use some basic structures in one-clause sentences with some omission or reduction of elements. 

Pre-A1 Can use isolated words and basic expressions in order to give simple information about him/herself. 

  

http://www.ecml.at/ECML-Programme/Programme2012-2015/ProSign/PRO-Sign-referencelevels/tabid/1844/Default.aspx
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Vocabulary range 

Vocabulary range concerns the breadth and variety of words and expressions used. Vocabulary range 
is generally acquired through reading widely. Key concepts operationalized in the scale include the 
following: 

► range of settings – from A1 to B2, then unrestricted; 

► type of language: from a basic repertoire of words and phrases to a very broad lexical 
repertoire including idiomatic expressions and colloquialisms. 

VOCABULARY RANGE 

C2 
Has a good command of a very broad lexical repertoire including idiomatic expressions and colloquialisms; shows 
awareness of connotative levels of meaning. 

C1 

Has a good command of a broad lexical repertoire allowing gaps to be readily overcome with circumlocutions; little obvious 
searching for expressions or avoidance strategies. 

Can select from several vocabulary options in almost all situations by exploiting synonyms of even less common words. 

Has a good command of common idiomatic expressions and colloquialisms; can play with words fairly well. 

Can understand and use appropriately the range of technical vocabulary and idiomatic expressions common to his/ her 
area of specialisation. 

B2 

Can understand and use the main technical terminology of his/her field, when discussing his/her area of specialisation with 
other specialists. 

Has a good range of vocabulary for matters connected to his/her field and most general topics. 

Can vary formulation to avoid frequent repetition, but lexical gaps can still cause hesitation and circumlocution. 

Can produce the appropriate collocations of many words in most contexts fairly systematically. 

Can understand and use much of the specialist vocabulary of his/her field but has problems with specialist terminology 
outside of it. 

B1 

Has a good range of vocabulary related to familiar topics and everyday situations. 

Has a sufficient vocabulary to express him/herself with some circumlocutions on most topics pertinent to his/her everyday 
life such as family, hobbies and interests, work, travel, and current events. 

A2 

Has sufficient vocabulary to conduct routine, everyday transactions involving familiar situations and topics. 

Has a sufficient vocabulary for the expression of basic communicative needs. 

Has a sufficient vocabulary for coping with simple survival needs. 

A1 Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words and phrases related to particular concrete situations. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 

  

http://www.ecml.at/ECML-Programme/Programme2012-2015/ProSign/PRO-Sign-referencelevels/tabid/1844/Default.aspx
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Grammatical accuracy 

Grammatical accuracy concerns both the user/learner’s ability to recall ‘prefabricated’ expressions 
correctly and the capacity to focus on grammatical forms whilst articulating thought. This is difficult 
because when formulating thoughts or performing more demanding tasks, the user/learner has to 
devote the majority of their mental processing capacity to fulfilling the task. This is why accuracy tends 
to drop during complex tasks. In addition, research in English, French and German suggests that 
inaccuracy increases at around B1 as the learner is beginning to use language more independently 
and creatively. The fact that accuracy does not increase in a linear manner is reflected in the 
descriptors. Key concepts operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► control of a specific repertoire (A1 to B1); 

► prominence of mistakes (B1 to B2); 

► degree of control (B2 to C2). 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY 

C2 
Maintains consistent grammatical control of complex language, even while attention is otherwise engaged (e.g. in forward 
planning, in monitoring others’ reactions). 

C1 Consistently maintains a high degree of grammatical accuracy; errors are rare and difficult to spot. 

B2 

Good grammatical control. Occasional ‘slips’ or non-systematic errors and minor flaws in sentence structure may still occur, 
but they are rare and can often be corrected in retrospect. 

Shows a relatively high degree of grammatical control. Does not make mistakes which lead to misunderstanding. 

Has a good command of simple language structures and some complex grammatical forms, although he/she tends to use 
complex structures rigidly with some inaccuracy. 

B1 

Communicates with reasonable accuracy in familiar contexts; generally good control though with noticeable mother tongue 
influence. Errors occur, but it is clear what he/she is trying to express. 

Uses reasonably accurately a repertoire of frequently used ‘routines’ and patterns associated with more predictable 
situations. 

A2 
Uses some simple structures correctly, but still systematically makes basic mistakes – for example tends to mix up tenses 
and forget to mark agreement; nevertheless, it is usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

A1 Shows only limited control of a few simple grammatical structures and sentence patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

Pre-A1 Can employ very simple principles of word order in short statements. 

  

http://www.ecml.at/ECML-Programme/Programme2012-2015/ProSign/PRO-Sign-referencelevels/tabid/1844/Default.aspx
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Vocabulary control 

Vocabulary control concerns the user/learner’s ability to choose an appropriate expression from their 
repertoire. As competence increases, such ability is driven increasingly by association in the form of 
collocations and lexical chunks, with one expression triggering another. Key concepts operationalised 
in the scale include the following: 

► familiarity of topics (A1 to B1); 

► degree of control (B2 to C2). 

VOCABULARY CONTROL 

C2 Consistently correct and appropriate use of vocabulary. 

C1 
Uses less common vocabulary idiomatically and appropriately. 

Occasional minor slips, but no significant vocabulary errors. 

B2 
Lexical accuracy is generally high, though some confusion and incorrect word choice does occur without hindering 
communication. 

B1 

Shows good control of elementary vocabulary but major errors still occur when expressing more complex thoughts or 
handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 

Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary appropriately when talking about familiar topics. 

A2 Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with concrete everyday needs. 

A1 No descriptors available 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 

Phonological control 

The 2001 scale has been replaced in this publication. The description of phonology in CEFR Section 
5.2.1.4 is clear, thorough and sufficiently broad to encompass more recent reflections on aspects of 
phonology in second/foreign language education. However, the 2001 scale did not capture this 
conceptual apparatus and the progression appeared unrealistic, particularly in moving from B1 
(Pronunciation is clearly intelligible even if a foreign accent is sometimes evident and occasional 
mispronunciations occur) to B2 (Has a clear, natural, pronunciation and intonation). In fact, the 
phonology scale was the least successful of those calibrated in the original research. 

In language teaching, the phonological control of an idealised native speaker has traditionally been 
seen as the target, with accent being seen as a marker of poor phonological control. The focus on 
accent and on accuracy instead of on intelligibility has been detrimental to the development of the 
teaching of pronunciation. Idealised models that ignore the retention of accent lack consideration for 
context, sociolinguistic aspects and learners’ needs. The current scale seemed to reinforce such views 
and for this reason, the scale was redeveloped from scratch. A full report on the sub-project is 
available on CEFR website. From an extensive review of the literature and consultation with experts, 
the following core areas were identified to inform work on descriptor production: 

► articulation including pronunciation of sounds/phonemes; 

► prosody including intonation, rhythm and stress –  both word stress and sentence stress – 
and speech rate/chunking; 

► accentedness accent and deviation from a ‘norm’; 

► intelligibility: accessibility of meaning for listeners, covering also the listeners’ perceived 
difficulty in understanding (normally referred to as comprehensibility). 

  

https://rm.coe.int/phonological-scale-revision-process-report-cefr/168073fff9
http://www.coe.int/lang-cefr
http://www.ecml.at/ECML-Programme/Programme2012-2015/ProSign/PRO-Sign-referencelevels/tabid/1844/Default.aspx
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However, because of a certain overlapping between sub-categories the scale operationalizes the 
above-mentioned concepts into three categories: 

► Overall phonological control (replacing the existing scale); 

► Sound articulation; 

► Prosodic features (intonation, stress and rhythm). 

Overall phonological control 

Intelligibility has been a key factor for discriminating between levels. The focus is on how much effort 
is required from the interlocutor to decode the speaker’s message. Descriptors from the two more 
detailed scales are summarised in more global statements and explicit mention of accent has been 
used at all levels. Key concepts operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► intelligibility: how much effort is required from the interlocutor to decode the speaker’s 
message; 

► the extent of influence from other languages spoken; 

► control of sounds; 

► control of prosodic features. 

Sound articulation 

The focus is on familiarity and confidence with the target language sounds (the range of sounds a 
speaker can articulate and with what degree of precision). The key concept operationalised in the 
scale is the degree of clarity and precision in the articulation of sounds. 

Prosodic features 

The focus is on the ability to effectively use prosodic features to convey meaning in an increasingly 
precise manner. Key concepts operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► control of stress, intonation and/or rhythm; 

► ability to exploit and/or vary stress and intonation to highlight his/her particular message. 
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PHONOLOGICAL CONTROL 

 OVERALL PHONOLOGICAL CONTROL SOUND ARTICULATION  PROSODIC FEATURES  

C2 

Can employ the full range of phonological features in the target 
language with a high level of control – including prosodic features 
such as word and sentence stress, rhythm and intonation – so that 
the finer points of his/her message are clear and precise. 
Intelligibility and effective conveyance of and enhancement of 
meaning are not affected in any way by features of accent that may 
be retained from other language(s). 

Can articulate virtually all the sounds of the target language with 
clarity and precision. 

Can exploit prosodic features (e.g. stress, rhythm and intonation) 
appropriately and effectively in order to convey finer shades of 
meaning (e.g. to differentiate and emphasise). 

C1 

Can employ the full range of phonological features in the target 
language with sufficient control to ensure intelligibility throughout. 
Can articulate virtually all the sounds of the target language; some 
features of accent retained from other language(s) may be 
noticeable, but they do not affect intelligibility. 

Can articulate virtually all of the sounds of the target language with 
a high degree of control. He/she can usually self-correct if he/she 
noticeably mispronounces a sound. 

Can produce smooth, intelligible spoken discourse with only 
occasional lapses in control of stress, rhythm and/or intonation, 
which do not affect intelligibility or effectiveness. 

Can vary intonation and place stress correctly in order to express 
precisely what he/she means to say. 

B2 

Can generally use appropriate intonation, place stress correctly and 
articulate individual sounds clearly; accent tends to be influenced 
by other language(s) he/she speaks, but has little or no effect on 
intelligibility. 

Can articulate a high proportion of the sounds in the target 
language clearly in extended stretches of production; is intelligible 
throughout, despite a few systematic mispronunciations. 

Can generalise from his/her repertoire to predict the phonological 
features of most unfamiliar words (e.g. word stress) with reasonable 
accuracy (e.g. whilst reading). 

Can employ prosodic features (e.g. stress, intonation, rhythm) to 
support the message he/she intends to convey, though with some 
influence from other languages he/she speaks. 

B1 
Pronunciation is generally intelligible; can approximate intonation 
and stress at both utterance and word levels. However, accent is 
usually influenced by other language(s) he/she speaks. 

Is generally intelligible throughout, despite regular mispronunciation 
of individual sounds and words he/she is less familiar with. 

Can convey his/her message in an intelligible way in spite of a 
strong influence on stress, intonation and/or rhythm from other 
language(s) he/she speaks. 

A2 

Pronunciation is generally clear enough to be understood, but 
conversational partners will need to ask for repetition from time to 
time. A strong influence from other language(s) he/she speaks on 
stress, rhythm and intonation may affect intelligibility, requiring 
collaboration from interlocutors. Nevertheless, pronunciation of 
familiar words is clear. 

Pronunciation is generally intelligible when communicating in simple 
everyday situations, provided the interlocutor makes an effort to 
understand specific sounds. 

Systematic mispronunciation of phonemes does not hinder 
intelligibility, provided the interlocutor makes an effort to recognise 
and adjust to the influence of the speaker's language background 
on pronunciation. 

Can use the prosodic features of everyday words and phrases 
intelligibly, in spite of a strong influence on stress, intonation and/or 
rhythm from other language(s) he/she speaks. 

Prosodic features (e.g. word stress) are adequate for familiar, 
everyday words and simple utterances. 

A1 

Pronunciation of a very limited repertoire of learnt words and 
phrases can be understood with some effort by interlocutors used 
to dealing with speakers of the language group concerned. Can 
reproduce correctly a limited range of sounds as well as the stress 
on simple, familiar words and phrases. 

Can reproduce sounds in the target language if carefully guided. 

Can articulate a limited number of sounds, so that speech is only 
intelligible if the interlocutor provides support (e.g. by repeating 
correctly and by eliciting repetition of new sounds). 

Can use the prosodic features of a limited repertoire of simple 
words and phrases intelligibly, in spite of a very strong influence on 
stress, rhythm, and/or intonation from other language(s) he/she 
speaks; his/her interlocutor needs to be collaborative. 
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Orthographic control 

Orthographic control concerns the ability to copy, spell and use layout and punctuation. Key concepts 
operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► copying words and sentences (at lower levels); 

► spelling; 

► intelligibility through a blend of spelling, punctuation and layout. 

ORTHOGRAPHIC CONTROL 

C2 Writing is orthographically free of error. 

C1 
Layout, paragraphing and punctuation are consistent and helpful. 

Spelling is accurate, apart from occasional slips of the pen. 

B2 
Can produce clearly intelligible continuous writing, which follows standard layout and paragraphing conventions. 

Spelling and punctuation are reasonably accurate but may show signs of mother tongue influence. 

B1 
Can produce continuous writing which is generally intelligible throughout. 

Spelling, punctuation and layout are accurate enough to be followed most of the time. 

A2 

Can copy short sentences on everyday subjects – e.g. directions how to get somewhere. 

Can write with reasonable phonetic accuracy (but not necessarily fully standard spelling) short words that are in his/her oral 
vocabulary. 

A1 

Can copy familiar words and short phrases e.g. simple signs or instructions, names of everyday objects, names of shops 
and set phrases used regularly. 

Can spell his/her address, nationality and other personal details. 

Can use basic punctuation (e.g. full stops, question marks). 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 

Sociolinguistic 

Sociolinguistic competence is concerned with the knowledge and skills required to deal with the social 
dimension of language use. Since language is a sociocultural phenomenon, much of what is contained 
in the CEFR, particularly in respect of the sociocultural, is also of relevance to sociolinguistic 
competence. The matters treated here are those specifically relating to language use and not dealt with 
elsewhere: linguistic markers of social relations; politeness conventions; register differences; and 
dialect and accent. 

Sociolinguistic appropriateness 

One scale is offered for sociolinguistic appropriateness. Key concepts operationalised in the scale 
include the following: 

► using polite forms and showing awareness of politeness conventions; 

► performing language functions in an appropriate way (at lower levels in a neutral register); 

► socialising, following basic routines at lower levels, without  requiring the interlocutor(s) to 
behave differently (from B2) and employing idiomatic expressions, allusive usage and humour 
(at C levels); 

► recognising sociocultural cues, especially those pointing to differences, and acting 
accordingly; 

► adopting an appropriate register (from B2). 
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SOCIOLINGUISTIC APPROPRIATENESS 

C2 

Can mediate effectively and naturally between speakers of the target language and of his/her own community, taking 
account of sociocultural and sociolinguistic differences. 

Has a good command of idiomatic expressions and colloquialisms with awareness of connotative levels of meaning. 

Appreciates virtually all the sociolinguistic and sociocultural implications of language used by proficient speakers of the 
target language and can react accordingly. 

Can effectively employ, both orally and in writing, a wide variety of sophisticated language to command, argue, persuade, 
dissuade, negotiate and counsel. 

C1 

Can recognise a wide range of idiomatic expressions and colloquialisms, appreciating register shifts; may, however, need 
to confirm occasional details, especially if the accent is unfamiliar. 

Can understand humour, irony and implicit cultural references and pick up nuances of meaning. 

Can follow films employing a considerable degree of slang and idiomatic usage. 

Can use language flexibly and effectively for social purposes, including emotional, allusive and joking usage. 

Can adjust his/her level of formality (register and style) to suit the social context: formal, informal or colloquial as 
appropriate and maintain a consistent spoken register. 

Can frame critical remarks or express strong disagreement diplomatically. 

B2 

Can with some effort keep up with and contribute to group discussions even when speech is fast and colloquial. 

Can recognise and interpret sociocultural/sociolinguistic cues and consciously modify his/her linguistic forms of expression 
in order to express him/herself appropriately in the situation. 

Can express him/herself confidently, clearly and politely in a formal or informal register, appropriate to the situation and 
person(s) concerned. 

Can adjust his/her expression to make some distinction between formal and informal registers but may not always do so 
appropriately. 

Can express him/herself appropriately in situations and avoid crass errors of formulation. 

Can sustain relationships with speakers of the target language without unintentionally amusing or irritating them or 
requiring them to behave other than they would with another proficient speaker. 

B1 

Can perform and respond to a wide range of language functions, using their most common exponents in a neutral register. 

Is aware of the salient politeness conventions and acts appropriately. 

Is aware of, and looks out for signs of, the most significant differences between the customs, usages, attitudes, values and 
beliefs prevalent in the community concerned and those of his or her own community. 

A2 

Can perform and respond to basic language functions, such as information exchange and requests and express opinions 
and attitudes in a simple way. 

Can socialise simply but effectively using the simplest common expressions and following basic routines. 

Can handle very short social exchanges, using everyday polite forms of greeting and address. Can make and respond to 
invitations, suggestions, apologies etc. 

A1 
Can establish basic social contact by using the simplest everyday polite forms of: greetings and farewells; introductions; 
saying please, thank you, sorry etc. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 

Pragmatic 

A simple way of understanding the linguistic/pragmatic distinction is to say that linguistic competence is 
concerned with language usage (as in ‘correct usage’) and hence with language resources, knowledge 
of the language as a system, whereas pragmatic competence is concerned with actual language use in 
the (co-)construction of text. Pragmatic competence is thus primarily concerned with the user/learner’s 
knowledge of the principles of language use according to which messages are: 

a) organised, structured and arranged (‘discourse competence’); 

b) used to perform communicative functions (‘functional competence’); 

c) sequenced according to interactional and transactional schemata (‘design competence’) 
  

http://www.ecml.at/ECML-Programme/Programme2012-2015/ProSign/PRO-Sign-referencelevels/tabid/1844/Default.aspx
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Discourse competence concerns the ability to design texts, including generic aspects like Thematic 
development and Coherence and cohesion as well as, in an interaction, cooperative principles and 
Turn-taking. Functional competence includes Flexibility in the use of one’s repertoire and the selection 
of appropriate sociolinguistic choices. All the scales on communicative language activities describe 
different types of functional language use. Knowledge of interactional and transactional schemata 
relates also to socio-cultural competence and is to some extent treated under Sociolinguistic 
appropriateness on the one hand and General linguistic range and Vocabulary range on the other 
hand, in terms of range of settings and, at lower levels, repertoires for them. In addition, pragmatic 
competence involves ‘speaker meaning’ in context as opposed to the ‘sentence/dictionary meaning’ of 
words and expressions. Thus, articulating exactly what you want to say, requires another aspect of 
pragmatic competence: Propositional precision. 

Finally, saying anything requires Fluency. Fluency is generally understood in two complementary ways: 
firstly in a holistic way, representing the speaker’s ability to articulate a (possibly complex) message. 
This more holistic usage is reflected in statements like ‘she’s an articulate speaker’ or ‘his Russian is 
very fluent’ and implies an ability to talk at length, with appropriate things to say in a wide range of 
contexts. In a narrower, more technical interpretation, talking at length implies a lack of distraction 
through breaks and long pauses in the flow of speech. Putting Spoken fluency under pragmatic 
competence cuts across the traditional competence / performance dichotomy used by linguists since 
Chomsky. As was mentioned in discussing the CEFR model, the CEFR does not continue that 
tradition. The view taken is that, in an action-oriented approach, competence exists only in action. 

Flexibility 

Flexibility is concerned with the ability to adapt language learnt to new situations and to formulate 
thoughts in different ways.  Key concepts operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► recombining learnt elements creatively (especially lower levels); 

► adapting language to the situation and to changes of direction in the talk; 

► reformulating points in different ways to emphasise points, express degrees of commitment, 
confidence and to avoid ambiguity. 

FLEXIBILITY 

C2 
Shows great flexibility reformulating ideas in differing linguistic forms to give emphasis, to differentiate according to the 
situation, interlocutor etc. and to eliminate ambiguity. 

C1 

Can make a positive impact on an intended audience by effectively varying style of expression and sentence length, use of 
advanced vocabulary and word order. 

Can modify his/her expression to express degrees of commitment or hesitancy, confidence or uncertainty. 

B2 

Can adjust what he/she says and the means of expressing it to the situation and the recipient and adopt a level of formality 
appropriate to the circumstances. 

Can adjust to the changes of direction, style and emphasis normally found in conversation. 

Can vary formulation of what he/she wants to say. 

Can reformulate an idea to emphasise or explain a point. 

B1 
Can adapt his/her expression to deal with less routine, even difficult, situations. 

Can exploit a wide range of simple language flexibly to express much of what he/she wants. 

A2 
Can adapt well-rehearsed memorised simple phrases to particular circumstances through limited lexical substitution. 

Can expand learned phrases through simple recombinations of their elements. 

A1 No descriptors available 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 

  

http://www.ecml.at/ECML-Programme/Programme2012-2015/ProSign/PRO-Sign-referencelevels/tabid/1844/Default.aspx
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Turntaking 

Turntaking is concerned with the ability to take the discourse initiative. This ability can be viewed both 
as an interaction strategy (to take the floor) or as an integral aspect of discourse competence. For this 
reason this scale also appears in the section Interaction strategies. Key concepts operationalized in the 
scale include the following: 

► initiating, maintaining and ending conversation; 

► intervening in an existing conversation or discussion, often using a prefabricated expression 
to do so, or to gain time to think. 

TURNTAKING  

Note: This scale is repeated under Interaction strategies. 

C2 No descriptors available; see C1 

C1 
Can select a suitable phrase from a readily available range of discourse functions to preface his/her remarks appropriately 
in order to get the floor, or to gain time and keep the floor whilst thinking. 

B2 

Can intervene appropriately in discussion, exploiting appropriate language to do so. 

Can initiate, maintain and end discourse appropriately with effective turn taking. 

Can initiate discourse, take his/her turn when appropriate and end conversation when he/she needs to, though he/she may 
not always do this elegantly. 

Can use stock phrases (e.g. ‘That's a difficult question to answer’) to gain time and keep the turn whilst formulating what to 
say. 

B1 
Can intervene in a discussion on a familiar topic, using a suitable phrase to get the floor. 

Can initiate, maintain and close simple face-to-face conversation on topics that are familiar or of personal interest. 

A2 

Can use simple techniques to start, maintain, or end a short conversation. 

Can initiate, maintain and close simple, face-to-face conversation. 

Can ask for attention. 

A1 No descriptors available 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Thematic development 

Thematic development is concerned with the way in which ideas are logically presented in a text and 
related to each other in a clear rhetorical structure.  It also involves following relevant discourse 
conventions. Key concepts operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► telling a story/ relating a narrative (lower levels); 

► developing a text, expanding and supporting points appropriately, e.g. with examples; 

► developing an argument (especially B2 – C1). 

THEMATIC DEVELOPMENT 

C2 
Can use the conventions of the type of text concerned with sufficient flexibility to communicate complex ideas in an 
effective way, holding the target reader’s attention with ease and fulfilling all communicative purposes. 

C1 

Can use the conventions of the type of text concerned to hold the target reader’s attention and communicate complex 
ideas. 

Can give elaborate descriptions and narratives, integrating sub themes, developing particular points and rounding off with 
an appropriate conclusion. 

Can write a suitable introduction and conclusion to a long, complex text. 

Can expand and support main points at some length with subsidiary points, reasons and relevant examples. 

B2 

Can develop an argument systematically with appropriate highlighting of significant points, and relevant supporting detail*. 

Can present and respond to complex lines of argument convincingly. 

Can follow the conventional structure of the communicative task concerned, when communicating his/her ideas. 

Can develop a clear description or narrative, expanding and supporting his/her main points with relevant supporting detail 
and examples. 

Can develop a clear argument, expanding and supporting his/her points of view at some length with subsidiary points and 
relevant examples*. 

Can evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of various options. 

Can clearly signal the difference between fact and opinion. 

B1 

Can clearly signal chronological sequence in narrative text. 

Can develop an argument well enough to be followed without difficulty most of the time*. 

Shows awareness of the conventional structure of the text type concerned, when communicating his/her ideas. 

Can reasonably fluently relate a straightforward narrative or description as a linear sequence of points. 

A2 

Can tell a story or describe something in a simple list of points. 

Can give an example of something in a very simple text using ‘like’ or ‘for example.’ 

No descriptors available 

A1 No descriptors available 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 

*These three original descriptors also appear on the scale for Sustained monologue: putting a case. 
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Coherence and cohesion 

Coherence and cohesion refers to the way in which the separate elements of a text are interwoven into 
a coherent whole by exploiting linguistic devices such as referencing, substitution, ellipsis and other 
forms of textual cohesion, plus logical and temporal connectors and other forms of discourse markers. 
Both cohesion and coherence operate at the level of the sentence/utterance and at the level of the 
complete text. Key concepts operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► linking words or elements, mainly with logical and temporal connectors 

► using paragraphs to emphasise text structure 

► varying the types of cohesive devices used, with fewer ‘clunky’ connectors (C levels) 

COHERENCE AND COHESION 

C2 
Can create coherent and cohesive text making full and appropriate use of a variety of organisational patterns and a wide 
range of cohesive devices. 

C1 

Can produce clear, smoothly flowing, well-structured speech, showing controlled use of organisational patterns, connectors 
and cohesive devices. 

Can produce well-organised, coherent text, using a variety of cohesive devices and organisational patterns. 

B2 

Can use a variety of linking words efficiently to mark clearly the relationships between ideas. 

Can use a limited number of cohesive devices to link his/her utterances into clear, coherent discourse. Though there may 
be some ‘jumpiness’ in a long contribution. 

Can produce text that is generally well-organised and coherent, using a range of linking words and cohesive devices. 

Can structure longer texts in clear, logical paragraphs. 

B1 

Can introduce a counter-argument in a simple discursive text (e.g. with ‘however’). 

Can link a series of shorter, discrete simple elements into a connected, linear sequence of points. 

Can form longer sentences and link them together using a limited number of cohesive devices, e.g. in a story. 

Can make simple, logical paragraph breaks in a longer text. 

A2 

Can use the most frequently occurring connectors to link simple sentences in order to tell a story or describe something as 
a simple list of points. 

Can link groups of words with simple connectors like ‘and, ‘but’ and ‘because’. 

A1 Can link words or groups of words with very basic linear connectors like 'and' or 'then'. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Propositional precision 

Propositional precision is the ability to pinpoint how to formulate what one wishes to express. It 
concerns the extent to which the user/learner can communicate detail and shades of meaning, and can 
avoid compromising his/her ideally intended message.  Key concepts operationalized in the scale 
include the following: 

► type of setting and information concerned (A1 to B1), with no restriction from B2, when the 
user/learner can communicate detail reliably, even in more demanding situations; 

► degree of detail and precision in information given; 

► ability to qualify, emphasise and disambiguate likelihood, commitment, belief etc. 

PROPOSITIONAL PRECISION 

C2 

Can convey finer shades of meaning precisely by using, with reasonable accuracy, a wide range of qualifying devices (e.g. 
adverbs expressing degree, clauses expressing limitations).  

Can give emphasis, differentiate and eliminate ambiguity. 

C1 

Can qualify opinions and statements precisely in relation to degrees of, for example, certainty/ uncertainty, belief/doubt, 
likelihood etc. 

Can make effective use of linguistic modality to signal the strength of a claim, an argument or a position. 

B2 

Can pass on detailed information reliably. 

Can communicate the essential points even in more demanding situations, though his/her language lacks expressive power 
and idiomaticity. 

B1 

Can explain the main points in an idea or problem with reasonable precision. 

Can convey simple, straightforward information of immediate relevance, getting across which point he/she feels is most 
important. 

Can express the main point he/she wants to make comprehensibly. 

A2 
Can communicate what he/she wants to say in a simple and direct exchange of limited information on familiar and routine 
matters, but in other situations he/she generally has to compromise the message. 

A1 Can communicate basic information about personal details and needs of a concrete type in a simple way. 

Pre-A1 Can communicate very basic information about personal details in a simple way. 
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Spoken fluency 

Spoken fluency, as discussed above, has a broader, holistic meaning (=articulate speaker) and a 
narrower, technical and more psycholinguistic meaning (=accessing one’s repertoire). The broader 
interpretation would include Propositional precision, Flexibility, and at least to some extent Thematic 
development and Coherence/cohesion. For this reason, the scale below focuses more on the narrower, 
more traditional view of fluency. Key concepts operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► ability to construct utterances, despite hesitations and pauses (lower levels); 

► ability to maintain a lengthy production or conversation; 

► ease and spontaneity of expression. 

SPOKEN FLUENCY 

C2 
Can express him/herself at length with a natural, effortless, unhesitating flow. Pauses only to reflect on precisely the right 
words to express his/her thoughts or to find an appropriate example or explanation. 

C1 
Can express him/herself fluently and spontaneously, almost effortlessly. Only a conceptually difficult subject can hinder a 
natural, smooth flow of language. 

B2 

Can communicate spontaneously, often showing remarkable fluency and ease of expression in even longer complex 
stretches of speech. 

Can produce stretches of language with a fairly even tempo; although he/she can be hesitant as he/she searches for 
patterns and expressions, there are few noticeably long pauses. 

Can interact with a degree of fluency and spontaneity that makes regular interaction with speakers of the target language 
quite possible without imposing strain on either party. 

B1 

Can express him/herself with relative ease. Despite some problems with formulation resulting in pauses and ‘cul-de-sacs’, 
he/she is able to keep going effectively without help. 

Can keep going comprehensibly, even though pausing for grammatical and lexical planning and repair is very evident, 
especially in longer stretches of free production. 

A2 

Can make him/herself understood in short contributions, even though pauses, false starts and reformulation are very 
evident. 

Can construct phrases on familiar topics with sufficient ease to handle short exchanges, despite very noticeable hesitation 
and false starts. 

A1 
Can manage very short, isolated, mainly pre-packaged utterances, with much pausing to search for expressions, to 
articulate less familiar words, and to repair communication. 

Pre-A1 Can manage very short, isolated, rehearsed, utterances using gesture and signalled requests for help when necessary. 
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Signing competences 

Many of the CEFR descriptors, especially those for spoken communicative language activities, are as 
applicable to sign language as they are to spoken language, since sign language is used to fulfil the 
same communicative functions. This is indeed the basis of the ECML’s ProSign Project. However, 
there are obviously ways in which sign language differs substantially from spoken language. 
Fundamentally it involves a spatial and diagrammatical competence in the use of visual space. And it 
involves a broadened notion of the term “text”, namely for video recorded signing that is not based on a 
written script. These competencies go far beyond the paralinguistic features of communication through 
spoken language. The signing space is used to nominate and later refer to relevant persons, places 
and objects in a form of spatial mapping. Sign languages then have syntax, semantics, morphology 
and phonology just like any other language. These differ of course from one sign language to another, 
as there are different sign languages in different countries. But there are certain common features such 
as the use of indexing, pronouns and classifiers. In addition, facial expression, body, head, and mimics 
are used extensively in addition to hand and arm movements. 

For communicative and contact purposes with spoken language users, the repertoire of proper signs is 
supplemented by literally spelling out words or names with the so-called finger alphabet. Roughly, each 
letter of the spoken language script corresponds to a handshape. This “fingering” however is a means 
of conveying something unfamiliar, e.g. a proper name, in order to use e.g. data bases that are 
restricted to graphemic access. So this “fingering” is a part of contact language necessary for the deaf 
to access the written knowledge of the spoken world. Everyone must know it, but it is not regarded as a 
characteristic of sign language proper. 

Due to the divergent modalities of signed and spoken languages it cannot be assumed that the 
different levels and the respective competencies of the CEFR for spoken languages can be transferred 
onto sign languages as such. No European spoken language shows typological features that are 
characteristic of the European sign languages. So whereas a translation of communicative functions 
from spoken to sign languages can work, a translation of language competences is less appropriate!  
Naturally, the categories for signing competence relate to the linguistic, pragmatic and sociolinguistic 
competences found in spoken languages. And some of the descriptors given in the previous section 
can also be applied to sign language. For ease of reference, however, the descriptor scales for signing 
competence are provided here together separately. 
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Linguistic 

Descriptors are available for Sign language repertoire and for Diagrammatical accuracy. This 
distinction again reflects the knowledge / control dichotomy and mirrors that between range and 
control/accuracy outlined for grammar and vocabulary in the previous section. 

Sign language repertoire 

Sign language repertoire incorporates lexicalized language resources such as vocabulary range that 
may be accessed for precision of expression or the derivation of composed or inflected signs. Such 
language resources are accessed in sign language production, e.g. in combining mimic expressions 
with classifier handshapes to indicate reference and possibly hand motion and orientation to express 
other aspects of the intended meaning. Because of the rather limited number of lexicalized frozen 
forms in sign languages, competences of expression, namely vocabulary range and precision, also 
depend on other means of expression, namely on competences in the morpho-phonological and 
morpho-syntactic building of productive signs. This dependency is far more evident in sign languages 
than in spoken languages due to the different numbers of lexicalized forms. Learners progress in the 
use of these competences according to the multifaceted needs of expression by acquiring combinatory 
restrictions as well as principles for stylistic-aesthetic purposes. 

Key concepts operationalized in the scale include: 

► basic linguistic knowledge of forms in sign languages, forms that are exploited for naming and 
referring, for building new morpho-phonological and morpho-syntactical signs (non-
concatenative and polymorphophonemic) in composition, in derivation, in forming expressions 
simultaneously; 

► conceptual knowledge of meaning and connotations e.g. to make metaphors, and particular 
knowledge of the manual and the non-manual parameters of signs; 

► manual aspects such as frozen (lexicalized) forms, idioms and chunks as well as the morpho-
phonological building blocks that are used in productive sign creation; 

► non-manual elements such as the particular meaning contributions of mimics, eyes, head, 
body and body motion, speed of signing, amplitude of articulation, etc.  

► combination of the manual and non-manual building blocks (sign “roots” or “stems”) into 
possible signs of a particular language, since neither manual nor non-manual building blocks 
“surface” in isolation. 

SIGN LANGUAGE REPERTOIRE 

C2 

Can express him/herself in abstract, poetic signing. 

Can formulate abstract expressions and concepts, e.g. in the academic and scientific domain. 

Can produce with the one hand a productive or lexical sign (e.g. a classifier or a lexical verb like "search for "), whilst 
simultaneously using the other hand and mimic for 'constructive action' (e.g. scratching his/her head in different places as if 
searching for something). 

Can present a complex action in a linguistically aesthetic way, for example by employing hand shapes as a means of playful 
expression. 

C1 

Can express actions, objects and relations between these by using suitable (substitutor)-classifiers (one- and two-handed) 
in varying ways with ease. 

Can employ the appropriate classifier in order to highlight a particular meaning. 

Can sign comprehensibly using just one hand (the dominant hand). 

Can use a sentence to specify the precisely intended meaning of a vague term (e.g. specify "murder" by mimicking the 
weapon used). 

Can give a very broad coverage of a topic, taking account of different aspects involved. 

Can switch between direct and indirect speech. 

B2+ 

Can sign comprehensibly and precisely on a complex subject. 

Can adapt the signing style to the content and/or object being described. 

Can present a simple productive action with just mimic and an appropriate classifier. 

Can use a differentiated choice of words that corresponds to the type of text concerned. 

Can employ 'constructed action' (actions are imitated 1:1). 
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SIGN LANGUAGE REPERTOIRE 

B2 

Can always express his/her own opinion, even when the positions taken and opinions expressed by others are being 
presented. 

Can express the same content in different language. 

Can alternate between productive and lexical signing. 

Can communicate information using only productive signing, without lexical signs. 

Can replace lexical signing with productive signing, for example by using classifier predicates. 

B1 

Can spell foreign words quickly and accurately with the finger alphabet. 

Can, in order to facilitate understanding, make a relevant comparison with other things/images/circumstances that the 
recipient already knows (e.g. "A porcupine looks like a big hedgehog"). 

Can employ different classifiers (e.g. manipulators and substitutors) when describing an action. 

Can employ mouth shapes in a differentiated manner that is appropriate to context. 

Can employ different means (e.g. mimic, handshape, hand orientation, movement) in order to describe the size and shape 
of an object. 

Can present characteristics just with mouth gestures and mimic. 

Can describe important characteristics of a person or object with the appropriate handshapes. 

Can modify productive signing appropriately to the context. 

Can make part of his/her contribution by using 'constructed action' to present individual, simple actions. 

Can express character and qualities of a person or protagonist by using mimic. 

Can present actions through productive signing. 

Can vary the scale of his/her signing (larger, smaller) dependent on the situation. 

Can give a comprehensive description of a person, including facial expression, skin colour, make up, hairstyle and 
profession. 

Can employ appropriate classifiers to refer to, for example, animals instead of lexical signs. 

Can use mouth shapes precisely to express specific content (e.g. PFF). 

A2 

Can use a range of signs. 

Can present different aspects of the plot or storyline (e.g. duration: as in "work through the night". 

Can employ examples in order to illustrate something. 

Can make the distinction between different things clear. 

Can relay information in a short and minimal, yet intelligible way. 

Can, with preparation, use the right names and terminology related to the topic at hand. 

Can describe a person in terms of their characteristic features. 

Can express his/her own opinion. 

Can present visually simple information like actions and relationships (e.g. in the family). 

Can sign a direct demand. 

Can express an amount/quantity through mimic. 

Can express proximity and distance by using appropriate mimic or other non-manual means, for example by, in DGS, using 
the tongue to express 'round the corner'. 

Can describe the design, colour and texture of clothes. 

A1 

Can produce correct mouth shapes and employ them to differentiate between otherwise identical signs. 

Can spell names and technical expressions, among other things, using the finger alphabet. 

Can describe physical shape (height, width, length). 

Can sign direct requests. 

Can sign conventional greetings and leave taking expressions. 

Can describe a person from facial expressions, hair and physical characteristics or through things the person often wears. 

Can produce clear and unambiguous hand shapes. 

Can indicate the lexical signs for months, days of the week and times of the day. 

Can state his/her opinion (AGREE; DISAGREE). 
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Diagrammatical accuracy 

Diagrammatical accuracy describes the correctness, accuracy, precision, and complexity of syntax 
expressions, hence the comprehensibility of the intended meanings of the signed expressions. The 
competences are of manual and non-manual types, they encompass knowledge and observation of 
syntactic rules and principles, use of signing space, bodily expression necessary, head motions etc.  

These competences relate to the expression of textuality (cf. Text structure) as they are used in 
structuring signed texts by applying a number of strategies that may include a specific arrangement of 
the signing space or rhetorical questions to introduce a new point etc. This scale also shares 
commonalities with the scale Sign language repertoire as it is fed by lexical knowledge on manual and 
non-manual meaning-form pairings. Diagrammatical accuracy thus also relies on non-manual 
elements, e.g. the raising of eye brows to indicate particular grammatical constructions and meanings. 

Key concepts operationalized in the scale include: 

► an appropriate use of the signing space, taking account of existing conventions; 

► the expression of situated events in time or of temporal relationships by establishing 
appropriate time references; 

► consistency in and accuracy of referencing (e.g. to established elements in signing space, 
indexing, pronouns, classifiers, etc.); 

► accuracy of non-manual movements (e.g. use and scopes of upper body, mimic expression); 

► accuracy of sign sequences necessary to express certain concepts (e.g. cause and effect); 

► use of particular conjunctions or serializations;  

► use of certain structures; ability to conjugate verbs; 

► means for structuring sign texts appropriate for the respective text-type. 
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DIAGRAMMATICAL ACCURACY 

C2 No descriptors available; see B2+ 

C1 No descriptors available; see B2+ 

B2 

Can situate the different contents/actions in the text sensibly in the signing space in order to structure the text 

Can maintain full consistency in the references of proforms (classifiers, indexing, etc.) in short texts. 

Can use the signing space in a conscious manner, for example the right side for 'for' and the left side for 'against.' 

Can use a large or a small signing space, dependent on the situation. 

Can link productive signing with indicators of time (timelines). 

Can employ appropriate timelines in order to indicate the point in time or the duration of an event (for the temporal relations: 
simultaneously, beforehand/afterwards, after another). 

Can express how one does something (with X; without Y). 

Can express different temporal relationships (3 relationships: simultaneously; before and after; one after another). 

Can employ upper body posture when indicating timelines. 

Can exploit an appropriate timeline in order to place past, present and future events in the correct relationship to each other. 

Can exploit variation in the sign order of a sentence in order to highlight something (e.g. SVO, SOV, OSV). 

B1 

Can express rhetorical questions in an economical manner, for example just with the eyebrows. 

Can express the reason why one does something (aim, in order to …). 

Can link two phrases with ALTHOUGH and DESPITE. 

Can indicate a rhetoric question correctly by leaving a slight pause between the question and the answer. 

Can establish relationships in the signing space and later reuse these. 

Can focus on one point on a timeline in order to locate an event correctly in past, present or future time. 

Can make adequate comparisons with adjectives, including superlative forms, e.g. by correct use of classifiers, changing 
size or speed of movement. 

Can situate objects/people in the signing space by indexing and later referencing to them with pronouns. 

Can correctly employ the way he/she is looking in the signing space in order to refer to previously introduced objects or 
people. 

Can use correctly different types of sentence types (statements, questions, imperatives). 

Can use the correct non-manual means for questions (upper body posture plus mimic, eyebrows). 

Can employ the relevant mimic for the description of a shape. 

Can employ mimic elements in order to convey meaning. 

Can employ handshape as a modification device. 

Can present a simple temporal sequence by using the signing space. 

Can support the expression of the passage of time with mimic (events that are close in time as opposed to events that are 
distant in time). 

Can express cause and effect (reason for something). 

A2 

Can express the conditions under which one does certain things if … then). 

Can conjugate the different verbs consistently, maintaining concordance. 

Can express a non-causal sequence (and then …, and so …, next …, after that …). 

Can present the environment (e.g. landscape) by describing the relevant form(s). 

Can put the focus on important elements by placing them spatially in the centre. 

Can clearly and accurately perform a sequence of handshapes not only in isolation but also linked into a sentence. 

Can use 'if ….then' sentences. Can express lists and sequences (..and..., ...plus...). 

Can employ classifiers correctly in simple sentences. 

A1 

Can use personal pronouns correctly. 

Can construct simple sentences with SVO and SOV patterns. 

Can represent the thickness of an object by using mimic. 

Can construct a simple sentence with lexical signing. 

Can form the plural with simple signs (with numbers, through repetition). 
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Pragmatic 

Pragmatic competence covers textual (discourse) competences, the ability to create personal meaning 
in content and functional competence (fluency). Descriptors are available for Text structure, for Setting 
and perspectives, for Presence and effect and for Signing fluency. 

Sign text structure 

The ability of the user/learner to shape and structure their contributions is in the focus of this scale. It 
relates to the scales for Coherence and Thematic development under Communicative language 
competences for spoken languages.  

For sign languages, the scale captures the signing competences needed to shape and structure a 
(video recorded) text. The notion “text” is used here without referring to a conventionalized script as 
known from many spoken languages. It is meant to refer to multi phrase signed expressions to convey 
ideas, thoughts and meanings that serve some function. The notion “sign text” highlights the fact that 
texts in sign languages had a limited lifespan before media for recording (monologues) were commonly 
available. Apart from jokes, particular narratives, prayers and a small number of other genres of text 
that were handed down and spread in a community, texts could not be stretched over time, but 
remained dialogic in nature. They could not be conserved and were not accessible for discursive 
examination, educational purposes, or argumentative development. This has changed with video 
recordings.  

The scale includes the use of an appropriate schema for texts, the way the text is built up and made 
coherent, and the particular cohesive devices employed to do so. Text competence also requires 
competences of all other scales introduced here, e.g. Diagrammatical accuracy, Sign language 
repertoire etc. The scale focusses on coherence and structured development of a signed message, 
whereas, for example, the descriptors for Diagrammatical accuracy focus on the syntactically correct 
locations for the use of proforms.  

Key concepts operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► logical development and coherence of the text, with ability to present and justify arguments; 

► structuring information and arguments sequentially with an introduction and conclusion; 

► creating appropriate transitions; placing emphasis; 

► appropriate use of cohesive devices (manual and non-manual; rhetorical, etc.) according to 
the respective text types; 

► referring backwards and forwards in the text. 

SIGN TEXT STRUCTURE 

C2 

Can mention in passing several other places and people, without losing his/her thread. 

Can systematically justify his/her opinions, for example logically, morally and pragmatically. 

Can effortlessly use stylistic and rhetoric means to effectively develop his/her contribution. 

C1 

Can develop a convincing, logical argument (thesis, justification, exemplification, conclusion). 

Can emphasise certain aspects of a complex topic. 

Can structure complex content in a sensible way. 

Can employ different types of argumentative texts (e.g. an explanatory text outlining arguments for and against something, 
or a text giving detailed background and exploring an issue in depth. 

Can treat a very wide range of topics, introducing and concluding each one appropriately. 

Can effortlessly employ manual and non-manual, lexical and productive cohesive devices to structure the text. 

Can adapt the linguistic cohesive devices employed appropriately to the internal structure of the text. 

Can construct the message of a text from general statements to specific details. 

B2+ 

Can formulate an appropriate introduction and conclusion for a text. 

Can whilst concluding establish a thematic reference back to the introduction. 

Can organise and formulate given content following his/her own guiding principles. 

Can provide recipient who are not in presence with all the necessary information about the context, so that they can follow 
he/she has to say. 

Can group different pieces of information thematically. 

Can present with images the way an event / an organisation is structured. 

Can use pauses to structure a text, for example pausing between different arguments. 
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SIGN TEXT STRUCTURE 

B2 

Can structure content into categories/topics, situate these in the signing space, and then refer to them through indexing. 

Can structure the text logically, maintaining a clear development. 

Can deliver all of the contents and parts that are expected for the type of text concerned. 

Can employ a metalanguage (e.g. to orientate the reader by explaining explicitly in the text the order in which he/she is 
doing things. 

Can create appropriate transitions and links between the different sections of the text. 

Can highlight the most important aspects of a topic. Can employ rhetoric questions to structure a text. 

Can employ the rules that concern going from the general to details. 

Can indicate the temporal relationships between the different things related in a report. 

Can briefly introduce the explanation of a term in the course of a text, when and if this is necessary. 

B1 

Can structure text content into an introduction, main section and closure or conclusion. 

Can present content in a sensible order. Can structure a text into a number of thematic sections. 

Can present clearly the relationships between things by making explicit reference to them. 

Can point out relevant and interesting details briefly and concisely. 

Can refer explicitly back to what has been said earlier. 

Can compare the opinions of others and him/herself take a position in relation to them. 

Can relate his/her own experience to something in the text. 

Can formulate the aim and objective of a text in the introduction. 

Can sequence the successive elements of a text in a logical order. 

Can introduce a topic appropriately and then provide the relevant content. 

Can indicate the most important aspects of a topic in the hierarchical order of their importance. 

Can employ simple strategies to structure information (e.g. adding comments on the topic). 

Can use the sign PALM-UP to indicate a pause. 

Can summarise in a text the most important statements in reply to "when," "where," "who," "what," "how," and "why" 
questions. 

Can give reasons for his/her opinions. Can conclude his/her contribution correctly (hands together). 

A2 

Can introduce a topic adequately. 

Can differentiate the different points in a list. 

Can formulate simple for and against arguments into the form of questions to put. 

Can produce a summary on simple topics. 

Can, at the beginning of a text, give the details necessary to frame the description, providing answers to the key what, here 
and who questions. 

A1 No descriptors available. 
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Setting and perspectives 

A very important aspect of sign language is to establish clearly the context and setting at the beginning 
of the interaction or production in order to establish reference points within the three-dimensional 
signing space and to get onto the same wavelength. Within the established setting, reference points 
remain in place until a new setting is established. Consistency of spatial relations is therefore essential 
in order to produce a coherent, unambiguous contribution. To achieve this, signing space is divided 
into reference spaces systematically. During the contribution, e.g. in reported speech, it may be 
necessary for the signer to adopt the role of some referent or to shift back and forth from relating 
something to explaining an issue from a particular perspective. The use of unambiguous signing space 
is crucial in order to be able to do so, as shifts need to be unambiguously signalled.  

Key concepts operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► ability to envisage and plan use of signing space; 

► constructing a new setting or indicating a change of scene, topic, etc.; 

► presenting an action, event or issue from the perspective of different people or different points 
of view; 

► adopting or changing a role (e.g. through body posture, line of vision, mimic); 

► use of facial expression and mimic to indicate different people. 

SETTING AND PERSPECTIVES 

C2 Can present a complex action or event by playing different roles and taking different perspectives. 

C1 
Can switch between different perspectives. 

Can create a complex 3-D image including objects in motion. 

B2 

Can use the signing space correctly whilst presenting an interaction between more than two people (e.g. family dinner) as a 
roleplay. 

Can correctly introduce and play different roles. 

Can present a simple action or event from the perspective of a participant. 

Can present a simple action or event from the perspective of an observer/narrator. 

Can linguistically correctly construct a new setting when a new topic or situation etc. occurs in the text. 

Can construct a setting using just mimic and the representation of different shapes. 

Can present a change of scene, place or person comprehensibly. 

Can slip into the role of a character, for example in order to demonstrate feelings. 

Can indicate a change of role with body posture and/or the direction of vision. 

B1 

Can construct a setting in the signing space for a text (landscape, family, situation) in a linguistically correct manner. 

Can describe different positions in a correct relationship to one another. 

Can demonstrate a change of role through an alteration in upper body posture. 

Can reconstruct a landscape visually in the signing space in a way that respects. 

Can envisage things spatially. 

Can develop a statement in such a way as to move from near to far and from big to small. 

Can create a clear image in the signing space. 

Can employ a mimic appropriate to a character in a narrative. 

Can refer to characters in a narrative by using mimic. 

A2 

Can use body posture to indicate different opinions in relation to an issue (e.g. by contrasting arguments for and against by 
a posture oriented to the right and to the left respectively). 

Can adopt a facial expression appropriate to the character, person or object being described. 

Can describe a person by using roleplay techniques. 

Can when signing consistently maintain the relative sizes and proportions of objects (e.g. when peeling a banana). 

A1 No descriptors available. 
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Presence and effect 

The extent of the effect on addressees of one’s signing (perlocutionary effects of convincing, amusing, 
persuading, affecting, etc.) and the specific signs at the user/learner’s disposal is the main focus of this 
scale. There is a focus on the vocabulary and range of structures as well as the non-manual means 
available and the way the user can exploit them in a stylistic manner in order to produce a catchy text. 
Be it to demonstrate sophistication, for boasting, or explaining, the signer must be aware of his/her 
presence.  

In addition to lexical and productive repertoires, this includes different ways of presenting a signed 
statement such as variation in tempo and style. In contrast to a written text, the author remains visible 
in sign texts: video recorded sign texts are not alienated from authors, the conveyed meanings are not 
detached from the authors. Therefore, there is an additional competence in producing signed texts, 
namely the “competence of appearance” which must be learned and which includes various aspects of 
how to successfully produce an appropriate sign text for specific purposes.  

Key concepts operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► sophistication and semantic precision in the overall message (up to aesthetic use at the C2); 

► use of new classifiers, substitutors, pauses, handshapes, inclusion of ready-made signs etc.; 

► use and/or combination of different types of signing (e.g. productive, lexical); 

► use of mimic, mouthing (or not), ‘Constructed Action’, etc. where appropriate and effective; 

► expression of specific functions and vocabulary (A levels); 

► behaviour and appearance of the signer (accessories). 

PRESENCE AND EFFECT 

C2 

Can be creative, without losing his train of thought. 

Can use a wide range of different ways to build up suspense and excitement (e.g. mimic, rhetoric questions, varying rhythm, 
and roleplay). 

Can effortlessly and playfully employ hand shapes as an aesthetic element, so that creative forms of language emerge. 

Can present thoughts and feelings in an artistic way by using a selection of signs and mimic appropriate to them. 

C1 

Can prepare well, so that whilst signing he/she does not need to think about content. 

Appears calm and relaxed when signing, even when a high degree of concentration is required. 

Can give the characters in a story their own individual linguistic profile (style, tone, register etc.). 

Can use language to develop a narrative in such a way that the recipient can become immersed in what is happening in the 
story. 

Can alter the pace of signing (from slow to fast) in order to build up suspense. 

Can lead the recipients to be carried away with enthusiasm. 

Can employ exaggeration appropriately and effectively. 

B2 

Can contribute unconventional and original reflections on the topic concerned in a linguistically skilful manner. 

Can creatively give his/her imagination and mental images form in language. 

Can chose from a broad variety of non-manual means (e.g. mimic) to build up suspense and excitement. 

Can bring an audience to experience strong emotions (laughing, crying…). 

Can describe an event in an exciting way. 

Can express complicated emotional states with mimic and gesture. 

Can make relevant comparisons that help the recipient better to grasp the information concerned. 

Can stimulate/awaken curiosity on the part of the recipient with regard to the ending to a text. 

B1 

Can convey a new point of view in a way that makes the recipients think. 

Can express the feelings of a person who is close to him/her. 

Can use body language and strong mimic. 

Can emphasise certain aspects by using non-manual means (e.g. mimic, the extent of movements). 

Can hold the attention of the recipients by employing various means (for example rhetorical questions). 

Can tell a story in a credible way. 

Can express personal character traits. 
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PRESENCE AND EFFECT 

A2 

Can present him/herself in a friendly and attractive way. 

Can sign in a neutral manner, without emotion in the expression. 

Can convey and stimulate feelings (joy, sadness). 

Can express emotions by employing mimic. 

Can employ mimic appropriately to express negative and positive feelings (eyebrows together: negative; eyebrows raised: 
positive). 

A1 
Can position him/herself so that the signing is easily visible to the recipients. 

Can express emotional states just with mimic (without the use of manual signs). 

Signing fluency 

This scale is a direct equivalent of the scale for spoken fluency and complements it. Key concepts 
operationalised in the scale include the following: 

► the pace, regularity and rhythm of signing; 

► the ability to pause where appropriate;  

► the ability to perform meaningful actions with the two hands simultaneously;  

► ability to use signs one after another with smooth transitions and without distortion;  

► the ability to finger spell in a fluid sequence to express words for unknown signs (A levels) as 
a means of bilingual contact signing. 

SIGNING FLUENCY 

C2 No descriptors available; see C1 

C1 

Can sign rapidly in a steady rhythm. 

Can sign a longer text fluently and rhythmically. 

Can employ an extended hold of a sign (hold) as a rhetoric or prosodic feature. 

B2 

Can sign at a fluent pace, even though some pauses for planning are still necessary. 

Can relate fluently in sign language a story that he/she knows. 

Can hold a sign with the one hand in order to demonstrate something static (hold), whilst simultaneously using the other 
hand to continue signing. 

Can sign at a comfortable pace, without needing to think about the individual signs. 

Can use pauses for effect at appropriate points. 

Can rhythmically represent the stages of a movement or activity (leafs falling down; hail). 

Can use the finger alphabet to spell fluently, producing ergonomic designs rather than single letters. 

B1 

Can sign a fluent transition between related points. 

Can sign a short text rhythmically. 

Can employ different handshapes fluently one after another. 

A2 
Can sign a simple sentence rhythmically. 

Can indicate the end of a sentence clearly by leaving a pause. 

A1 No descriptors available. 
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Sociolinguistic 

As in the scale in the previous section for this area, some elements of sociocultural knowledge have 
been included, since it is difficult to draw a hard and fast line between the two concepts. In the Zurich 
research project, a number of descriptors for specific knowledge of aspects relevant to the deaf 
community and the deaf culture were calibrated. These have been placed in the supplementary 
descriptors in Appendix 9.  

Sociolinguistic repertoire and cultural repertoire 

This scale is the equivalent of the scale for Sociolinguistic appropriateness in the previous section and 
again complements it. In addition to sociolinguistic appropriateness, (register, politeness conventions 
etc.) some elements of cultural and regional knowledge are included. Key concepts operationalised in 
the scale include the following: 

► expression of registers and switches between them; 

► ability to express greetings, introductions and leave taking; 

► ability to sign appropriately with regard to the social status of referents and/or the 
interlocutors; 

► adaptation of signing space to the context and recipient(s); taking account of local conditions; 

► respect of socio-cultural norms, taboos, etc. and appropriate personal appearance; 

► establishment and maintenance of eye contact;  

► means of gaining attention; means of giving feedback; 

► knowledge of the landmarks of deaf culture, people, facts, and major community issues;  

► ability to provide and judge social background, regional origin, local ties in/from the signing of 
interlocutors;  

► caring for aspects relevant to communication with the deaf (e.g. abbreviations, technical aids, 
behaviour). 
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SOCIOLINGUISTIC APPROPRIATENESS AND CULTURAL REPERTOIRE 

C2 No descriptors available; see C1 

C1 

Can respect sociocultural norms in producing texts, e.g. appropriate register, forms of politeness, status, taboos. 

Can adapt his/her register to the audience concerned. 

Can switch between formal and informal registers without effort. 

Can express non-lexical difference of register through both manual and non-.manual means. 

Can tell a joke that relates to the culture of the deaf. 

B2 

Can gauge whether the public concerned is familiar with deafness and explain things explicitly if necessary. 

Can produce lexicalised signs of different registers. 

Can explain facts and events that are important in the culture of the deaf. 

Can adopt the appropriate formal register in order to maintain distance to the reported issue. 

Can indicate someone's social status through different manual performance of signs. 

B1 

Can make or leave aside an appropriate greeting/leave-taking remark, according to the type of text and the public 
concerned. 

Can present him/herself in a manner appropriate to the type of text and the public concerned (clothes, charisma, personal 
hygiene). 

Can sensibilise people to cultural issues. 

Can, in the course of describing travel, include cultural experiences and aspects typical of the country concerned. 

Can introduce him/herself to deaf people appropriately. 

Can use his/her knowledge of sign language culture to explain the origin of certain culturally determined signs (e.g. the 
names of well-known people, institutions and place names). 

Can indicate someone's social status with non-manual means, for example direction of vision. 

Can use the sign-abbreviations that are conventional in relation to deafness. 

A2 

Can maintain eye contact with his/her interlocutor whilst signing. 

Can accept or decline a direct request or demand. 

Is familiar with the common technical aids for deaf people and can name them. 

Can use an appropriate means of address when meeting an unknown deaf person. 

Can adapt the signing space used to the context and the audience. 

Can take into account aspects of the immediate environment that are important for signed communication (light, objects on 
the table). 

A1 

Can greet a deaf person appropriately. 

Can employ different strategies in order to establish the eye contact necessary for communication (touching, winking, 
tapping the table, turning off and on lighting). 

Can attract attention in order to acquire the turn (e.g. by raising a hand, touching). 

Can maintain direct eye contact with his interlocutor. 

Can use the finger alphabet as an aid when communication problems occur. 

Can give his/her interlocutor visual feedback through codified signing (e.g. 'PFF'). 

Can give his/her interlocutor visual feedback (positive and negative) with mimic. 

Can respond appropriately to a "Thank you," (e.g. with "You're welcome"). 
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Plurilingual and pluricultural competence 

The notions of plurilingualism and pluriculturalism presented in the CEFR Sections 1.3, 1.4, and 6.1.3) 
were the starting point for the development of descriptors in this area. The plurilingual vision associated 
with the CEFR gives value to cultural and linguistic diversity at the level of the individual. It promotes 
the need for learners as ‘social agents’ to draw upon all of their linguistic and cultural resources and 
experiences in order to fully participate in social and educational contexts, achieving mutual 
understanding, gaining access to knowledge and in turn further developing their linguistic and cultural 
repertoire. As the CEFR states: 

‘… the plurilingual approach emphasises the fact that as an individual person’s 
experience of language in its cultural contexts expands, from the language of the home to 
that of society at large and then to the languages of other peoples (whether learnt at 
school or college, or by direct experience), he or she does not keep these languages and 
cultures in strictly separated mental compartments, but rather builds up a communicative 
competence to which all knowledge and experience of language contributes and in which 
languages interrelate and interact’. (CEFR Section 1.3) 

 

The vision of the learner as a social agent in the action-oriented approach takes these concepts further 
in relation to language education, considering that: ‘… the aim of language education is profoundly 
modified. It is no longer seen as simply to achieve ‘mastery’ of one or two, or even three languages, 
each taken in isolation, with the ‘ideal native speaker’ as the ultimate model. Instead, the aim is to 
‘develop a linguistic repertory, in which all linguistic abilities have a place’. (CEFR Section 1.3)  

In the development of descriptors, the following points mentioned specifically in the CEFR were given 
particular attention: 

► languages are interrelated and interconnected especially at the level of the individual; 

► languages and cultures are not kept in separated mental compartments; 

► all knowledge and experience of languages contribute to building up communicative 
competence; 

► balanced mastery of different languages is not the goal, but rather the ability (and willingness) 
to modulate their usage according to the social and communicative situation; 

► barriers between languages can be overcome in communication and different languages can 
be used purposefully for conveying messages in the same situation. 

Other concepts were also taken into consideration after analysing recent literature: 

► the capacity to deal with ‘otherness’ to identify similarities and differences to build on known 
and unknown cultural features, etc., in order to enable communication and collaboration; 

► the willingness to act as an intercultural mediator;  

► the proactive capacity to use knowledge of familiar languages to understand new languages, 
looking for cognates and internationalisms in order to make sense of texts in unknown 
languages – whilst being aware of the danger of ‘false friends;’ 

► the capacity to respond in a sociolinguistically appropriate way by incorporating elements of 
other languages and/or variations of languages in his/her own discourse for communication 
purposes; 

Plurilingual and Pluricultural
Competence

Building on pluricultural
repertoire 

Plurilingual
comprehension

Building on plurilingual
repertoire
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► the capacity to exploit one’s linguistic repertoire by purposefully blending, embedding and 
alternating languages at the utterance level and at the discourse level; 

► a readiness and capacity to expand linguistic/plurilinguistic and cultural/pluricultural 
awareness through an attitude of openness and curiosity. 

The association of an illustrative descriptor with a specific level should not be seen as exclusive or 
mandatory, as explained in the section introducing the descriptors at the beginning of this document. 
Descriptors are situated at the level most likely to be relevant as a curriculum aim, as determined 
through the validation process briefly outlined in Appendix 5. A descriptor at a particular level would be 
a challenging – but by no means impossible – aim for user/learners at the level below. This is 
particularly the case with descriptors for plurilingualism/pluriculturalism where the unique range of 
experiences and expertise of the user/learners, and their plurilingual/pluricultural profiles, are brought 
into play. The main reason for associating descriptors in this area with CEFR levels is to provide 
support to curriculum developers and teachers in their efforts (a) to broaden the perspective of 
language education in their context and (b) to acknowledge and value the linguistic and cultural 
diversity of their learners. The provision of descriptors in levels is intended to facilitate the selection of 
relevant plurilingual/pluricultural aims, which are also realistic in relation to the language level of the 
user/learners concerned. 

The scale Facilitating pluricultural space is included in the section ‘Mediating Communication’, rather 
than here, because it focuses on the more pro-active role as an intercultural mediator. The three scales 
in this section describe aspects of the broader conceptual area concerning plurilingual and intercultural 
education. 

This area is the subject of FREPA (Framework of Reference for Pluralistic Approaches). FREPA lists 
different aspects of plurilingual and intercultural competences in a hypertextual structure independent 
of language level, organised according to the three broad areas: Knowledge (savoir), Attitudes (savoir-
être) and Skills (savoir-faire). Users may wish to consult CARAP for further reflection and access to 
related training materials in this area. 

Building on pluricultural repertoire 

Many notions that appear in the literature and descriptors for intercultural competence are included, for 
example: 

► the need to deal with ambiguity when faced with cultural diversity, adjusting reactions, 
modifying language, etc. 

► the need for understanding that different cultures may have different practices and norms, and 
that actions may be perceived differently by people belonging to other cultures; 

► the need to take into consideration differences in behaviours (including gestures, tones and 
attitudes), discussing over-generalisations and stereotypes; 

► the need to recognise similarities and use them as a basis to improve communication; 

► the will to show sensitivity to differences; 

► readiness to offer and ask for clarification: anticipating possible risks of misunderstanding. 

Key concepts operationalized in the scale at most levels include the following: 

► recognising and acting on cultural, socio-pragmatic and socio-linguistic conventions/cues; 

► recognising and interpreting similarities and differences in perspectives, practices, events; 

► evaluating neutrally and critically. 

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: at the A levels the user/learner is capable of 
recognising potential causes of culturally-based complications in communication and of acting 
appropriately in simple everyday exchanges. At B1 he/she can generally respond to the most 
commonly used cultural cues, act according to socio-pragmatic conventions and explain or discuss 
features of his/her own and other cultures. At B2, the user/learner can engage effectively in 
communication, coping with most difficulties that occur, usually able to recognise and repair 
misunderstandings. At the C levels, this develops into an ability to explain sensitively the background to 
cultural beliefs, values and practices, interpret and discuss aspects of them, cope with socio-linguistic 
and pragmatic ambiguity and express reactions constructively with cultural appropriateness. 

  

http://carap.ecml.at/
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BUILDING ON PLURICULTURAL REPERTOIRE 

Note: Descriptors marked with asterisk (**) represent a high level for B2. They may also be suitable for the C levels. 

C2 
Can initiate and control his/her actions and forms of expression according to context, showing awareness of cultural 
differences and making subtle adjustments in order to prevent and/or repair misunderstandings and cultural incidents. 

C1 

Can identify differences in socio-linguistic/-pragmatic conventions, critically reflect on them, and adjust his/her 
communication accordingly. 

Can sensitively explain the background to, interpret and discuss aspects of cultural values and practices drawing on 
intercultural encounters, reading, film, etc. 

Can explain his/her interpretation of the cultural assumptions, preconceptions, stereotypes, and prejudices of his/her own 
community and of other communities that he/she is familiar with. 

Can deal with ambiguity in cross-cultural communication and express his/her reactions constructively and culturally 
appropriately in order to bring clarity. 

B2 

**Can describe and evaluate the viewpoints and practices of his/her own and other social groups, showing awareness of 
the implicit values on which judgments and prejudices are frequently based. 

**Can interpret and explain a document or event from another culture and relate it to documents or events from his/her own 
culture(s)/ and/or from cultures he/she is familiar document or event from another culture with. 

Can discuss the objectivity and balance of information and opinions expressed in the media about his/her own and other 
communities. 

Can identify and reflect on similarities and differences in culturally-determined behaviour patterns (e.g. gestures and 
speech volume) and discuss their significance in order to negotiate mutual understanding. 

Can, in an intercultural encounter, recognise that what one normally takes for granted in a particular situation is not 
necessarily shared by others, and can react and express him/herself appropriately. 

Can generally interpret cultural cues appropriately in the culture concerned. 

Can reflect on and explain particular ways of communicating in his/her own and other cultures, and the risks of 
misunderstanding they generate. 

B1 

Can generally act according to conventions regarding posture, eye contact, and distance from others. 

Can generally respond appropriately to the most commonly used cultural cues. 

Can explain features of his/her own culture to members of another culture or explain features of the other culture to 
members of his/her own culture. 

Can explain in simple terms how his/her own values and behaviours influence his/her views of other people’s values and 
behaviours. 

Can discuss in simple terms the way in which things that may look ‘strange’ to him/her in another sociocultural context may 
well be ‘normal’ for the other people concerned. 

Can discuss in simple terms the way his/her own culturally-determined actions may be perceived differently by people from 
other cultures. 

A2 

Can recognise and apply basic cultural conventions associated with everyday social exchanges (for example different 
greetings rituals). 

Can act appropriately in everyday greetings, farewells, and expressions of thanks and apology, although he/she has 
difficulty coping with any departure from the routine. 

Can recognise that his/her behaviour in an everyday transaction may convey a message different to the one he/she 
intends, and can try to explain this simply. 

Can recognise when difficulties occur in interaction with members of other cultures, even though he/she may well not be 
sure how to behave in the situation. 

A1 
Can recognise differing ways of numbering, measuring distance, telling the time, etc. even though he/she may have 
difficulty applying this in even simple everyday transactions of a concrete type. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Plurilingual comprehension 

The main notion represented by this scale is the capacity to use the knowledge of and proficiency 
(even partial) in one or more languages as leverage for approaching texts in other languages and so 
achieve the communication goal. Key concepts operationalized in the scale include the following: 

► openness and flexibility to work with different elements from different languages; 

► exploiting cues; 

► exploiting similarities, recognising ‘false friends’ (from B1); 

► exploiting parallel sources in different languages  (from B1); 

► collating information from all available sources (in different languages). 

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: going up the scale, the focus moves from the 
lexical level to the use of co-text and contextual or genre-related clues. A more analytical ability is 
present at the B levels, exploiting similarities, recognising ‘false friends’ and exploiting parallel sources 
in different languages. There are no descriptors for the C levels, perhaps because the sources used 
focused at the A and B levels. 

PLURILINGUAL COMPREHENSION 

Note: What is calibrated in this scale is the practical functional ability to exploit plurilingualism for comprehension. In any particular 
context, when specific languages are concerned, users may wish to complete the descriptor by specifying those languages, replacing 
the expressions underlined and in italic in the descriptor. 

For example the B1 descriptor 

  Can deduce the message of a text by exploiting what he/she has understood from texts on the same theme written in different   
  languages (e.g. news in brief,  museum brochure, online reviews) 

might be presented as: 

  Can deduce the message of a text in German by exploiting what he/she has understood from texts on the same theme written in  
  French and English (e.g. news in brief,  museum brochure, online reviews). 

C2 No descriptors available, see B2 

C1 No descriptors available, see B2 

B2 
Can use his/her knowledge of contrasting genre conventions and textual pattern in languages in his/her plurilingual 
repertoire in order to support comprehension. 

B1 

Can use what he/she has understood in one language to understand the topic and main message of a text in another 
language (e.g. when reading short newspaper articles on the same theme written in different languages). 

Can use parallel translations of texts (e.g. magazine articles, stories, passages from novels) to develop comprehension in 
different languages. 

Can deduce the message of a text by exploiting what he/she has understood from texts on the same theme written in 
different languages (e.g. news in brief,  museum brochure, online reviews). 

Can extract information from documents written in different languages in his/her field, e.g. to include in a presentation. 

Can recognise similarities and contrasts between the way concepts are expressed in different languages, in order to 
distinguish between identical uses of the same word root and ‘false friends’. 

Can use his/her knowledge of contrasting grammatical structures and functional expressions of languages in his/her 
plurilingual repertoire in order to support comprehension. 

A2 

Can understand short, clearly articulated spoken announcements by piecing together what he/she understands from the 
available versions in different languages. 

Can understand short, clearly written messages and instructions by piecing together what he/she understands from the 
versions in different languages. 

Can use simple warnings, instructions and product information given in parallel in different languages to find relevant 
information. 

A1 

Can recognise internationalisms and words common to different languages (e.g. Haus/hus/house) to: 

- deduce the meaning of simple signs and notices; 
- identify the probable message of a short, simple, written text; 
- follow in outline short, simple social exchanges conducted very slowly and clearly in his/her presence; 
- deduce what people are trying to say directly to him/her, provided they speak very slowly and clearly, with repetition if 

necessary. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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Building on plurilingual repertoire 

In this scale we find aspects that characterise both the previous sales. As the social agent is building 
on his/her pluricultural repertoire, he/she is also engaged in exploiting all available linguistic resources 
in order to communicate effectively in a multilingual context and/or in a classic mediation situation in 
which the other people do not share a common language. Key concepts operationalized in the scale 
include the following: 

► flexible adaptation to the situation; 

► anticipation when and to what extent the use of several languages is useful and appropriate; 

► adjusting language according to the linguistic skills of interlocutors; 

► blending and alternating between languages where necessary; 

► explaining and clarifying in different languages; 

► encouraging people to use different languages by giving an example. 

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: at the A levels, the focus is on exploiting all 
possible resources in order to handle a simple everyday transaction. From the B levels, language 
begins to be manipulated creatively, with the user/learner alternating flexibly between languages at B2 
in order to make others feel more comfortable, give clarifications, communicate specialised information 
and in general increase the efficiency of communication. At the C levels this focus continues, with the 
addition of an ability to gloss and explain sophisticated abstract concepts in different languages. 
Overall there is also a progression from embedding single words from other languages to explaining 
particularly apt expressions, and exploiting metaphors for effect. 
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BUILDING ON PLURILINGUAL REPERTOIRE 

Note: What is calibrated in this scale is the practical functional ability to exploit plurilingualism. In any particular context, when specific 
languages are concerned, users may wish to complete the descriptor by specifying those languages, replacing the expressions 
underlined and in italic in the descriptor. 

For example the B2 descriptor 

Can make use of different languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire during collaborative interaction, in order to clarify the nature 
of a task, the main steps, the decisions to be taken, the outcomes expected. 

might be presented as: 

Can make use of English, Spanish and French during collaborative interaction, in order to clarify the nature of a task, the main 
steps, the decisions to be taken, the outcomes expected. 

Descriptors marked with asterisk (**) represent a high level for B2. They may also be suitable for the C levels.   

C2 

Can interact in a multilingual context on abstract and specialised topics by alternating flexibly between languages in his/her 
plurilingual repertoire and if necessary explaining the different contributions made. 

Can explore similarities and differences between metaphors and other figures of speech in the languages in his/her 
plurilingual repertoire, either for rhetoric effect or for fun. 

C1 

Can alternate between languages flexibly to facilitate communication in a multilingual context, summarising and glossing in 
different languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire contributions to the discussion and texts referred to. 

Can participate effectively in a conversation in two or more languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire, adjusting to the 
changes of language and catering to the needs and linguistic skills of the interlocutors. 

Can use and explain specialised terminology from another languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire more familiar to the 
interlocutor(s), in order to improve understanding in a discussion of abstract and specialised topics. 

Can respond spontaneously and flexibly in the appropriate language when someone else changes to another language in 
his/her plurilingual repertoire. 

Can support comprehension and discussion of a text spoken or written in one language by explaining, summarising, 
clarifying and expanding it in (an) other language(s) in his/her plurilingual repertoire. 

B2 

**Can recognise the extent to which it is appropriate to make flexible use of different languages in his/her plurilingual 
repertoire in a specific situation, in order to increase the efficiency of communication. 

**Can alternate efficiently between languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire in order to facilitate comprehension with and 
between third parties who lack a common language. 

**Can introduce into an utterance an expression from another language in his/her plurilingual repertoire that is particularly 
apt for the situation/concept being discussed, explaining it for the interlocutor when necessary. 

Can alternate between languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire in order to communicate specialised information and 
issues on a subject in his field of interest to different interlocutors. 

Can make use of different languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire during collaborative interaction, in order to clarify the 
nature of a task, the main steps, the decisions to be taken, the outcomes expected. 

Can make use of different languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire to encourage other people to use the language in 
which they feel more comfortable 

B1 
Can exploit creatively his limited repertoire in different languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire for everyday contexts, in 
order to cope with an unexpected situation. 

A2 

Can mobilise his/her limited repertoire in different languages in order to explain a problem or to ask for help or clarification. 

Can use words and phrases from different languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire to conduct a simple, practical 
transaction or information exchange. 

Can use a word from another language in his/her plurilingual repertoire to make him/herself understood in a routine 
everyday situation, when he/she cannot think of an adequate expression in the language being spoken. 

A1 
Can use a very limited repertoire in different languages to conduct a very basic, concrete, everyday transaction with a 
collaborative interlocutor. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 
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     Appendices 

Appendix 1 – Salient features of spoken language at the CEFR levels (CEFR 3.6) 

Level A1 (Breakthrough) is considered the lowest level of generative language use - the point at 
which the learner can interact in a simple way, ask and answer simple questions about themselves, 
where they live, people they know, and things they have, initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar topics, rather than relying purely on a very finite rehearsed, 
lexically organised repertoire of situation-specific phrases. 

Level A2 does appear to reflect the level referred to by the Waystage specification. It is at this level 
that the majority of descriptors stating social functions are to be found, like use simple everyday polite 
forms of greeting and address; greet people, ask how they are and react to news; handle very short 
social exchanges; ask and answer questions about what they do at work and in free time; make and 
respond to invitations; discuss what to do, where to go and make arrangements to meet; make and 
accept offers.  Here too are to be found descriptors on getting out and about: the simplified cut-down 
version of the full set of transactional specifications in ‘The Threshold Level’ for adults living abroad, 
like: make simple transactions in shops, post offices or banks; get simple information about travel; use 
public transport: buses, trains, and taxis, ask for basic information, ask and give directions, and buy 
tickets; ask for and provide everyday goods and services. 

The next band represents a strong Waystage (A2+) performance. What is noticeable 
here is more active participation in conversation given some assistance and certain 
limitations, for example: initiate, maintain and close simple, restricted face-to-face 
conversation; understand enough to manage simple, routine exchanges without undue 
effort; make him/herself understood and exchange ideas and information on familiar 
topics in predictable everyday situations, provided the other person helps if necessary; 
communicate successfully on basic themes if he/she can ask for help to express what he 
wants to; deal with everyday situations with predictable content, though he/she will 
generally have to compromise the message and search for words; interact with 
reasonable ease in structured situations, given some help, but participation in open 
discussion is fairly restricted; plus significantly more ability to sustain monologues, for 
example: express how he feels in simple terms; give an extended description of everyday 
aspects of his environment e.g. people, places, a job or study experience; describe past 
activities and personal experiences; describe habits and routines; describe plans and 
arrangements; explain what he/she likes or dislikes about something; give short, basic 
descriptions of events and activities; describe pets and possessions; use simple 
descriptive language to make brief statements about and compare objects and 
possessions. 

Level B1 reflects the Threshold Level specification for a visitor to a foreign country and is perhaps 
most categorised by two features. The first feature is the ability to maintain interaction and get across 
what you want to, in a range of contexts, for example: generally follow the main points of extended 
discussion around him/her, provided speech is clearly articulated in standard dialect; give or seek 
personal views and opinions in an informal discussion with friends; express the main point he/she 
wants to make comprehensibly; exploit a wide range of simple language flexibly to express much of 
what he or she wants to; maintain a conversation or discussion but may sometimes be difficult to follow 
when trying to say exactly what he/she would like to; keep going comprehensibly, even though pausing 
for grammatical and lexical planning and repair is very evident, especially in longer stretches of free 
production. The second feature is the ability to cope flexibly with problems in everyday life, for example 
cope with less routine situations on public transport; deal with most situations likely to arise when 
making travel arrangements through an agent or when actually travelling; enter unprepared into 
conversations on familiar topics; make a complaint; take some initiatives in an interview/consultation 
(e.g. to bring up a new subject) but is very dependent on interviewer in the interaction; ask someone to 
clarify or elaborate what they have just said.  
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The subsequent band seems to be a strong Threshold (B1+). The same two main 
features continue to be present, with the addition of a number of descriptors which focus 
on the exchange of quantities of information, for example: take messages communicating 
enquiries, explaining problems; provide concrete information required in an 
interview/consultation (e.g. describe symptoms to a doctor) but does so with limited 
precision; explain why something is a problem; summarise and give his or her opinion 
about a short story, article, talk, discussion interview, or documentary and answer further 
questions of detail; carry out a prepared interview, checking and confirming information, 
though he/she may occasionally has to ask for repetition if the other person's response is 
rapid or extended; describe how to do something, giving detailed instructions; exchange 
accumulated factual information on familiar routine and non-routine matters within his 
field with some confidence. 

Level B2 represents a new level as far above B1 (Threshold) as A2 (Waystage) is below it. It is 
intended to reflect the Vantage Level specification. The metaphor is that having been progressing 
slowly but steadily across the intermediate plateau, the learner finds he has arrived somewhere, things 
look different, he/she acquires a new perspective, - can look around him/her in a new way. This 
concept does seem to be borne out to a considerable extent by the descriptors calibrated at this level.  
They represent quite a break with the content so far. For example at the lower end of the band there is 
a focus on effective argument: account for and sustain his opinions in discussion by providing relevant 
explanations, arguments and comments; explain a viewpoint on a topical issue giving the advantages 
and disadvantages of various options; construct a chain of reasoned argument; develop an argument 
giving reasons in support of or against a particular point of view; explain a problem and make it clear 
that his counterpart in a negotiation must make a concession; speculate about causes, consequences, 
hypothetical situations; take an active part in informal discussion in familiar contexts, commenting, 
putting point of view clearly, evaluating alternative proposals and making and responding to 
hypotheses. Secondly, running right through the level there are two new focuses.  The first is being 
able to more than hold your own in social discourse: e.g. converse naturally, fluently and effectively; 
understand in detail what is said to him/her in the standard spoken language even in a noisy 
environment; initiate discourse, take his turn when appropriate and end conversation when he/she 
needs to, though he/she may not always do this elegantly; use stock phrases (e.g. ‘That's a difficult 
question to answer’) to gain time and keep the turn whilst formulating what to say; interact with a 
degree of fluency and spontaneity that makes regular interaction with native speakers quite possible 
without imposing strain on either party; adjust to the changes of direction, style and emphasis normally 
found in conversation; sustain relationships with native speakers without unintentionally amusing or 
irritating them or requiring them to behave other than they would with a native speaker. The second 
new focus is a new degree of language awareness: correct mistakes if they have led to 
misunderstandings; make a note of ‘favourite mistakes’ and consciously monitor speech for it/them; 
generally correct slips and errors if he becomes conscious of them; plan what is to be said and the 
means to say it, considering the effect on the recipient/s. In all, this does seem to be a new threshold 
for a language learner to cross. 

At the next band - representing a strong Vantage (B2+) performance - the focus on 
argument, effective social discourse and on language awareness which appears at B2 
(Vantage) continues. However, the focus on argument and social discourse can also be 
interpreted as a new focus on discourse skills. This new degree of discourse competence 
shows itself in conversational management (co-operating strategies): give feedback on 
and follow up statements and inferences by other speakers and so help the development 
of the discussion; relate own contribution skilfully to those of other speakers.  It is also 
apparent in relation to coherence/cohesion: use a limited number of cohesive devices to 
link sentences together smoothly into clear, connected discourse; use a variety of linking 
words efficiently to mark clearly the relationships between ideas; develop an argument 
systematically with appropriate highlighting of significant points, and relevant supporting 
detail.  Finally, it is at this band that there is a concentration of items on Negotiating: 
outline a case for compensation, using persuasive language and simple arguments to 
demand satisfaction; state clearly the limits to a concession. 

Level C1, the next band, was labelled Effective Operational Proficiency.  What seems to characterise 
this level is good access to a broad range of language, which allows fluent, spontaneous 
communication, as illustrated by the following examples: Can express him/herself fluently and 
spontaneously, almost effortlessly. Has a good command of a broad lexical repertoire allowing gaps to 
be readily overcome with circumlocutions. There is little obvious searching for expressions or 
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avoidance strategies; only a conceptually difficult subject can hinder a natural, smooth flow of 
language. The discourse skills characterising the previous band continue to be evident at Level C1, 
with an emphasis on more fluency, for example: select a suitable phrase from a fluent repertoire of 
discourse functions to preface his remarks in order to get the floor, or to gain time and keep it whilst 
thinking; produce clear, smoothly-flowing, well-structured speech, showing controlled use of 
organisational patterns, connectors and cohesive devices. 

Level C2, whilst it has been termed ‘Mastery’, is not intended to imply native-speaker or near native-
speaker competence. What is intended is to characterise the degree of precision, appropriateness and 
ease with the language which typifies the speech of those who have been highly successful learners. 
Descriptors calibrated here include: convey finer shades of meaning precisely by using, with 
reasonable accuracy, a wide range of modification devices; has a good command of idiomatic 
expressions and colloquialisms with awareness of connotative level of meaning; backtrack and 
restructure around a difficulty so smoothly the interlocutor is hardly aware of it. 

The Common Reference Levels can be presented and exploited in a number of different formats, in 
varying degrees of detail. Yet the existence of fixed points of common reference offers transparency 
and coherence, a tool for future planning and a basis for further development. The intention of 
providing a concrete illustrative set of descriptors, together with criteria and methodologies for the 
further development of descriptors, is to help decision-makers design applications to suit their contexts. 
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Appendix 2 – CEFR Table 2: Self-assessment grid (with online interaction and mediation) 

RECEPTION A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2 

Listening I can recognise familiar words 
and very basic phrases 
concerning myself, my family 
and immediate concrete 
surroundings when people 
speak slowly and clearly. 

I can understand phrases and 
the highest frequency 
vocabulary related to areas of 
most immediate personal 
relevance (e.g. very basic 
personal and family information, 
shopping, local geography, 
employment). 

I can catch the main point in 
short, clear, simple messages 
and announcements. 

I can understand the main 
points of clear standard speech 
on familiar matters regularly 
encountered in work, school, 
leisure, etc. 

I can understand the main point 
of many radio or TV 
programmes on current affairs 
or topics of personal or 
professional interest when the 
delivery is relatively slow and 
clear. 

I can understand extended 
speech and lectures and follow 
even complex lines of argument 
provided the topic is reasonably 
familiar. 

I can understand most TV news 
and current affairs programmes. 
I can understand the majority of 
films in standard dialect.  

I can understand extended 
speech even when it is not 
clearly structured and when 
relationships are only implied 
and not signalled explicitly. 

I can understand television 
programmes and films without 
too much effort. 

I have no difficulty in 
understanding any kind of 
spoken language, whether live 
or broadcast, even when 
delivered at fast native speed, 
provided I have some time to 
get familiar with the accent. 

Reading  I can understand familiar 
names, words and very simple 
sentences, for example on 
notices and posters or in 
catalogues. 

I can read very short, simple 
texts. 

I can find specific, predictable 
information in simple everyday 
material such as 
advertisements, prospectuses, 
menus and timetables and I can 
understand short simple 
personal letters. 

I can understand texts that 
consist mainly of high frequency 
everyday or job-related 
language. 

I can understand the description 
of events, feelings and wishes in 
personal letters. 

I can read articles and reports 
concerned with contemporary 
problems in which the writers 
adopt particular stances or 
viewpoints. 

I can understand contemporary 
literary prose. 

I can understand long and 
complex factual and literary 
texts, appreciating distinctions 
of style. 

I can understand specialised 
articles and longer technical 
instructions, even when they do 
not relate to my field. 

I can read with ease virtually all 
forms of the written language, 
including abstract, structurally or 
linguistically complex texts such 
as manuals, specialised articles 
and literary works. 
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INTERACTION A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2 

Spoken 
Interaction 

I can interact in a simple way 
provided the other person is 
prepared to repeat or rephrase 
things at a slower rate of speech 
and help me formulate what I'm 
trying to say. 

I can ask and answer simple 
questions in areas of immediate 
need or on very familiar topics.  

I can communicate in simple 
and routine tasks requiring a 
simple and direct exchange of 
information on familiar topics 
and activities. 

I can handle very short social 
exchanges, even though I can't 
usually understand enough to 
keep the conversation going 
myself. 

I can deal with most situations 
likely to arise whilst travelling in 
an area where the language is 
spoken. 

I can enter unprepared into 
conversation on topics that are 
familiar, of personal interest or 
pertinent to everyday life (e.g. 
family, hobbies, work, travel and 
current events). 

I can interact with a degree of 
fluency and spontaneity that 
makes regular interaction with 
native speakers quite possible. 

I can take an active part in 
discussion in familiar contexts, 
accounting for and sustaining 
my views.  

I can express myself fluently 
and spontaneously without 
much obvious searching for 
expressions. 

I can use language flexibly and 
effectively for social and 
professional purposes. 

I can formulate ideas and 
opinions with precision and 
relate my contribution skilfully to 
those of other speakers. 

I can take part effortlessly in any 
conversation of discussion and 
have a good familiarity with 
idiomatic expressions and 
colloquialisms. 

I can express myself fluently 
and convey finer shades of 
meaning precisely. 

If I do have a problem I can 
backtrack and restructure 
around the difficulty so smoothly 
that other people are hardly 
aware of it. 

Written and 
online 
Interaction 

I can post short, simple 
greetings as statements about 
what I did and how I liked it, and 
can respond to comments in a 
very simple way. 

I can react simply to other posts, 
images and media. 

I can complete a very simple 
purchase, filling in forms with 
personal details. 

I can engage in basic social 
interaction, expressing how I 
feel, what I am doing or what I 
need, and responding to 
comments with thanks, apology 
or answers to questions. 

I can complete simple 
transactions such as ordering 
goods, can follow simple 
instructions and can collaborate 
in a shared task with a 
supportive interlocutor. 

I can interact about 
experiences, events, 
impressions and feelings 
provided that I can prepare 
beforehand. 

I can ask for or give simple 
clarifications and can respond to 
comments and questions in 
some detail. 

I can interact with a group 
working on a project, provided 
there are visual aids such as 
images, statistics and graphs to 
clarify more complex concepts. 

I can interact with several 
people, linking my contributions 
to theirs and handling 
misunderstandings or dis-
agreements, provided the others 
avoid complex language, allow 
me time and are generally 
cooperative. 

I can highlight the significance 
of facts, events and 
experiences, justify ideas and 
support collaboration. 

I can understand the intentions 
and implications of other 
contributions on complex, 
abstract issues and can express 
myself with clarity and precision, 
adapting my language and 
register flexibly and effectively. 

I can deal effectively with 
communication problems and 
cultural issues that arise by 
clarifying and exemplifying  

I can express myself in an 
appropriate tone and style in 
virtually any type of written 
interaction. 

I can anticipate and deal 
effectively with possible 
misunderstandings, 
communication issues and 
emotional reactions, and 
adjusting language and tone 
flexibly and sensitively as 
appropriate. 
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PRODUCTION A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2 

Spoken 
Production 

I can use simple phrases and 
sentences to describe where I 
live and people I know. 

I can use a series of  phrases 
and sentences to describe in 
simple terms my family and 
other people, living conditions, 
my educational background and 
my present or most recent job  

I can connect phrases in a 
simple way in order to describe 
experiences and events, my 
dreams, hopes & ambitions. 

I can briefly give reasons and 
explanations for opinions and 
plans. I can narrate a story or 
relate the plot of a book or film 
and describe my reactions.  

I can present clear, detailed 
descriptions on a wide range of 
subjects related to my field of 
interest. 

I can explain a viewpoint on a 
topical issue giving the 
advantages and disadvantages 
of various options. 

I can present clear, detailed 
descriptions of complex subjects 
integrating subthemes, 
developing particular points and 
rounding off with an appropriate 
conclusion. 

I can present a clear, smoothly-
flowing description or argument 
in a style appropriate to the 
context and with an effective 
logical structure which helps the 
recipient to notice and 
remember significant points. 

Written 
Production 

I can write simple isolated 
phrases and sentences. 

I can write a series of simple 
phrases and sentences linked 
with simple connectors like 
“and”, “but” and “because”. 

I can write straightforward 
connected text on topics which 
are familiar or of personal 
interest.  

I can write clear, detailed text on 
a wide range of subjects related 
to my interests. 

I can write an essay or report, 
passing on information or giving 
reasons in support of or against 
a particular point of view.  

I can express myself in clear, 
well-structured text, expressing 
points of view at some length. 

I can write detailed expositions 
of complex subjects in an essay 
or a report, underlining what I 
consider to be the salient 
issues. 

I can write different kinds of 
texts in a style appropriate to 
the reader in mind. 

I can write clear, smoothly-
flowing text in an appropriate 
style. 

I can write complex letters, 
reports or articles which present 
a case with an effective logical 
structure which helps the 
recipient to notice and 
remember significant points. 

I can write summaries and 
reviews of professional or 
literary works. 
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MEDIATION A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2 

Mediating a text I can convey simple, predictable 
information given in short, 
simple texts like signs and 
notices, posters and 
programmes. 

I can convey the main point(s) 
involved in short, simple texts 
on everyday subjects of 
immediate interest provided 
these are expressed clearly in 
simple language. 

I can convey information given 
in clear, well-structured 
informational texts on subjects 
that are familiar or of personal 
or current interest. 

I can convey detailed 
information and arguments 
reliably, e.g. the significant 
point(s) contained in complex 
but well-structured, texts within 
my fields of professional, 
academic and personal interest. 

I can convey clearly and fluently 
in well-structured language the 
significant ideas in long, 
complex texts, whether or not 
they relate to my own fields of 
interest, provided that I can 
occasionally check particular 
technical concepts. 

I can explain in clear, fluent, 
well-structured language the 
way facts and arguments are 
presented, conveying evaluative 
aspects and most nuances 
precisely, and pointing out 
sociocultural implications (e.g. 
use of register, understatement, 
irony and sarcasm). 

Mediating 
concepts 

I can invite others’ contributions 
using short, simple phrases. 

I can use simple words and 
signals to show my interest in 
an idea and to confirm that I 
understand. 

I can express an idea very 
simply and ask others whether 
they understand me and what 
they think. 

I can collaborate in simple, 
practical tasks, asking what 
others think, making 
suggestions and understanding 
responses, provided I can ask 
for repetition or reformulation 
from time to time. 

I can make suggestions in a 
simple way to move the 
discussion forward and can ask 
what people think of certain 
ideas. 

I can help define a task in basic 
terms and ask others to 
contribute their expertise. 

I can invite other people to 
speak, to clarify the reason(s) 
for their views or to elaborate on 
specific points they made. 

I can ask appropriate questions 
to check understanding of 
concepts and can repeat back 
part of what someone has said 
to confirm mutual 
understanding. 

I can encourage participation 
and pose questions that invite 
reactions from other group 
members’ perspectives or ask 
people to expand on their 
thinking and clarify their 
opinions. 

I can further develop other 
people’s ideas and link them 
into coherent lines of thinking, 
considering different sides of an 
issue. 

I can acknowledge different 
perspectives in guiding a group, 
asking a series of open 
questions that build on different 
contributions in order to 
stimulate logical reasoning, 
reporting on what others have 
said, summarising, elaborating 
and weighing up multiple points 
of view, and tactfully helping 
steer discussion towards a 
conclusion. 

I can guide the development of 
ideas in a discussion of complex 
abstract topics, encouraging 
others to elaborate on their 
reasoning, summarizing, 
evaluating and linking the 
various contributions in order to 
create agreement for a solution 
or way forward. 

Mediating 
communication 

I can facilitate communication 
by showing my welcome and 
interest with simple words and 
non-verbal signals, by inviting 
others to speak and indicating 
whether I understand. 

I can communicate other 
people’s personal details and 
very simple, predictable 
information, provided other 
people help me with formulation. 

I can contribute to 
communication by using simple 
words to invite people to explain 
things, indicating when I 
understand and/or agree. 

I can communicate the main 
point of what is said in 
predictable, everyday situations 
about personal wants and 
needs. 

I can recognise when speakers 
disagree or when difficulties 
occur and can use simple 
phrases to seek compromise 
and agreement. 

I can support a shared 
communication culture by 
introducing people, exchanging 
information about priorities, and 
making simple requests for 
confirmation and/or clarification. 

I can communicate the main 
sense of what is said on 
subjects of personal interest, 
provided that speakers 
articulate clearly and that I can 
pause to plan how to express 
things. 

I can encourage a shared 
communication culture by 
adapting the way I proceed, by 
expressing appreciation of 
different ideas, feelings and 
view-points, and inviting 
participants to react to each 
other’s ideas. 

I can communicate the 
significance of important 
statements and viewpoints on 
subjects within my fields of 
interest, provided speakers give 
clarifications if needed. 

I can mediate a shared 
communication culture by 
managing ambiguity 
demonstrating sensitivity to 
different viewpoints, and 
heading off misunderstandings. 

I can communicate significant 
information clearly, fluently and 
concisely as well as explaining 
cultural references. 

I can use persuasive language 
diplomatically. 

I can mediate effectively and 
naturally between members of 
my own and other communities, 
taking account of sociocultural 
and sociolinguistic differences 
and communicating finer shades 
of meaning. 
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Appendix 3 – CEFR Table 3: Qualitative features of spoken language (expanded with phonology) 

 RANGE ACCURACY FLUENCY INTERACTION COHERENCE PHONOLOGY 

C2 

Shows great flexibility 
reformulating ideas in differing 
linguistic forms to convey finer 
shades of meaning precisely, to 
give emphasis, to differentiate 
and to eliminate ambiguity. Also 
has a good command of 
idiomatic expressions and 
colloquialisms. 

Maintains consistent 
grammatical control of complex 
language, even while attention is 
otherwise engaged (e.g. in 
forward planning, in monitoring 
others' reactions). 

Can express him/herself 
spontaneously at length with a 
natural colloquial flow, avoiding 
or backtracking around any 
difficulty so smoothly that the 
interlocutor is hardly aware of it. 

Can interact with ease and skill, 
picking up and using non-verbal 
and intonational cues apparently 
effortlessly. 

Can interweave his/her con-
tribution into the joint discourse 
with fully natural turntaking, 
referencing, allusion making etc.  

Can create coherent and 
cohesive discourse making full 
and appropriate use of a variety 
of organisational patterns and a 
wide range of connectors and 
other cohesive devices. 

Can employ the full range of 
phonological features in the 
target language with a high level 
of control – including prosodic 
features such as word and 
sentence stress, rhythm and 
intonation – so that the finer 
points of his/her message are 
clear and precise. Intelligibility is 
not affected in any way by 
features of accent that may be 
retained from other language(s). 

C1 

Has a good command of a broad 
range of language allowing 
him/her to select a formulation to 
express him/ herself clearly in an 
appropriate style on a wide 
range of general, academic, 
professional or leisure topics 
without having to restrict what 
he/she wants to say. 

Consistently maintains a high 
degree of grammatical accuracy; 
errors are rare, difficult to spot 
and generally corrected when 
they do occur. 

Can express him/herself fluently 
and spontaneously, almost 
effortlessly. Only a conceptually 
difficult subject can hinder a 
natural, smooth flow of 
language.  

Can select a suitable phrase 
from a readily available range of 
discourse functions to preface 
his remarks in order to get or to 
keep the floor and to relate 
his/her own contributions skilfully 
to those of other speakers. 

Can produce clear, smoothly 
flowing, well-structured speech, 
showing controlled use of 
organisational patterns, 
connectors and cohesive 
devices. 

Can employ the full range of 
phonological features in the TL 
with sufficient control to ensure 
intelligibility throughout. 

Can articulate virtually all the 
sounds of the TL; some features 
of accent retained from other 
language(s) may be noticeable, 
but they do not affect 
intelligibility at all. 

B2+       

B2 

Has a sufficient range of 
language to be able to give clear 
descriptions, express viewpoints 
on most general topics, without 
much conspicuous searching for 
words, using some complex 
sentence forms to do so. 

Shows a relatively high degree 
of grammatical control. Does not 
make errors which cause 
misunderstanding, and can 
correct most of his/her mistakes. 

Can produce stretches of 
language with a fairly even 
tempo; although he/she can be 
hesitant as he or she searches 
for patterns and expressions, 
there are few noticeably long 
pauses. 

Can initiate discourse, take 
his/her turn when appropriate 
and end conversation when 
he/she needs to, though he/she 
may not always do this 
elegantly. 

Can help the discussion along 
on familiar ground confirming 
comprehension, inviting others 
in, etc. 

Can use a limited number of 
cohesive devices to link his/her 
utterances into clear, coherent 
discourse, though there may be 
some "jumpiness" in a long 
contribution. 

Can generally use appropriate 
intonation, place stress correctly 
and articulate individual sounds 
clearly; accent tends to be 
influenced by other language(s) 
he/she speaks, but has little or 
no effect on intelligibility. 

B1+       

B1 

Has enough language to get by, 
with sufficient vocabulary to 
express him/herself with some 
hesitation and circumlocutions 
on topics such as family, 
hobbies and interests, work, 
travel, and current events. 

Uses reasonably accurately a 
repertoire of frequently used 
"routines" and patterns 
associated with more predictable 
situations. 

Can keep going comprehensibly, 
even though pausing for 
grammatical and lexical planning 
and repair is very evident, 
especially in longer stretches of 
free production.  

Can initiate, maintain and close 
simple face-to-face conversation 
on topics that are familiar or of 
personal interest. 

Can repeat back part of what 
someone has said to confirm 
mutual understanding. 

Can link a series of shorter, 
discrete simple elements into a 
connected, linear sequence of 
points. 

Pronunciation is generally 
intelligible; can approximate 
intonation and stress at both 
utterance and word levels. 
However, accent is usually 
influenced by other language(s) 
he/she speaks. 
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 RANGE ACCURACY FLUENCY INTERACTION COHERENCE PHONOLOGY 

A2+       

A2 

Uses basic sentence patterns 
with memorised phrases, groups 
of a few words and formulae in 
order to communicate limited 
information in simple everyday 
situations. 

Uses some simple structures 
correctly, but still systematically 
makes basic mistakes.  

Can make him/herself under-
stood in very short utterances, 
even though pauses, false starts 
and reformulation are very 
evident. 

Can ask and answer questions 
and respond to simple 
statements. 

an indicate when he/she is 
following but is rarely able to 
understand enough to keep 
conversation going of his/her own 
accord. 

Can link groups of words with 
simple connectors like "and, "but" 
and "because". 

Pronunciation is generally clear 
enough to be understood, but 
conversational partners will need 
to ask for repetition from time to 
time. A strong influence from 
other language(s) he/she speaks 
on stress, rhythm and intonation 
may affect intelligibility, requiring 
collaboration from interlocutors. 
Nevertheless, pronunciation of 
familiar words is clear. 

A1 

Has a very basic repertoire of 
words and simple phrases related 
to personal details and particular 
concrete situations. 

Shows only limited control of a 
few simple grammatical 
structures and sentence patterns 
in a memorised repertoire. 

Can manage very short, isolated, 
mainly pre-packaged utterances, 
with much pausing to search for 
expressions, to articulate less 
familiar words, and to repair 
communication. 

Can ask and answer questions 
about personal details. 

Can interact in a simple way but 
communication is totally de-
pendent on repetition, rephrasing 
and repair. 

Can link words or groups of 
words with very basic linear 
connectors like “and” or “then”. 

Pronunciation of a very limited 
repertoire of learnt words and 
phrases can be understood with 
some effort by interlocutors used 
to dealing with speakers of the 
language group concerned. 

Can reproduce correctly a 
limited range of sounds as well 
as the stress on simple, familiar 
words and phrases. 
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Appendix 4 – Manual Table C4: Written assessment grid 

 OVERALL RANGE COHERENCE ACCURACY DESCRIPTION ARGUMENT 

C2 

Can write clear, highly accurate 
and smoothly flowing complex 
texts in an appropriate and 
effective personal style 
conveying finer shades of 
meaning. 

Can use a logical structure 
which helps the reader to find 
significant points. 

Shows great flexibility in 
formulating ideas in differing 
linguistic forms to convey finer 
shades of meaning precisely, to 
give emphasis and to eliminate 
ambiguity. Also has a good 
command of idiomatic 
expressions and colloquialisms. 

Can create coherent and 
cohesive texts making full and 
appropriate use of a variety of 
organisational patterns and a 
wide range of connectors and 
other cohesive devices. 

Maintains consistent and highly 
accurate grammatical control of 
even the most complex 
language forms. Errors are rare 
and concern rarely used forms.  

Can write clear, smoothly 
flowing and fully engrossing 
stories and descriptions of 
experience in a style appropriate 
to the genre adopted. 

Can produce clear, smoothly 
flowing, complex reports, articles 
and essays which present a 
case or give critical appreciation 
of proposals or literary works. 

Can provide an appropriate and 
effective logical structure which 
helps the reader to find 
significant points. 

C1 

Can write clear, well-structured 
and mostly accurate texts of 
complex subjects. 

Can underline the relevant 
salient issues, expand and 
support points of view at some 
length with subsidiary points, 
reasons and relevant examples, 
and round off with an 
appropriate conclusion. 

Has a good command of a broad 
range of language allowing 
him/her to select a formulation to 
express him/herself clearly in an 
appropriate style on a wide 
range of general, academic, 
professional or leisure topics 
without having to restrict what 
he/she wants to say. The 
flexibility in style and tone is 
somewhat limited. 

Can produce clear, smoothly 
flowing, well-structured text, 
showing controlled use of 
organisational patterns, 
connectors and cohesive 
devices. 

Consistently maintains a high 
degree of grammatical accuracy; 
occasional errors in grammar, 
collocations and idioms. 

Can write clear, detailed, well-
structured and developed 
descriptions and imaginative 
texts in a mostly assured, 
personal, natural style 
appropriate to the reader in 
mind. 

Can write clear, well-structured 
expositions of complex subjects, 
underlining the relevant salient 
issues. 

Can expand and support point of 
view with some subsidiary 
points, reasons and examples. 

B2 

Can write clear, detailed official 
and semi-official texts on a 
variety of subjects related to his 
field of interest, synthesising and 
evaluating information and 
arguments from a number of 
sources. 

Can make a distinction between 
formal and informal language 
with occasional less appropriate 
expressions. 

Has a sufficient range of 
language to be able to give clear 
descriptions, express viewpoints 
on most general topics, using 
some complex sentence forms 
to do so. Language lacks, 
however, expressiveness and 
idiomaticity and use of more 
complex forms is still 
stereotypic. 

Can use a number of cohesive 
devices to link his/her sentences 
into clear, coherent text, though 
there may be some “jumpiness” 
in a longer text. 

Shows a relatively high degree 
of grammatical control. Does not 
make errors which cause 
misunderstandings.  

Can write clear, detailed 
descriptions of real or imaginary 
events and experiences marking 
the relationship between ideas in 
clear connected text, and 
following established 
conventions of the genre 
concerned. 

Can write clear, detailed 
descriptions on a variety of 
subjects related to his/her field 
of interest. 

Can write a review of a film, 
book or play. 

Can write an essay or report that 
develops an argument 
systematically with appropriate 
highlighting of some significant 
points and relevant supporting 
detail. Can evaluate different 
ideas or solutions to a problem. 

Can write an essay or report 
which develops an argument, 
giving some reasons in support 
of or against a particular point of 
view and explaining the 
advantages and disadvantages 
of various options. 

Can synthesise information and 
arguments from a number of 
sources. 
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 OVERALL RANGE COHERENCE ACCURACY DESCRIPTION ARGUMENT 

B1 

Can write straightforward 
connected texts on a range of 
familiar subjects within his field 
of interest, by linking a series of 
shorter discrete elements into a 
linear sequence. The texts are 
understandable but occasional 
unclear expressions and/or 
inconsistencies may cause a 
break-up in reading. 

Has enough language to get by, 
with sufficient vocabulary to 
express him/herself with some 
circumlocutions on topics such 
as family, hobbies and interests, 
work, travel, and current events. 

Can link a series of shorter 
discrete elements into a 
connected, linear text. 

Uses reasonably accurately a 
repertoire of frequently used 
“routines” and patterns 
associated with more common 
situations. 

Occasionally makes errors that 
the reader usually can interpret 
correctly on the basis of the 
context.  

Can write accounts of 
experiences, describing feelings 
and reactions in simple 
connected text. 

Can write a description of an 
event, a recent trip – real or 
imagined. 

Can narrate a story. 

Can write straightforward, 
detailed descriptions on a range 
of familiar subjects within his 
field of interest. 

Can write short, simple essays 
on topics of interest. 

Can summarise, report and give 
his/her opinion about 
accumulated factual information 
on a familiar routine and non-
routine matters, within his field 
with some confidence. 

Can write very brief reports to a 
standard conventionalised 
format, which pass on routine 
factual information and state 
reasons for actions. 

A2 

Can write a series of simple 
phrases and sentences linked 
with simple connectors like 
“and”, “but” and “because”. 
Longer texts may contain 
expressions and show 
coherence problems which 
makes the text hard to 
understand. 

Uses basic sentence patterns 
with memorized phrases, groups 
of a few words and formulae in 
order to communicate limited 
information mainly in everyday 
situations. 

Can link groups of words with 
simple connectors like “and”, 
“but” and “because”. 

Uses simple structures correctly, 
but still systematically makes 
basic mistakes. Errors may 
sometimes cause 
misunderstandings. 

Can write very short, basic 
descriptions of events, past 
activities and personal 
experiences. 

Can write short simple imaginary 
biographies and simple poems 
about people. 

 

A1 

Can write simple isolated 
phrases and sentences. Longer 
texts contain expressions and 
show coherence problems which 
make the text very hard or 
impossible to understand. 

Has a very basic repertoire of 
words and simple phrases 
related to personal details and 
particular concrete situations. 

Can link words or groups of 
words with very basic linear 
connectors like “and” and “then”. 

Shows only limited control of a 
few simple grammatical 
structures and sentence patterns 
in a memorized repertoire. 
Errors may cause 
misunderstandings. 

Can write simple phrases and 
sentences about themselves 
and imaginary people, where 
they live and what they do, etc. 
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Appendix 5 – Development and validation of the extended illustrative 
descriptors 

In this project, which ran from 2014 to 2017, descriptors were developed for areas that had not been 
covered in the set of illustrative descriptors published in 2001 in the CEFR book, namely mediation, 
online interaction, plurilingual and pluricultural competence, and reactions to creative text, including 
literature. 

The conceptual approach to mediation 

The main focus in developing new scales was on mediation, for aspects of which 23 descriptor scales 
are now available (mediation activities: 18; mediation strategies: 5). The approach taken to mediation 
was broader than that presented in the 2001 CEFR text. CEFR Section 2.1.3 introduces mediation as 
the fourth category for communicative language activities in addition to reception, interaction and 
production. 

‘In both the receptive and productive modes, the written and/or oral activities of mediation 
make communication possible between persons who are unable, for whatever reason to 
communicate with each other directly. Translation or interpretation, a paraphrase, 
summary or record, provides for a third party a (re)formulation of a source text to which 
this third party does not have direct access.  Mediation language activities, (re)processing 
an existing text, occupy an important place in the normal linguistic functioning of our 
societies.’ 

This description is taken a stage further in CEFR Section 4.4: 

‘In mediating activities, the language user is not concerned to express his/her own 
meanings, but simply to act as an intermediary between interlocutors who are unable to 
understand each other directly, normally (but not exclusively) speakers of different 
languages. Examples of mediating activities include spoken interpretation and written 
translation as well as summarising and paraphrasing texts in the same language, when 
the language of the original text is not understandable to the intended recipient.’ 

The focus in the text of the CEFR book is thus on information transfer and on acting as an intermediary 
either in one language or across languages. 

The conceptual approach taken in this project is closer to that adopted by Daniel Coste and Marisa 
Cavalli, in line with the broader educational field, in their 2015 paper for the Council of Europe 
Education, Mobility, Otherness: The mediation functions of schools. The full conceptualisation of 
mediation is described in the report Developing Illustrative Descriptors of Aspects of Mediation for the 
Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR). In developing categories for mediation, the 
Authoring Group used Coste & Cavalli’s distinction between: 

► Relational Mediation: the process of establishing and managing interpersonal relationships in 
order to create a positive, collaborative environment (for which six scales were developed), 
and 

► Cognitive Mediation: the process of facilitating access to knowledge and concepts, particularly 
when an individual may be unable to access this directly on his /her own, due perhaps to the 
novelty and unfamiliarity of the concepts and/or to a linguistic or cultural barrier. 

However, it is virtually impossible to undertake cognitive mediation without taking account of the 
relational issues concerned. Real communication requires a holistic integration of both aspects. For 
this reason, the mediation scales are presented in a more practical division into four groups: 

► Mediating a text; 

► Mediating concepts; 

► Mediating communication, and 

► Mediation strategies. 

  

https://rm.coe.int/education-mobility-otherness-the-mediation-functions-of-schools/16807367ee
https://rm.coe.int/common-european-framework-of-reference-for-languages-learning-teaching/168073ff31
https://rm.coe.int/common-european-framework-of-reference-for-languages-learning-teaching/168073ff31
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Finally, consideration of cross-linguistic and cultural mediation led to an interest in the ability to exploit 
a plurilinguistic or pluricultural repertoire, for which three additional scales were developed: 

► Building on pluricultural repertoire; 

► Plurilingual comprehension; 

► Building on plurilingual repertoire. 

The aim of developing descriptors for plurilingual and pluricultural competence linked to CEFR levels is 
to encourage teachers to include the acquisition of plurilingual and pluricultural competence, 
appropriate to the proficiency level of their learners, in their planning.  

Methodology adopted 

The methodology followed for the development and validation of the new scales was a multi-method, 
developmental research design, mirroring that undertaken in the original Swiss research (see CEFR 
Appendix B), but on a larger scale. Like the original research the project followed three broad phases: 

► initial research and development (intuitive phase); 

► checking and improving the categories and quality of the descriptors (qualitative phase), and, 
finally, 

► calibrating the best descriptors to a mathematical scale and confirming the cut-offs between 
the levels (quantitative phase). 

The task took place from January 2014 until March 2016. Figure 11 (repeated on the next page) 
illustrates the process. 

Preparatory work 

The first step was to collect existing instruments and articles related to mediation; at this point the 
mediation descriptors from Profile Deutsch and some other sources were translated into English. In a 
series of liaison meetings with the authors of Education, mobility, otherness: the mediation functions of 
in schools, Daniel Coste and Marisa Cavalli, a set of initial categories was developed and an initial 
collection of descriptors for mediating text and mediating concepts was collected and drafted. The main 
categories into which scales were grouped in the early stages were: 

► cognitive mediation, (facilitating access to knowledge, awareness and skills); 

► interpersonal mediation (establishing and maintaining relationships; defining roles and 
conventions in order to enhance receptivity, avoid/resolve conflict and negotiate compromise), 
and 

► textual mediation (transmitting information and argument: clarifying, summarising, translating 
etc.). 

The full initial collection also included a number of draft scales related to aspects of institutional 
mediation (e.g. integrating newcomers, dealing with stakeholders as an institution; developing and 
maintaining institutional relationships), together with a number of scales on different aspects of 
mediation by teachers – both aspects reflecting Coste & Cavalli’s focus on the mediation role of 
schools. However, at the first consultative meeting, held in July 2014, there was a consensus that 
these scales were in effect recycling aspects of interaction and production already present in the 
CEFR, rather than breaking new ground. For this reason, development was focused on the above 
mentioned categories of conceptual, interpersonal and textual mediation. The collection was reworked 
for an expert meeting that set up an authoring group in September 2014. 

Development 

The authoring group then conducted a thorough literature review and redrafted the initial collection in a 
series of meetings between September 2014 and February 2015. Sub-groups worked on online 
interaction, plurilingual/pluricultural competence and phonology. Work on plurilingual and pluricultural 
competences arose naturally from consideration of cross-linguistic mediation, particularly in the role of 
intermediary. Work on phonology was undertaken because the existing CEFR scale for Phonological 
control, alone amongst the CEFR illustrative scales, took an implied native speaker as a point of 

https://rm.coe.int/education-mobility-otherness-the-mediation-functions-of-schools/16807367ee
https://rm.coe.int/education-mobility-otherness-the-mediation-functions-of-schools/16807367ee
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reference and set up unrealistic expectations (B2: Has acquired a natural pronunciation and 
intonation). This was considered incompatible with a plurilingual perspective. A ‘sounding board’ 
closely supported the work of the authoring group with input materials and feedback. In February 2015, 
a set of 427 draft descriptors for online interaction, mediation activities and strategies and for 
plurilingual/pluricultural competence were ready for the first round of validation activities. Since work on 
plurilingual/pluricultural competence and phonology started later, only some of the descriptors for the 
former and none of those for the latter were included at this point. The phonology descriptors were first 
tried out in a workshop in June 2015 and in consultation with phonology experts. 

Qualitative validation  

137 institutes had been recruited by this stage to take part in validation. This first task took place in 
February-March 2015 during face-to-face workshops at these institutions, in which at least 990 people 
took part. The task was a more systematic version of the one used in the 32 workshops that had taken 
place in the phase of the original CEFR descriptor development. Participants discussed in pairs some 
60 descriptors for 3–5 related areas, decided what area they were describing, rated them for (a) clarity, 
(b) pedagogic relevance and (c) relation to real world language use, and suggested improvements to 
formulation. Afterwards some 60 descriptors were dropped, including one entire scale. Very many of 
the other descriptors were reformulated, usually being shortened, and two new scales (Spoken 
translation of written text; Breaking down complicated information) were drafted at the suggestion of 
workshop participants. It was at this point that some of the detail being removed from descriptors was 
put into examples for different domains (see Appendix 6). Qualitative validation for phonology, in which 
250 project participants took part online in the same (familiar) activities, came much later in the year in 
November-December 2015. 
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Figure 11 – Multimethod developmental research design 
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Quantitative validation 

189 institutions took part in the next phase, with a total 
of 1294 participants from 45 countries. Again, each 
participating institution organised a face-to-face 
workshop. After familiarisation activities similar to those 
recommended in the Manual for Relating Examinations 
to the CEFR, participants took part in a standard-
setting workshop in which, individually and after 
discussion, they assigned draft descriptors to CEFR 
levels. The full range of CEFR proficiency bands from 
the initial CEFR descriptor research was used for this 
purpose (=10 bands from Pre-A1 to C2). Participants 
wrote their decisions on pdf print outs and only at the 
end did they enter their considered, final, individual 
decisions into an online survey. In the analysis, firstly 
the percentages of respondents assigning each 
descriptor to each level and sublevel were calculated 
and then a Rasch model scaling analysis was carried 
out, as in the original CEFR descriptor research. To 
conduct a Rasch analysis, one needs a matrix of linked 
data, and each item (here descriptor) should ideally 
have 100 responses. The matrix shown on the next 
page was used to create overlapping sets that were 
distributed to different participating institutions. In this 
way, this goal was met for all descriptor scales: the 
lowest number of respondents for any one scale being 
151 and the highest 273.  

A matrix of this type was used for each of the validation 
phases, with a conscious effort to target categories of 
descriptors to groups known to be interested in the 
categories concerned. The advantages of the Rasch 
analysis were firstly that it enabled those descriptors 
that just didn’t work and those participants who just 
couldn’t complete the task to be identified and 
excluded, and secondly that it gave each descriptor an 
arithmetic value. That value could then be converted to 
the scale underlying the original CEFR descriptors by 
using some original CEFR descriptors as ‘anchor 
items.’  

Results from the preliminary quantitative analysis were 
discussed at a consultative meeting in July 2015. 36 descriptors were dropped and about half 
relegated to recalibration, usually after amendments. A major issue was a lack of descriptors at A1 and 
A2 for mediation and plurilingual/pluricultural competence. An effort was made to author these before 
the following phase. 

The main quantitative data collection then followed in an online survey conducted in English and 
French in October-December 2015. This time respondents replied individually to the question: Could 
you, or a person whom you are thinking of, do what is described in the descriptor. They were asked to 
do this three times, for their different plurilingual personae and/or for people who they knew very well 
(partners, children etc.), and this resulted in 3503 usable responses from about 1,500 people. The task 
was a slightly adapted replication of the one used in the calibration of the original CEFR descriptors, 
which was based on teacher assessment with descriptors of a representative sample of students in 
their classes. Two analyses were carried out: one global analysis with all the descriptors and one 
second analysis in which each main category was analysed separately. Decisions about the level of 
each descriptor were then made on the basis of all of the information available. 

Quantitative validation for phonology followed in January 2016, with 272 people taking part. There were 
two tasks: (a) assigning to levels, and (b) assessing learner performances in video clips (Can the 
learner in the video do what is described in the descriptor). Different standard-setting techniques were 
employed; again readers are referred to the report for details.  

The Rasch Model 

The Rasch model is named after a Danish 
mathematician, George Rasch. It is the most 
commonly used of a family of probability models 
that operationalize latent trait theory (also called 
item response theory: IRT). The model analyses 
the extent to which an item ‘fits’ in the underlying 
construct (= latent trait) that is being measured. It 
also estimates on a mathematical scale firstly 
difficulty values (= how difficult each item is) and 
secondly ability values (e.g. how competent each 
person is in the trait in question). The model is 
used for many purposes but two of the main ones 
are: 

► building banks of items for tests; 

► questionnaire analysis. 

To analyse questionnaires, a variant called the 
rating scale model (RSM) is used. A multifaceted 
variant of the RSM can remove subjectivity from 
assessors’ judgements. Detailed explanations are 
available in the Reference Supplement to the 
Manual for Relating Examinations to the CEFR. 

The main advantage of the Rasch model is that, 
unlike with classical test theory,  the values 
obtained are generalizable to other groups that can 
be considered to be part of the same overall 
population (i.e. that sufficiently share the same 
characteristics). 

The objective scaling and the potential 
generalizability of the scale values obtained makes 
the model particularly suitable for determining at 
which level one should situate ‘Can do’ descriptors 
on a common framework scale like the CEFR 
levels. 

https://rm.coe.int/1680667a2d
https://rm.coe.int/1680667a2d
https://rm.coe.int/phonological-scale-revision-process-report-cefr/168073fff9
https://rm.coe.int/1680667a2d
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A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W 

Collaborating to construct meaning 3 16 X X 
 

X 
                   

Encouraging conceptual talk 3 18 X 
 

X 
 

X 
                  

Relaying specific information in speech  3 15 
      

X X 
             

X 
 

Explaining data (graphs, diagrams, etc.) in speech 3 5 
  

X 
   

X X 
               

Processing text in speech 3 31 
      

X 
     

X X 
         

Interpreting / acting as an intermediary 3 16 
            

X 
        

X X 

Translating a written text in speech 4 6 
      

X 
     

X 
        

X X 

Facilitating collaborative interaction 3 22 
 

X 
 

X 
                

X 
  

Managing interaction  4 10 
  

X X X X 
                 

Resolving delicate situations and disagreements 3 24 
    

X X 
            

X 
    

Relaying specific information in writing 3 12 
        

X X 
 

X 
           

Explaining data (graphs, diagrams, etc.) in writing 3 5 
  

X 
        

X 
 

X 
         

Processing text  in writing 3 15 
        

X X 
 

X 
           

Translating a written text in writing 3 7 
         

X 
  

X 
         

X 

Establishing a positive atmosphere 3 6 
  

X X 
          

X 
        

Linking to previous knowledge 3 13 X 
         

X 
   

X 
        

Amplifying text 4 11 
         

X X 
   

X 
     

X 
  

Streamlining text 3 9 
          

X 
  

X X 
        

Breaking down complicated information 5 6 
 

X X 
     

X X 
    

X 
        

Visually representing information 4 6 
 

X 
      

X 
 

X 
   

X 
        

Adjusting language 3 11 
          

X X 
 

X 
         

Online conversation and discussion 3 39 
       

X 
       

X 
   

X 
   

Goal-oriented / online transactions and collaboration 3 23 
        

X 
      

X 
  

X 
    

Expressing a personal response to creative text (incl. literature) 3 19 
                

X 
  

X X 
  

Analysis and criticism of creative text (incl. literature) 3 17 
           

X 
    

X X 
     

Building on pluricultural repertoire and intercultural knowledge  3 18 
     

X 
          

X X 
     

Building on plurilingual repertoire 3 20 
                 

X 
   

X X 

CEFR Cooperating in discussions 
 

5 X X 
 

X X 
             

X 
    

CEFR Sociolinguistic competence 
 

4 
     

X 
          

X X 
   

X X 

CEFR Processing 
 

6 
  

X 
   

- 
  

X X 
 

- - X - 
    

X 
 

X 

CEFR Big Anchor 
 

10 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

TOTAL 
  

62 65 66 69 67 66 67 69 72 67 66 70 70 66 67 72 68 69 62 68 68 71 69 

Other CEFR anchors included in the categories 
        

7 1 
    

6 6 
       

1 
 

Total CEFR anchors 
  

15 15 16 15 15 14 17 11 10 16 16 10 16 16 16 10 14 14 15 10 16 15 20 

Figure 13 - Data Collection design used for each of the three validation phases (this precise distribution is Phase 2: Assigning to levels)
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Further validation of plurilingual/pluricultural competence 

Finally, an extra survey was carried out in February 2016 for three reasons. Firstly, it was an 
opportunity to include descriptors for reception strategies and plurilingual comprehension, mostly 
adapted from the Miriadi project; secondly the task in the main online survey had not worked well for 
plurilingualism so the extra survey reran this with a different task; finally it was an opportunity to add 
more descriptors for pluricultural competence, particularly at lower levels. The survey was carried out in 
two completely separate parallel versions. 267 volunteers from among the project participants 
completed one form, whilst 62 experts in plurilingual education completed the other. The results were 
then contrasted. They proved identical from both teams and the calibrations to level were also 
extremely compatible with the existing CEFR scale for sociolinguistic appropriateness.  

Consultation and piloting 

The development and validation described above were then followed by a process of consultation and 
piloting in three phases: 

► expert workshop; 

► pre-consultation online survey with experts; 

► formal consultation. 

After a meeting with Council of Europe experts in June 2016 and a detailed pre-consultation online 
survey of CEFR experts in the summer of 2016, the descriptors were revised before a formal 
consultation took place in English and French between October 2016 and February 2017. There were 
two parallel surveys of individuals and institutions. Some 500 individual informants completed the 
survey together with a number of invited institutions and curriculum or assessment agencies.  Among 
other questions, respondents were asked to state to what extent they found each of the new scales to 
be helpful and to comment on the descriptors.  All of the proposed new scales were considered to be 
helpful or very helpful by 80% of the respondents, with the institutions/agencies tending to give a more 
positive response.  The most popular new scales concerned mediating a text, collaborating in small 
groups and online interaction. There was a considerable difference of opinion between individuals and 
institutions on two descriptor scales: Goal-oriented online transactions and collaboration and Building 
on plurilingual repertoire. Whilst 96% of the institutions found these two scales helpful or very helpful, 
only 81/82% of individuals did so. 

In the formal consultation, two thirds of the respondents definitely welcomed the fact that the descriptor 
scales for mediation moved beyond the area of classic modern language teaching (to CLIL and 
Language of Schooling), with over 90% of both individuals and institutions agreeing to some extent. A 
great number of comments and suggestions were received, which have helped to finalise descriptor 
formulations, scale titles and the way in which the scales are presented. 

Piloting took place between February and June 2017, with results continuing to feed into formulation of 
and presentation of the descriptors scales.  The vast majority of the pilots selected descriptors from 
relevant scales in order to inform the design of communicative tasks in the classroom, and then used 
the descriptors to observe the language use of the learners. Feedback on the descriptors was very 
positive, with some useful suggestions for small revisions. The most popular areas for piloting were 
collaborating in small groups, mediating a text and plurilingual/pluricultural competence. In one pilot, 
the two descriptor scales for online interaction were also presented in a separate survey of 1175 Italian 
teachers of English who were completing an online course in use of digital resources8. 94.8% of the 
respondents found the descriptors very clear or quite clear, and 80.8% reported that they were very 
easy or quite easy to use for self-assessment. 

At the same time as the formal consultation, a questionnaire was also sent to Member States asking 
about use of the CEFR in their countries, familiarity with support materials recently provided by the 
Council of Europe’s Education Policy Division (Language Policy Programme), and their reaction to the 
proposed new descriptor scales. Member States were also asked to suggest institutions for piloting. 
Results were very positive, except for some reservations concerning the use of the CEFR in initial 
teacher education – only half of the respondents saying it has been highly helpful. As might be 

                                                
8 "Techno-CLIL 2017", moderators: Letizia Cinganotto & Daniela Cuccurullo 

https://www.miriadi.net/en/miriadi-plan
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expected, the dimensions of the CEFR most highly referred to in official documents and implemented 
in practice were the descriptors (83% highly so), the levels (75% highly so) and the action-oriented 
approach (63% highly so). To the question whether they welcomed the new scales, the positive 
response was highest for plurilingual/pluricultural competence (79%), followed by online interaction 
(75%), then mediation (63%) and literature (58%). 

Incorporation of descriptors for sign language 

The sign language project of the Zurich University of Applied Science (ZHAW, Winterthur)9 operated to 
a different timescale, with the research completed in September 2017, 18 months after the completion 
of the main descriptor project. Again, the sign language project followed a mixed methods, 
developmental research design which combined intuitive, qualitative and quantitative analyses. 
However, since the signing community is small, the sign language project took place on a smaller 
scale. The three main phases of the project are outlined in Figure 14. 

The approach was entirely data-based. Rather than adapting existing CEFR descriptors to sign 
language, the ZHAW project aim was to produce descriptors for aspects of signing competence based 
on the study of videos of expert signers. The expert signers were videoed signing different types of 
texts and these performances were then each discussed in a series of workshops with sign language 
teachers, all sign language natives. The ZHAW Authoring Group then formulated descriptors of the 
basis of comments and analysis from the sign language teachers. In this way a collection of over 300 
descriptors was developed. As in the mediation project, there was no consideration of level at this 
stage: the aim was to capture significant aspects of competence in words. As in the mediation project, 
descriptors were improved in an iterative process of consultation and workshops. 

Also, a simple validation experiment in the project demonstrated that hearing non-signers and deaf 
non-teachers had a significantly different interpretation of the level a descriptor refers to in comparison 
to deaf teachers. Therefore the descriptors were calibrated only by deaf sign language instructors 
either born deaf or with L1-competence attributed by the community on the basis of their signed forms 
(videos). 

The descriptors were then grouped into categories. Initially it had been intended to produce scales for 
different types of text (e.g. narrative, descriptive, explanatory, etc.).10 However, very many of the 
descriptors were identified as relevant for several text types because they treated transversal 
competences. Finally, therefore, in a workshop undertaken by the project team, the descriptors were 
grouped into sets by similarity.  Three separate groups sorted the descriptors into piles that appeared 
to describe related competences. A final categorisation was then negotiated. The characteristics of 
each set were then examined and refined, leading to the definition of categories for seven scales as 
follows: 

Linguistic competence  

► Sign repertoire 

► Diagrammatical accuracy 

Pragmatic competence 

► Text structure 

► Setting and perspectives 

► Presence and effect (Auftritt & Wirkung) 

► Signing fluency   

Sociolinguistic competence: 

► Sociolinguistic appropriateness and cultural repertoire  

  

                                                
9 Authoring group: Jörg Keller, Petrea Bürgin, Aline Meili and Dawei Ni 

10 Keller, J., Meili, A., Bürgin, P., & Ni, D. (forthcoming). Deskriptoren zur gebärdensprachlichen Textstrukturierung im GER für 
Gebärdensprachen. DAS ZEICHEN.   
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Figure 14 – The phases of the sign language project 

The final step was calibration to CEFR levels. To create a scale of descriptors, the Rasch model was 
used, as in the mediation and phonology projects and the original CEFR descriptor project. However, 
this time it was videos of the descriptors being signed that provided the data.  Videos were provided for 
this purpose in both Swiss-German Sign Language and International Sign Language (ISL), the latter for 
ISL signers from different European countries.  Following a successful trial of the rating scale by the 
project group, respondents to online surveys were asked to rate the degree of difficulty a descriptor 
represented on a 4-point rating scale from 1 (not difficult) to 4 (very difficult).  

The entire dataset (N = 223) was checked for cases with very few or no evaluations, which were then 
removed. Sample sizes and distributions of completed evaluations were then checked on the two main 
groups (Swiss and European). In the Swiss group, N = 53 with nearly all evaluating all descriptors in 
the entire set of over 300. In the European group, N = 37, with all participants evaluating a subset of all 
descriptors resulting on a mean of 15 assessments per descriptor11 in addition to the 53 from the 
Swiss-German group. 

As mentioned above whilst briefly describing the Rasch model, descriptors will be more accurately 
placed at the right level if persons and items for whom the data does not fit the model (because they 
are improbable) are removed from the data. This step was followed in this project as in the main 
project.12  

The final step was to establish the cut-off between the CEFR levels on the sign language scale. To 
facilitate this process, calibrated 2001 CEFR descriptors had been included to act as ‘anchor items’ to 
transform the scale produced to the mathematical values underlying the CEFR scale. For an 
explanation of this process, users are referred to the sections on quantitative validation in the 
mediation project report and the phonology project report. However, unlike in those two projects, the 
mathematical values of these CEFR ‘anchors’ were not credible, even when unstable anchors had 
been removed. Therefore an alternative standard-setting method based on expert judgement was 
used.13 
  

                                                
11 While small, these values meet the minimum a priori requirements for 95% confidence intervals on difficulty parameters to 
within +/- 1 logit (Linacre, 1994: Sample Size and Item Calibration Stability. Rasch Measurement Transactions 7(4), 328). The 
Standard Error of Measurement for the sign language descriptors is greater than for the other descriptors, but calibration on the 
scale is intuitively sensible. In a few cases, descriptors within the margin of error to the next proficiency band have been moved 
to that adjacent band on the basis of collective expert judgement. 

12 Based on the conventional guidelines, raters with extreme outfit (greater than 2.0) were removed from the dataset.  Bond, T., & 
Fox, C. (2007). Applying the Rasch model: Fundamental measurement in the human sciences. Mahwah: LEA. Wright, B., & 
Linacre, J. (1994). Reasonable mean-square fit values. Rasch Measurement Transactions 8, 370–371. 

13 The method used was a variant of the ‘Bookmark Method’ explained in the Council of Europe’s Manual for Relating 
Examinations to the CEFR. 

https://rm.coe.int/common-european-framework-of-reference-for-languages-learning-teaching/168073ff31
https://rm.coe.int/phonological-scale-revision-process-report-cefr/168073fff9
https://rm.coe.int/1680667a2d
https://rm.coe.int/1680667a2d
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Finalisation 

The feedback received in the various phases of validation, consultation and piloting between February 
2015 and June 2017 was very helpful in identifying and eliminating less successful descriptors and 
scales, and in revising formulations. The process is documented in an archive available to researchers 
on the Council of Europe’s website. The definitive version of the descriptors included in this document 
has taken account of all the feedback received. 

Since very many descriptors were validated for certain levels of some scales, especially B2, a number 
have been excluded from the extended version of the illustrative descriptors, although they are 
successfully validated descriptors. They are available in Appendix 9. In itself this redundancy is a good 
thing as it underlines the coherence of the calibration to levels, but it is not necessary to include all the 
descriptors concerned in the finalised CEFR illustrative descriptor scales. They will later be presented 
as supplementary descriptors in the CEFR-related descriptor bank that can be found on the Council of 
Europe’s website. 
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Appendix 6 – Examples of use in different domains for descriptors of online interaction and mediation activities 

As an extra resource for users of the scales, the authoring group produced the following examples elaborating the descriptors for online interaction and mediation 
activities for the four domains set out in CEFR Section 4.1.1. These examples are intended to assist educators in selecting activities appropriate to their learners for each 
descriptor. 

The examples were validated in a series of distance workshops carried out during Phase 3 of the validation, in November-December 2015. 

ONLINE INTERACTION 

ONLINE CONVERSATION AND DISCUSSION SITUATION (& ROLES) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

C2 

Can express him/herself with clarity and precision in real-time online 
discussion, adjusting language flexibly and sensitively to context, including 
emotional, allusive and joking usage. 

Can anticipate and deal effectively with possible misunderstandings 
(including cultural ones), communication issues and emotional reactions 
occurring in an online discussion. 

Can easily and quickly adapt his/her register and style to suit different 
online environments, communication purposes and speech acts. 

in an online political or 
philosophical discussion held 
by friends/enthusiasts, such as 
in an online book club forum. 

as a moderator or contributor 
in an online public policy forum 

as a convenor for a union 
online forum and / or website 

as a lead contributor in an 
online hang-out space for co-
researchers at a university 

C1 

Can engage in real-time online exchanges with several participants, 
understanding the communicative intentions and cultural implications of 
the various contributions. 

in an online political or 
philosophical discussion held 
by friends/ enthusiasts, such 
as in an online book club 
forum. 

participating in a chat thread 
held in follow up to a public 
presentation 

in inter-departmental chat in a 
large corporation 

as a student contributor to an 
open online course or forum 

Can participate effectively in live, online professional or academic 
discussion, asking for and giving further clarification of complex, abstract 
issues as necessary. 

in an online meeting to discuss 
long term company strategy, in 
an online professional 
development session for 
teachers 

as a student contributor to an 
open online course or forum 
(e.g. a 'MOOC') 

Can adapt his/her register according to the context of online interaction, 
moving from one register to the other within the same exchange if 
necessary. 

in a discussion on a social 
networking site. 

as a participant in an online 
support group website for 
social or personal issues 

during a staff committee 
meeting held online to discuss 
working conditions, or as a 
participant in an online focus 
group meeting 

in an online forum for students 
or teachers of the same 
discipline 

Can evaluate, re-state and challenge arguments in professional or 
academic live online chat and discussion. 

Not applicable in a special interest online 
forum evaluating content and 
issues 

as a consultant participating in 
an online business or project 
meeting 

participating in an online 
discussion forum for a college 
debating society 
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ONLINE INTERACTION 

ONLINE CONVERSATION AND DISCUSSION SITUATION (& ROLES) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

B2+ 

Can engage in online exchanges, linking his/her contributions to previous 
ones in the thread, understanding cultural implications and reacting 
appropriately. 

in a discussion on a social 
networking site. 

as a participant in an online 
support group website for 
social or personal issues 

in a special interest online 
forum evaluating content and 
issues 

in inter-departmental chat in a 
large corporation 

during a staff committee 
meeting held online to discuss 
working conditions, or as a 
participant in an online focus 
group meeting 

in an online forum for students 
or teachers of the same 
discipline 

B2 

Can participate actively in an online discussion, stating and responding to 
opinions on topics of interest at some length, provided contributors avoid 
unusual or complex language and allow time for responses. 

in a critical discussion of arts or 
music with friends online 

in a public online discussion 
forum / comment thread held 
by a broadcasting / news 
agency 

during a staff committee 
meeting held online to discuss 
working conditions, or as a 
participant in an online focus 
group meeting 

 

Can engage in online exchanges between several participants, effectively 
linking his/her contributions to previous ones in the thread, provided a 
moderator helps manage the discussion. 

making contact online with 
remote friends and / or family 
to catch up in detail on 
personal news and plans 

as a contributor to a forum 
about a commercial software 
or gaming website 

as a participant in an online 
support group website for 
social or personal issues 

during a staff committee 
meeting held online, or as a 
participant in an online focus 
group meeting 

 

Can recognise misunderstandings and disagreements that arise in an 
online interaction and can deal with them, provided that the interlocutor(s) 
are willing to cooperate. 

in a discussion on a social 
networking site. 

in a special interest online 
forum evaluating content and 
issues 

in inter-departmental chat in a 
large corporation 

 

B1 

Can engage in real-time online exchanges with more than one participant, 
recognising the communicative intentions of each contributor, but may not 
understand details or implications without further explanation. 

 

Can post online accounts of social events, experiences and activities, 
incorporating embedded links and media and sharing personal feelings. 

making contact online with 
remote friends and / or family 
to catch up in detail on 
personal news and plans 

as a forum contributor to an 
events website connected to a 
public / cultural festival 

as a contributor to a 
departmental online social 
events feed in a corporation 

as a contributor to university 
student union social events 
feed 

Can comment on other people’s online postings (including embedded links 
and media) and respond to further comments, provided interlocutors avoid 
complex language. 

as a contributor to a 
professional development 
forum. 

Can post a comprehensible contribution in an online discussion on a 
familiar topic of interest, provided that he/she can prepare the text 
beforehand and use online tools to fill gaps in language and check 
accuracy. 

 as a contributor to reviews and 
issues area of a commercial 
software or gaming website 

as a participant in a simple 
online focus group meeting 
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ONLINE INTERACTION 

ONLINE CONVERSATION AND DISCUSSION SITUATION (& ROLES) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

B1 

Can make personal online postings about experiences, feelings and 
events and respond individually to the comments of others in some detail, 
though lexical limitations sometimes cause repetition and difficulty with 
formulation. 

as a forum contributor to an 
events website connected to a 
public / cultural festival 

as a contributor to a 
professional development 
forum 

in an online forum for students 
studying the same subjects 

A2+ 

Can introduce him/herself and manage simple exchanges online, asking 
and answering questions and exchanging ideas on predictable everyday 
topics, provided enough time is allowed to formulate responses and that 
he/she interacts with one interlocutor at a time. 

Can make short descriptive online postings about everyday matters, social 
activities and feelings, with simple key details. 

Can comment on other people’s online postings, provided that they are 
written in simple language, reacting to embedded media by expressing 
feelings of surprise, interest and indifference in a simple way. 

as a contributor to an online 
travel advice service 

as a contributor to a simple 
departmental online forum on 
familiar topics  

in a Q&A section of a school 
learning platform 

A2 

Can engage in basic social communication online (e.g. writing a simple 
message on a virtual card for special occasions, sharing news and 
making/confirming arrangements to meet). 

Can make brief positive or negative comments online about embedded 
links and media using a repertoire of basic language, though he/she will 
generally have to refer to an online translation tool and other resources. 

public postings to a 
festival/event website 

Can post online short simple statements about him/herself (e.g. 
relationship status, nationality, occupation), provided he/she can select 
them from a menu and/or refer to an online translation tool. 

Not applicable 

A1 

Can write very simple messages and personal online postings as a series 
of very short sentences about hobbies, likes/dislikes, etc., relying on the 
aid of a translation tool. 

making contact online with 
remote friends and / or family - 
also as a possible language 
classroom simulation 

public postings to a 
festival/event website - also as 
a possible language classroom 
simulation 

as a contributor to a simple 
departmental social feed - also 
as a possible language 
classroom simulation 

in a Q&A section of a school 
learning platform - also as a 
possible language classroom 
simulation 

Can use formulaic expressions and combinations of simple words to post 
short positive and negative reactions to simple online postings and their 
embedded links and media, and can respond to further comments with 
standard expressions of thanks and apology. 

making contact online with 
remote friends and / or family - 
also as a possible language 
classroom simulation 

in a Q&A section of a school 
learning platform - also as a 
possible language classroom 
simulation 

Pre A1 
Can post simple online greetings, using basic formulaic expressions and 
emoticons. 

on a social network site on a social network site Not applicable as a language classroom 
simulation 
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ONLINE INTERACTION 

GOAL-ORIENTED ONLINE TRANSACTIONS AND COLLABORATION SITUATION (& ROLES) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

C2 

Can resolve misunderstandings and deal effectively with frictions that arise 
during the collaborative process. 

Can provide guidance and add precision to the work of a group at the 
redrafting and editing stages of collaborative work 

Not applicable as the convenor for a social 
intervention project organised 
online e.g. by a Non-
Governmental Organisation 

as the facilitator in an online 
collaborative project  

as the lead researcher in a 
collaborative research 
programme requiring online 
qualitative data collection and 
evaluation 

C1 

Can coordinate a group who are working on a project online, formulating 
and revising detailed instructions, evaluating proposals from team 
members and providing clarifications in order to accomplish the shared 
tasks. 

as a project manager utilising 
online tools to coordinate the 
introduction of new systems 
across multiple remote sites 

Can deal with complex online transactions in a service role (e.g. 
applications with complicated requirements), adjusting language flexibly to 
manage the discussion and negotiation. 

as voluntary moderator of an 
online citizens' advice service 
and/or question and answer 
forum 

as personal assistant, travel 
agent, enrolment secretary for 
an educational institution 

Not applicable 

Can participate in complex projects requiring collaborative writing and 
redrafting as well as other forms of online collaboration, following and 
relaying instructions with precision in order to reach the goal. 

Can deal effectively with communication problems and cultural issues that 
arise in an online collaborative or transactional exchange by reformulating, 
clarifying and exemplifying through media (visual, audio, graphic). 

as the convenor for a social 
intervention project organised 
online e.g. by a Non-
Governmental Organisation 

as a participant in a project 
utilising online tools to 
coordinate the introduction of 
new procedures across 
multiple locations 

as a participant in a 
collaborative research 
programme requiring online 
data collection and evaluation 

B2+ 

Can take a lead role in online collaborative work within his/her area(s) of 
expertise, keeping the group on task by reminding them of roles, 
responsibilities and deadlines in order to achieve established goals. 

Can engage in online collaborative or transactional exchanges within 
his/her area(s) of expertise that require negotiation of conditions and 
explanation of complicated details and special requirements. 

as a team leader in a social 
intervention project organised 
online e.g. by a Non-
Governmental Organisation 

leading group task(s) in an 
online professional 
development project, involving 
collaborative work with a 
clearly defined goal 

during a clearly structured 
online collaborative activity at 
school/university 

Can deal with misunderstandings and unexpected problems that arise in 
online collaborative or transactional exchanges by responding politely and 
appropriately in order to help resolve the issue. 

reporting an public services 
issue online to the local 
council, e.g. a waste collection 
issue 

in an online staff meeting on 
implementing new procedures 

during a straightforward online 
collaborative activity at 
school/university 

B2 

Can collaborate online with a group that is working on a project, justifying 
proposals, seeking clarification and playing a supportive role in order to 
accomplish shared tasks. 

as a team leader in a social 
intervention project organised 
online e.g. by a Non-
Governmental Organisation 

leading group task(s) in an 
online professional 
development project, involving 
collaborative work with a 
clearly defined goal 

during a clearly structured 
online collaborative activity at 
school/university 
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ONLINE INTERACTION 

GOAL-ORIENTED ONLINE TRANSACTIONS AND COLLABORATION SITUATION (& ROLES) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

B1+ 

Can engage in online transactions that require an extended exchange of 
information, provided the interlocutor(s) avoid complex language and are 
willing to repeat and reformulate when necessary. 

Can interact online with a group that is working on a project, following 
straightforward instructions, seeking clarification and helping to accomplish 
the shared tasks. 

reporting an public services 
issue online to the local 
council, e.g. a waste collection 
issue 

participating in a well-
structured online seminar 
introducing straightforward new 
procedures 

during a straightforward online 
collaborative activity at 
school/university 

B1 

Can engage in online collaborative or transactional exchanges that require 
simple clarification or explanation of relevant details, such as registering 
for a course, tour, event or applying for membership. 

making a tour booking or 
enrolling in an association or 
event online 

Can interact online with a partner or small group working on a project, 
provided there are visual aids such as images, statistics and graphs to 
clarify more complex concepts. 

Can respond to instructions and ask questions or request clarifications in 
order to accomplish a shared task online. 

as a member of a community 
group organising 
environmental improvement 

A2+ 

Can use formulaic language to respond to routine problems arising in 
online transactions (e.g. concerning availability of models and special 
offers, delivery dates, addresses, etc.). 

ordering goods, online, with 
use of a chat window 

completing simple 
interdepartmental orders and 
requests 

enrolling on a course online 

Can interact online with a supportive partner in a simple collaborative task, 
responding to basic instructions and seeking clarification, provided there 
are some visual aids such as images, statistics, or graphs to clarify the 
concepts involved. 

assisting simple online 
planning and promotion  of a 
public event such as a street 
party 

during a teacher-guided online 
collaborative activity at school 

A2 

Can make simple online transactions (such as ordering goods or enrolling 
on a course) by filling in an online form or questionnaire, providing 
personal details and confirming acceptance of terms and conditions. 

 ordering goods, online  enrolling on a course online 

Can respond to simple instructions and ask simple questions in order to 
accomplish a shared task online with the help of a supportive interlocutor. 

Not applicable during a teacher-guided online 
collaborative activity at school 

A1 
Can complete a very simple online purchase or application, providing 
basic personal information (such as name, e-mail address or telephone 
number). 

ordering goods by completing 
a simple order form with 
familiar words and illustrations 

completing a simple inter-
departmental form with familiar 
words and illustrations 

enrolling on a course online, 
but likely only as a language 
classroom simulation 

Pre A1 

Can make selections (e.g. choosing a product, size, colour) in a simple 
online purchase or application form, provided there is visual support. 

ordering goods by completing 
a simple tick-box order form 
with familiar words and 
illustrations 

completing a simple inter-
departmental tick-box form with 
familiar words and illustrations 
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MEDIATING A TEXT 

RELAYING SPECIFIC INFORMATION IN SPEECH TEXT (& DISCOURSE ENVIRONMENT) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

C2 No descriptor available: see C1     

C1 

Can explain (in Language B) the relevance of specific information given in a 
particular section of a long, complex text (written in Language A). 

in an article, website, book or 
talk face-to-face / online 
concerning current affairs or an 
area of personal interest or 
concern  

from presentations at public 
meetings, from public 
documents explaining policy 
changes, political speeches 

a business report, article, 
regulation or workplace policy 

an article, book, reference 
book or lecture/presentation 

B2 

Can relay (in Language B) which presentations given in (Language A) at a 
conference, which articles in a book (written in Language A) are 
particularly relevant for a specific purpose. 

webtalk / self help group 
explanations (e.g. how to 
repair your printer); articles 
related to a particular theme or 
current issue of interest 

presentations at public 
meetings, from public 
documents explaining policy 
changes 

a press conference, on various 
web talk sites, in relation to a 
particular issue 

a trade fair, a professional 
conference, reports and 
newspaper articles – in relation 
to a particular project 

an academic conference, 
various webtalk sites, from 
academic books and journals – 
in relation to a particular 
project 

Can relay (in Language B) the main point(s) contained in formal 
correspondence and/or reports on general subjects and on subjects 
related to his/her fields of interest (written in Language A). 

a notice, announcement, letter 
or email outlining policies, 
regulations or procedures 
related to housing, insurance, 
rent/mortgages, employment or 
health care 

a notice or announcement 
made by a public authority or 
facility like a library, swimming 
pool, etc. outlining regulations 
or procedures 

a letter, email or notice 
outlining why a meeting had to 
be cancelled, whether 
someone is for or against an 
idea and why, workplace 
policies or regulations 

a letter, email or notice 
outlining university policies, 
procedures or regulations 

B1 

Can relay (in Language B) the content of public announcements and 
messages spoken in clear, standard (Language A) at normal speed. 

on the radio or TV in a station, airport, sports 
stadium, at political 
rallies/events, alerts, warnings 
or instructions which may be 
given at an accident site or 
construction zone 

at a trade fair or conference, at 
a factory, warehouse, refinery, 
on a ship, during safety drills 

during a university 
event/lecture, which may take 
place in a large auditorium 

Can relay (in Language B) the contents of detailed instructions or 
directions, provided these are clearly articulated (in Language A). 

on the radio or TV, from a 
passer-by such as travel/route 
information, instructions from a 
friend over the phone on how 
to get to a party 

instructions at airports, stations 
and on planes, buses and 
trains or on how to use simple 
equipment such as a hotel 
safe; directions on how to get 
from X to Y, a travel itinerary 

instructions given in a meeting 
on how to perform a work task, 
or operate simple equipment; 
instructions, particularly on 
safety procedures, given at a 
trade fair or conference, at a 
factory, warehouse, ship 

academic regulations, 
policies/procedures, 
course/assignment 
requirements given by a 
professor/teacher; instructions 
given on how to use simple 
research tools to complete a 
school task or on how 
to conduct a simple experiment 
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MEDIATING A TEXT 

RELAYING SPECIFIC INFORMATION IN SPEECH TEXT (& DISCOURSE ENVIRONMENT) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

B1 

Can relay (in Language B) specific information given in straightforward 
informational texts (such as leaflets, brochure entries, notices and letters 
or emails) (written in Language A). 

leaflets, brochures, 
guidebooks, websites, the 
details of a housing agreement 

leaflets, information panels in 
museums, galleries, notices 
identifying immediate public 
hazards, club/association 
rules, travel itinerary, the time 
and place of club/association 
meeting, information about a 
sale or promotion 

possible products that meet a 
requirement, the terms of a 
commercial offer, equipment 
operational instructions, safety 
procedures 

school policies & regulations, a 
course outline, steps involved 
in completing an 
assignment/school task, a list 
of assignments as well as their 
criteria, notices, exam 
regulations, the conditions for 
participation in an exchange 
program 

A2+ 

Can relay (in Language B) the point made in a clear, spoken 
announcement (made in Language A) concerning familiar everyday 
subjects, though he/she may have to simplify the message and search for 
words. 

on the TV or radio, 
announcements about 
weddings, births and changes 
to circumstances 

weather reports, train platform 
changes, how to purchase 
tickets for an event 

announcements about 
changes to job responsibilities, 
information about new 
workplace procedures 

information about an upcoming 
test at school such as when it 
is and what will be tested; 
details about an upcoming 
school trip 

Can relay (in Language B) specific, relevant information contained in short, 
simple texts, labels and notices (written in Language A) on familiar 
subjects. 

news about how the family is 
from a personal letter or email 

leaflets, information panels in 
museums, galleries, notices 
identifying immediate public 
hazards, travel itinerary, the 
time and place of 
club/association meeting, 
information about a sale or 
promotion 

possible products that meet a 
requirement, safety 
procedures, location, date 
& time of a meeting stated in 
an email/letter 

news about school activities 
from a flyer or leaflet 

A2 

Can relay (in Language B) the point made in short, clear, simple 
messages, instructions and announcements, provided these are 
expressed slowly and clearly in simple language (in Language A). 

announcements of personal 
interest such as weddings, 
births, changes to employment 
for living circumstances, simple 
messages left for family or 
housemates about meeting 
times or requests to complete 
a task such as take out the 
rubbish 

at airports, stations and on 
planes, trains and buses about 
the route, time of arrival or 
departure, changes in platform 
or gate, weather forecasts 

simple messages left by 
customers or colleagues for 
others, announcements about 
changes to job procedures 

information about a school trip 
or exchange programme, 
messages about school 
opening/closing times in 
response to inclement weather, 
information about class tasks 
or homework 

Can relay (in Language B) in a simple way a series of short, simple 
instructions provided the original speech (in Language A) is clearly and 
slowly articulated. 

a recipe, how to use a basic 
household appliance, how to 
assemble a piece of furniture 

how to get from X to Y, 
directions provided by a traffic 
or parking official 

how to operate office 
equipment such as changing 
the toner on a photocopier or 
downloading software 

instructions concerning a 
homework assignment, or a 
simple experiment 
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MEDIATING A TEXT 

RELAYING SPECIFIC INFORMATION IN SPEECH TEXT (& DISCOURSE ENVIRONMENT) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

A1 

Can relay (in Language B) simple, predictable information about times and 
places given in short, simple statements (spoken in Language A). 

TV schedule announcements 
about upcoming programmes 
of interest 

the location and starting time of 
an event/performance, travel 
itineraries 

the location and 
starting/finishing time of a 
meeting; information about 
work hours, breaks, the 
location of toilets, drink 
machines 

the location and timings of a 
school excursion or after-
school activity, location of 
canteen, toilets and water 
fountains 

Pre-A1 

Can relay (in Language B) simple instructions about places and times (given 
in Language A), provided these are repeated very slowly and clearly. 

restaurant reservations, dinner 
invitations including date and 
time 

notices on bulletin boards/walls 
about when a store 
opens/closes, the location of 
the toilets 

a meeting location and time  
from an email 

school timetable, the meeting 
location for a school trip 

Can relay (in Language B) very basic information (e.g. numbers and prices) 
from short, simple, illustrated texts (written in Language A). 

the name, address and phone 
number of a restaurant, 
restaurant menus including 
prices and main ingredients 

the name and address of a 
shop, the prices of goods, 
timetables, travel itineraries, 
performance information 
schedule, seating availability, 
price, etc. 

Not applicable the location of a school, the 
cost of a uniform or school 
supplies, the destination and 
cost of a school trip, school 
timetables 
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MEDIATING A TEXT 

RELAYING SPECIFIC INFORMATION IN WRITING TEXT (& DISCOURSE ENVIRONMENT) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

C2 No descriptor available: see B2+     

C1 No descriptor available: see B2+     

B2+ 

Can relay in writing (in Language B) which presentations at a conference 
(given in Language A) were relevant, pointing out which would be worth 
detailed consideration. 

Not applicable from a press conference, on 
various web talk sites, in 
relation to a particular issue 

from a trade fair, a professional 
conference, in relation to a 
particular project 

from an academic conference, 
on various webtalk sites, in 
relation to a particular project 

Can relay in writing (in Language B) the relevant point(s) contained in 
propositionally complex but well-structured texts (written Language A) 
within his/her fields of professional, academic and personal interest. 

public regulations such as 
housing or tax laws, a notice or 
announcement made by a 
public authority 

from a business report, 
regulation or workplace policy 

information from an article, 
website, notes taken from a 
lecture, or a presentation 
delivered by a university 
professor 

Can relay in writing (in Language B) the relevant point(s) contained in an 
article (written in Language A) from an academic or professional journal. 

in relation to a particular issue 
that is the subject of a 
community meeting 

from a report, business article information from an article, 
book or journal for a classmate 
or a professor 

B2 

Can relay in a written report (in Language B) relevant decisions that were 
taken in a meeting (in Language A). 

from a club from a business meeting of a meeting of student 
representatives 

Can relay in writing the significant point(s) contained in formal 
correspondence (written in Language A). 

a rental agreement, insurance 
policy for a friend or family 
member 

terms and conditions for a trip 
or service 

in a circular sent to employees, 
in a letter from a partner giving 
notice or stating new 
conditions; in a complaint 

in a circular sent by a school 
principal to parents, in a reply 
from an organization to a 
request for information sent 
during a project 

B1 

Can relay in writing (in Language B) specific information points contained 
in texts (spoken in Language A) on familiar subjects (e.g. telephone calls, 
announcements, and instructions). 

a short message, an email to a 
friend mentioning the reason 
her/she will be late 

a notice or announcement 
made by a public authority 

customer orders, queries or 
complaints, changes to work 
schedule or procedures, how 
to operate office equipment 

changes to school 
opening/closing times as a 
result of inclement weather, 
changes to class location or 
meeting place for a class trip 

Can relay in writing (in Language B) specific, relevant information 
contained in straightforward informational texts (written in Language A) on 
familiar subjects. 

instructions on how to use 
household appliances taken 
from a manual, messages for 
family or housemates sent in 
an email, information emailed 
about when and where to meet 
a friend/family member 

from emails, letters about 
events or schedules 

quantities and delivery times 
from an emailed order, tasks 
and deadlines for the person 
concerned from the minutes to 
a meeting, relevant steps in 
simple user instructions for a 
piece of equipment 

email instructions about a 
school trip, a task assignment 
or details of course 
requirements taken from a 
course syllabus 
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MEDIATING A TEXT 

RELAYING SPECIFIC INFORMATION IN WRITING TEXT (& DISCOURSE ENVIRONMENT) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

B1 

Can relay in writing (in Language B) specific information given in a 
straightforward recorded message (left in Language A), provided that the 
topics concerned are familiar and the delivery is slow and clear. 

a message on the time and 
place of a meeting, a request 
to complete a household task 
such as start preparing a meal 
or take out the garbage 

queue at the embassy, to relay 
spoken announcement by text 
to a fellow refugee; answering 
machine: request for call back 
from an administration or 
public office, bank  

simple customer orders, 
queries or complaints, 
telephone message for a 
colleague, changes to work 
procedures 

about school timetable or 
schedule changes 

A2+ 

Can relay in writing (in Language B) specific information contained in short 
simple informational texts (written in Language A), provided the texts 
concern concrete, familiar subjects and are written in simple everyday 
language. 

from newspapers, instructions 
on appliances or medicine 

brochures, websites, adverts, 
posters, schedules 

about a work task, instructions 
on how to operate simple 
equipment, about safety 
procedures, job requirements 
posted in an advertisement 

about a school task, test or 
homework assignment found 
on a course syllabus, how to 
do a simple experiment in a 
science class from a handout, 
about a museum visit or other 
school trip described on a 
leaflet 

A2 

Can list (in Language B) the main points of short, clear, simple messages 
and announcements (given in Language A) provided that speech is clearly 
and slowly articulated. 

simple telephone messages for 
family or housemates, 
announcements of personal 
interest for family or friends 

directions relating to how to get 
from X to Y, which train 
platform or flight gate and at 
what time, about a train delay 

telephone message for a 
colleague, changes to work 
procedures 

school timetables, schedules 
or opening/closings, task roles 
as part of a group assignment, 
homework assigned 

Can list (in Language B) specific information contained in simple texts 
(written in Language A) on everyday subjects of immediate interest or 
need. 

household manuals, 
instructions on how to prepare 
a meal 

advertisements, prospectuses, 
brochures, leaflets, travel 
itineraries, timetables, 
directions 

manuals instructions on how to 
operate simple equipment, 
about safety procedures, job 
requirements posted in an 
advertisement 

textbooks, class readings, 
about a school task, test or 
homework assignment, how to 
do a simple experiment in a 
science class, about a 
museum visit or other school 
trip 

A1 

Can list (in Language B) names, numbers, prices and very simple 
information of immediate interest (given in Language A), provided that the 
speaker articulates very slowly and clearly, with repetition. 

from a TV channel repeatedly 
demonstrating products 

announcements about when a 
store opens/closes 

a short, simple telephone 
message for a colleague 

a simple, short telephone 
message about a change to a 
timetable, schedule or meeting 
point 

Pre A1 

Can list (in Language B) names, numbers, prices and very simple 
information from texts (written Language A) that are of immediate interest, 
that are written in very simple language and contain illustrations. 

the name, address and phone 
number of a restaurant, 
restaurant menus including 
prices and main ingredients 

the name and address of a 
shop, the prices of goods, 
timetables, travel itineraries, 
performance information 
schedule, seating availability, 
price, etc. 

Not applicable the location of a school, the 
cost of a uniform or school 
supplies, the destination and 
cost of a school trip, school 
timetables 
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MEDIATING A TEXT 

EXPLAINING DATA IN SPEECH (GRAPHS, DIAGRAMS ETC.)  TEXT (& DISCOURSE ENVIRONMENT) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

C2 

Can interpret and describe clearly and reliably (in Language B) various forms 
of empirical data and visually organised information (with text in Language A) 
from conceptually complex research concerning academic or professional 
topics. 

diagrams/visual data on topics 
of personal interest such as 
medical research or 
environmental data for family or 
friends; economic data 
presented graphically to 
accompany a newspaper article 

diagrams/visual data from 
corporate or public sector 
reports that is relevant for a 
community policy or planning 
meeting; data included in 
presentations at public 
meetings 

detailed analysis of financial, 
market survey or government 
diagrams/visual data presented 
in a meeting 

diagrams/visual data from 
published academic research or 
collected as part of a research 
project presented in a lecture or 
academic conference / 
roundtable event 

C1 

Can interpret and describe clearly and reliably (in Language B) the salient 
points and details contained in complex diagrams and other visually 
organised information (with text in Language A) on complex academic or 
professional topics. 

visual data included in 
published academic research or 
collected as part of a research 
project presented in a lecture or 
academic conference / 
roundtable event 

B2 
Can interpret and describe reliably (in Language B) detailed information 
contained in complex diagrams, charts and other visually organised 
information (with text in Language A) on topics in his/her fields of interest. 

a diagram in an article of 
personal interest; a process 
diagram for a household device 
or piece of leisure software, 
explained to a friend or family 
member 

diagrams/visuals from corporate 
or public sector reports that is 
relevant for a community policy 
or planning meeting 

graphs, charts and tables 
referenced in employee training 
or company reports 

graphs, bar charts or diagrams 
in a formal class presentation, 
at secondary school / college / 
university 

B1+ 
Can interpret and describe (in Language B) detailed information in diagrams 
in his/her fields of interest (with text in Language A), even though lexical 
gaps may cause hesitation or imprecise formulation. 

B1 

Can interpret and describe (in Language B) overall trends shown in simple 
diagrams (e.g. graphs, bar charts) (with text in Language A), even though 
lexical limitations cause difficulty with formulation at times. 

trends represented in 
household bills or personal 
finances, explained to a friend 
or family member 

weather report (statistics 
& trends) when determining the 
best dates for a community 
event, basic financial trends 
presented during a 
community/club meeting, 
diagrammatic displays in a 
science museum 

trends represented in a graph or 
bar chart during a business 
meeting or responsibilities 
represented in an organogram 
of a company used for 
employee training 

general trends found in graphs, 
bar charts or diagrams, used in 
pair or group work at secondary 
school / college / university 

A2+ 

Can interpret and describe (in Language B) simple visuals on familiar 
topics (e.g. a weather map, a basic flow chart) (with text in Language A), 
even though pauses, false starts and reformulation may be very evident in 
speech. 

a weather map consulted when 
planning outdoor activities, the 
main features of a household 
device shown in a diagram, 
identified to a friend or family 
member 

historic weather data when 
determining the best dates for a 
community event, basic 
financial trends presented 
during a community or club 
meeting, a bus or metro route 
map, or a floor plan of a building 
or shopping centre 

a flow chart representing a 
simple work process or activity 
such as changing the 
photocopier ink or the basic 
roles and responsibilities 
represented in an organogram 
of a company 

features of graphs, bar charts or 
diagrams such as population/ 
weather changes over time, 
used in pair or group work at 
secondary school / college / 
university 

A2 No descriptor available     

A1 No descriptor available     

Pre-A1 No descriptor available     
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MEDIATING A TEXT 

EXPLAINING DATA IN WRITING (GRAPHS, DIAGRAMS ETC.)  TEXT (& DISCOURSE ENVIRONMENT) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

C2 

Can interpret and present in writing (in Language B) various forms of 
empirical data (with text in Language A) from conceptually complex 
research concerning academic or professional topics. 

Not applicable Not applicable data from an end of year 
company financial report or 
market research report or from 
research and development 
activities for senior 
management or a corporate 
report 

as part of a PhD thesis or 
masters dissertation which 
includes empirical data 

C1 

Can interpret and present clearly and reliably in writing (in Language B) 
the salient, relevant points contained in complex diagrams and other 
visually organised data  (with text in Language A) on complex academic or 
professional topics. 

diagrams/visual data on topics 
of personal interest such as 
medical research or 
environmental data for family 
or friends; economic data 
presented graphically to 
accompany a newspaper 
article 

diagrams/visuals from 
corporate or public sector 
reports that is relevant for a 
community policy or planning 
meeting; data included in 
presentations at public 
meetings 

detailed analysis of financial, 
market survey or government 
diagrams/visual data presented 
in a meeting 

visual data included in 
published academic research 
or collected as part of a 
research project presented in a 
lecture or academic 
conference / roundtable event 

B2 

Can interpret and present reliably in writing (in Language B) detailed 
information from diagrams and visually organised data in his fields of 
interest (with text in Language A). 

instructions and diagram left 
for a house sitter to operate a 
complex appliance 

health and safety procedure for 
instance at a hospital, in a 
factory, library, etc. 

an internal (company) 
report/memo on the significant 
points contained in a visual 
attachment such as a graph, 
bar chart or numeric table 

written assignment 
accompanying technical visual 
information provided for a 
school or university project 

B1+ 

Can interpret and present in writing (in Language B) the overall trends 
shown in simple diagrams (e.g. graphs, bar charts) (with text in Language 
A), explaining the important points in more detail, given the help of a 
dictionary or other reference materials. 

trends represented in 
household bills or personal 
finances, for family members 

simple weather data or basic 
financial data posted as part of 
an online discussion for a 
community or club event 

an email describing the main 
features of a visual attachment 
such as a graph or bar chart 

a simple class assignment 
summarising survey, 
demographic or data 

B1 

Can describe in simple sentences (in Language B) the main facts shown in 
visuals on familiar topics (e.g. a weather map, a basic flow chart) (with text 
in Language A). 

an email giving simple local 
directions represented on an 
accompanying map 

simple demographic or 
information or trends posted on 
an online community /club 
discussion forum 

instructions for a simple office 
procedure represented in a 
flow chart 

a simple written narrative 
accompanying a picture or 
pictures as a classroom 
assignment 

A2 No descriptor available     

A1 No descriptor available     

Pre-A1 No descriptor available     
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MEDIATING A TEXT 

PROCESSING TEXT IN SPEECH TEXT (& DISCOURSE) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

C2 

Can explain (in Language B) inferences when links or implications are not 
made explicit (in Language A), and point out sociocultural implications of 
the speaker/writer’s form of expression (e.g. understatement, irony, 
sarcasm). 

discussions, current affairs 
programmes, books, 
newspaper articles, 
commentaries and editorials, 
specialised articles, or other 
publications addressed to a 
general educated readership 

contributions at a town hall 
meeting, a public 
debate/lecture, a forum 
discussion, a political meeting, 
a political tract, a public policy 
document, a legal opinion, a 
political speech 

presentation at a conference, 
seminar or meeting, a 
professional publication, a 
technical report, a press 
statement or conference 

a lecture at an academic 
conference, web talks, 
instructional material, 
textbooks, papers in academic 
journals, reference books 

C1 

Can summarise in Language B) long, demanding texts (in Language A). current affairs programmes, 
articles in a magazine or 
newspaper 

a forum discussion involving 
several participants, political 
speeches, sermons, opinions 
and documents 

a presentation at a conference, 
seminar or meeting, a report, 
contract, regulations 

a web talk, a lecture at an 
academic conference or 
seminar, academic articles and 
books 

Can summarise (in Language B) discussion (in Language A) on matters 
within his/her academic or professional competence, elaborating and 
weighing up different points of view and identifying the most significant 
points. 

discussions, current affairs 
programmes, 

a forum discussion involving 
several participants 

a meeting or seminar a forum discussion, round table 
or colloquium involving several 
participants 

Can summarise clearly in well-structured speech (in Language B) the 
main points made in complex spoken and written texts (in Language A).in 
fields of specialisation other than his/her own, although he/she may 
occasionally check particular technical concepts. 

newspaper editorials and 
commentaries, TV news and 
current affairs programmes 

laws, public legal documents, 
regulations, presentations, 
speeches, sermons 

a technical report addressed to 
a specialized audience, a 
business letter, a contract, a 
regulation, conference 
presentations 

instructional material, a 
textbook, a reader, a 
dictionary, a paper in an 
academic journal, lectures, 
conference presentations and 
discussions, web talks 

Can explain (in Language B) subtle distinctions in the presentation of facts 
and arguments (in Language A). 

discussions, current affairs 
programmes, books, 
newspaper articles, 
commentaries and editorials, 
specialised articles, or other 
publications addressed to a 
general educated readership 

contributions at a town hall 
meeting, a public 
debate/lecture, a forum 
discussion, a political meeting, 
a political tract, a public policy 
document, a legal opinion, a 
political speech 

presentation at a conference, 
seminar or meeting, a 
professional publication, a 
technical report, a press 
statement or conference 

a lecture at an academic 
conference, web talks, 
instructional material, 
textbooks, papers in academic 
journals, reference books 

Can exploit information and arguments from a complex spoken or written 
text (in Language A) to talk about a topic (in Language B), glossing with 
evaluative comments, adding his/her opinion, etc. 

books, newspaper articles, 
commentaries and editorials, 
specialised articles; TV news 
and current affairs 
programmes, talk shows 

a political tract, a public policy 
document; a forum discussion, 
presentation, a political 
speech, sermon 

technical reports, professional 
articles, specifications, 
contracts 

instructional material, a 
textbook, a reader, a paper in 
an academic journal, lectures, 
conference presentations and 
discussions, web talks 

Can explain (in Language B) the attitude or opinion expressed in a spoken 
or written text (in Language A) on a specialised topic, supporting 
inferences he/she makes with reference to specific passages in the 
original. 

books, newspaper articles, 
commentaries and editorials, 
specialised articles; TV news 
and current affairs 
programmes, talk shows 
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MEDIATING A TEXT 

PROCESSING TEXT IN SPEECH TEXT (& DISCOURSE) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

B2+ 

Can summarise (in Language B) the important points made in longer, 
complex, live spoken texts (in Language A) on subjects of current interest, 
including his/her fields of special interest. 

a discussion on family 
occasions, TV news and 
current affairs programmes, 
talk shows 

presentations, (political) 
speeches, sermons 

conference presentations lectures, conference 
presentations and discussions, 
web talks 

Can summarise (in Language B) the main points of complex discussions 
(in Language A), weighing up the different points of view presented. 

a formal discussion among 
several participants 

in meetings, briefing or 
orientation sessions 

a panel at an academic 
conference involving several 
speakers 

B2 

Can synthesise and report (in Language B) information and arguments 
from a number of spoken and/or written sources (in Language A). 

on current affairs: web talk or 
interview, TV news and 
analysis, documentaries, 
articles 

at a town hall or political 
meeting: news items, 
interviews or documentaries on 
the issue at hand 

in a report, at a meeting: media 
coverage of a company 
announcement/policy/incident 
session 

when undertaking a project: 
web talks, lectures, vox pop 
interviews, surveys, blogs, 
documentaries 

Can summarise (in Language B) a wide range of factual and imaginative 
texts (in Language A), commenting on and discussing contrasting points of 
view and the main themes. 

books, newspaper articles, 
commentaries and editorials, 
specialised articles, or other 
publications addressed to a 
general educated readership 

a political tract, a public policy 
document, a novel, short story 

technical reports, professional 
articles, specifications, 
contracts 

papers in academic journals, 
reference books, novels, short 
stories 

Can summarise (in Language B) the important points made in longer, 
spoken and written complex texts (in Language A) on subjects of current 
interest, including his/her fields of special interest. 

a political tract, a public policy 
document 

technical reports, professional 
articles, specifications, 
contracts 

papers in academic journals, 
reference books 

Can recognise the intended audience of a spoken or written text (in 
Language A) on a topic of interest and explain (in Language B) the 
purpose, attitudes and opinion of the author. 

from websites, current affairs 
programmes, documentaries; 
newspaper articles and 
editorials 

in interviews, announcements, 
policy statements 

presentations at conferences, 
reports, specialised articles 

talks by visiting speakers, web 
sites and web talks, 
documentaries, articles 

Can summarise (in Language B) extracts from news items, interviews or 
documentaries containing opinions, argument and discussion sources (in 
Language A). 

in an informal discussion with 
friends, chat through the social 
media 

an informal discussion in a 
public place such as an airport 
or a restaurant 

in team or strategy meetings as part of a group project 

Can summarise and comment (in Language B) on the plot and sequence 
of events in a film or play (in Language A). 

in an informal discussion with 
friends 

Not applicable Not applicable in a lesson, as part of a project 

B1+ 

Can summarise (in Language B) the main points made in long spoken 
texts (in Language A) on topics in his/her fields of interest, provided that 
standard language is used and that he/she can check the meaning of 
certain expressions. 

long telephone calls, TV 
current affairs programmes, 
documentaries, web talks 

speeches, talks at public 
meetings 

a presentation or lecture, 
relevant documentaries or 
current affairs programmes 

university lectures, relevant 
documentaries or current 
affairs programmes, web talks 

Can summarise (in Language B) a short narrative or article, a talk, 
discussion, interview or documentary (in Language A) (in Language A) 
and answer further questions about details. 

discussions with friends, 
documentaries, short 
narratives, articles in 
newspaper or magazines 

a talk at a public meeting, an 
interview, public notices 

presentations or discussions at 
conferences, seminars or 
meetings, - newspaper articles 

web talks, documentaries and 
articles of academic relevance, 
short narratives 

Can collate short pieces of information from several sources (in Language 
A) and summarise them (in Language B) for somebody else. 

informal discussions, 
prospectuses, advertisements, 
programmes in theatres, song 
lyrics 

public notices and 
announcements, notes from 
meetings, relevant reports in 
newspapers and magazines 

reports, meetings, letters and 
emails, notes from meetings, 
press coverage 

web talks, instructions for 
carrying out tasks, articles on 
related topic 
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MEDIATING A TEXT 

PROCESSING TEXT IN SPEECH TEXT (& DISCOURSE) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

B1 

Can summarise (in Language B) the main points made in clear, well-
structured spoken and written texts (in Language A) on subjects that are 
familiar or of personal interest, although his/her lexical limitations cause 
difficulty with formulation at times. 

personal letters, short articles, 
brochures, advertisements 

short articles, short official 
letters, public statements and 
notices, regulations, leaflets, 
event programmes 

presentations and 
demonstrations, reports, 
business letters 

talks by visiting speakers, web 
talks, descriptions, narratives, 
text book entries, websites, 
news summaries, short articles 

Can summarise simply (in Language B) the main information content of 
straightforward texts (in Language A) on familiar subjects (e.g. a short 
written interview or magazine article, a travel brochure). 

a short written interview or 
magazine article, a travel 
brochure, letters, emails, 
newspaper news summaries 

reports, business letters and 
emails 

descriptions, narratives, text 
book entries, websites, news 
summaries, short articles 

Can summarise (in Language B) the main points made during a 
conversation (in Language A) on a subject of personal or current interest, 
provided that the speakers articulated clearly in standard language. 

a conversation exchanging 
news and talking about plans, 
news exchanged at a wedding 

points made an informal 
conversation with a public 
official 

a consultation with an expert, 
an auditor, a consultant 

what an authority consulted 
said in relation to a request, 
what a person interviewed for a 
project said 

Can summarise (in Language B) the main points made in long texts 
(delivered orally in Language A) on topics in his/her fields of interest, 
provided that standard language is used and that he/she can listen several 
times. 

long telephone calls, TV 
current affairs programmes, 
documentaries, web talks 

speeches, talks at public 
meetings 

a presentation or lecture, a 
round table discussion, 
relevant documentaries or 
current affairs programmes 

university lectures, relevant 
documentaries or current 
affairs programmes, web talks 

Can summarise (in Language B) the main points or events in TV 
programmes and video clips (in Language A), provided he/she can view 
them several times. 

a scene in a film, novella or sit 
com 

a current affairs programme on 
the subject of a public meeting 

a news extract, interview or 
public statement relevant to the 
institution 

a scene in a documentary, an 
interview 

A2+ 

Can report (in Language B) the main points made in simple TV or radio 
news items (in Language A) reporting events, sports, accidents, etc., 
provided that the topics concerned are familiar and the delivery is slow and 
clear. 

in an informal discussion with 
friends, chat through the social 
media 

an informal discussion in a 
public place such as an airport 
or a restaurant 

Non applicable as part of a project involving 
collecting information from 
media sources 

Can report in simple sentences (in Language B) the information contained 
in clearly structured, short, simple texts (written in Language A) that have 
illustrations or tables. 

 “who, when, where” 
information in a news item 

options for a concert or sport 
event, information in notices 
and posters, timetables, graffiti, 
programmes, tickets 

the details of a work schedule an illustrated story, a simple 
informational text about a 
country, with tables of 
information 

Can summarise (in Language B) the main point(s) in simple, short 
informational texts (in Language A) on familiar topics. 

 “who, when, where” 
information in a news item, 
website/brochure descriptions, 
simple guide entries 

information panels in 
museums, institutional leaflets 
– hospital, police 

reports of annual financial 
performance 

details of tasks and 
assignments, descriptions of 
courses or examinations 

A2 

Can convey (in Language B) the main point(s) contained in clearly 
structured, short, simple spoken and written texts (in Language A), 
supplementing his/her limited repertoire with other means (e.g. gestures, 
drawings, words from other languages) in order to do so. 

weather reports, very simple 
assembly instructions 

information about times and 
prices of transport, availability 
of services 

Not applicable weather reports, short 
illustrated descriptions of 
places, very simple picture 
stories 

A1 No descriptor available     

Pre-A1 No descriptor available     
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MEDIATING A TEXT 

PROCESSING TEXT IN WRITING TEXT (& DISCOURSE ENVIRONMENT) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

C2 

Can explain in writing (in Language B) the way facts and arguments are 
presented in a text (in Language A), particularly when someone else’s 
position is being reported, drawing attention to the writer’s use of 
understatement, veiled criticism, irony, and sarcasm. 

Can summarise information from different sources, reconstructing 
arguments and accounts in a coherent presentation of the overall result. 

discussions, current affairs 
programmes, books, 
newspaper articles, 
commentaries and editorials, 
specialised articles, or other 
publications addressed to a 
general educated readership 

contributions at a town hall 
meeting, a public debate, a 
forum discussion, a political 
meeting, a political tract, a 
public policy document, a legal 
opinion 

presentation at a conference, 
seminar or meeting, a 
professional publication, a 
technical report, a conference 

a lecture at an academic 
conference, web talks, 
instructional material, 
textbooks, papers in academic 
journals, reference books 

C1 

Can summarise in writing long, complex texts, interpreting the content 
appropriately, provided that he/she can occasionally check the precise 
meaning of unusual, technical terms. 

discussions, current affairs 
programmes, books, 
newspaper articles, 
commentaries and editorials, 
specialised articles, or other 
publications addressed to a 
general educated readership 

contributions at a town hall 
meeting, a public debate, a 
forum discussion, a political 
meeting, a political tract, a 
public policy document 

presentation at a conference, 
seminar or meeting, a 
professional publication, a 
technical report, a conference, 
business proposals 

a lecture at an academic 
conference, web talks, 
instructional material, 
textbooks, papers in academic 
journals 

Can summarise in writing a long and complex text (e.g. academic or 
political analysis article, novel extract, editorial, literary review, report, or 
extract from a scientific book) for a specific audience, respecting the style 
and register of the original. 

contributions at a town hall 
meeting, a public debate, a 
forum discussion, a political 
meeting, a political tract, a 
public policy document, a legal 
opinion 

presentation at a conference, 
seminar or meeting, a 
professional publication, a 
technical report, a conference 

a lecture at an academic 
conference, web talks, 
instructional material, 
textbooks, papers in academic 
journals, reference books 

B2+ 

Can summarise in writing (in Language B) the main content of well-
structured but propositionally complex spoken and written texts (in 
Language A) on subjects within his/her fields of professional, academic 
and personal interest. 

a discussion on family 
occasions, TV news and 
current affairs programmes, 
talk shows 

presentations, speeches, 
sermons 

conference presentations lectures, conference 
presentations and discussions, 
web talks 

Can compare, contrast and synthesise in writing (in Language B) the 
information and viewpoints contained in academic and professional 
publications (in Language A) in his/her fields of special interest. 

Not applicable public policy documents professional journals and 
newspapers, policy 
documents, technical reports 

academic articles, reviews, 
books 

Can explain in writing (in Language B) the viewpoint articulated in a 
complex text (in Language A), supporting inferences he/she makes with 
reference to specific information in the original. 

documentaries, current affairs 
programmes, articles in a 
magazine or newspaper, 
novels, short stories, plays 

a forum discussion involving 
several participants, blogs, 
speeches, sermons, legal 
pleas, opinions and 
documents, policy documents 

a presentation at a conference, 
seminar, meeting, briefing 
session or press conference, a 
report, contract, regulations, 
articles 

a web talk, a lecture, an 
academic seminar, academic 
papers and books, novels, 
short stories, plays 

B2 
Can summarise in writing (in Language B) the main content of complex 
spoken and written texts (in Language A) on subjects related to his/her 
fields of interest and specialisation. 

B1+ 

Can summarise in writing (in Language B) the information and arguments 
contained in texts (in Language A) on subjects of general or personal 
interest. 

documentaries, current affairs 
programmes, articles in a 
magazine or newspaper, 
novels, short stories, plays 

a forum discussion involving 
several participants, blogs, 
speeches, sermons, legal 
pleas, opinions and 
documents, policy documents 

a presentation at a conference, 
seminar, meeting, briefing 
session or press conference, a 
report, contract, regulations, 
articles 

a web talk, a lecture, an 
academic seminar, academic 
papers and books, novels, 
short stories, plays 
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B1 

Can summarise in writing (in Language B) the main points made in 
straightforward informational spoken texts (in Language A) on subjects 
that are of personal or current interest, provided spoken texts are delivered 
in clearly articulated standard speech. 

a telephone call, a web talk, 
news bulletins, documentaries, 
personal letters, informational 
brochures, short articles 

a presentation at a public 
meeting, public statements or 
notices 

a video-recorded presentation 
at a meeting, a briefing session 
for a task, reports and 
business letters 

an orientation session, 
instructions for an assignment 
a talk by a visiting speaker, 
narratives and short articles 

Can summarise in writing (in Language B) the main points made in 
straightforward informational written texts (in Language A) on subjects that 
are of personal or current interest. 

Can paraphrase short written passages in a simple fashion, using the 
original text wording and ordering. 

personal letters, short articles, 
brochures, advertisements, 
website texts 

short official letters, public 
statements and notices, 
regulations, leaflets providing 
information about changes to 
services, event programmes 

reports, business letters narratives, text book entries, 
websites, news summaries, 
short articles 

A2+ 

Can list as a series of bullet points (in Language B) the relevant 
information contained in short simple texts (in Language A), provided that 
the texts concern concrete, familiar subjects and are written in simple 
everyday language. 

Can pick out and reproduce key words and phrases or short sentences 
from a short text within the learner’s limited competence and experience 

“who, when, where” 
information in a news item, 
website/brochure descriptions, 
simple guide entries 

information panels in 
museums, institutional leaflets 
– hospital, police 

notices, regulations, 
instructions for a task 

details of tasks and 
assignments, descriptions of 
courses or examinations, 
textbook extracts 

A2 

Can use simple language to render in (Language B) very short texts 
written in (Language A) on familiar and everyday themes that contain the 
highest frequency vocabulary; despite errors, the text remains 
comprehensible. 

Can copy out short texts in printed or clearly hand-written format. 

letters with news public notices, guidebook 
entries 

simple work instructions such 
as how to change the ink on a 
printer 

simple, short narratives, 
general academic regulations 
such as for an exam 

A1 

Can, with the help of a dictionary, render in (Language B) simple phrases 
written in (Language A), but may not always select the appropriate 
meaning. 

Can copy out single words and short texts presented in standard printed 
format. 

letters with news public notices, transportation 
information 

simple instructions and reports 
on subjects in his/her field 

simple narratives, academic 
regulations 

Pre-A1 No descriptor available     
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MEDIATING A TEXT 

TRANSLATING A WRITTEN TEXT IN SPEECH TEXT (& DISCOURSE ENVIRONMENT) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

C2 

Can provide fluent spoken translation into (Language B) of abstract texts 
written in (Language A) on a wide range of subjects of personal, academic 
and professional interest, successfully conveying evaluative aspects 
and arguments, including the nuances and implications associated with 
them. 

specialized magazine articles 
and reports on matters of 
personal interest 

public policy document, 
declarations, rules or 
regulations 

professional publications, 
technical reports, contracts, 
press releases 

academic projects and related 
documents 

C1 
Can provide fluent spoken translation into (Language B) of complex written 
texts written in (Language A) on a wide range of general and specialised 
topics, capturing most nuances. 

B2 
Can provide spoken translation into (Language B) of complex texts written 
in (Language A) containing information and arguments on subjects within 
his/her fields of professional, academic and personal interest. 

newspaper or magazine 
articles on current issues of 
personal interest 

texts accompanying artworks 
at a museum or exhibition, 
municipal regulations such as 
recycling, parking, etc. 

a technical reports related to 
his/her profession 

academic regulations of 
information e.g. on paper 
writing conventions 

B1+ 

Can provide spoken translation into (Language B) of texts written in 
(Language A) containing information and arguments on subjects within 
his/her fields of professional, academic and personal interest, provided 
that they are written in uncomplicated, standard language. 

B1 

Can provide an approximate spoken translation into (Language B) of clear, 
well-structured informational texts written in (Language A) on subjects that 
are familiar or of personal interest, although his/her lexical limitations 
cause difficulty with formulation at times. 

emails or letters with news 
from friends/relatives 

simple reports such as a 
witness statement to an 
accident 

a CV and presentation letter 
from a job or internship 
applicant 

brochure(s) describing 
extracurricular activities 
available including conditions 

A2+ 

Can provide an approximate spoken translation into (Language B) of short, 
simple everyday texts (e.g. brochure entries, notices, instructions, letters 
or emails) written in (Language A). 

notices about changes to 
public services such as parking 
regulations or rubbish 
collection 

an extended CV and 
presentation letter from a job or 
internship applicant 

A2 

Can provide a simple, rough, spoken translation into (Language B) of 
short, simple texts (e.g. notices on familiar subjects) written in (Language 
A), capturing the most essential point. 

labels on food products or 
electronic devices, instructions 
on how to use a medicine 

instructions on how to 
purchase a travel card 

basic health and safety 
regulations at the work place 

notices on books or 
course/class exchanges 

Can provide a simple, rough spoken translation into (Language B) of 
routine information on familiar everyday subjects that is written in simple 
sentences in (Language A) (e.g. personal news, short narratives, 
directions, notices or instructions). 

personal news in emails and 
letters 

directions, notices, information 
on posters 

notices, instructions, basic 
health and safety regulations 

exam instructions 

A1 
Can provide a simple, rough spoken translation into (Language B) of 
simple, everyday words and phrases written in (Language A) that are 
encountered on signs and notices, posters, programmes, leaflets etc. 

Not applicable signs and notices, posters, 
programmes, leaflets, etc. 

signs and notices, posters, 
leaflets, etc. 

signs and notices, posters, 
timetables 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available     
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MEDIATING A TEXT 

TRANSLATING WRITTEN TEXT IN WRITING TEXT (& DISCOURSE ENVIRONMENT) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

C2 

Can translate into (Language B) technical material outside his/her field of 
specialisation written in (Language A), provided subject matter accuracy is 
checked by a specialist in the field concerned. 

letters, newspaper articles, 
commentaries and editorials, 
specialised articles, or other 
publications addressed to a 
general educated readership 

a political tract, a public policy 
document, a legal opinion 

professional publications, 
technical reports, contracts, 
press releases 

an academic paper 

C1 

Can translate into (Language B)  abstract texts on social, academic and 
professional subjects in his/her field written in (Language A), successfully 
conveying evaluative aspects and arguments, including many of the 
implications associated with them, though some expression may be over-
influenced by the original. 

letters, articles in a magazine 
or newspaper, short stories 

speeches, sermons, policy 
documents 

scientific, technical, financial or 
project reports, regulations, 
articles and other professional 
publications 

academic papers and books, 
literary criticism 

B2+ 

Can produce clearly organised translations from (Language A) into 
(Language B) that reflect normal language usage but may be over-
influenced by the order, paragraphing, punctuation and particular 
formulations of the original. 

letters, articles in a magazine 
or newspaper, some colloquial 
writings 

academic papers and books, 
novels, short stories, plays 

B2 

Can produce translations into (Language B, which closely follow the 
sentence and paragraph structure of the original text in (Language A), 
conveying the main points of the source text accurately, though the 
translation may read awkwardly. 

letters with news, articles of 
general interest 

public documents describing 
general regulations, guidebook 
entries, statements of opinion 

straightforward letters, 
instructions, reports on 
subjects in his/her field 

straightforward narratives, 
general academic regulations 

B1+ 

Can produce approximate translations from (Language A) into (Language 
B) of straightforward, factual texts that are written in uncomplicated, 
standard language, closely following the structure of the original; although 
linguistic errors may occur the translation remains comprehensible. 

straightforward letters, 
instructions, reports on 
subjects in his/her field 

B1 

Can produce approximate translations from (Language A) into (Language 
B) of information contained in short, factual texts written in uncomplicated, 
standard language; despite errors, the translation remains 
comprehensible. 

general academic regulations 

A2 

Can use simple language to provide an approximate translation from 
(Language A) into (Language B) of very short texts on familiar and 
everyday themes that contain the highest frequency vocabulary; despite 
errors, the translation remains comprehensible. 

letters with news public notices, guidebook 
entries 

simple work instructions such 
as how to change the ink on a 
printer 

simple, short narratives, 
general academic regulations 
such as for an exam 

A1 
Can, with the help of a dictionary, translate simple words and phrases from 
(Language A) into (Language B), but may not always select the 
appropriate meaning. 

public notices, transportation 
information 

simple instructions and reports 
on subjects in his/her field 

simple narratives, academic 
regulations 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available     
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MEDIATING A TEXT 

NOTE-TAKING (LECTURES, SEMINARS, MEETINGS ETC.) TEXT (& DISCOURSE ENVIRONMENT) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

C2 

Can, whilst continuing to participate in a meeting or seminar, create 
reliable notes (or minutes) for people who are not present, even when the 
subject matter is complex and/or unfamiliar. 

Not applicable at a public meeting, at the 
committee meeting or a club or 
association, during a seminar 
on a topic of interest 

at a management meeting, a 
training seminar 

in a seminar or discussion 
forum  

Is aware of the implications and allusions of what is said and can make 
notes on them as well as on the actual words used by the speaker. 

Can make notes selectively, paraphrasing and abbreviating successfully to 
capture abstract concepts and relationships between ideas. 

at a management meeting, 
professional conference or 
training seminar 

in a seminar or discussion 
forum, whilst attending a 
lecture 

C1 

Can take detailed notes during a lecture on topics in his/her field of 
interest, recording the information so accurately and so close to the 
original that the notes could also be used by other people. 

during a public lecture on a 
topic of interest  

at a professional conference or 
training seminar 

whilst attending a lecture, 
watching web talk 

Can make decisions about what to note down and what to omit as the 
lecture or seminar proceeds, even on unfamiliar matters. 

at a public meeting, at the 
committee meeting or a club or 
association, during a seminar 
or lecture on a topic of interest 

at a management meeting, 
professional conference or 
training seminar 

in a seminar or discussion 
forum, whilst attending a 
lecture 

Can select relevant, detailed information and arguments on complex, 
abstract topics from multiple spoken sources (e.g. lectures, podcasts, 
formal discussions and debates, interviews etc.), provided that standard 
language is delivered at normal speed in one of the range of accents 
familiar to the listener. 

in researching a topic of 
personal interest 

in researching an area for an 
association, pressure group, 
political party etc.  

in researching an area for a 
report or presentation 

in researching an area for a 
paper or seminar presentation 

B2 

Can understand a clearly structured lecture on a familiar subject, and can 
take notes on points which strike him/her as important, even though 
he/she tends to concentrate on the words themselves and therefore to 
miss some information. 

Not applicable during a public lecture on a 
topic of interest  

at a professional conference or 
training seminar 

whilst attending a lecture, 
watching web talk 

Can make accurate notes in meetings and seminars on most matters likely 
to arise within his/her field of interest. 

at a public meeting, at the 
committee meeting or a club or 
association, during a seminar 
on a topic of interest 

at a management meeting, a 
training seminar 

in a seminar or discussion 
forum 

B1+ 
Can take notes during a lecture, which are precise enough for his/her own 
use at a later date, provided the topic is within his/her field of interest and 
the talk is clear and well structured. 

during a public lecture on a 
topic of interest  

at a professional conference or 
training seminar 

whilst attending a lecture, 
watching web talk 

B1 

Can take notes as a list of key points during a straightforward lecture, 
provided the topic is familiar, and the talk is both formulated in simple 
language and delivered in clearly articulated standard speech. 

Not applicable during a public lecture on a 
topic of interest  

at a professional conference or 
training seminar 

whilst attending a lecture, 
watching web talk 

Can note down routine instructions in a meeting on a familiar subject, 
provided they are formulated in simple language and he/she is given 
sufficient time to do so. 

at a public meeting, at the 
committee meeting or a club or 
association, during a seminar 
on a topic of interest 

at an internal meeting, a 
training seminar 

in a seminar or discussion 
forum 
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MEDIATING A TEXT 

NOTE-TAKING (LECTURES, SEMINARS, MEETINGS ETC.) TEXT (& DISCOURSE ENVIRONMENT) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

A2+ 
Can make simple notes at a presentation demonstration where the subject 
matter is familiar and predictable and the presenter allows for clarification 
and note-taking. 

at a fair/shopping centre 
demonstration of a new 
product of interest 

at a professional conference, 
fair or training seminar 

Not applicable 

A2 No descriptors available     

A1 No descriptors available     

Pre-A1 No descriptors available     
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MEDIATING A TEXT 

EXPRESSING A PERSONAL RESPONSE TO CREATIVE TEXTS 

(INCLUDING LITERATURE) 
TEXT (& DISCOURSE ENVIRONMENT) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

C2 No descriptor available: see C1     

C1 

Can describe in detail his/her personal interpretation of a work, outlining 
his/her reactions to certain features and explaining their significance. 

a novel or short story just read, 
a play, film, musical or other 
show just seen, paintings or 
sculptures in a gallery, cultural 
artefacts in a museum – in 
discussion with friends 

a novel, short story, play, 
poem, read or studied a 
member of a cultural circle 
organised by a cultural institute 
or club 

a film or other cultural / artistic 
artefact at a screening or 
exhibition organised by a 
cultural institute or club 

in socialising with foreign 
partners or clients: casual 
discussion of the literature, film 
industry, major cultural 
artefacts of the other person’s 
country  

a novel, poem, play, short story 
or other classical or 
contemporary work studied in a 
literature course 

Can outline his/her interpretation of a character in a work: their 
psychological/emotional state, the motives for their actions and the 
consequences of these actions. 

Can give his/her personal interpretation of the development of a plot, the 
characters and the themes in a story, novel, film or play. 

a novel or short story just read, 
a play, film, or musical just 
seen,– in discussion with 
friends 

Not applicable 

B2 

Can give a clear presentation of his/her reactions to a work, developing 
his/her ideas and supporting them with examples and arguments. 

Can describe his/her emotional response to a work and elaborate on the 
way in which it has evoked this response. 

a novel or short story just read, 
a play, film, musical or other 
show just seen, paintings or 
sculptures in a gallery, cultural 
artefacts in a museum – in 
discussion with friends 

a more straightforward novel or 
short story read as a member 
of a foreign language reading 
circle organised by a teacher 
or cultural institute  

in socialising with foreign 
partners or clients: casual 
discussion of the literature, film 
industry, major cultural 
artefacts of the other person’s 
country  

a novel, poem, play, short story 
or other literary work studied in 
class 

Can express in some detail his/her reactions to the form of expression, 
style and content of a work, explaining what he/she appreciated and why 

Not applicable 

B1 

Can explain why certain parts or aspects of a work especially interested 
him/her. 

Can explain in some detail which character he/she most identified with and 
why. 

Can relate events in a story, film or play to similar events he/she has 
experienced or heard about. 

Can relate the emotions experienced by a character in a work to emotions 
he/she has experienced. 

Can describe the emotions he/she experienced at a certain point in a 
story, e.g. the point(s) in a story when he/she became anxious for a 
character, and explain why. 

Can explain briefly the feelings and opinions that a work provoked in 
him/her. 

Can describe the personality of a character. 

a simpler short story or novel 
just read, a film, musical or 
other show just seen,– with 
friends 

in socialising with foreign 
partners or clients: casual 
discussion of/references to 
heritage literature (e.g. 
Cervantes, Shakespeare etc.) 
studied at school or works of 
well-known film stars   

a simpler short story, fairy/folk 
tale or extract from a novel 
read in class or for homework, 
a video story watched in class 
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MEDIATING A TEXT 

EXPRESSING A PERSONAL RESPONSE TO CREATIVE TEXTS 

(INCLUDING LITERATURE) 
TEXT (& DISCOURSE ENVIRONMENT) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

A2 

Can express his/her reactions to a work, reporting his/her feelings and 
ideas in simple language. 

Can describe a character’s feelings and explain the reasons for them. 

Can say in simple language which aspects of a work especially interested 
him/her. 

Can say whether he/she liked a work or not and explain why in simple 
language. 

Can select simple passages he/she particularly likes from work of literature 
to use as quotes. 

Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable a simple story, fairy/folk tale or 
poem read in class 

A1 Can use simple words and phrases to say how a work made him/her feel. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available     
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MEDIATING A TEXT 

ANALYSIS AND CRITICISM OF CREATIVE TEXTS (INCL. LITERATURE) TEXT (& DISCOURSE ENVIRONMENT) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

C2 

Can give a critical appraisal of work of different periods and genres 
(novels, poems, plays), appreciating subtle distinctions of style and implicit 
as well as explicit meaning. 

Can recognise the finer subtleties of nuanced language, rhetorical effect, 
and stylistic language use (e.g. metaphors, abnormal syntax, ambiguity), 
interpreting and ‘unpacking’ meanings and connotations. 

Can critically evaluate the way in which structure, language and rhetorical 
devices are exploited in a work for a particular purpose and give a 
reasoned argument on their appropriateness and effectiveness. 

Can give a critical appreciation of the deliberate breach of linguistic 
conventions in a piece of writing. 

Not applicable in writing a review of a novel, 
film, writer’s or artist’s life work 
for the journal or blog of a 
cultural circle organised by a 
cultural institute or club 

Not applicable a novel, poem, play, short story 
or other classical or 
contemporary work studied in a 
literature course 

C1 

Can critically appraise a wide variety of texts including literary works of 
different periods and genres. 

Can evaluate the extent to which a work meets the conventions of its 
genre. 

Can describe and comment on ways in which the work engages the 
audience (e.g. by building up and subverting expectations). 

B2 

Can compare two works, considering themes, characters and scenes, 
exploring similarities and contrasts and explaining the relevance of the 
connections between them. 

Can give a reasoned opinion about a work, showing awareness of the 
thematic, structural and formal features and referring to the opinions and 
arguments of others. 

Can evaluate the way the work encourages identification with characters, 
giving examples. 

Can describe the way in which different works differ in their treatment of 
the same theme. 

a novel or short story just read, 
a play, film, musical or other 
show just seen, paintings or 
sculptures in a gallery, cultural 
artefacts in a museum – in 
discussion with friends 

a more straightforward novel or 
short story read as a member 
of a foreign language reading 
circle organised by a teacher 
or cultural institute  

Not applicable a novel, poem, play, short story 
or other literary work studied in 
class 

B1 

Can point out the most important episodes and events in a clearly 
structured narrative in everyday language and explain the significance of 
events and the connection between them. 

a simpler short story, fairy/folk 
tale or extract from a novel 
read in class or for homework 

Can describe the key themes and characters in short narratives involving 
familiar situations that are written in high frequency everyday language. 

Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 

A2 
Can identify and briefly describe, in basic formulaic language, the key 
themes and characters in short, simple narratives involving familiar 
situations that are written in high frequency everyday language. 

a simple story, fairy/folk tale or 
poem read in class 

A1 No descriptors available     

Pre-A1 No descriptors available     
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MEDIATING CONCEPTS 

FACILITATING COLLABORATIVE INTERACTION WITH PEERS SITUATION (& ROLES)    

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

C2 No descriptor available: see C1     

C1 

Can show sensitivity to different perspectives in guiding a group, 
acknowledging contributions and formulating any reservations, 
disagreements or criticisms in such a way as to avoid or minimize any 
offence. 

Can develop the interaction and tactfully help steer it towards a 
conclusion. 

during an exchange with 
friends, family members, 
colleagues met in informal 
circumstances to discuss an 
issue he/she is aware of 

as a member/chair/moderator 
at a community meeting, an 
association meeting; a 
fundraising event; a QA 
session in a public 
presentation of a project, for 
instance for a new 
building/facility 

as a chair/member of a group 
during focus groups meetings; 
during a relatively 
straightforward business 
transaction; during programme 
meetings; during committee 
meetings 

as a lecturer/instructor at a 
conference during Q/A time; 
during a previously organized 
debate in a class at 
school/university; in community 
of practice work for teacher 
development 

B2+ 

Can, based on people’s reactions, adjust the way he/she formulates 
questions and/or intervenes in a group interaction. 

Can act as rapporteur in a group discussion, noting ideas and decisions, 
discussing these with the group and later giving a summary of the group’s 
view(s) in a plenary. 

at community meetings dealing 
with a specific issue, with 
visual support 

during a collaborative task in a 
class at school/university; in 
community of practice work for 
teacher development 

B2 

Can ask questions to stimulate discussion on how to organise 
collaborative work. 

Can help to define goals for teamwork and compare options for how to 
achieve them. 

Can refocus a discussion by suggesting what to consider next, and how to 
proceed. 

during an exchange with 
friends, family members, 
colleagues met in informal 
circumstances to choose 
among possible solutions to a 
problem 

at a community meeting 
dealing with a straightforward 
issue, with visual support 

during a simple collaborative 
task in a class at 
school/university; in community 
of practice work with the 
support of other teachers 

B1+ 

Can collaborate on a shared task, for example formulating and responding 
to suggestions, asking whether people agree, and proposing alternative 
approaches. 

during a relatively 
straightforward business 
transaction; during committee 
meetings between colleagues 

B1 

Can collaborate in simple, shared tasks and work towards a common goal 
in a group by asking and answering straightforward questions. 

Can define the task in basic terms in a discussion and ask others to 
contribute their expertise and experience. 

Can invite other people in a group to speak. 

during a short exchange with 
friends, family members, 
colleagues met in informal 
circumstances, for instance to 
ask for advice before choosing 
among possible solutions to a 
problem 

as a chair/member of a group 
during focus groups meetings; 
during a relatively 
straightforward business 
transaction; during committee 
meetings 
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MEDIATING CONCEPTS 

FACILITATING COLLABORATIVE INTERACTION WITH PEERS SITUATION (& ROLES)    

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

A2+ 
Can collaborate in simple, shared tasks, provided that other participants 
speak slowly and that one or more of them help him/her to contribute and 
to express his/her suggestions. 

during a short exchange with 
friends, family members  

Not applicable during a straightforward 
business transaction 

during a simple collaborative 
task in a class at 
school/university 

A2 
Can collaborate in simple, practical tasks, asking what others think, 
making suggestions and understanding responses, provided he/she can 
ask for repetition or reformulation from time to time. 

A1 No descriptor available     

Pre-A1 No descriptor available     
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MEDIATING CONCEPTS 

COLLABORATING TO CONSTRUCT MEANING SITUATION (& ROLES) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

C2 
Can guide the discussion effectively, summarizing, evaluating and linking 
the various contributions in order to create agreement for a solution or way 
forward. 

during an exchange with 
friends, family members, 
colleagues met in informal 
circumstances to discuss an 
issue he/she is aware of 

as a chair/moderator at a 
community meeting, an 
association meeting; a 
fundraising event; a QA 
session in a public 
presentation of a project, for 
instance for a new 
building/facility 

as a chair/ moderator of a 
group during focus groups 
meetings; during a business 
transaction; during programme 
meetings; during committee 
meetings 

as a lecturer/instructor at a 
conference during Q/A time; 
during a previously organized 
debate in a class at 
school/university; in community 
of practice work for teacher 
development 

C1 

Can frame a discussion to decide a course of action with a partner or 
group, reporting on what others have said, summarising, elaborating and 
weighing up multiple points of view. 

Can evaluate problems, challenges, and proposals in a collaborative 
discussion in order to decide the way forward. 

at community meetings dealing 
with a specific issue, with 
visual support 

Can highlight inconsistencies in thinking, and challenge other’s ideas in 
the process of trying to reach a consensus. 

in completing a group problem-
solving task or project or in a 
class debate 

B2+ 

Can highlight the main issue that needs to be resolved in a complex task 
and the important aspects that need to be taken into account. 

in helping a friend plan how to 
resolve a financial or family 
problem, when planning a 
family event such as a wedding 
or anniversary party 

as a member/ chair/ moderator  
of a planning meeting for a 
(political) campaign or project 
and/or an event set up by a 
club 

as a chair/member of a 
strategy meeting or project-
planning meeting 

when organising a group 
assignment such as writing a 
collective review or designing a 
research project, in planning 
an exchange visit or project 

Can contribute to collaborative decision-making and problem-solving, 
expressing and co-developing ideas, explaining details and making 
suggestions for future action. 

when planning a complicated 
outing, holiday or project with 
family and friends 

as a member of a strategy 
meeting or project-planning 
meeting; during collaborative 
work on a project 

when planning, with 
classmates/colleagues, a 
group assignment or project, 
an educational outing or 
exchange visit 

Can help organise the discussion in a group by reporting what others have 
said, summarising, elaborating and weighing up different points of view. 

   

B2 

Can further develop other people’s ideas and opinions. a conversation with family or 
friends to plan a themed or 
staged social event such as a 
(surprise) party 

as a member of a club in a 
community meeting to organise 
a public event 

in completing a group problem-
solving task or project or in a 
class debate; in community of 
practice work for teacher 
development  

Can present his/her ideas in a group and pose questions that invite 
reactions from other group members’ perspectives. 

in a discussion with family or 
friends of strongly differing 
ideas what to do on holiday, 
during a family reunion, a 
house renovation 

at a community meeting 
seeking a solution to a local 
social problem such as 
security, vandalism, traffic 
conditions, lack of green areas 
and/or of amenities/services 
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MEDIATING CONCEPTS 

COLLABORATING TO CONSTRUCT MEANING SITUATION (& ROLES) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

B2 

Can consider two different sides of an issue, giving arguments for and 
against, and propose a solution or compromise. 

in a discussion with family or 
friends of strongly differing 
ideas what to do on holiday, 
during a family reunion, a 
house renovation, during a 
domestic dispute between 
housemates 

at a community meeting 
seeking a solution to a local 
social problem such as 
security, vandalism, traffic 
conditions, lack of green areas 
and/or of amenities/services 

as a member of a strategy 
meeting or project-planning 
meeting; during collaborative 
work on a project 

in completing a group problem-
solving task or project or in a 
class debate; in community of 
practice work for teacher 
development 

B1+ 

Can organise the work in a straightforward collaborative task by stating the 
aim and explaining in a simple manner the main issue that needs to be 
resolved. 

Can use questions, comments and simple reformulations to maintain the 
focus of a discussion. 

Can organise the work in a straightforward collaborative task by stating the 
aim and explaining in a simple manner the main issue that needs to be 
resolved. 

Can use questions, comments and simple reformulations to maintain the 
focus of a discussion. 

in a discussion with flatmates 
or friends about how to re-
organise arrangements in an 
apartment, how to repair 
something,  how to organise an 
event 

in attending a public 
consultation meeting about 
local issues such as transport, 
planning applications or 
community policy / events 

at a project-planning meeting; 
during collaborative work on a 
project 

in completing a group problem-
solving task or project or in a 
class debate 

B1 

Can ask a group member to give the reason(s) for their views. 

Can repeat back part of what someone has said to confirm mutual 
understanding and help keep the development of ideas on course. 

A2+ 
Can ensure that the person he/she is talking to understands what he/she 
means by asking appropriate questions. 

in a discussion of options for 
an evening out, when 
organising a party or when 
deciding on house rules 

Not applicable during collaborative work on a 
project 

in completing a group problem-
solving task or project 

A2 

Can make simple remarks and pose occasional questions to indicate that 
he/she is following. 

Can make suggestions in a simple way in order to move the discussion 
forward. 

A1 No descriptor available     

Pre-A1 No descriptor available     
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MEDIATING CONCEPTS 

MANAGING INTERACTION SITUATION (& ROLES) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

C2 

Can take on different roles according to the needs of the participants and 
requirements of the activity (resource person, mediator, supervisor, etc.) 
and provide appropriate individualised support. 

Not applicable as a member/ chair/ moderator 
at a community meeting; at a 
political/ volunteer/ charity/ 
association meeting, sports 
events, at a local, regional, 
national, international level 

at consultation 
meetings/sessions on 
policy/structure change in an 
organization; at professional 
development sessions; during 
work on complex collaborative 
projects within another 
business, a partnering 
institutions 

during activities implying 
group/pair work, collaborative 
tasks, jigsaw, think/pair/share, 
project work at 
school/university or in teacher 
education; parent/student 
assembly, organizing for 
instance a protest/opposition, a 
school trip; at a PhD workshop 

Can recognise undercurrents in interaction and take appropriate steps 
accordingly to guide the direction of the talk. 

during a short exchange with 
friends, family members met in 
informal circumstances  

C1 

Can organise a varied and balanced sequence of plenary, group and 
individual work, ensuring smooth transitions between the phases. 

Not applicable 

Can intervene diplomatically in order to redirect talk, prevent one person 
dominating or to confront disruptive behaviour. 

at a meeting on procedures, 
during collaborative work on a 
project 

B2+ 

Can organise and manage collaborative group work efficiently. at consultation 
meetings/sessions on 
policy/structure change in an 
organization; at professional 
development sessions; during 
work on complex collaborative 
projects within another 
business, a partnering 
institutions 

Can monitor individual and group work non-intrusively, intervening to set a 
group back on task or to ensure even participation. 

at a meeting on procedures, 
during collaborative work on a 
project 

Can intervene supportively in order to focus people’s attention on aspects 
of the task by asking targeted questions and inviting suggestions. 

Not applicable as a member/ chair/ moderator 
at a community meeting; at a 
political/ volunteer/ charity/ 
association meeting, sports 
events, at a local, regional, 
national, international level 

at consultation 
meetings/sessions on 
policy/structure change in an 
organization; at professional 
development sessions; during 
work on complex collaborative 
projects within another 
business, a partnering 
institutions 

during activities implying 
group/pair work, collaborative 
tasks, jigsaw, think/pair/share, 
project work at 
school/university or in teacher 
education; parent/student 
assembly, organizing for 
instance a protest/opposition, a 
school trip; at a PhD workshop 

B2 

Can explain the different roles of participants in the collaborative process, 
giving clear instructions for group work. 

Can explain ground rules in collaborative discussion in small groups that 
involves problem solving or the evaluation of alternative proposals. 

as a chair/member of a group 
during focus groups meetings; 
during committee meetings 
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MEDIATING CONCEPTS 

MANAGING INTERACTION SITUATION (& ROLES) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

B2 

Can intervene when necessary to set a group back on task with new 
instructions or to encourage more even participation. 

as a member /chair /moderator 
at a community meeting  with a 
specific, clearly-defined goal; 
at a festival working with a 
group, with a specific goal 

at a meeting on procedures, 
during collaborative work on a 
project 

during a clearly structured 
collaborative activity at 
school/university 

B1+ 
Can allocate the turn in a discussion, inviting a participant to say 
something. 

residents meeting to agree 
routine terms of upkeep etc. 

as a team member at the 
meeting of a small task force 

B1 Can give simple, clear instructions to organise an activity. as a member/ chair/ moderator 
at a community meeting  with a 
specific, clearly-defined goal; 
at a festival working with a 
group, with a specific goal 

at a meeting on procedures, 
during collaborative work on a 
project, at a staff meeting on 
introducing new 
procedures/equipment, with an 
outline 

A2 

Can give very simple instructions to a cooperative group who help with 
formulation when necessary. 

A1 No descriptor available     

Pre-A1 No descriptor available     
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MEDIATING CONCEPTS 

ENCOURAGING CONCEPTUAL TALK  SITUATION (& ROLES) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

C2 
Can effectively lead the development of ideas in a discussion of complex 
abstract topics, guiding the direction of the talk by targeting questions and 
encouraging others to elaborate on their reasoning. 

when discussing social and 
political issues with friends and 
relatives 

at a community meeting when 
discussing details of an action 
plan 

when taking the lead during 
project team meetings and 
brainstorming sessions 

when leading a seminar, giving 
a lesson, engaging in class 
debates or discussions 

C1 
Can ask a series of open questions that build on different contributions in 
order to stimulate logical reasoning (e.g. hypothesising, inferring, 
analysing, justifying, and predicting). 

B2+ 

Can encourage members of a group to describe and elaborate on their 
thinking. 

Can encourage members of a group to build upon one another’s 
information and ideas to come up with a concept or solution. 

when leading a seminar, giving 
a lesson, engaging in class 
debates or discussions; as a 
lecturer/instructor at a 
conference during Q/A time 

B2 

Can formulate questions and feedback to encourage people to expand on 
their thinking and justify or clarify their opinions. 

Can build on people’s ideas and link them into coherent lines of thinking 

Can ask people to explain how an idea fits with the main topic under 
discussion. 

B1+ 

Can ask people to elaborate on specific points they made in their initial 
explanation. 

when discussing films, plays 
and other forms of 
entertainment with 
friends/relatives 

in attending a public 
consultation meeting about 
local issues such as transport, 
planning applications or 
community policy / events 

during project team meetings 
and brainstorming sessions; 
during collaborative work on a 
project 

when engaging in class 
debates or discussion 

Can ask appropriate questions to check understanding of concepts that 
have been explained. 

Not applicable Not applicable 

Can ask questions to invite people to clarify their reasoning. when discussing social and 
personal issues with friends 
and relatives 

in attending a public 
consultation meeting about 
local issues such as transport, 
planning applications or 
community policy / events 

in simple class debates or 
discussions with (fellow) 
students 

B1 

Can ask why someone thinks something, or how they think something 
would work. 

A2 

Can ask what somebody thinks of a certain idea. when discussing options with 
family, friends or housemates 
for an evening out, when 
organising a party  

at a community meeting during team meetings; during 
collaborative work on a project 

when engaging in simple class 
discussions 

A1 
Can use simple isolated words and non-verbal signals to show interest in 
an idea. 

in a discussion of options for 
an evening out 

Not applicable Not applicable in a simple group activity 

Pre-A1 No descriptor available     
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MEDIATING COMMUNICATION 

FACILITATING PLURICULTURAL SPACE  SITUATION (& ROLES) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

C2 

Can mediate effectively and naturally between members of his/her own 
and other communities, taking account of sociocultural and sociolinguistic 
differences. 

Can guide a sensitive discussion effectively, identifying nuances and 
undercurrents. 

in multicultural gatherings or 
celebrations of personal 
relevance with friends and/or 
family 

during a multicultural 
community meeting, when 
shopping, travelling or dealing 
with public affairs in a 
multicultural environment 

during a meeting at senior 
management level in a 
multinational setting 

at a seminar in a multicultural 
educational setting 

at a seminar in a multicultural 
educational setting 

C1  

Can act as mediator in intercultural encounters, contributing to a shared 
communication culture by managing ambiguity offering advice and 
support, and heading off misunderstandings. 

Can anticipate how people might misunderstand what has been said or 
written and help to maintain positive interaction by commenting on and 
interpreting different cultural perspectives on the issue concerned. 

when breaking/delivering news 
on delicate issues from third 
parties 

at multicultural guidance and 
counselling concerning e.g. 
marriage, divorce, child 
custody 

when discussing the terms of a 
multilateral contract, when 
explaining the laws or 
regulations in another country. 

when teaching a university 
course to a multicultural class 

B2+ 

Can exploit knowledge of socio-cultural conventions in order to establish 
agreement on how to proceed in a particular situation unfamiliar to 
everyone involved. 

in multicultural gatherings or 
celebrations of personal 
relevance with friends and/or 
family 

during a multicultural 
community meeting, when 
shopping, travelling or dealing 
with public affairs in a 
multicultural environment 

during a meeting at senior 
management level in a 
multinational setting 

at a seminar in a multicultural 
educational setting 

Can, in intercultural encounters, demonstrate appreciation of perspectives 
other than his/her own normal worldview, and express him/herself in a way 
appropriate to the context. 

when discussing with friends 
and/or relatives social or 
personal issues or ways of 
action in an informal 
multicultural setting 

when interacting with 
individuals and/or groups in the 
neighbourhood 

helping colleagues from a 
different cultural background 
through work-related problems 

in supporting inclusive 
education 

Can clarify misunderstandings and misinterpretations during intercultural 
encounters, suggesting how things were actually meant in order to clear 
the air and move the discussion forward. 

in potentially conflicting private 
situations involving persons 
from different cultures or 
backgrounds 

in peer interaction at public 
events, such as festivals, talks, 
demonstrations 

when conducting / moderating 
a public debate on multicultural 
issues 

when discussing the 
implementation of international 
commercial policies with 
colleagues 

as an instructor when dealing 
with conflicts between students 
on an international campus 

B2 
Can encourage a shared communication culture by expressing 
understanding and appreciation of different ideas, feelings and viewpoints, 
and inviting participants to contribute and react to each other’s ideas. 

when presented or introducing 
someone into a new group of 
friends/people sharing interests 

in peer interaction at public 
events, such as festivals, talks, 
demonstrations 

when escorting colleagues 
from other countries around 
town or company premises 

as an instructor when teaching 
a multicultural primary class at 
intercultural centres 
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MEDIATING COMMUNICATION 

FACILITATING PLURICULTURAL SPACE  SITUATION (& ROLES) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

B2 

Can work collaboratively with people who have different cultural 
orientations, discussing similarities and differences in views and 
perspectives. 

when organising shared 
activities with friends or 
roommates 

in joint activities with travel 
mates during a trip, in peer 
interaction at public events, 
such as festivals, talks, 
demonstrations 

in discussions with colleagues 
about simple tasks, working 
hours, holidays 

with schoolmates in academic 
activities 

Can, when collaborating with people from other cultures, adapt the way 
he/she works in order to create shared procedures. 

during a multicultural 
community meeting 

when discussing the 
implementation of international 
commercial policies with 
colleagues 

at a seminar in a multicultural 
educational setting 

B1+ 

Can support communication across cultures by initiating conversation, 
showing interest and empathy by asking and answering simple questions, 
and expressing agreement and understanding. 

in everyday conversations with 
friends and relatives from 
different cultural backgrounds 

during holidays, with locals between colleagues during 
work-related telephone 
exchanges or conversations 

with schoolmates in off-school 
activities 

Can act in a supportive manner in intercultural encounters, recognising the 
feelings and different world views of other members of the group. 

when organising shared 
activities with friends or 
roommates 

during a multicultural 
community meeting 

in discussions with colleagues 
about simple tasks, working 
hours, holidays 

at a seminar in a multicultural 
educational setting 

B1 

Can support an intercultural exchange using a limited repertoire to 
introduce people from different cultural backgrounds and to ask and 
answer questions, showing awareness that some questions may be 
perceived differently in the cultures concerned. 

Can help to develop a shared communication culture, by exchanging 
information in a simple way about values and attitudes to language and 
culture. 

in a simple informal 
conversation between 
friends/relatives and visitors 

in simple exchanges and 
conversations at restaurants 

when introducing newcomers 
into the workplace 

as an instructor when 
welcoming students into the 
school’s sports team 

A2 

Can contribute to an intercultural exchange, using simple words to ask 
people to explain things and to get clarification of what they say, whilst 
exploiting his/her limited repertoire to express agreement, to invite, to 
thank etc. 

A1 No descriptor available     

Pre-A1 No descriptor available     
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MEDIATING COMMUNICATION 

ACTING AS INTERMEDIARY IN INFORMAL SITUATIONS (WITH FRIENDS 
AND COLLEAGUES) 

SITUATION (& ROLES) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

C2 

Can communicate in clear, fluent, well-structured (Language B) the sense 
of what is said in (Language A) on a wide range of general and specialised 
topics, maintaining appropriate style and register, conveying finer shades 
of meaning and elaborating on sociocultural implications. 

in a discussion with 
friends/relatives, guests/hosts 
about e.g. politics, literature 

at a gathering with guests,  

during a public lecture, at a 
political rally or meeting, at a 
(religious) ceremony 

at a management meeting,  a 
social or cultural event during a 
work-related visit in another 
country 

at a school event such as an 
awards evening with parents, 
at welcome address or 
presentation to visiting guests 
from other schools, in 
webinars, debates and 
discussions 

C1 

Can communicate fluently in (Language B) the sense of what is said in 
(Language A) on a wide range of subjects of personal, academic and 
professional interest, conveying significant information clearly and 
concisely as well as explaining cultural references. 

interpretation, at a formal 
gathering with guests, of 
complex ceremonies, 
statements, conversations, or 
discussions 

 during discussions on 
organisational matters such as 
international conferences or 
events, contract negotiations 

during an interview as part of a 
research project, at a 
conference or seminar 

B2+ 

Can mediate (between Language A and Language B), conveying detailed 
information, drawing the attention of both sides to background information 
and sociocultural cues, and posing clarification and follow-up questions or 
statements as necessary. 

with visiting guests / relatives 
from another country 

at a public meeting, at an 
intercultural event 

with visiting partners or clients, 
in a discussion in an 
international team about 
organisation, project and 
resource planning 

in a parent-teacher meeting to 
discuss a child’s school 
performance, of an academic 
on their specialised field 

B2 

Can communicate in (Language B) the sense of what is said in a welcome 
address, anecdote or presentation in his/her field given in (Language A), 
interpreting cultural cues appropriately and giving additional explanations 
when necessary, provided that the speaker stops frequently in order to allow 
time for him/her to do so. 

in discussions with relatives / 
friends on matters such as 
studying or working abroad 

during a guided visit during a visit to company / 
factory / university premises 

in a parent-teacher meeting to 
discuss a child’s school 
performance; during a school 
exchange with visiting 
principals, teachers/students 

Can communicate in (Language B) the sense of what is said in (Language 
A) on subjects within his/her fields of interest, conveying and when 
necessary explaining the significance of important statements and 
viewpoints, provided the speaker stops frequently to allow him/her to do 
so, and gives clarifications if needed. 

in a conversation with 
friends/relatives, guests/hosts 
about important current affairs 

during a guided visit at e.g. an 
exhibition 

at dinner with visiting 
colleagues 

at a school event or parents' 
day 

B1+ 

Can communicate in (Language B) the main sense of what is said in 
(Language A)  on subjects within his/her fields of interest, conveying 
straightforward factual information and explicit cultural references, 
provided that he/she can prepare beforehand and that the speakers 
articulate clearly in everyday language. 

in everyday conversations with 
friends and relatives about e.g. 
family, work, daily events 

in casual conversations with 
other travellers during a trip or 
holiday about e.g. travel, 
hobbies, interests 

in everyday conversations with 
colleagues/ workmates about 
e.g. interests, work, daily 
events 

during a school exchange – 
incoming and outgoing, in a 
parent-teacher meeting to 
discuss a child’s school 
performance 

B1 

Can communicate in (Language B) the main sense of what is said in 
(Language A) on subjects of personal interest, whilst following important 
politeness conventions, provided that the speakers articulate clearly in 
standard language and that he/she can ask for clarification and pause to 
plan how to express things. 
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MEDIATING COMMUNICATION 

ACTING AS INTERMEDIARY IN INFORMAL SITUATIONS (WITH FRIENDS 
AND COLLEAGUES) 

SITUATION (& ROLES) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

A2+ 

Can communicate in (Language B) the overall sense of what is said in 
(Language A) in everyday situations, following basic cultural conventions 
and conveying the essential information, provided that the speakers 
articulate clearly in standard language and that he/she can ask for 
repetition and clarification. 

in a conversation between 
friends/ relatives and visitors to 
make arrangements for an 
outing 

interpreting on the telephone 
for relatives and friends when 
applying for a service such as 
internet or utilities 

at a restaurant with guests, 
conversing about background, 
hobbies, education 

at a public office offering 
services such as a licensing 
office 

at the workplace to organize a 
leaving party 

during a visit from a client 

with a new student from his/her 
country of origin 

A2 

Can communicate in (Language B) the main point of what is said in 
(Language A) in predictable, everyday situations, conveying back and forth 
information about personal wants and needs, provided that the speakers 
help with formulation. 

during introduction of a 
visitor/guest to family/friends’ 
circles 

at a public office offering 
services such as a licensing 
office 

during a visit from a client  

A1 No descriptor available     

Pre-A1 No descriptor available     
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MEDIATING COMMUNICATION 

FACILITATING COMMUNICATION IN DELICATE SITUATIONS & 
DISAGREEMENTS 

SITUATION (& ROLES) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

C2 

Can deal tactfully with a disruptive participant, framing any remarks 
diplomatically in relation to the situation and cultural perceptions. 

Can confidently take a firm but diplomatic stance over an issue of 
principle, while showing respect for the viewpoint of others.  

in a disagreement between 
friends or family members 
discussing personal or social 
issues 

in a situation with inter-
communal conflict tensions 

in collaborative work that takes 
a difficult turn 

in negotiations, in discussions 
about cuts and restructuring 

in cases of disruptive 
classroom behaviour 

in cases of bullying or 
racial/gender-aggravated 
school violence 

C1 

Can demonstrate sensitivity to different viewpoints, using repetition and 
paraphrase to demonstrate detailed understanding of each party's 
requirements for an agreement. 

Can formulate a diplomatic request to each side in a disagreement to 
determine what is central to their position, and what they may be willing to 
give up under certain circumstances. 

Can use persuasive language to suggest that parties in disagreement shift 
towards a new position. 

in a disagreement between 
housemates about house 
rules, when discussing with 
relatives responsibilities and 
measures concerning child or 
elderly care 

during an incident on a 
package holiday or a public 
event 

in the resolution of 
organizational and functional 
conflicts 

in dysfunctional group work, 
when organising and managing 
peer mediation, or in a 
disagreement between two 
groups of students 

B2+ 

Can elicit possible solutions from parties in disagreement in order to help 
them to reach consensus, formulating open-ended, neutral questions to 
minimise embarrassment or offense. 

Can help the parties in a disagreement better understand each other by 
restating and reframing their positions more clearly and by prioritising 
needs and goals. 

Can formulate a clear and accurate summary of what has been agreed 
and what is expected from each of the parties. 

in a disagreement between 
housemates about house 
rules, when discussing with 
relatives responsibilities and 
measures concerning child or 
elderly care 

in disputes with 
landlords/tenants over e.g. 
financial responsibility for 
damage in a flat, 

during an incident on a 
package holiday or a public 
event 

in arguments affecting third 
parties at restaurants, cinemas 
or other public places 

in disputes regarding an 
accident 

in the resolution of 
organizational and functional 
conflicts 

when dealing with everyday 
negative interactions between 
employees 

at collective bargaining or 
labour arbitration 

in mediating in dysfunctional 
group work, when organising 
and managing peer mediation, 
or in a disagreement between 
two groups of students 

B2 

Can, by asking questions, identify areas of common ground and invite 
each side to highlight possible solutions. 

helping others with complaints 
about bills or services at 
shops, transport, banks 

at minor disputes at the 
workplace  

Can outline the main points in a disagreement with reasonable precision 
and explain the positions of the parties involved. 

in arguments affecting third 
parties at restaurants, cinemas 
or other public places 

when dealing with everyday 
negative interactions between 
employees 

Can summarise the statements made by the two sides, highlighting areas 
of agreement and obstacles to agreement. 

as a member/ chair/ moderator 
at a community meeting to 
discuss social policies or safety 
and security problems 

during preparatory meetings to 
examine and revise an agenda 
or an action plan 
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MEDIATING COMMUNICATION 

FACILITATING COMMUNICATION IN DELICATE SITUATIONS & 
DISAGREEMENTS 

SITUATION (& ROLES) 

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS PERSONAL PUBLIC OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

B1+ 
Can ask parties in a disagreement to explain their point of view, and can 
respond briefly to their explanations, provided the topic is familiar to 
him/her and the parties speak clearly. 

in arguments between 
flatmates over household 
responsibilities or home 
improvements 

in arguments affecting third 
parties at restaurants, cinemas 
or other public places 

when dealing with everyday 
negative interactions between 
employees 

when dealing with everyday 
negative interactions between 
classmates 

B1 
Can demonstrate his/her understanding of the key issues in a 
disagreement on a topic familiar to him/her and make simple requests for 
confirmation and/or clarification. 

A2 
Can recognise when speakers disagree or when difficulties occur in 
interaction and adapt memorised simple phrases to seek compromise and 
agreement. 

    

A1 
Can recognise when speakers disagree or when someone has a problem 
and can use memorised simple words and phrases (e.g. “I understand” “Are 
you okay?” to indicate sympathy.    

    

Pre-A1 No descriptor available     
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Appendix 7 – List of changes to specific 2001 Descriptors 

OVERALL LISTENING COMPREHENSION 

C2 
Can understand with ease virtually Has no difficulty with any kind of spoken language, whether live or broadcast, delivered 
at fast native natural speed. 

UNDERSTANDING CONVERSATION BETWEEN OTHER NATIVE SPEAKERS 

B2+ Can keep up with an animated conversation between native speakers of the target language. 

B2 
Can with some effort catch much of what is said around him/her, but may find it difficult to participate effectively in 
discussion with several native speakers of the target language who do not modify their language speech in any way. 

LISTENING AS A MEMBER OF A LIVE AUDIENCE 

C2 
Can follow specialised lectures and presentations employing a high degree of colloquialism, regional usage or unfamiliar 
terminology. 

OVERALL READING COMPREHENSION 

C2 
Can understand and interpret critically virtually all forms of the written language including abstract, structurally complex, or 
highly colloquial literary and non-literary writings. 

OVERALL SPOKEN INTERACTION 

B2 

Can interact with a degree of fluency and spontaneity that makes regular interaction, and sustained relationships with 
speakers of the target language native speakers quite possible without imposing strain on either party. Can highlight the 
personal significance of events and experiences, account for and sustain views clearly by providing relevant explanations 
and arguments. 

UNDERSTANDING A NATIVE SPEAKER AN INTERLOCUTOR 

C2 
Can understand any native speaker interlocutor, even on abstract and complex topics of a specialist nature beyond his/her 
own field, given an opportunity to adjust to a non-standard less familiar accent or dialect. 

CONVERSATION 

B2 
Can sustain relationships with speakers of the target language native speakers without unintentionally amusing or irritating 
them or requiring them to behave other than they would with another native proficient speaker. 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH FRIENDS) 

B2+ Can keep up with an animated discussion between native speakers of the target language. 

B2 
Can with some effort catch much of what is said around him/her in discussion, but may find it difficult to participate 
effectively in discussion with several native speakers of the target language who do not modify their language speech in any 
way. 

FORMAL DISCUSSION (MEETINGS) 

C2 
Can hold his/her own in formal discussion of complex issues, putting an articulate and persuasive argument, at no 
disadvantage to native other speakers. 

INTERVIEWING AND BEING INTERVIEWED 

C2 
Can keep up his/her side of the dialogue extremely well, structuring the talk and interacting authoritatively with complete 
effortless fluency as interviewer or interviewee, at no disadvantage to native other speakers. 

SOCIOLINGUISTIC APPROPRIATENESS 

C2 
Can mediate effectively and naturally between speakers of the target language and of his/her own community of origin, 
taking account of sociocultural and sociolinguistic differences. 

C2 
Appreciates virtually all the sociolinguistic and sociocultural implications of language used by native proficient speakers of 
the target language and can react accordingly. 

B2 
Can sustain relationships with speakers of the target language native speakers without unintentionally amusing or irritating 
them or requiring them to behave other than they would with another native proficient speaker. 

SPOKEN FLUENCY 

B2 
Can interact with a degree of fluency and spontaneity that makes regular interaction with speakers of the target language 
native speakers quite possible without imposing strain on either party. 
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Appendix 8 – Sources for new descriptors 
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Appendix 9 – Supplementary descriptors 

The descriptors in this appendix were also developed, validated and calibrated in the project to develop 
descriptors for mediation. They have been excluded from the extended illustrative descriptors either 
because of redundancy, because it had not been possible to develop descriptors for a sufficient range 
of levels, or because of comments in the consultation phases. The will be added to the bank of 
supplementary descriptors on the Council of Europe website. 

Scales 

INTERPRETING 

Note: As in any case in which mediation across languages is involved, users may wish to complete the descriptor by specifying the 
languages concerned, as in this example for a C2 descriptor: 

Can provide almost completely accurate simultaneous or consecutive interpretation into French of complex, formal discourse in 
German, conveying the meaning of the speaker faithfully and reflecting the style, register and cultural context without omissions or 
additions. 

C2 

Can provide almost completely accurate simultaneous or consecutive interpretation of complex, formal discourse, 
conveying the meaning of the speaker faithfully and reflecting the style, register, and cultural context without omissions or 
additions. 

Can, in informal situations, provide simultaneous or consecutive interpretation in clear, fluent, well-structured language on a 
wide range of general and specialised topics, conveying style, register and finer shades of meaning precisely. 

Can provide simultaneous or consecutive interpretation, coping with unpredictable complications, conveying many nuances 
and cultural allusions on top of the main message, though expression may not always reflect the appropriate conventions. 

C1 
Can provide consecutive interpretation fluently on a wide range of subjects of personal, academic and professional interest, 
passing on significant information clearly and concisely. 

B2 

Can mediate during an interview, conveying complex information, drawing the attention of both sides to background 
information, and posing clarification and follow-up questions as necessary. 

Can provide consecutive interpretation of a welcome address, anecdote or presentation in his/her field, provided that the 
speaker stops frequently in order to allow time for him/her to do so. 

Can provide consecutive interpretation on subjects of general interest and/or within his/her field, passing on important 
statements and viewpoints, provided the speaker stops frequently to allow him/her to do so, and gives clarifications if 
necessary. 

Can, during an interview, interpret and convey detailed information reliably and provide supporting information, although 
he/she may search for expressions and will sometimes need to ask for clarification of certain formulations. 

B1 

Can, during an interview, interpret and convey straightforward factual information, provided that he/she can prepare 
beforehand and that the speakers articulate clearly in everyday language. 

Can interpret informally on subjects of personal or current interest, provided that the speakers articulate clearly in standard 
language and that he/she can ask for clarification and pause to plan how to express things. 

A2 

Can interpret informally in everyday situations, conveying the essential information, provided that the speakers articulate 
clearly in standard language and that he/she can ask for repetition and clarification. 

Can interpret informally in predictable, everyday situations, passing back and forth information about personal wants and 
needs, provided that the speakers help with formulation. 

Can interpret simply in an interview, conveying straightforward information on familiar topics, provided that he/she can 
prepare beforehand and that the speakers articulate clearly. 

Can indicate in a simple fashion that somebody else might be able to help in interpreting. 

A1 Can communicate with simple words and gestures what basic needs a third party has in a particular situation. 

Pre-A1 No descriptors available 

  



 

 

PHONOLOGICAL CONTROL: SOUND RECOGNITION 

C2 Can consciously incorporate relevant features of regional and socio-linguistic varieties of pronunciation appropriately. 

C1 
Can recognise features of regional and socio-linguistic varieties of pronunciation and consciously incorporate the most 
prominent of them in his/her speech. 

B2 Can recognise common words when pronounced in a different regional variety from the one(s) he/she is accustomed to. 

B1 Can recognise when his/her comprehension difficulty is caused by a regional variety of pronunciation. 

Individual Descriptors 

ONLINE CONVERSATION AND DISCUSSION 

C2 
Can use with precision colloquialisms, humorous language, idiomatic abbreviations and/or specialised register to enhance 
the impact of comments made in an online discussion. 

C1 

Can express his/her ideas and opinions with precision in an online discussion on a complex subject or specialised topic 
related to his/her field, presenting and responding to complex lines of argument convincingly. 

Can critically evaluate online comments and express negative reactions diplomatically. 

B2+ 
Can exploit different online environments to initiate and maintain relationships, using language fluently to share experiences 
and develop the interaction by asking appropriate questions. 

B2 

Can develop an argument in an online discussion giving reasons for or against a particular point of view, though some 
contributions may appear repetitive. 

Can express degrees of emotion in personal online postings, highlighting the personal significance of events and 
experiences and responding flexibly to further comments. 

Can repair possible misunderstanding in an online discussion with an appropriate response. 

B1 
Can initiate, maintain and close simple online conversations on topics that are familiar to him/her, though with some pauses 
for real-time responses. 

A2 
Can post online how he/she is feeling or what he/she is doing, using formulaic expressions, and respond to further 
comments with simple thanks or apology. 

Pre-A1 Can establish basic social contact online by using the simplest everyday polite forms of greetings and farewells. 

 

GOAL-ORIENTED ONLINE TRANSACTIONS AND  COLLABORATION 

C1 
Can deal effectively with communication problems and cultural issues that arise in online collaborative or transactional 
exchanges, by adjusting his/her register appropriately. 

A2+ Can exchange basic information with a supportive interlocutor online in order to address a problem or simple shared task. 

 

ESTABLISHING A POSITIVE ATMOSPHERE 

B2 

Can establish a supportive environment for sharing ideas and practice by providing clear explanations and encouraging 
people to explore and discuss the issue they are encountering, relating it to their experience. 

Can use humour appropriate to the situation (e.g. an anecdote, a joking or light-hearted comment) in order to create a 
positive atmosphere or to redirect attention. 

Can create a positive atmosphere and encourage participation by giving both practical and emotional support. 

B1 
Can create a positive atmosphere by the way he/she greets and welcomes people and asks them a series of questions that 
demonstrate interest. 

  



 

 

PROCESSING TEXT IN SPEECH 

C1 

Can summarise clearly and fluently in well-structured language the significant ideas presented in complex texts, whether or 
not they relate to his/her own fields of interest or specialisation. 

Can summarise in clear, fluent, well-structured speech the information and arguments contained in complex, spoken or 
written texts on a wide range of general and specialised topics. 

B2+ 

Can summarise clearly in well-structured speech the information and arguments contained in complex spoken or written 
texts on a wide range of subjects related to his/her fields of interest and specialisation. 

Can clarify the implicit opinions and purposes of speakers, including attitudes. 

B1+ Can summarise and comment on factual information within his/her field of interest. 

 

PROCESSING TEXT IN WRITING 

B1 

Can summarise in writing the main points made in straightforward informational texts on subjects that are of personal or 
current interest. 

Can summarise in writing the main points made in spoken or written informational texts on subjects of personal interest, 
using simple formulations and the help of a dictionary to do so. 

 

VISUALLY REPRESENTING INFORMATION 

B2 

Can make abstract concepts accessible by visually representing them (e.g. in mind maps, tables, flowcharts, etc.), 
facilitating understanding by highlighting and explaining the relationship between ideas. 

Can represent information visually (with graphic organisers like mind maps, tables, flowcharts, etc.) to make both the key 
concepts and the relationship between them (e.g. problem-solution, compare-contrast) more accessible. 

Can, from a text, produce a graphic to present the main ideas in it (e.g. a mind map, pie chart, etc.) in order to help people 
understand the concepts involved. 

Can make the key points of abstract concepts more accessible by representing information visually (e.g. in mind maps, 
tables, flowcharts, etc.). 

Can visually represent a concept or a process in order to make relations between information explicit (e.g. in flowcharts, 
tables showing cause-effect, problem-solution). 

B1 

Can communicate the essential points of a concept or the main steps in a straightforward procedure by using a drawing or 
graphic organiser. 

Can represent straightforward information clearly with a graphic organiser (e.g. a PowerPoint slide contrasting before/after, 
advantages/disadvantages, problem/solution). 

Can create a drawing or diagram to illustrate a simple text written in high frequency language. 

 

EXPRESSING A PERSONAL RESPONSE TO CREATIVE TEXTS (INCLUDING LITERATURE) 

B1+ Can relate the emotions experienced by a character in a work to emotions he/she has experienced. 

A2 Can explain in simple sentences how a work of literature made him/her feel. 

 

ANALYSIS AND CRITICISM OF CREATIVE TEXTS (INCLUDING LITERATURE) 

C2 

Can analyse complex works of literature, identifying meanings, opinions and implicit attitudes. 

Can explain the effect of rhetorical/literary devices on the reader, e.g. the way in which the author changes style in order to 
convey different moods. 

  



 

 

FACILITATING COLLABORATIVE INTERACTION 

B2+ 
Can invite participation, introduce issues and manage contributions on matters within his/her academic or professional 
competence. 

B2+ 
Can keep a record of ideas and decisions in group work, discuss these with the group and structure a report back to a 
plenary. 

B2 Can intervene to support collaborative problem solving initiated by another person. 

B1 Can invite other people in a group to speak. 

 

COLLABORATING TO CONSTRUCT MEANING 

B2+ 

Can summarise and evaluate the main points of discussion on matters within his/her academic or professional competence. 

Can encourage people to contribute to a discussion, building upon one another’s information and ideas to come up with a 
concept or solution. 

B2 Can synthesise the key points towards the end of a discussion. 

 

MANAGING INTERACTION 

B2 
Can intervene to address problems in a group and to prevent the marginalisation of any participant. 

Can give clear instructions to organise pair and small group work and conclude them with summary reports in plenary. 

 

ENCOURAGING LOGICAL THINKING 

B2+ 

Can monitor performance non-intrusively and effectively, taking notes and later providing clear feedback. 

Can monitor group work, drawing attention to the characteristics of good work and encouraging peer evaluation. 

Can monitor small group discussion to ensure that ideas are not only exchanged but are used to build a line of argument or 
enquiry. 

B2 Can present information and instruct people to use it independently to try and solve problems. 

A1 Can use simple words and non-verbal signals to show interest in an idea. 

 

FACILITATING PLURICULTURAL COMMUNICATION 

C1 

Can recognise different communication conventions and their effect on discourse processes, adjust the way he/she speaks 
accordingly, and help to establish related ‘rules’ to support effective intercultural communication. 

Can interact flexibly and effectively in situations in which intercultural issues need to be acknowledged and tasks need to be 
completed together, by exploiting his/her capacity to belong to the group(s) whilst maintaining balance and distance. 

B2+ 
Can project him/herself empathetically into another person’s perspective and ways of thinking and feeling so as to respond 
appropriately with both words and actions. 

B2 

Can establish a relationship with members of other cultures, showing interest and empathy through questioning, 
expressions of agreement and identification of emotional and practical needs. 

Can encourage discussion without being dominant, expressing understanding and appreciation of different ideas, feelings 
and viewpoints, and inviting participants to contribute and react to each other’s ideas. 

Can help to create a shared understanding based on his/her appreciation of the use of direct/ indirect and explicit/ implicit 
communication. 

  



 

 

FACILITATING COMMUNICATION IN DELICATE SITUATIONS AND DISAGREEMENTS 

B2+ 

Can facilitate discussion of delicate situations or disagreements by outlining the essential issues that need resolving. 

Can formulate open-ended, neutral questions to obtain information about sensitive issues whilst minimising embarrassment 
or offense. 

Can use repetition and paraphrase to demonstrate detailed understanding of each party's requirements for an agreement. 

Can explain the background to a delicate situation or disagreement by repeating and summarising statements made. 

Can clarify interests and objectives in a negotiation with open-ended questions that convey a neutral atmosphere. 

Can facilitate discussion of a disagreement by explaining the origins of the problem, reporting respective lines of argument, 
outlining the essential issues that need resolving, and identifying points in common. 

Can help the parties in disagreement to consider different possible solutions by weighing the advantages and disadvantages 
of each solution. 

Can evaluate the position of one party in a disagreement and invite them to reconsider an issue, relating his/her 
argumentation to that party’s stated aim. 

B2 Can summarise the essentials of what has been agreed. 

 

LINKING TO PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE 

B2 

Can raise people’s awareness of how something builds on their existing knowledge by providing and explaining visual 
representations (e.g. diagram/chart, tables, flowcharts). 

Can explain clearly how something that will be introduced builds on what people probably already know. 

 

BREAKING DOWN COMPLICATED INFORMATION 

C1 
Can make a complex issue more comprehensible by building up the chain of steps or line of argument, and by recapitulating 
at key points. 

 

ADAPTING LANGUAGE 

C1 
Can make information in a complex written text (e.g. a scientific article) more accessible by presenting the content in a 
different genre and register. 

B2+ 
Can adapt articulation, sentence stress, intonation, speed and volume in order to structure content, highlight important 
aspects and mark transitions from one topic to another. 

B2 Can make difficult concepts in a complex spoken or written text more comprehensible through paraphrasing. 

B1+ 
Can use paraphrasing to explain the content of a spoken or written text on a familiar topic in a simplified, more concrete 
form. 

 

AMPLIFYING A DENSE TEXT 

B2 Can support understanding of unfamiliar language in a text by providing additional examples that contain similar language. 

 

STREAMLINING A TEXT 

C1 Can rewrite a complex source text, reorganising it in order to focus on the points of most relevance to target audience. 

B2 

Can distil the relevant information from different parts of the source text in order to guide the recipient to understanding the 
essential points. 

Can distil information from different parts of the source text in order to make accessible contrasting information and 
arguments contained in it. 

Can eliminate repetition and digressions in a text in order to make the essential message accessible. 

  



 

 

BUILDING ON PLURICULTURAL REPERTOIRE 

C2 
Can effectively employ, both in person and in writing, a wide variety of sophisticated communicative strategies to command, 
argue, persuade, dissuade, negotiate, counsel, and show empathy in a culturally appropriate manner. 

High 
B2+ 

Can exploit his/her awareness of similarities and differences between cultures for successful intercultural communication in 
both the personal and professional domains. 

High 
B2+ 

Can engage appropriately in communication, following the main verbal and non-verbal conventions and rituals appropriate 
to the context, coping with most difficulties that occur. 

B2 

Can recognise cultural stereotypes – favourable and discriminatory – and describe how they influence his/her own or 
another’s behaviour. 

Can analyse and explain the balance that he/she personally maintains in the adjustment process between acculturation and 
preserving his/her own culture(s). 

Can adapt his/her behaviour and verbal expression to new cultural environments, avoiding behaviours that he/she is aware 
may be viewed as impolite. 

Can explain his/her interpretation of culturally-specific opinions, practices, beliefs and values, pointing out similarities and 
differences to his/her own and other cultures. 

Can, in intercultural encounters, acknowledge otherness, appreciate things from perspectives other than his/her own normal 
worldview, and express him/herself sensitively. 

Can engage appropriately in communication, following the main verbal and non-verbal conventions and rituals appropriate 
to the context, coping with most difficulties that occur. 

Can work collaboratively with people who have different cultural orientations, discussing similarities and differences in views 
and perspectives. 

B2 

Can comment on cultural differences, comparing them in depth with his own experience and traditions. 

Can interact effectively in a situation in which intercultural issues need to be acknowledged in order to solve a task co-
operatively. 

Can enquire about relevant cultural norms and practices while collaborating in an intercultural encounter and then apply the 
knowledge gained under the constraints of real-time interaction. 

 

PLURILINGUAL COMPREHENSION  

A2 
Can exploit easily identifiable vocabulary (e.g. international expressions, words with roots common to different languages – 
like ‘bank’ or ‘music’) in order to form a hypothesis as to the meaning of a text. 

 

BUILDING ON PLURILINGUAL REPERTOIRE 

C2 
Can borrow metaphors and other figures of speech from other languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire for rhetoric effect, 
elaborating, reformulating, and explaining them as necessary. 

C1 
Can tell a joke from a different language, keeping the punch line in the original language, because the joke depends on it 
and explaining the joke to those listeners who didn’t understand it. 

B2 

Can follow a conversation happening around him/her in a language or languages in which he/she has receptive 
competence, and express his/her contribution in a  language that is understood by one or more of the interlocutors. 

Can support understanding and the development of ideas in multilingual group work in which participants are using different 
languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire flexibly. 

Can manage interaction in two or more languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire in order to keep a discussion or a task 
moving, encouraging people to use their languages flexibly. 

Can engage a multilingual group in an activity and encourage contributions in different languages by narrating a 
story/incident in one language in his/her plurilingual repertoire and then explaining it in another. 

Can exploit, and explain if necessary, an expression from another language in his/her plurilingual repertoire for a concept for 
which such a suitable expression appears not to exist in the language being used. 

B1 
Can use an apt word from another language that the interlocutor speaks, when he/she cannot think of an adequate 
expression in the language being spoken. 

  



 

 

Sign language competences 

SIGN LANGUAGE REPERTOIRE 

C2 Can describe a phenomenon, e.g. a UFO, in a creative, abstract manner. 

C1 Can create original, artistic signing, going beyond known vocabulary. 

B2+ 
Can describe different aspects of something with precision. 

Can explain precisely the consequences that a decision will have. 

B2 

Can sign indirect messages (indirect questions, requests, wishes and demands). 

Can summarise the proposition being put to a vote, formulating it more simply with the relevant vocabulary. 

Can express clearly and precisely what he/she wants to, despite any vocabulary limitations. 

Can modify lexical signs. 

B1+ 

Can use comparison to characterise people and objects. 

Knows specific signing expressions connected with sign language culture. 

Can discuss the advantages and disadvantages of an issue. 

B1 

Can imitate the behaviour of living beings (people, animals). 

Can describe in simple sentences the places he/she visited on holiday. 

Can describe things with paraphrase, without knowing what they are called. 

A2+ Can explain something comprehensibly. 

A2 
Can indicate animals with lexical signs. 

Can correctly perform newly lexicalized signs, e.g. for persons or colours. 

A1 Can  employ simple mouth shapes appropriate to the context. 

 

DIAGRAMMATICAL ACCURACY 

C1 Can manually imitate the movements of objects/living beings (e.g. the gait of different animals). 

B2+ Can express comparisons (the same as ..., different to ...). 

B1+ Can form the plural with classified signs. 

B1 Can use different ways of expressing negation. 

 

SIGN TEXT STRUCTURE 

B2+ 

Can tell a story from beginning to end, without leaving out parts of it. 

Can, when describing something, name large unmoveable objects before small unmoveable objects, and introduce any 
moveable objects after the unmoveable ones. 

B2 

Can produce a text with a clear line of development. 

Can relate, for example, the plot of a film, a picture story, a narrative. 

Can deliver sufficient important information in adequate measure and leave to one side elements that are not important. 

Can link given signs fluently into a short coherent text. 

Can contrast and account for the opinions of others. 

B1+ Can use personal experiences as examples in order to support an argument. 

B1 

Can, when describing a person, a character, or an animal, list visible characteristics in the correct order (e.g. from head to 
toe). 

Can answer key questions on a text clearly.  

  



 

 

SETTING AND PERSPECTIVES 

Above 
C2 

Can employ a variety of different signing forms and techniques in an artistic way. 

C1 Can associate events presented with particular feelings (sunrise - feeling happy). Feelings as a reaction to the environment. 

B2 Can recruit people for an event, so that they register for it. 

B1+ Can establish the necessary conditions for a text (lighting, background, atmosphere of the room). 

A2 Can convey emotions with mimic. 

 

 SOCIOLINGUISTIC APPROPRIATENESS AND CULTURAL REPERTOIRE 

B2+ 

Knows the procedure followed in elections and referendums in his/her own country. 

Can designate the  people who are important for sign language and their functions (also internationally). 

Can make (indirect) reference to important dates, persons and institutions in his/her country. 

B1+ 

Can discreetly refer to people who are present by, for example, using a smaller signing space or by holding a hand in front 
of the index finger so that it is not apparent to whom the finger is pointing. 

Can indicate the institutions, laws and regulations that are important for sign language in his/her country. 

B1 

Knows the names of relevant government departments and political parties in his/her country. 

Knows the organisations that are most important for deaf people (e.g. the national council for the deaf, associations). 

Knows the language situation in his/her country (e.g. in Switzerland: 3 sign languages; 5 dialects of Swiss-German Sign 
Language (DSGS). 

 



The impact of the CEFR

Neus Figueras

This article provides some context for the unquestionable influence of the 
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages: Learning, 
Teaching, Assessment (CEFR) on language learning, teaching, and 
assessment ten years after its publication. If a survey about the most relevant 
and controversial document in the field in the twenty-first century were to 
be carried out, the CEFR would most surely be the top one. The document 
itself has been translated into all European languages, and its scales are 
now available in more than 40 languages, including sign language. The 
CEFR levels and its scales have become currency in Europe and beyond, and 
its recommendations—having seduced governments and institutions—are 
slowly finding their way into everyday practice. The CEFR, however, is not 
a model of absolute perfection, and criticisms and challenges will also be 
reviewed and discussed.

Defining what students should learn and describing it in such a way 
that it is useful and understandable for all parties involved has been for 
many decades the Holy Grail for educators and for policymakers.

During much of the twentieth century, theorists, researchers, and 
language professionals were very active in trying to describe what it 
means to learn languages and how they could be operationalized and 
sequenced for learning, for teaching, and for assessment purposes. 
Work was triggered almost in parallel on both sides of the Atlantic 
in the aftermath of World War II and the Korean War, international 
conflicts that made very apparent the need to learn foreign languages 
in order to be able to use them in everyday transactions, for social 
interaction, and for information transfer. Being able to use a language 
meant being able to put linguistic knowledge into practice; for the sake 
of certification, it was necessary to identify different levels of mastery 
along the learning continuum.

The publication of the Common European Framework of Reference 
for Languages: Learning, Teaching, Assessment (CEFR) in 2001 by the 
Council of Europe was the European response to the challenge, and its 
authors acknowledged the two main aims they had in mind:
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1  To encourage practitioners of all kinds in the language field, 
including language learners themselves, to reflect on such questions as:

 ■ What do we actually do when we speak (or write) to each other?
 ■ What enables us to act in this way?
 ■  How much of this do we need to learn when we try to use a new 

language?
 ■  How do we set our objectives and mark our progress along the 

path from total ignorance to effective mastery?
 ■ How does language learning take place?
 ■  What can we do to help ourselves and other people to learn a 

language better?

2  To make it easier for practitioners to tell each other and their 
clientele what they wish to help learners to achieve and how they 
attempt to do so. (Council of Europe 2001: xi)

However, despite the huge amount of work that has been put into 
changing language syllabi, changing methodologies, and changing 
assessment practice, and despite the discussions, debates, seminars, 
and congresses on the usefulness of the CEFR, it is still not possible 
to say that these language policies have been effectively transferred 
to classrooms or to teaching materials. Not all teaching and learning 
objectives are designed to meet communication needs, and not all 
assessment is geared to outcomes,1 that is, specific descriptions of what 
a student has demonstrated and understood at the completion of an 
activity or course. A lot has changed, but there is still the feeling that 
there is still much to be done before it can be said that policy matches 
real life, if that is ever possible.

The success of the CEFR is due to two main factors. The first one 
has been outlined in the Introduction, and it is both geopolitical and 
scientific. Governments and applied linguists wanted to link language 
learning, language teaching, and language assessment to a more real-life 
oriented approach and were striving to find a common currency, in 
terms of terminology and in terms of levels of attainment. The CEFR 
was a timely publication in this respect and acted as a catalyst. It 
provided a complex but operational definition of language that embodied 
the work of many decades, presented as the ‘action-oriented approach’ 
and commonly referred to in the text as the ‘horizontal dimension’.

In addition, the CEFR included definitions of different levels along the 
proficiency scale at six main levels, which were described in general terms 
and in relation to language activities and language tasks in over 50 descriptor 
scales, commonly referred to as the ‘vertical dimension’ (Figure 1).

The CEFR: 
contributions made

figure 1
The vertical 
dimension
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The second crucial factor for the success of the CEFR has to do with the 
characteristics of the approach it embodies, the positive wording of the 
level descriptors, and its non-compulsory nature with a structure open 
to multimodality and adaptations.

The construction of a comprehensive, transparent and coherent 
framework for language learning and teaching does not imply the 
imposition of one single uniform system. On the contrary, the 
framework should be open and flexible, so that it can be applied, with 
such adaptations as prove necessary, to particular situations. (Council 
of Europe op.cit.:7)

The CEFR gained international attention and respect very soon after 
its publication (Alderson 2002; Morrow 2004a, 2004b; Byrnes 2007), 
and there were two features in the document, both closely related to the 
‘vertical dimension’, which were the most salient and the most rapidly 
put into use.

One of them was the reference level labels (A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, and C2) 
which, especially in the field of testing, soon outshone all other aspects 
in the document and became valuable currency for governments, 
policymakers, and testing institutions to the dismay of many 
researchers and testing specialists.

The second feature to be quickly adopted was the empirically developed 
and validated reference level descriptors, which were to have an 
enormous influence in the drafting of objectives, targets, and outcomes 
in language learning programmes in different contexts for different 
uses and purposes.

The impact of these two features is of a very different nature. The 
use of the CEFR level labels, with or without their accompanying 
level descriptors, is very visible and has become commonplace in all 
educational levels in Europe (not only for adults and young adults 
learning foreign languages, but also for young learners and for L1 
learners)2 by different stakeholders (government officials, publishers, 
admissions officers at universities, immigration authorities) with 
different degrees of validity. Most CEFR level labels have been used to 
report the results of the European Language Indicator, SurveyLang.3 The 
majority of teachers and learners now seldom use terms like ‘beginner’ 
or ‘intermediate’, labels that have been replaced by the use of A1 or B1, 
sometimes with very little awareness of what they mean. It is not always 
the case that A1 is more transparent than ‘beginner’, especially if the 
label is used in isolation without its corresponding descriptor or if the 
descriptor is not clearly operationalized into outcomes.

The impact of the level descriptors has been less visible, although they 
have been equally widely used. Curricula and language programmes 
today are often outcome-based, drawn up with much more attention to 
real-life uses, and focused on what students will be able or should be 
able to do at the end of a course. The lack of direct acknowledgement 
of the CEFR is probably due to the fact that language objectives 
or outcomes have also been much adapted (sometimes beyond 

Common currency of 
the CEFR level labels 
and the influence 
of the CEFR level 
descriptors
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recognition), and the adaptations have seldom been reported and 
documented (see ‘Designing syllabus and materials’ in Morrow 2004a, 
for one of the few accounts of the use of the CEFR in published 
curricula). The contribution of the European Language Portfolio (ELP) 
in this respect needs to be taken into consideration. Whilst ‘using’ the 
CEFR beyond the level labels implies careful reading of the document 
itself before any direct, practical implementations are possible, ‘using’ 
the different components of the ELP is much more straightforward. 
The different instruments in the ELP (Portfolio, Language Biography, 
and Dossier) can be put into direct use with students, something that 
facilitated the understanding and dissemination of the CEFR approach 
and the familiarization with the phrasing of the descriptors, with the 
result that these have influenced the drafting of language objectives in 
curricula, in language programmes, and in lessons.

The reference level descriptors are one of the important innovations 
contained in the CEFR, not only in their technical aspects and 
recommendations on formulation (positiveness, definiteness, clarity, 
brevity, independence), but also in the empirical methodology used for 
developing them. The impact of both the technical recommendations 
and the need for empirical validation was highlighted by two projects 
which formulated descriptors during the period of development of the 
CEFR and were closely based on Draft two of the document, circulated 
in 1996, namely the DIALANG and the ALTE (Association of Language 
Testers in Europe) ‘Can do’ project.

Despite the huge variation across countries, programmes, and 
classrooms, it is common today to talk about what students ‘can do’ 
and describe it positively, in relation to what can be observed and not 
in relation to what they cannot do, as was often previously the case. 
Those readers who accessed the CEFR during the first few years after 
its publication will remember the impact caused by the descriptor for 
A1 in Table 1 in the CEFR (see Figure 2), where a level as low as A1 was 
described in terms of what types of activity were carried out, how they 
were done, and under which conditions and limitations. Underlining is 
provided to highlight this.

A1 Can understand and use familiar everyday expressions and very basic phrases aimed at the 

satisfaction of needs of a concrete type. Can introduce him/herself and others and can ask and 

answer questions about personal details such as where he/she lives, people he/she knows, and 

things he/she has. Can interact in a simple way, provided the other person talks slowly and 

clearly and is prepared to help.

A brief overview of the programmes of international teaching and 
assessment conferences during the recent past is sufficient to see 
how important the CEFR has been since its publication. Likewise, 
publishing houses and testing companies have included the CEFR level 
labels and the European stars in their brochures for some years now.

figure 2
Descriptor for level A1

Changing teaching 
and assessment 
practices

Characteristics of the 
CEFR reference level 
descriptors
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However, only a few books have been published directly on the 
didactic uses of the CEFR: Alderson (2002), Morrow (2004a), and 
Goullier (2007), this last one being perhaps the most hands-on, 
plurilingual attempt at describing how materials and methodologies 
change when putting the CEFR into practice. Something similar can 
be said about tests and assessment programmes. Despite the use of 
level labels and despite the obvious changes in marking schemes and 
in level definitions to match the recommendations already discussed 
in the drafting of descriptors, there are no published studies on the 
changes made in the tests and the effects on validity or enhanced 
relevance.

This mismatch between reported influences and published accounts 
is also present in textbooks. Although they may advertise themselves 
as ‘towards C1’, or ‘CEF correlation: C1 advanced’, and although 
they incorporate ‘portfolios’, ‘self-assessment charts’, and ‘can do 
worksheets’, they include tables of contents that are still the same as ten 
years ago, organized by topics or by language functions.

One of the most important contributions of the CEFR has been that of 
stirring the waters of the teaching and the testing professions, which 
has resulted in considerable professional growth (see Figueras 2007 for 
a discussion on this). Alongside the presence of CEFR- or ELP-related 
presentations, a myriad of projects and networks were set up in order 
to provide forums for discussion among European professionals in 
different fields who found themselves faced with a document worth 
discussing, and which had already attracted the interest of government 
officials. Activity was most visible in the field of testing, with projects 
like CEFTrain (http://www.helsinki.fi/project/ceftrain/index.html) or 
the Dutch CEFR construct project (http://www.lancs.ac.uk/fss/projects/
grid/), and the creation of EALTA (European Association for Language 
Testing and Assessment http://www.ealta.eu.org) with initial European 
funding, and in the field of teacher training itself, with activities 
initiated by the Council of Europe’s European Centre for Modern 
Languages in Austria, like the European Portfolio for Student Teachers 
of Languages, which eventually became a much consulted and useful 
document (http://archive.ecml.at/mtp2/fte/html/FTE_E_Results.htm).

The CEFR level descriptors are not objectives or outcomes. A level 
descriptor in the CEFR states what is observable in a learner at a certain 
level (see Appendix B in the CEFR for a summary; Council of Europe 
op. cit.: 217–25). A learning outcome needs to state what the learner 
will have learnt and will be able to do at the end of a course of study. 
Shifting from observable behaviour to achievable and identifiable 
targets is not always straightforward, but claiming CEFR-related 
outcomes makes that absolutely necessary, as the implementation of 
the action-oriented approach in the CEFR requires that curriculum, 
pedagogy, and assessment are not only related but interdependent. 
David Little (personal communication 2012) states that the CEFR level 
descriptors may be used to:

The added value of 
the CEFR: research 
networks and teacher 
training

From reference 
level descriptors 
to outcomes
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1 define a learning target
2 select and/or develop learning activities and materials
3 guide the selection and design of assessment tasks.

Therefore, curriculum designers and programme developers need to 
look at reference level descriptors in the CEFR with the three aims 
outlined by Little. For each level and each language activity (reading, 
listening, speaking production and interaction, and writing production 
and interaction), they need to work from the global scale in Table 1 
of the CEFR, to the self-assessment scale in Table 2, and through to 
the relevant scales, which for speaking production and interaction 
are in Table 3: qualitative aspects of spoken language use (ibid.: 28), 
followed by the 14 production and interaction illustrative scales (op.
cit.: 58–63). As they do this, they can flesh out the quality and quantity 
dimensions—the ‘what’ and the ‘how well’ in each descriptor—thus 
allowing for the formulation of objectives or outcomes. Here are some 
sample outcomes, taken from Spanish curricula for adult language 
schools (Escuelas Oficiales de Idiomas) for speaking production and 
interaction, and claiming to be linked to B1:

 ■ Make simple, rehearsed, presentations on familiar topics, 
highlighting important points.

 ■ Initiate and maintain conversations and intervene in discussions 
in standard language on general topics and/or related with his/her 
work, following social conventions.

 ■ Interact, in a coherent and comprehensible way, in a variety of 
learning and everyday situations to tell a story, share ideas and 
information, or express feelings.

Another example is the attainment targets for speaking UK (Modern 
Foreign Languages) Level 3, not explicitly correlated to a CEFR level but 
definitely sharing the characteristics described:

Pupils take part in brief prepared tasks of at least two or three 
exchanges, using visual or other cues to help them initiate and 
respond. They use short phrases to express personal responses [for 
example, likes, dislikes and feelings]. Although they use mainly 
memorised language, they occasionally substitute items of vocabulary 
to vary questions or statements. (http://www.education.gov.uk/
schools/teachingandlearning/curriculum/primary/b00199137/mfl/
attainment/speaking)

The CEFR has not been without criticism, which has come from 
different sides but which may be grouped into two main areas: a 
content area, and a political area. Many of the criticisms have pointed 
at challenges which were already addressed by the authors in the 
introductory chapters of the CEFR, and others, not foreseen, are shared 
by authors and users alike and will need to be addressed in the future.

In terms of content, the challenges that have emerged as the CEFR has 
increasingly been put into practice are related to the comprehensiveness 
and usefulness of the level descriptors for assessment, and their 
relevance and validity from the second language acquisition (SLA)  

Challenges raised by 
the CEFR
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perspective. In addition, they have to do with the ‘foul’ use of level 
labels and descriptors in some educational contexts.

The Dutch CEFR construct project (Alderson, Figueras, Kuijper, Nold, 
Takala, and Tardieu 2006) evidenced flaws in the CEFR when put 
into use for developing specifications for assessment. The fact that the 
aims of the CEFR were to cater for language learning in general with 
no concrete reference to one language in particular, the fact that the 
CEFR did not specify what was meant by ‘long’ or ‘short’ or ‘familiar’, 
the incoherence in the use of terminology (does ‘read’ mean the same 
as ‘understand’? And ‘look for’ or ‘identify’ the same as ‘find’?), and the 
lack of descriptors in some areas at higher levels (C1 and C2) presented 
problems for testing, which needs precise descriptions across the 
proficiency scales.

The field of SLA has been very critical of the CEFR. Hulstijn (2007) 
challenges what he refers to as the ‘two pillars’ of the CEFR descriptors: 
the quantity and the quality dimensions (the ‘what’ and the ‘how well’ 
an activity can be carried out). He does so on the basis of individual 
differences and variability among non-native speakers and identifies 
three types of second language users:

a)  L2 users who can only do a few things in terms of quantity but 
whose performance is characterized by high linguistic quality.

b)  L2 language users who can do many things in terms of quantity but 
whose performance is characterized by low linguistic quality, and

c)  L2 users whose quantity range matches their performance quality, 
as suggested by the CEFR scales of the mixed type. (ibid.: 666)

Hulstijn calls for empirical longitudinal studies that focus on learners’ 
proficiency development and can contribute to the refinement of the 
CEFR reference descriptors so far based only on raters’ assessment(s), 
an action that Little (2011) incorporates in his research agenda. In 
this respect, the development of the English Profile (http://www.
englishprofile.org/), a project that is currently looking at evidences of 
learner language and their characteristics in relation to the CEFR levels 
for English has a lot to offer.

A number of the uses to which the CEFR has been put were never called 
for by the authors or by the Council of Europe, and it is therefore not 
surprising that, in relation to these uses, it has been perceived by many as 
not adequate. The CEFR was developed to aid foreign language learning 
in the adult context in Europe but—because of its perceived usefulness 
and currency—it has been used widely at all education levels, also with 
L1, and with languages for specific purposes. Such uses were identified 
in a survey carried out by Martyniuk and Noijons (2007) prior to the 
Intergovernmental Policy Forum (The Common European Framework 
of Reference for Languages (CEFR) and The Development of Language 
Policies: Challenges and Responsibilities) held in February 2007 in 
Strasbourg. This event led to the publication of a Recommendation CM/
Rec(2008)7 of the Committee of Ministers to member states on the use 

The level descriptors 
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SLA development 
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along the proficiency 
continuum
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Notes
1 The use of the term ‘outcome’ in this article 

should be considered equivalent to other terms 
used in language learning programmes to 
describe a learning target, a learning objective, 
or a standard of attainment, phrased in terms 
of what a learner will be able to do with the 
language in a real-life situation if the course of 
study is completed successfully.

2 The Council of Europe has undertaken the 
Languages of Schooling project to address 
the issue of teaching and learning languages 
in mainstream education. The activities and 
publications of the project can be accessed 
at http://www.coe.int/t/dg4/linguistic/
Schoollang_en.asp

3 Information about this European project can be 
found at http://www.surveylang.org/
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English as a Lingua Franca from 
the classroom to the classroom

Jennifer Jenkins

English has served as a means of communication among speakers of 
different first languages (i.e. a lingua franca) for many centuries. Yet its 
present spread and use are so new that English as a Lingua Franca (ELF) in 
its current global manifestation did not exist as recently as 1946 when this 
Journal was launched. During the 20 years or so since it was first identified 
and empirically researched, however, ELF has grown from a minority interest 
within applied linguistics to a major field of study in its own right. And most 
recently, attention has turned to its implications for the ELT classroom. This 
article explores the development of research into ELF, examines some of 
the misconceptions about it that have been expressed (including in this very 
Journal), and considers its future in terms of ELT pedagogy.

Introduction: from 
the classroom . . .

It is fitting that an article on English as a Lingua Franca (henceforth, 
ELF) should appear in this special issue of ELTJ, Keith Morrow’s final 
one as Editor, since it was in the 1990s under his watch at ELTJ that, to 
my knowledge, the first article on ELF (Jenkins 1998) was published in 
an internationally read journal. At that time, ELF was virtually unknown 
even in applied linguistics/sociolinguistics/World Englishes circles, 
and for the sake of transparency, the better-known term ‘English as an 
International Language’ (or EIL) tended to be used instead. The two 
terms are, nevertheless, regarded by ELF researchers as synonymous, 
and over the past decade, ELF has gained ascendance, whereas EIL has 
fallen into minority use mainly because of its ambiguity.

But what, exactly, is ELF? In essence, as stated in the Abstract, it is a 
means of communication between people who come from different 
first language backgrounds. The website of the first and largest ELF 
corpus, the Vienna-Oxford International Corpus of English, or VOICE 
(see www.univie.ac.at/voice), adds that ELF is ‘additionally acquired’. 
This may seem obvious as far as non-native English speakers (NNESs) 
are concerned, since English, by definition, is not their L1. But it is less 
obvious in respect of native English speakers (NESs), because English, 
by definition, is their L1 and, as will be discussed below, ELF is not a 
language variety in the traditional sense of the term. The crucial point, 
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however, is that ELF (unlike EFL) is not the same phenomenon as English 
as a Native Language (ENL), and therefore needs to be acquired by L1 
English speakers too, albeit that their starting point, native English—
rather than some other language—makes the process less arduous.

It follows that any user of English, be they from an L1 English country, 
a post-colonial English country, or a country where English is neither 
L1 nor official language, can be a user of ELF. It also follows that those 
for whom English is the L1 do not determine the linguistic ‘agenda’ 
of ELF. Rather, NESs constitute a small minority of those who use 
English for the purposes of intercultural communication, and the 
NNES ELF-using majority therefore should not feel the need to defer 
to them for appropriate English use (see Seidlhofer 2011: 2). By the 
same token, NES ELF users need to be able to adjust (or accommodate) 
their habitual modes of reception and production in order to be 
more effective in ELF interactions. It is in this sense that ELF can be 
described as ‘additionally acquired’ by NESs.

Despite the phenomenal increase in the use of ELF around the world, 
the prevailing orientation in English language teaching and testing, 
and ELT materials remains undoubtedly towards ENL, with correctness 
and appropriateness still widely driven by NES use regardless of 
learners’ current or potential communication contexts. For example, 
typical ‘global’ ELT coursebooks, such as Headway and Oxford English 
Grammar Course, provide classroom models for production based 
largely or entirely on ENL (even if they may include recordings of 
non-native Englishes in order to raise awareness of their existence), 
whereas there are few examples indeed of coursebooks that adopt a 
more ELF-oriented, or at least NNES-oriented, approach, for example 
the New English File tentatively, and the Real Lives, Real Listening 
series more explicitly. Thus, learners of English who are more likely to 
use their English to communicate with other NNESs than with NESs, 
more often than not with no NESs present, are still being encouraged 
to aim for the kind of English that British or North American English 
speakers use among themselves. And when students around the world 
have completed their English language courses, it is this same native 
English (again, typically British or North American) that is assessed in 
the supposedly ‘international’ ELT examinations.

It was actually in the ELT classroom that I first became aware of ELF 
myself. For it was during the 1980s as an EFL teacher in London 
trying to instil near-native English into groups of students from a 
range of L1s (from mainland Europe, Latin America, and East Asia) 
that I noticed two things. Firstly, although they generally ‘learnt’ 
the rules they were taught, these students tended not to use them in 
natural(istic) conversation. In other words, when they spoke freely 
among themselves whether inside or outside the classroom, they often 
used other forms that seemed to be influenced both by their individual 
L1s and by factors relating to English itself (in so far as they all favoured 
the same ‘incorrect’ form regardless of their particular L1). Secondly, 
in most cases, their use of these alternative forms did not impede their 
mutual understanding either during classroom discussions, role plays, 
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simulations, and the like, or in social settings outside the classroom 
such as the café or pub, and when it did affect understanding, the cause 
most often seemed to be pronunciation related.

Despite the fact that successions of such EFL students were using 
their own versions of English effectively among themselves inside and 
outside my classes, I knew from my teacher training on Cambridge 
ESOL (then University of Cambridge Local Examination Syndicate) 
courses that their non-nativelike forms were (and still are, as I write 
in 2012) characterized in the mainstream second language acquisition 
(SLA) and ELT literature as errors: ‘interlanguage’ errors if classroom 
learning is still in progress, and ‘fossilized’ errors if it has ended. An 
‘interlanguage’ approach might (or might not) be relevant to EFL, where 
students learn English primarily in order to be able to communicate 
with NESs. But it seemed to me even then that it was irrelevant to the 
kinds of lingua franca uses to which my student groups were putting 
their English in their daily interactions with each other, or were likely to 
put them in their future working and social lives.

It was this observation that led me to conduct my first ELF research, 
which focused mainly on the ways in which ELF users accommodated 
to each other pronunciation-wise depending on the activity in progress. 
Naïve though that early ELF pronunciation research (for example 
Jenkins 2000) now seems by comparison with the more-nuanced ELF 
research and conceptualizing that followed, the empirically supported 
presentation of ELF as ‘an adaptable and creative use of language in its 
own right’ rather than ‘a deviant or erroneous version of native English’ 
(Seidlhofer 2011: back cover) was entirely new. And together with 
Seidlhofer’s (2001) call for descriptions of ELF, it provided an impetus 
for the establishment of the ELF paradigm.

I turn now to consider briefly the key ELF areas of research and to chart 
how understanding of ELF has developed and advanced over recent 
years (though for a more detailed discussion of developments in ELF 
research, see Jenkins with Cogo and Dewey 2011).

ELF: forms and 
functions

In describing my students’ apparent reluctance to use some of the 
native English forms I had taught them, I referred to the influence 
of both their various L1s (to which can be added any other languages 
they spoke) and English itself. ELF research has subsequently begun to 
demonstrate how these influences work. Starting with English itself, 
one important finding has been that forms identified as ‘typical ELF 
forms’ are often remarkably similar typologically to those that have 
already developed in both native and post-colonial Englishes. That 
is, ELF users, like native and post-colonial English users, seem to be 
exploiting the potential of the English language in ways that are found 
in any natural language development (see Seidlhofer 2011 on the 
‘virtual’ English language), often as a means of regularization. This is 
resulting in forms that differ from native English and are widely shared 
among ELF speakers from many different L1s, who may use them even 
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though—as in the case of my 1980s students—they know the native 
English version and the rule from which it derives. But despite their 
typological similarity to the kinds of forms found in native English, 
these NNES-led innovations tend to be regarded in ELT as errors until/
unless they are eventually ‘sanctioned’ by NES use.

To take a few examples, there is a tendency for uncountable nouns 
to become countable across all three English-using groups (native, 
post-colonial, and neither). The process simply seems to occur more 
slowly in native English than in post-colonial Englishes (which already 
use countable forms such as ‘furnitures’ and ‘staffs’ that would be 
considered errors in native English), and even more slowly than in the 
rest of the world (i.e. the places where English is neither the mother 
tongue nor an official language), whose speakers make copious use 
of forms such as ‘advices’, ‘feedbacks’, and ‘informations’. Other ELF 
forms arising from regularization that have precedents in native and 
post-colonial Englishes include zero marking of third person present 
singular –s, as in ‘she think’; merging of ‘who’ and ‘which’ (as native 
English already does in employing ‘that’ in defining relative clauses 
for both people and things, see Cogo and Dewey 2012), for example 
‘the book who . . . ’; and use of a multi-purpose question tag form such 
as ‘isn’t it?’ or ‘no?’. To these lexico-grammatical items can be added, 
pronunciation-wise, realizations of the phonemes /θ/ and /ð/, which 
are produced by numerous NNESs from a range of L1s with either 
[s] and [z] or [t] and [d], or a combination of the two sets, for example, 
‘think’ pronounced [sɪŋk] or [tɪŋk], not [θɪŋk], and ‘then’ pronounced 
[zen] or [den], not [ðen].

Turning to the second kind of influence, that of ELF speaker’s L1s/other 
languages they speak, a large body of research into ELF pragmatics 
demonstrates how ELF users draw on their bilingual or plurilingual 
resources (their L1s as well as any other languages they speak in 
addition to English) in order to project cultural identity, signal solidarity 
with an interlocutor, and prioritize communicative efficiency over 
correctness according to ENL.

Much of the research into ELF pragmatics has focused on the use of 
code switching and demonstrates that the prevailing ELT view of code 
switching, that it is used primarily to fill gaps in lexical knowledge, 
is often far from the truth. Klimpfinger (2009), for example, draws 
on the VOICE corpus to demonstrate how code switching provides 
multilingual ELF users with an additional linguistic tool and serves four 
main functions:

 ■ specifying an addressee
 ■ introducing another idea
 ■ signalling culture
 ■ appealing for assistance

with only the fourth implying a language gap. It is, however, the 
signalling culture function that has received most attention in ELF 
pragmatics research. Cogo (in Cogo and Dewey op.cit.), shows, for 
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instance, how a French ELF speaker uses the expression fleur bleue to 
gloss the English idiom ‘cheesy’, despite the fact that his German and 
Italian interlocutors have indicated that they already know the meaning 
of ‘cheesy’. The German interlocutor then glosses the English idiom 
with her native form kitschig. In both cases, the speakers are signalling 
their cultural identity, while intelligibility problems are pre-empted and 
the conversation enriched by their explanations of their L1 forms.

As well as switching into their own L1, ELF speakers are found to 
make use of their plurilingual resources to switch into the L1 of an 
interlocutor in order to signal a plurilingual identity and/or promote 
a sense of solidarity with the interlocutor by demonstrating ‘a special 
bond to another language or culture’ (Klimpfinger op.cit.: 361). ELF 
speakers are also shown to switch into languages that are not the L1 
of anyone present. For example, Cogo (in Cogo and Dewey op.cit.) 
demonstrates how a Japanese L1 speaker signals rapport with an 
Italian L1 interlocutor by switching into Spanish to offer biscuits 
(galletas), Spanish being close to Italian and known by both speakers. In 
addition, as Baker (2009) points out, ELF users may eschew national 
lingua-cultural associations altogether in favour of an identification that 
is more multi-lingua-cultural. He demonstrates (p. 581), for example, 
how a Thai and French-Belgian negotiate different interpretations of 
the word pétanque, arriving at a new one that transcends any national 
connotations.

Other research into ELF pragmatics focuses, like Jenkins’s early 
pronunciation research, on the use of accommodation strategies and 
ways in which ELF users adjust their speech to make it more like 
that of their interlocutors so as to signal solidarity and/or promote 
intelligibility. For example, Hülmbauer (2009) demonstrates the 
strategy of accommodative dovetailing, according to which one 
interlocutor knowingly repeats the ‘incorrect’ form another has 
uttered, and the first speaker repeats it again. While this makes for 
effective lingua franca communication, it would be seen, according to 
traditional SLA/ELT, as lack of competence by the first speaker and its 
reinforcement by the second. In a sense, then, it is the opposite of the 
use of reformulation as a corrective device in EFL classrooms, whereby 
the teacher may reformulate a learner’s ‘incorrect’ utterance regardless 
of its communicative effectiveness, and the learner then repeats the 
‘correct’, i.e. ENL, form.

ELF variability 
variably 
misinterpreted

As the above discussion of ELF pragmatics research findings 
demonstrates, ELF communication by its nature entails a substantial 
element of ‘online’ variability, to the extent that English speakers 
from a highly diverse range of lingua-cultural backgrounds negotiate 
and accommodate their English in situ. This means, in turn, that 
ELF cannot be conceptualized as a language ‘variety’ (or even several 
‘varieties’) in the traditional sense of the term. While it is indeed the 
case that researchers have been able to identify forms that differ from 
ENL and are frequently and systematically used by ELF speakers from 
many different L1s, as well as others that are characteristic of ELF 
speakers from individual L1s (in so far as there are distinctive features 
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of, say, Chinese use of ELF, German use of ELF, etc.), this is not the 
whole story. For even the earliest ELF research, for example Jenkins 
(2000), had documented ways in which contextual factors led to 
variation (in the latter case, phonological accommodation). And more 
recent research has increasingly noted, and begun to account for, the 
central role of these contextual factors in determining the ELF forms 
that occur in any particular interaction.

ELF, thus, does not fit into existing frameworks, and it makes better 
sense to approach it from a different perspective altogether, that of the 
notion of ‘communities of practice’ (see Seidlhofer 2011: 87–8). Such 
an approach is able to account for both ELF’s observed regularities 
across speakers and its variability in the context of the specific, and 
often very small, community’s interaction (for example a meeting of 
an international group of physicists or environmentalists), as speakers 
jointly develop a shared repertoire to suit their specific purposes on that 
specific occasion. Or, as Hülmbauer (op.cit.: 325) puts it, ‘ELF speakers 
with their individual backgrounds and resources contribute to a 
situational resource pool which changes as speaker constellations change’ 
(her italics).

The problem for some working at the more traditional end of 
ELT and SLA, and in World Englishes, seems to be a difficulty in 
conceptualizing language except in relation to the nation state, each 
with its (relatively) fixed, bounded, native language. In ELT and SLA, 
this translates into the belief that only ENL, the English of NESs, 
is a ‘proper’ English variety, with the main debate being whether 
EFL learners should opt for a standard British or North American 
(or, occasionally, Australian) version as their target model, and SLA 
research focusing on how this native version can best be acquired. In 
World Englishes, with its ‘varieties of English’ approach, according 
to which the post-colonial nations each have their own relatively fixed 
English variety (Indian English, Nigerian English, and so on), the issue 
is slightly different, even though the conclusion is similar. That is, 
the argument goes, English is not an official language used in daily 
communication among the indigenous populations of the so-called 
EFL countries and thus does not fit into the traditional World Englishes 
varieties paradigm. It therefore ‘follows’ that English speakers from 
countries such as Germany and Japan should be taught a native or 
post-colonial variety of English. Somewhat ironically, then, the ELT 
industry and the World Englishes paradigm are in agreement on ‘EFL’ 
speakers’ lack of right to their own English, if on little else.

In both cases, the position leads to misinterpretations of ELF. On 
the one hand, as far as many ELT practitioners and mainstream SLA 
researchers are concerned, ELF is simply a case of ‘anything goes’ and 
constitutes linguistic anarchy to the extent that NNES ELF speakers 
‘fail’ to defer to ENL. In addition, ELF may be described in the ELT 
literature as a ‘reduced’ or ‘simplified’ version of English, whereas ELF 
research findings demonstrate, on the contrary, that ELF is as rich as 
any other English, including that of NESs. It is also claimed that ELF 
researchers wish to impose ELF on all learners of English and remove 
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from them the choice of which kind of English to learn rather than, 
as is the case, provide a greater element of choice. Meanwhile, from 
a World Englishes perspective, ELF is widely seen as a monolithic 
English, a single global ELF ‘variety’, somewhat amusingly, the opposite 
of ‘anything goes’. Of course, none of these accusations is true, as those 
who make them would discover, were they to read the copious ELF 
literature in this dynamic, fast-moving field.

I would not for a moment want to suggest that ELTJ is particularly 
guilty of publishing misinterpretations of ELF research, as this is by no 
means true: several other well-known journals including, for example, 
English Today and World Englishes are equally or more guilty in this 
respect. However, as anyone reading my article is likely to have access 
to other issues of ELTJ, I will mention a few instances where the kinds 
of misinterpretation to which I refer have appeared in this Journal.

Unfortunately ELTJ’s 15-reference rule prevents me from giving specific 
details as I do not wish to waste my precious reference allowance on 
such items. But if I might ‘cheat’ a little, readers will find examples 
of the kind of thing I mean by consulting the following recent issues 
of ELTJ: 64/4, 65/4, and 66/1, the latter item being an astonishingly 
misinformed ‘Point’ forming part of a ‘Point and counterpoint’. 
Looking further back, the most misinformed article on ELF to appear in 
ELTJ to date is that of Kuo (2006). To my mind, it is a pity that Kuo’s 
gross misrepresentation of ELF is so frequently and uncritically cited. 
By contrast, when presented to an ELF-informed audience (in a paper 
at the 4th International Conference of ELF in Hong Kong 2011), her 
arguments did not stand up at all to scrutiny.

Conclusion: . . . to 
the classroom

And so we return to the classroom, although not in order for me to 
provide specific pedagogic recommendations. For ELF researchers have 
always been careful to point out that we do not believe it is our place 
to tell teachers what to do, but that it is for ELT practitioners to decide 
whether/to what extent ELF is relevant to their learners in their context. 
ELF researchers have also always argued in favour of learner choice as 
to which kind of English to aim for (a choice which, it has to be said, 
often is not available in traditional EFL classrooms). All they ask is that 
learners are presented with the sociolinguistic facts of the spread of 
English around the world before they make their choice. Thus, although 
both Jenkins (2007: 241) and Seidlhofer (2011: 196–8) make tentative 
suggestions for incorporating some general ELF-oriented principles 
into ELT as and when required, they do not see it as their role to 
encroach any further on to teacher territory.

The process of introducing (or not introducing) ELF into ELT, as 
Dewey (2012) observes, begins with teachers and therefore with teacher 
education. He points out that although ELF research findings question 
many long-held beliefs about what and how English should be taught 
and tested, hitherto there has been little discussion of what this means 
in practice for ELT professionals. And this has led to a feeling of unease 
and insecurity among them, as tends to happen whenever existing 
language standards or pedagogies are challenged (see Jenkins 2007). 
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Dewey’s response (op.cit.) is to recommend working with teachers to 
help them explore the possibilities of an ELF approach. He reports on 
his own attempt to work collaboratively with teachers to do precisely 
this, an attempt which, he reports, has so far proved fruitful.

Others, too, consider the pedagogic challenges raised by ELF research. 
For instance, ELF is being researched in relation to learner motivation. 
Kormos, Kiddle, and Csizér (2011) explore the English language learning 
motivations of 518 Chilean learners. These researchers are interested 
in the possibility that traditional models of motivation may not apply 
now that English ‘has become an international language serving as a 
lingua franca in a globalized world’, and that ‘[c]onsequently, a new 
language-learning goal has emerged: international posture’ (p. 496). 
Crucially, they find ‘the most important learning goal of the surveyed 
students was related to the status of English as a lingua franca’ (p. 513). 
Other empirical research, such as that by Ranta (2010), reveals that 
younger NNESs are developing an awareness that the English they are 
taught in their ELT classrooms, both the idealizations and the ‘real’ 
native English, often does not reflect the kind of English they need to 
communicate in their intercultural lives outside.

Given the growing awareness of the need for pedagogical issues to be 
addressed in relation to ELF, it is timely that the organizers of the 5th 
International Conference of ELF (Istanbul 2012) have made it their 
conference theme. Although at the time of writing, the conference 
has not yet taken place, it is evident from the programme (see http://
www.elf5.org/) that there will be plentiful discussion of practical as 
well as theoretical issues. This may lead, in turn, to the development 
of ELF-oriented materials, which, admittedly, have been thin on the 
ground to date. In fact, the only book for teachers currently devoted to 
an ELF approach is Walker’s (2010) handbook on teaching ELF-oriented 
pronunciation, whereas as mentioned earlier, there are very few 
ELF-oriented coursebooks indeed for teachers to use in their classrooms 
with their students.

Meanwhile, there is as yet little evidence that the global examination 
boards, such as Cambridge ESOL, IELTS, and TOEFL, are taking 
account of ELF or are even willing to engage in debate with ELF 
researchers. The 2012 Going Global conference (see http://ihe.
britishcouncil.org/going-global) which, like all the previous Going 
Global conferences, was heavily sponsored by IELTS and TOEFL, is a 
case in point. From the online programme, it appears to have had only 
two talks on English language issues, one of which focused specifically 
on ‘how to understand and use’ TOEFL scores. By contrast, my proposal 
for a talk (‘Internationalizing English for the international university’), 
which included a challenge to these kinds of examinations from an ELF 
perspective, was rejected.

On the other hand, the negative orientations of testers and ELT/SLA 
traditionalists are increasingly being countered by a growing receptivity 
towards ELF, especially among younger ELF users and researchers. 
This is witnessed, for example, by a notable growth in the number of 
younger NNESs studying for PhDs in ELF and going on to publish 
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in the field. To this can be added other positive signs such as the 
establishment of ELF corpora in addition to VOICE, for example ELFA 
(the corpus of ELF in Academic Settings) and ACE (the Asian Corpus 
of English) among many others, and the launch of both the Journal of 
ELF and a new book series, Developments in ELF (De Gruyter Mouton). 
So it may not be too much longer before ELTJ is able to come full circle 
and report on ELF in the ELT classroom.
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Convivial communication: recontextualizing
communicative competence
Constant Leung King’s College London

The advent of the concept of communicative competence in English Language
Teaching (ELT) over thirty years ago signalled a shift from grammar-based
pedagogy to Communicative Language Teaching. It was generally accepted
that, in addition to grammar rules, language teaching needed to take account
of social context and social rules of use. The concept of communicative com-
petence, initially developed for ethnographic research, appeared to offer an
intellectual basis for pedagogic broadening. The transfer of this concept
from research to language teaching has, however, produced abstracted con-
texts and idealized social rules of use based on (English language) native-
speakerness. Drawing on recent work in the fields of World Englishes, English
as a lingua franca and Second Language Acquisition, this article argues that it
is imperative for ELT to take notice of real-world social, cultural and language
developments in contemporary conditions and to re-engage with a set of
reformulated ethnographic sensitivities and sensibilities.

Keywords: communicative competence, English Language Teaching, ethno-
graphy, native-speakerness, Second Language Acquisition

Oltre trent’anni fa l’introduzione del concetto di competenza comunicativa
nell’insegnamento della lingua inglese (ELT) segnò un passaggio dalla
pedagogia grammaticale al nuovo metodo della didattica comunicativa.
Divenne allora opinione diffusa che al di là delle regole grammaticali
l’insegnamento linguistico dovesse partire dal contesto sociale e dalle regole
sociali d’uso di una lingua. Il concetto di competenza comunicativa,
originariamente sviluppato per la ricerca etnografica, sembrava cioè in grado
di offrire una base intellettuale per la ristrutturazione della pedagogia. Tuttavia
il trasferimento di questo concetto dalla ricerca alla didattica ha avuto come
risultato un’ astrazione del contesto ed ha anche idealizzato le regole sociali
dell’uso linguistico fondandole sulla competenza nativa della lingua inglese.
Questo contributo trae spunto da alcuni studi recenti in vari settori – quello
dell’World Englishes, dell’inglese come lingue franca e dell’ Acquisizione
della Seconda Lingua, e propone in modo categorico che l’ELT tenga conto
dei reali sviluppi sociali, culturali e linguistici osservabili in quelle che sono
le effettive circostanze del mondo d’oggi, al fine di confrontarsi in modo piu’
accurato con le sensibilità e le sfumature etnografiche della realtà quotidiana
che ci circonda.

Parole chiave: competenza comunicativa, ELT (insegnamento dell’inglese),
etnografia, competenza del parlante nativo, acquisizione della L2
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Introduction

The activity of English Language Teaching (ELT) aimed at speakers
of different languages has been the subject of critical self-examination by
various practitioners, theorists and researchers for some time now. From
Phillipson’s (1992) critique of ELT as a form of post-WWII neo-colonialism
and Pennycook’s (1994) notion of English as a “global commodity” to
Canagarajah’s (1999) critique of the indiscriminate exporting of metropolitan-
based teaching methodologies to other educational environments and
Brumfit’s (2001: 117) reflexively-posed contention that “. . . it is not clear
exactly what it is that one is saying in talking about somebody as a
second language user”, many of the educational and intellectual assump-
tions and certainties that appeared to have underpinned much of ELT
as a transnationalized enterprise in the 1970s and early 1980s have been
challenged.

The English language, both as a set of linguistic resources and as a medium
for communication, has witnessed profound developments in the last few
decades. It is used by huge numbers of diverse speakers in varieties of ways
that could not have been envisaged in the 1960s and 1970s. It will be argued
here that the concept of communicative competence, which has provided
the intellectual anchor for the various versions of Communicative Language
Teaching (CLT) that appear in a vast array of ELT teacher training and
teaching materials, is itself in need of examination and possibly recasting.
Inter alia, the thorny and complex issues of language authority and norms
in the conceptualization of English language teaching will be examined.
The central aim of this article is to attempt to make a move towards a more
sentient re-articulation of the concept of communicative competence in
English as a second or additional language in contemporary conditions.
Throughout this conceptual discussion my main interest is in what
Widdowson (1989) refers to as “language knowledge”, or more precisely, the
epistemological nature of language and sociocultural knowledge implicated
in the concept of communicative competence. Perhaps it should be emphas-
ized that the arguments and comments made here are primarily concerned
with conceptual issues and not with the views and practices of any particular
group/s of teachers.

I will first revisit some of the seminal texts produced in the formative
period of development of the concept of ‘communicative competence’. The
constituent parts of this concept will be examined with a view to fore-
grounding the explicit and implicit assumptions about language knowledge
and language authority. After this the focus will shift to relevant works in
areas such as English as a lingua franca (ELF), World Englishes, and critical
SLA theory. The main reason for traversing these vast domains of enquiries
is to extract arguments and perspectives which will suggest directions for
updating and re-orienting the concept of communicative competence. In the
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final sections I will suggest a reframed ethnographic orientation that is capable
of making connections with emergent sensibilities in diverse contexts of
English language learning, teaching and use.

The term ‘English as a second language’ (ESL) is conventionally used
to refer to a context of use and/or learning where English is adopted as the
medium of communication for at least some public or government func-
tions (e.g. English in India and for some minority language communities
in countries such as the USA and the UK), and the term ‘English as a foreign
language’ (EFL) is used where English is not used/learned for public
functions. While these terms are still quite useful short-hand labels, recent
developments in the use of English in different contexts have made these
terms increasingly difficult to apply, as will be made obvious later. For the
future, terms such as ‘English as an additional language’ (EAL) and “English
for Speakers of Other Languages” (Widdowson 2004: 363, original italics) are
probably preferable because they are less weighed down with history, and
because they signal the possibility of defining English from the standpoint
of the users/learners. However, here I will continue to use the established
terms ESL and EFL where they are consistent with and appropriate to the
points being made.

Communicative competence

In the English-language applied linguistics literature, the emergence of the
concept of communicative competence was generally associated with a break
with an overly grammar-based paradigm for language studies. The works of
Austin (1962), Halliday (1973, 1975), Halliday, McIntosh and Strevens (1964)
and many others in the 1960s and early 1970s in the fields of language
studies and language teaching had paved the way for a paradigm shift.
Hymes’ (1972, 1977, 1994) ethnographically-oriented exploration of and
elaboration on communicative competence – itself a critique of Chomsky’s
(1965) highly abstracted notion of competence – serves in many ways as a
clarion call for language educators to pay attention to social rules of use, a
dimension of language use “without which the rules of grammar would be
useless”, as Hymes (1972: 278) says in an oft-quoted remark. (See also
Campbell and Wales 1970; for a discussion, see Howatt with Widdowson
2004: 326–37.) This inclusion of the ‘social’ makes it necessary to engage
with questions of context of communication and aspects of culture when
working towards an integrated theory of language in use. In this connection,
Hymes (1972: 281) suggests that four empirical questions must be raised:

1) Whether (and to what degree) something is formally possible;
2) Whether (and to what degree) something is feasible in virtue of the

means of implementation available;
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3) Whether (and to what degree) something is appropriate (adequate, happy,
successful) in relation to a context in which it is used and evaluated;

4) Whether (and to what degree) something is in fact done, actually
performed, and what its doing entails. [emphasis in original]

I will return to some of implications of these questions for ELT later. For
now it is sufficient to note that in this attempt to formulate the concept of
communicative competence, the constituent parts are context-sensitive, and
they are to be described and ascertained empirically through observation
and research. For instance, in relation to language as a code, Hymes (1977: 4)
has to this to say:

one cannot take a linguistic form, a given code, or even speech itself, as
a limiting frame of reference. One must take as context a community, or
network of persons, investigating its communicative activities as a whole,
so that any use of channel and code takes its place as part of the resources
upon which the members draw.

And later, slightly recast:

[Ethnography of communication] would approach language neither as
an abstracted form nor as an abstract correlate of a community, but as
situated in the flux and pattern of communicative events. It would study
communicative form and function in integral relation to each other.
(Hymes 1994: 12)

There is little doubt that this socio-culturally alert concept of communica-
tive competence has had a profound influence on ELT. Indeed the term
Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) was coined around this period in
the mid-1970s to mark a major shift in curriculum and pedagogic approaches.1

The following statements from two popular ELT teacher education books
bear witness to this point:

in the early 1970, a ‘sociolinguistic revolution’ took place, where the
emphasis given in linguistics to grammar was replaced by an interest in
‘language in use’ . . . The sociolinguistic revolution had a great effect on
language teaching . . . [It] was responsible for the development of a type
of syllabus which aimed to cater for the teaching of language in use – of
communicative competence. (Johnson 2001: 182–3)

The communicative movement in ELT . . . has, as one of its bases, a concept
of what it means to know a language and to be able to put that knowledge
to use in communicating with people in a variety of settings and situations.
One of the earliest terms of this concept was communicative competence . . .
(Hedge 2000: 44–5; italics in original)
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The recontextualization2 of the concept of communicative competence
for second and foreign language teaching can be seen to have been sig-
nificantly represented by the theoretical work of Canale and Swain in the
1980s. Building on the works of Hymes and others, they produced a series
of articles which can be regarded as a reference point for the formation of
the concept of communicative competence in second and foreign language
pedagogy (see Canale 1983, 1984; Canale and Swain 1980a,b).3 In these early
1980s articles Canale and Swain suggest that communicative competence
comprises four areas of knowledge and skills:

1) Grammatical competence. This competence is concerned with “knowledge
of lexical items and of rules of morphology, syntax, sentence-grammar
semantics, and phonology” (Canale and Swain 1980a: 29). This type of
knowledge and skill will allow the learner to understand and produce
accurately the literal meaning of utterances.

2) Sociolinguistic competence. This competence, broadly speaking, deals with
what Hymes (1972, 1974) would call the rules of use:

[it] addresses the extent to which utterances are produced and
understood appropriately in different sociolinguistic contexts depend-
ing on contextual factors such as status of participants, purposes of the
interaction, and norms or conventions of interaction . . . Appropriateness
of utterances refers to . . . appropriateness of meaning and appro-
priateness of meaning concerns the extent to which particular com-
municative functions (e.g. commanding, complaining and inviting),
attitudes (including politeness and formality) and ideas are judged to
be proper in a given situation. (Canale 1983: 7)

I take this last point to include what Hymes means by “whether (and to
what degree) something is in fact done”, in other words, probabilistic
rules of occurrence concerning whether something is “sayable” in a given
context.

3) Discourse competence. This competence is concerned with what Halliday
and Hasan (1976) would refer to as cohesion and Widdowson (1978) as
coherence. It deals with the knowledge and skill required to combine
grammatical forms and meanings to produce different types of unified
spoken or written texts, e.g. oral and written narratives, business reports
and so on:

Unity of a text is achieved through cohesion in form and coherence in
meaning. Cohesion deals with how utterances are linked structurally
and facilitates interpretation of a text. For example, the use of cohesion
devices such as pronouns, synonyms . . . Coherence refers to the rela-
tionship among the different meanings in a text, where these meanings
may be literal meanings, communicative functions and attitudes. (Canale
1983: 9)
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4) Strategic competence. This type of competence refers to:

mastery of verbal and non-verbal communication strategies that
may be called into action for two main reasons: (a) to compensate
for breakdowns in communication due to limiting conditions in
actual communication (e.g. momentary inability to recall an idea or
grammatical form) or due to insufficient competence in one or more
of the other areas above; and (b) to enhance the effectiveness of com-
munication (e.g. deliberately slow and soft speech for rhetorical effect).
(Canale 1983: 11)

Communicative competence, in this formulation, represented a con-
siderable broadening of the conceptual base of second language curriculum
and pedagogy. The attempt to embrace social, discoursal and interactional
dimensions in language teaching was both challenging and stimulating.
Although there were different interpretations within the professional
and academic research community at the time and in subsequent years –
see e.g. Brumfit (1984) for a collection of views and Bachman (1990) for
an expanded model of communicative competence – it would not be an
exaggeration to say that the theoretical framework presented by Canale
and Swain very quickly acquired, as Brown (2000) points out, the status of
a central doctrine for ELT, which in various manifestations in applied
linguistics and ELT teacher education handbooks and manuals has persisted
to this day.

Recontextualization

The transfer of Hymes’ ideas to ELT has involved some recontextualization
of the original meanings. From the point of view of this discussion, it is
important to note that in the recontextualization process, Hymes’ research-
oriented ideas have gone through an epistemic transformation: from
empirically oriented questions to an idealized pedagogic doctrine. As Dubin
(1989: 174) observes:

it is apparent that over time there has been a shift away from an agenda
for finding out what is happening in a community regarding language
use to a set of statements about what an idealized curriculum for L2
learning/acquisition should entail . . . [The concept of communicative
competence] has moved away from being a societally-grounded theory
in terms of describing and dealing with actual events and practices of
communication which take place within particular cultures.

This conversion of research concerns to a pedagogic doctrine was a
collective, cumulative and, in all probability, a non-conscious process. In
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many ways the process of recontextualization unavoidably implicates some
sort of transformation of the original because the different fields of intellectual
activity and enquiry involved have different priorities and concerns. In this
case language teaching professionals (including linguists qua language
educators) are not necessarily interested in ethnographic research accounts
of how communication is accomplished in different settings; they are more
directly concerned with what information or content should be included in
the curriculum and how such content should be worked on in the classroom.
Once the questions raised by Hymes were incorporated into a conceptual
framework, curriculum discussions had to attend to guidelines for developing
teaching and learning content and activities. The need to specify what is to
be taught and learned inevitably turns research questions, which allow the
possibility of both instability in existing knowledge and emergence of new
knowledge, into pedagogic guidelines and principles which have to assume
a degree of stability, transparency and certainty in existing knowledge. This
is, of course, not a zero-sum game; it is a matter of degree. For instance, in
Canale and Swain’s 1980 article the pedagogising of grammatical competence,
sociolinguistic competence and strategic competence is presented in terms of
what is to be selected and included in the curriculum from the existing
stocks of knowledge. The discussion is not couched in terms of whether we
have such knowledge or whether our existing knowledge is relevant, adequate
and/or appropriate. On the issue of discourse competence the authors are
less certain but nevertheless suggest that

[u]ntil more clear-cut theoretical statements about rules of discourse
emerge, it is perhaps most useful to think of these rules in terms of
the cohesion (i.e. grammatical links) and coherence (i.e. appropriate
combination of communicative functions) of groups of utterance. (Canale
and Swain 1980a: 30)

The process of recontextualization of the concept of communicative
competence can be seen quite clearly in the discussions of curriculum or
syllabus development. For instance, in a discussion on the development of a
communicative syllabus, Yalden (1983: 86–7) suggests that the designer has
to determine some aspects of the syllabus components:

The components [of a communicative syllabus] could be listed as follows:
1. as detailed a consideration as possible of the purposes for which the

learners wish to acquire the target language;
2. some idea of the setting in which they will want to use the target

language . . .
3. the socially defined role the learner will assume in the target language,

as well as their interlocutors . . .
4. the communicative events in which the learners will participate . . .

[emphasis in original]
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The purposes, settings, roles and events were sometimes established by
carrying out student needs surveys. Such surveys and analyses are not
generally interested in the type of information and data discussed by Hymes,
i.e. how communication is performed and what patterns of meaning-making
and meaning-taking occur in specific contexts. Curriculum developers are
concerned with working out students’ projected communication purposes
and contexts, e.g. learning English as a school subject or learning to use
English in an English-speaking work environment. The general idea here
is that once the students’ purposes and contexts of use are established,
curriculum/syllabus designers can draw on their knowledge of language
teaching/learning (i.e. theory and technical know-how) and language use
(i.e. the ‘what’ and the ‘how’) to specify the teaching programme with respect
to the various parts of the overall competence to be taught.4 The language
content is thus built on idealized typifications of what native speakers may
say and do in specified contexts.

In ELT teacher training materials the process of recontextualization is
also visible. In an early discussion on the principles of CLT, Morrow (1981:
60–1) advised the teacher to:

• focus on enabling students to learn “how to do something” and avoid
concentrating on formal knowledge such as the past tense for its own
sake – “. . . the starting point (and end point) of every lesson should be
an operation of some kind which the student might actually want to
perform in a foreign language. In reading, this might be understanding
a set of instructions . . .”;

• promote an ability to handle language use in the spoken and written
modes as whole texts, above “the sentence level” in “real” time with “real
language in real situations” [the notion of “real” here refers to simulated
forms of actual communication as represented by classroom activities];

• encourage active use of language in the classroom and “replicate as
far as possible the processes of communication, so that practice of the
forms of the target language can take place within a communicative
framework”.

Twenty years later, Brown’s (2001: 43) characterisation of CLT includes the
following:

• a focus on “the components (grammatical, discourse, functional,
sociolinguistic, and strategic) of communicative competence”;

• the use of language teaching techniques and student tasks “to engage
learners in the pragmatic, authentic, functional use of language for
meaningful purposes”;

• the positioning of the teacher as “a facilitator and guide . . . Students are
therefore encouraged to construct meaning through genuine linguistics
interaction with others”.
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More recently, McDonough and Shaw (2003: 21) list the implications of
the cumulative discussions on the communicative approach in the past
thirty years that have “helped to form the kinds of teaching materials we
work with and our attitudes to managing our classrooms”. These include a
concern for

• the “meaning potential” (pragmatic meaning in the context of use) and
function/s of language as well as for language form/s when designing
classroom work;

• appropriacy of language “alongside accuracy” in given contexts;
• use of language “beyond the sentence level”.

There is a certain commonality in the way CLT is described in the popular
ELT teacher training texts cited above. The common concerns are: pragmatic
language meaning in context (sociolinguistic competence), knowledge
and use of language above the sentence level in spoken and written discourse
(discourse competence), and active language use in learning activities
(strategic competence). These can be seen as an attempt to extract what is
useful in the original Canale and Swain formulation of communicative
competence for practical purposes in ELT. But this kind of operationalization
of the concept of communicative competence does not fit comfortably with
what was initially proposed by Hymes. The Hymesian ethnographic project
advocated the need to investigate and understand language use in specific
social and cultural contexts. In this perspective, as Grillo, Pratt and Street
(1987: 274) observe,

[t]here can be no a priori universalism. There may be universal forms of
speech and language, but these need to be discovered by research in
specific cultures and comparison between cultures. Only fieldwork, only
ethnography, will suffice to tell.5

It is therefore somewhat ironic to see that a kind of scaled-down universalism,
i.e. the language and communication inventory drawn up on the basis of
teachers’ and materials writers’ knowledge of what is likely to be said, returns
in an educational guise.6 The social now resides in the pedagogic projections
of the expert knower, the expert teacher. The immediate question is: what
has made this expert-generated universalism possible?

Language knowledge and language authority: the native
speaker perspective

In addition to the point made by Dubin (see earlier quote on p. 124), one
may add that the “idealized curriculum for L2 learning” was often built on
the perspective of an imagined or idealized native speaker of English. It may
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well be that a native speaker’s language knowledge has been seen as a
convenient source of ethnographic insight. The persistent over-use of the
concept of native speaker as a pedagogic reference point has been discussed
and critiqued over the years (e.g. Cook 2002; Rampton 1990; Widdowson
2003: ch. 4). But the native speaker has proved to be a remarkably resilient
concept, and it is still part of the bedrock of transnationalized ELT. Perhaps
this is not surprising, because we can see traces of the native speaker in the
Canale and Swain’s influential early discussions. In a passage on sociocultural
rules, the authors suggest that “. . . it is not clear that native speakers
of the second language [English] expect second language learners at
the early stages of a programme . . . to have mastered sociocultural rules
bearing on appropriateness” (Canale and Swain 1980: 12). In another passage
on the probabilistic rules of occurrence it is stated that “[k]nowledge of
what a native speaker is likely to say in a given context is to us a crucial
component of second language learners’ competence to understand second
language communication and to express themselves in a native-like way . . .”
(ibid.: 16). In a discussion on scoring student responses in a French as a
second language assessment project, Canale (1984: 116) recommends the
following:

Appropriateness. The concern here is the extent to which both the
information and form of information are socially appropriate and natural/
authentic (e.g. appropriate degree of politeness and formality, most likely
form of message that native speakers use) depending on contextual
variables such as topic, role of participant, setting and purpose.

The durability of the norming effect of the concept of the native speaker
can be found in an emergent field of study where one might have expected
a degree of built-in resistance. One of the pedagogic issues in the field of
English as an international language (EIL) or English as a lingua franca
(ELF) is: what kind of English should be adopted as the model or norm for
teaching? Even in this newly created intellectual space where the notions of
norms and standards could be discussed and critiqued more freely (in theory),
the controlling hand of the abstracted and idealized (English) native speaker
is easily felt. For instance, in a reasoned argument about the need for an EIL
corpus, Prodromou (2003: 11), having asked rhetorically “On what data can
we base alternative models for teaching EIL?”, describes his own work in
this way:

My own corpus differs from previous work on non-native speech
in focusing on natural, spontaneous speech produced by proficient
non-native users of English as a foreign language. The data I will describe
consists exclusively of naturally occurring conversation by highly
accomplished users of EIL”. [emphasis in original]
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It seems clear in this case that tacit judgements have been made with
some unspecified native-speaker norms in mind. How else could one identify
“proficient non-native users” when an EIL model apparently does not yet
exist? The pervasive influence of native-speakerness seems to have drifted
onto centre stage, perhaps without the scriptwriter noticing. In a discussion
on what teachers should know when they teach EIL, Sifakis (2004: 239)
draws a distinction between communication-bound issues (the means with
which interlocutors accomplish “cross-cultural comprehensibility”) and norm-
bound issues (e.g. English grammar and pronunciation) which, in the author’s
view, should adhere to native speaker “codification and standardness”. Again,
the native speaker’s right of entry is untrammelled. (I will return to the
significance of EIL/ELF as a field of enquiry later.)

The process of drawing up curriculum specifications has in effect treated
Hymes’ research questions as some sort of metaphoric pro forma headings
under which details of what and how language is used are supplied. These
details are selected and supplied on the basis of a combination of informed
expertise attained through professional training and professional work such
as student needs surveys (which could be carried out by native and non-
native speakers alike) and a native speaker’s experience and/or intuition on
matters of grammaticality and socio-cultural practices in language use.
Judgement-making remarks such as We’d say “I’m very well, thank you” when
people ask you how you are, we wouldn’t reply by saying “Good”, and We wouldn’t
say “the tree is ill” are examples of this kind of claim to native-speaker
authority. Of the two claims to authority, professional expertise and native-
speakerness, it is quite clear that in the professional world of ELT the second
is generally regarded as more preferable and more valuable. For example, as
part of a policy to improve the quality of English teaching in schools, there
is now a Native-speaking English Teachers (NET) scheme in Hong Kong.
The Assistant Language Teacher (ALT) scheme in Japan waives the
professional ELT qualification requirement if the applicants are from English-
speaking countries.7 (For a further discussion see McKay 2003: 8–13.) But
what is the basis of this native-speaker authority, and what does this approach
to authority in English leave out of the account?

The appeal to native-speakerness as a source of language expertise and
authority is grounded in an observation that people tend to generally know
their first/native language better than any other language/s they may speak
in terms of pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar patterns and rules of use.
There is also an implicitly posited link between one’s first/native language
and one’s tacit knowledge of what is grammatically allowable, whether or not
it is actually said. In addition to this, Davies (2003: 110) observes that native
speakers, inter alia, “can decide what is now in use”, and “[have] more
awareness of . . . context” which can assist the interpretation of intended
meaning.

At the level of broad generalisation, these observations seem to be con-
sistent with common experience. But these broad generalisations do not yield
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the context-derived descriptive information needed for curriculum develop-
ment, if Hymes’ notion of communicative competence were to be at the heart
of such enterprises. The problem lies in the tendency to assume that there is
an almost hard-wired relationship between the status of being a native speaker
of a language and a complete knowledge of and about that language (see
Leung, Harris and Rampton 1997; Rampton 1990) and that all native speakers
share the same knowledge. If we ask the question How much grammar does a
native speaker of English know and how much of this knowledge can s/he use?, it
becomes obvious that one cannot really answer this question without shifting
the terms of reference by saying It depends on which native speaker/s and in
what context. In other words, the abstract construct of the native speaker
ceases to be useful as soon as we try to extract descriptive details from it.

Of course the opposite would be true if we were to ask How much and
what sort of grammar does John the journalist need to know? Here we have, at
least in principle, a question that allows empirical investigation. In fact, with
respect to the four components of communicative competence discussed
earlier, the notion of the native speaker as a heuristic-cum-descriptive
device would only make sense if we specify individual/s or group/s of
native speakers and the contexts of language use. So the written discourse
competence required of journalists working for tabloids, as opposed to those
who work in television, can in principle be described empirically. Thus, in
so far as one may wish to refer to native speakers as a reference point for a
specific curriculum, they have to be specified in terms of a whole range
of attributes such as social/community position, context and modality of
language use, gender, age and so on. So while there are clearly native speakers
of English (as there are native speakers of other languages), there isn’t a
universal model of native speakers’ use of language. This is in fact a key
reason behind the points made by Hymes in the early 1970s.

A related problem is the abstracted concept of English (as a language) in
the formulation of ‘the native speaker of English’. Of the four sub-components
of communicative competence discussed earlier, the domain of grammaticality
seems to be the least complexified by social and cultural factors.8 But even
here the conferred straight-forwardness isn’t quite as secure as it might
seem at first glance. Consider the following expression: We’re goin’ cinema.
Most middle-aged and middle-class native speakers of southern ‘standard’
English in Britain (not necessarily living in southern England) would probably
find We’re goin’ cinema ungrammatical; but the Ø-to form of expression of
motion or direction is commonly used by London youths, particularly in
everyday informal conversations. The differences in respect of locality, age
and social background point to the need to recognize the importance of
language varieties (of the same language). As Davies (2003: 34) observes:
“grammaticality is not language-based but variety-based . . . even structurally
related varieties of one language cannot have exactly the same grammar”.
So there isn’t a unified and bounded phenomenon called English, except in
the sense of English being a set of codified lexical and grammatical resources
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which can be exploited and used for speech and writing or, as Widdowson
(2003: 51) calls it, “a virtual language”.

What is important here is that the notion of language variety has strong
social and cultural associations. In the field of ELT, the ‘native speaker’ variety
presented is generally the standard English used (or putatively used) by a
minority group of “self-elected elite” (Widdowson 2003: 37) of education and
language-teaching professionals. While it is possible to list some of the lexical,
syntactic and semantic differences between the standard varieties and the
non-standard varieties of English (for examples, see Jenkins 2003: 64–71), it
is not possible to produce a Hymesian-minded second language curriculum
with just a code-oriented account of linguistic features of a particular native-
speaker variety. As Canale and Swain’s formulation of communicative
competence makes amply clear, knowledge of a linguistic code is just one of
the components of overall competence. The social and cultural dimensions
are in many ways at the heart of the concept of communicative competence.
The operative word here is appropriate or appropriateness.

In the original Hymes schema appropriateness in language use is primarily
an empirical issue; one has to go out, as it were, and find data to show what
appropriateness is in different settings and with different participants. Some
generalizations may be developed through detailed observation and analysis
of actual social interaction. In this way accounts of generalisable patterns of
language use in certain social contexts, e.g. ways and means of presenting a
request by a socially powerful person, can be built up.

In the recontextualization process, however, appropriateness has turned
into a pedagogic space where specific forms of language use are selected
and projected as being appropriate according to some normative assumptions
of language practice set in an imagined social exchange. For instance, on the
topic of good manners, students are advised that

Americans sometimes find it difficult to accept the more formal
Japanese manners. They prefer to be casual and more informal, as
illustrated by the universal ‘Have a nice day!’ American waiters have a
one-word imperative ‘Enjoy!’ The British, of course, are cool and reserved.
The great topic of conversation between strangers in Britain is the weather
– unemotional and impersonal . . . (Soars and Soars 1996: 41)

The problem with this kind of projection is threefold. First, such an exercise
in script-writing necessarily demands “a fundamental idealization of a
culturally homogeneous speech community” (Levinson 1983: 25), the existence
of which is in itself debatable. The difficulty here is that building up a
curriculum on the basis of such idealized projections may turn out to be no
more than working with teacher intuition – no doubt a useful resource but
not a source of generalizable non-trivial observation.

Second, while it may be possible to introspectively develop an account of
how some native speakers may go about using language in supposedly
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appropriate ways, it is far from the case that members of any real native-
speaking community would always use the same agreed set of rules in
actual engagement. Fairclough (1992: 34) observes that “[i]n no actual speech
community do all members always behave in accordance with a shared
sense of which language varieties are appropriate for which contexts and
purpose”. We can extend this observation beyond language variety to say
that members of a native-speaker community do not necessarily adhere to
some shared rules of use with respect to co-operation, directness, explicitness,
politeness and other considerations in all instances of social interaction. Non-
observance of these rules is the stuff of life.

Third, if the projection of social norms were to be seen as anything other
than probabilistic guidelines, then the kind of invented description supplied
by Soars and Soars would actually be a form of prescription. At best, the
pedagogic value of such prescription is likely to be short-lived because novice
speakers of English may soon learn to abandon prescribed social routines
and language expressions since in real-life encounters their use value is
limited. At worst, a strong and insistent form of this kind of prescriptivism
may serve to mislead students as to what constitutes appropriateness among
speakers of English.

Furthermore, the notion of appropriateness is often invested with a good
deal of pragmatic power. There is an assumed correspondence between
appropriate language use in accordance with shared social rules and felicitous
communication outcome, and vice versa. In reality, flouting of the social
rules may be communicatively effective:

in general, if there is some communicative convention C that one does
in context Y, then suppose instead one does B in Y, or does A but in
context Z, one will not normally be taken to have simply violated the
conventions C and produced nonsense. Rather, one will generally be
taken to have exploited the conventions in order to communicate some
further pertinent message. (Levinson 1983: 26)

In English-speaking communities around the world, the cultural and literary
notions of irony, sarcasm and indeed humour would not exist if everyone
always behaved “appropriately”. It may well be the case that some learners
of English are not in a position to exploit such cultural resources in their
second language. But one has to be at least cautious about how much weight
one should give to such projected and idealized descriptions and prescriptions
of appropriateness in a pedagogic language model.

Views from other perspectives

We have now seen that the concept of communicative competence, as it
was formulated some thirty or so years ago, has gathered up a package
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of theoretical and epistemic assumptions and social values in the recon-
textualization process. These assumptions and values have permeated the
ELT profession through textbooks, examination and test syllabuses, teaching
manuals and teacher training materials which, in their turn, have influenced
curriculum specification, teaching practice and learning experience. Critics
of the status quo have argued for the need to reconceptualize ELT (see e.g.
McKay 2003; Pennycook 2000). One way of making a contribution to this
process of (self-)critical examination is to look at some recent developments
in adjacent fields of enquiry to see what, if any, relevant insights can be
found, particularly with respect to the primacy of native-speakerness and
the associated notion of (standard) English in the concept of communicative
competence. Developments in at least three fields of enquiry can throw some
light on this discussion.

Englishes in the world

It is estimated that there are between 320–380 million native speakers of
English and between 300–500 million ESL speakers in countries such as
India, the Philippines and Nigeria where English has been institutionalized
(e.g. a medium of the legal or education system). In addition to the ESL
speakers, it is estimated that there are about 500–1000 million people around
the world who use English for a variety of purposes and for whom English
is neither their native/first nor their second language; in more traditional
terms these would be regarded as EFL speakers (Crystal 2003; for a discussion
on the these estimates and categories see Jenkins 2003: section A, and Graddol
and Meinhof 1999). These numbers are interesting in that they point to the
fact that native speakers of English are a minority in the English-using world,
and they provide a backdrop against which we can begin to appreciate the
nature and scale of language preference, displacement and shift involving
English.

There is now a considerable literature on the existence of national
or regional varieties of English which are non-native varieties, e.g. Indian
English, Nigerian English, Malay English, Singapore English and so on.
Historically these varieties tend to be found in parts of the world where
contact with English had been established as part of earlier colonisation,
in other words the ‘outer circle’ in Kachru’s (1985, 1992) well-known
three-circle division of the world in terms of the statuses and functions of
the English language. According to Kachru, these Englishes are used for
public communication in their ‘home’ societies and can be characterized in a
number of ways:

(a) they have an extended range of uses in the sociolinguistic context of a
nation; (b) they have an extended range of register and style range; (c) a
process of nativization of the registers and styles has taken place, both in
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formal and in contextual terms; and (d) a body of nativized English
literature has developed . . . (Kachru 1992: 55)

Even a quick glance at the literature in this field would suggest that
fundamental questions such as Who owns English? and What do these new
varieties comprise? are being addressed theoretically and empirically (see
e.g. Chisanga and Kamwangamalu 1997; Davies 1991, 2002; Jenkins 2003:
section B; Kachru 1992; Wee 2002; Widdowson 1994). The salience of these
discussions for us is that they have highlighted the need to pay attention to
the existence of different ways of knowing and using English as a set of
linguistic resources. In one sense the phenomenon of nativization is neither
new nor recent; the existence of Australian English, Scottish English and so
on has long been acknowledged. But accounts of regional Englishes have
pointed to the increasing pace and intensity in the diversification of form
and use and, as a correlate, the spread of nativization of English in different
places, for instance:

• phonological reductions, e.g. seven-vowel contrasts in Hong Kong English
as opposed to eleven in British RP (Hung 2002);

• lexical and syntactic additions and extensions, e.g. lobola for the property
or money brought by a bridegroom to the bride’s parents9 and is it? as a
universal tag question indicating speaker interest without reference to
gender, number or person in the preceding turn in Southern African
English (Chisanga and Kamwangamalu 1997);

• genre hybridisation, e.g. the blending of traditional mantras such as
“family and God” with the contemporary discourse of “individual effort
and market forces” in Malaysian advertisements. (Hashim 2002)

These and other similar observations tell us that there are structural, semantic
and discourse innovations in the ways English is understood and used.
Epistemologically the term ‘nativization’ neatly returns us to the ethnographic
concerns with the local, which was one of the original inspirations for the
conceptualization of communicative competence. In a world where students
of English are not necessarily learning it to interact with native speakers of
English, as McKay (2003) observes, there are sound pedagogic and practical
reasons to pay attention to the existence of different varieties of English as a
key curriculum and classroom teaching consideration.10

English as a lingua franca

English is often referred to as a global language. It is the preferred language
for international political, business and professional communication, even in
contexts where alternative (and politically powerful) local languages are
available (Phillipson 2004). In these communications or interactions, all (or
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practically all) participants are non-native speakers of English. In this sense
English is used as a lingua franca (ELF).11 The occurrence and use of ELF
signal a language-contact situation where, without the community-wide
moment-by-moment monitoring and control by native speakers, English is
potentially amenable to development and change, or as Seidlhofer (2004:
212) argues more decisively, “ELF has taken on a life of its own, independent
to a considerable degree of the norms established by its native users”.
Sociolinguistically it is important to note that many of these interactions
tend to occur in what House (1999) refers to as “influential frameworks”,
e.g. multilateral business meetings involving multinational corporations,
European Union policy meetings, and international academic/professional
conferences; in other words, the use of ELF can be and is often associated
with high status and elite situations and users.

Research in ELF is beginning to produce descriptions of some of its
linguistic and pragmatic features and to explore these observed features
theoretically. Jenkins (2000, 2002, 2003) has developed a phonological lingua
franca core that shows that accurate production of some consonant sounds,
vowel length and the placing of tonic stress appears to be important for
intelligibility. For instance, substituting the vowel /a:/ with /Z:/ (e.g. bath
vs. birth) is reported to cause difficulties for interlocutors (Jenkins 2002: 88).
Other phonological features appear to be much more tolerant, as it were, of
variations from native-speaker pronunciation, and these include consonant
sounds such as /D/ and /T/, and the absence of the use of weak forms
(ibid.). Seidlhofer (2004) suggests that the various ongoing projects studying
different aspects of lexico-grammar of ELF, including the Vienna–Oxford
International Corpus of English (VOICE), are beginning to show that some
features, such as the dropping of the third-person present-tense –s, do not
appear to hinder communication, whereas the use of idiomatic speech can
cause intelligibility problems for interlocutors.

Work on the pragmatics of ELF to date suggests that this is likely to
be an area of considerable complexity. House (1999), for instance, reports
that in her data for a group of German-, Dutch- and Hungarian-speaking
students engaged in a game, there was little evidence of the participants
undertaking explicit repairs when misunderstanding occurred, and there
was much evidence of very short turns and parallel talk. Firth (1996) reports
a ‘let-it-pass’ principle in ELF business talk in that participants appear to
be prepared to tolerate ambiguity and not to seek reformulations or
negotiation of meaning. Meierkord (2002) observes that in ELF face-to-face
talk, participants may not deploy their first language communicative norms
in relation to turn length, pausing and overlapping speech; she also finds
evidence that there is some kind of construction of ‘third culture’ or
‘interculture’ when participants in ELF talk use laughter as a substitute for
back-channel verbal signals such as really? The complexity shown by the
work in ELF pragmatics is a good indication of the diverse contexts in which
ELF is being used as a recognisable variety/ies. In so far as pragmatics is
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an aspect of language use which is particularly susceptible to the influences
of local cultural practices and local norms of engagement generated by
participants, these diverse findings can be seen to reflect that ELF is
developing “a life of its own”. Indeed the capacity to accommodate and
incorporate change is a hallmark of a global language. As Bruthiaux (2003:
21) observes:

a language with global ambitions [must] be amenable to unplanned
change, a process unlikely to take place freely if the language is strongly
associated with a single dominant culture with powerful centralizing
and standardizing tendencies.

In different ways, the research in this area is pointing to the need for ELF
to be treated as sui generis. It also alerts us to the need to recognize emergent
varieties of English.

The ‘social’ in second language acquisition: widening perspectives

The tendency to interpret ‘communicativeness’ in terms of active use of
functionally oriented language by students in simulated classroom tasks has
been supported by what might be referred to as the mainstream research
paradigm for the past thirty years or so. A good deal of SLA research during
that time has framed the notion of the ‘social’ in terms of teaching and
learning. Block (2003: 26–30) characterizes this as the Input-Interaction-Output
model. The general principle is that language acquisition involves (a)
purposeful and active language use which creates the opportunity for the
learner to make sense of the target language (input and interaction) and (b)
production or rehearsal of language in classroom tasks (output). (For detailed
discussions, see e.g. Dulay, Burt and Krashen 1982; Crookes and Gass 1993a,b;
Krashen 1982, 1985; Nunan 1991; Skehan 1998; Swain 1985, 1995.) In this
perspective the notion of the social is tacitly understood in terms of social
interaction in the context of pedagogic activities. It is argued that interaction
offers learners an opportunity to use and work out meaning even when the
actual language forms encountered may be beyond their current level of
linguistic competence. In general, then, the idea of communicating with others
is often seen as a pedagogic device and ‘communication’ as a bounded
phenomenon of language-learning activity. One of the consequences of this
is that the social dimension – the dynamic and co-constructed processes of
actual communication – has been narrowly rendered into a form of guided
social practice to be learned by students in the CLT teacher training literature,
as we saw earlier.

This classroom-bound pedagogising of the ‘social’ has led to what
Pavlenko (2002: 280) refers to as a “reductionist, static and homogenous
view of culture” and, one might add, language practices (recall the earlier
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example of the alleged characteristic of Americans being informal or the
British being impersonal). Such reductionist and static idealizations are
at best partial representations of social reality. There is no one fixed way
of greeting people, any more than there is one way of talking to a bank clerk
or an airline worker. So, even if we were to assume ideal learning conditions
and perfect learner capacity to take advantage of classroom input and
practice, we would still be working with a partial representation of what the
‘social’ is.

Another aspect of the narrowing of the ‘social’ is the projection of social
interaction as a freely engaged, untrammelled and decontextualized human
activity in classrooms everywhere. The assumption seems to be that teacher-
designed learning activities can engender uninhibited social interaction
in the classroom. The reality is, of course, quite different. Social interac-
tion between teachers and students, and among students themselves, is
unavoidably influenced by participants’ perception of their role and interest
in context, participant power differentials, localized social practices and
cultural values, and a whole host of other contingent matters, as many
teachers would readily testify (Leung, Harris and Rampton 2004; Morita
2004). Furthermore, the Input-Interaction-Output model of SLA cannot
account for what goes on outside the classroom, where language learners
can encounter even more complex contexts and rules of social interaction.
Norton’s (2000) study of a group of immigrant women in Canada shows
that the opportunity to speak English can be tied up with one’s social position.
For instance Eva, one of the participants in Norton’s study, found her fellow
workers had little interest in engaging in conversation with her when she
was regarded as an outsider and when she was assigned menial low-grade
jobs. In some situations, as Pavlenko (2002: 287) puts it, “some target language
speakers may simply refuse to interact with L2 users”. In another study,
Gordon (2004) shows that in a particular US community, gendered division
of domestic responsibilities has created opportunities for immigrant Laotian
women to come in contact with their children’s schools and social services.
In turn, these encounters create the opportunities for the women to develop
a knowledge of the genres of English appropriate for dealing with these
institutions (an opportunity their husbands have not encountered in their
manual jobs). The point here is that the ‘social’ is far more complex than
what is normally projected in CLT teaching literature. And any attempt at
understanding, describing and teaching what is socially appropriate and
feasible language must look beyond the designed interaction stipulated by
the learning task and beyond the classroom.

Re-engaging the social: convivial communication

This discussion has been, by and large, conceptually oriented, and it would
seem that there is much re-orienting to be done at the heart of the concept of
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communicative competence. The interpretations and operationalization of
the concept of communicative competence over the past thirty years or so,
as evidenced by the mainstream of ELT literature, have psychologized and
reified the social dimension. This is not a debate about the importance of
individual psychological and cognitive processes in learning, about which
there is no question. But if the concept of communicative competence is to
serve ELT in the world today in the spirit of empirical receptivity in which
it was conceived, then we need to recast some of the possibly unwitting
epistemic and pedagogic assumptions. In this connection the three essential
qualities in an ethnographer’s experience described by Roberts et al. (2001:
93) are germane to this discussion:

Epistemological relativity . . . involves recognizing one’s own assumptions
about knowledge, and how it is legitimised in one’s own society, so as to
be able to view the knowledge of other societies with a more open
mind . . . Reflexivity . . . refers to the ability to reflect critically on the way
in which one’s own cultural background and standpoint influence one’s
view of other cultures . . . Critical consciousness . . . views ethnography
not simply as a convenient tool for studying and research but as itself a
product of particular dominant societies at a particular period.

At first sight such ethnographic sensitivities and sensibilities are not
relevant to ELT. The ELT profession does not require its practitioners to
become ethnographers. But by the nature of their professional work, ELT
practitioners often find themselves at the interfaces of cultures and languages
where professional judgements and evaluation (e.g. good/bad, acceptable/
not acceptable and so on) are made. It is in these moments of professional
decision-making that ethnographic sensitivities are potentially helpful.
Epistemological relativity, for an ELT professional, means that one accepts
that there are infinite ways of using language and that differences do not
automatically call for judgmental evaluation. The notion of reflexivity can
be interpreted to mean a preparedness to interrogate the ethno-cultural and
sociolinguistic basis of one’s own judgements on one’s own and others’
preferred language forms and ways of using language. Critical consciousness
calls for an alertness about the culturally specific ways of describing and
analysing both language and language teaching and learning in primarily
English-speaking countries. These three sensitivities are germane to the whole
spectrum of pedagogic issues in ELT – from lexical choices to discourse
pragmatics, and from definitions of a good language learner to teacher–
student relationships – and if adopted they would potentially enable the
ELT professional to re-engage with the socially dynamic uses of English and
to continuously re-work the contextualized meaning of the concept of
communicative competence.

This is not a call for “anything goes”, nor is it an endorsement of abdication
of a teacher’s professional responsibility to teach language forms and language
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use. Under contemporary conditions, it seems absolutely necessary for the
concept of communicative competence to attend to both the standard and
local Englishes, and to tune in to both established and emergent forms and
norms of use. Through the adoption of different sets of intellectual sensitivities
and sensibilities, such as the ones suggested by Roberts et al. (2001), we can
begin to de-reify culture-, context- and time-bound notions of linguistic
correctness, social and cultural appropriateness, real-life feasibility and
possibility in a convivial mood. In the light of what we now know in terms
of World Englishes and ELF, it is quite clear that, from the point of view of
curriculum conceptualization, the unquestioned and routine adoption of a
particular native-speaker variety of English and a particular set of idealized
social rules of use is no longer educationally satisfactory or desirable. It may
well be that, for instance, General American (pronunciation) and formal
North American registers are appropriate as pedagogic reference points for
an academic English programme in a US college, but they may not be suitable
for a similar programme in Singapore or India. The pedagogic language
model for any English-teaching programme should be related to its goals in
context. An idealized native-speaker model should not be an automatic first
choice. As Widdowson (2004: 361) argues:

one objection to insisting on conformity to native-speaker norms is
that to do so sets goals for learners which are both unrealistic and
unnecessary . . . It also has ideological implications . . . it can also be seen
as the authoritarian imposition of socio-cultural values which makes
learners subservient and prevents them from appropriating the language
as an expression of their identity.

The objectification and reification of curriculum knowledge largely based
on native-speaker idealizations and the reduction of the social to mean
classroom interaction have effectively insulated the concept of communicative
competence from the developments in English and the myriad ways in which
it is now understood and used in different contexts. Theoretically as well as
pedagogically, there is every reason to reconnect with the social world if the
concept of communicative competence is to mean anything more than a
textbook simulacrum of Englishes in the world.

Notes

1. It is not suggested here that prior to the advent of communicative competence
and CLT all ELT classroom teaching and materials were entirely grammar-based.
The shift is more in terms of intellectual orientation and professional discourse.
See also Savignon (2005) for a view on the formative period of CLT.

2. I am using the term ‘recontextualization’ in a sense that echoes Bernstein’s (1996:
116 –18) usage: the selective appropriation and transfer of knowledge from one
field to another.
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3. Some of Canale and Swain’s work on communicative competence during this
period often focused on French as an L2 in the Canadian context.

4. It is not suggested here that all curriculum writers shared an identical schema.
See Piepho (1981) for an example of a more student-oriented stance within a
communicative approach.

5. For a discussion of the methodological-cum-theoretical trajectory of this per-
spective, see Rampton (1998).

6. Gumperz ([1981] 1997: 40) sounded an early note of caution when he stated that
“[m]any sociolinguistic studies of communicative competence, in fact, aim at
little more than statements of regularities that describe the occurrence of utterances
or verbal strategies isolated by traditional methods of analysis in relation to
types of speakers, audiences, settings and situations. This leads to a highly
particularistic notion of competence . . .”.

7. For details of the NET scheme see http://www.emb.gov.hk/
index.aspx?nodeid=1286andlangno=1, and for details of the ALT scheme see
http://www.mofa.go.jp/j_info/visit/jet/position.html.

8. This can, of course, be traced back to an over-interpretation of Chomsky’s (1965:
ch. 1; 1986: chs. 1 and 2) concept of idealized native speaker and Pinker’s (1994:
ch. 3) idea of ‘mentalese’.

9. Lexical additions drawing on a local language can be found in other nativized
‘native speaker’ varieties of English, e.g. billabong in Australian English.

10. A practical example of attempting to work with local language practices and
language norms can be found in Brown and Lumley (1998). This is an account of
a local development of an English language proficiency test for teachers of English
in Indonesia in which the authors attempt to operationalize communicative com-
petence in terms of contextualized local English language use and cultural norms.

11. The most widely accepted interpretation among ELF researchers is that ELF
interaction includes native speakers but that they do not include native speakers
in their data collection, while a small minority do not include native speakers in
ELF in any respect (Jenkins, personal communication, March 2005). My pedagogic
focus here allows a more inclusive approach, if for no other reason than a
pragmatic one that native-speaking English teachers often find themselves in
ELF situations in places such as Hong Kong where all other participants are L1
speakers of other languages and where local ELF norms operate.
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English as a lingua franca: ontology 
and ideology

Andrew Sewell

This article examines certain aspects of the debate surrounding English 
as a Lingua Franca (ELF). It argues that in some ways, neither ELF nor 
its opponents have come to terms with the complexities of English in a 
globalized world. By defining ELF according to how it differs from native-
speaker language use, ELF researchers have tended to essentialize and 
exaggerate these differences, creating a false dichotomy between ‘ELF’ and 
‘non-ELF’. At the same time, the conservatism of language teaching and 
testing in many parts of the world also suggests that there is further scope for 
an enhanced awareness of language variation. A desirable outcome of the 
debate would be the realization that all language use—whether by native 
or non-native speakers—is variable, emergent, contextual, and subject to 
hybridity and change.

The Point and Counterpoint exchange between Sowden (2012) 
and Cogo (2012) typifies the lively debate that has arisen between 
adherents and opponents of English as a Lingua Franca (ELF). In her 
response to Sowden’s critique, Cogo successfully deals with a number 
of misconceptions about the nature of ELF, both as a linguistic 
phenomenon and as an emerging research paradigm. However, 
in doing so, she draws attention to several unanswered questions 
about ELF. By considering some of these questions, I will make the 
case that the positions taken by both Cogo and Sowden fail to deal 
adequately with the complex and dynamic nature of language use in 
today’s world.

The first question arises from Sowden’s identification of the ontological 
issues surrounding ELF and relates to whether and how it is different 
from existing varieties. A consideration of this question suggests that 
the boundaries between ELF and ENL (English as a Native Language), 
or between the language use of non-native and native speakers, cannot 
be drawn as neatly as Cogo’s article suggests. Following on from this 
non-essentialist view of language, the present article then asks how 
ELT professionals and learners of English should respond to the issues 
generated by the ELF debate. In doing so, it outlines a view of language 
use that places variation at centre stage.
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As Sowden notes (op.cit.: 91), there have been contradictions in the 
way ELF is presented. Is it an emerging variety, an emergent process, 
a set of linguistic resources, or some combination of these? Cogo’s 
response illustrates the recent move away from language features and 
towards processes and practices in ELF (see also Jenkins, Cogo, and 
Dewey 2011). ELF is no longer seen as a variety, but rather as a set of 
practices. The aim of ELF research is not to identify common features, 
but to highlight the pragmatic strategies employed by speakers (Cogo 
op.cit.: 99).

The ‘processual turn’ in ELF reflects a general trend towards ‘an 
enhanced awareness of the contextual and interactional dimensions 
of language use’ (Canagarajah 2007: 924). However, some of Cogo’s 
statements regarding ELF suggest that there is a lingering tendency 
to see it as a distinct variety. According to Cogo (op.cit.: 103), it is 
‘a natural language’, and students can choose to ‘speak ELF’ as an 
alternative to speaking like native speakers (op.cit.: 104). Thus, ELF 
is still often defined in terms of how it differs from native-speaker 
varieties or ENL. Unfortunately, this has the effect of exaggerating such 
differences and ignores the great heterogeneity that exists within both 
ELF and native-speaker language use.

Elsewhere in the ELF literature, it is still common to find ELF 
promoted as a superior alternative to so-called native-speaker norms. 
In a state-of-the-art review, Jenkins et al. (op.cit.: 282) cite the 
Lingua Franca Core research of Jenkins (2000) as supporting the 
argument that ‘native English pronunciation is not optimum in ELF 
communication contexts’. But such dichotomies again obscure the 
realities of language variation. Fluent non-native speakers often use 
‘native’ English pronunciation features, such as weak forms, that 
are elsewhere flagged as likely to ‘hinder intelligibility’ (ibid.: 147). 
And although some native speakers may indeed speak too rapidly or 
reduce vowels to vanishing point, these are not essential features of 
an invariant ‘ENL’. They are a result of the characteristics of native-
speaker communities, and to suggest that they are uniquely associated 
with ‘native English’ (speakers or varieties) is to fall into the trap of 
essentialism.

In order to explain what I here call a non-essentialist view of 
language, an analogy with biological classification may be useful. 
Before the time of Darwin, and somewhat beyond, biological species 
were classified on the basis of the essential structural properties 
they seemed to possess. However, as Croft (2000: 13) explains, this 
essentialist view ran into difficulties when it was found that the 
members of a species could vary greatly among themselves, just 
as individual organisms might appear to be from the same species 
while actually belonging to distinct reproductive communities. The 
fact of evolutionary change also put paid to the essentialist position, 
as species could evolve and thereby lose their ‘essential’ structural 
properties (ibid.).

The essentialist view was replaced by the population theory of species, 
in which the reproductive isolation of a group of interbreeding 
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individuals is what defines it as a species. The linguistic equivalent of 
a biological population is thus a speech community, defined in terms 
of actual or potential communicative interaction (Croft op.cit.: 19–20). 
I do not wish to explain this equivalence in detail here and will instead 
note two important implications of a non-essentialist view of languages 
and language varieties. First, and as mentioned above, in many cases 
it is problematic to argue for the distinctiveness of language varieties 
based on the occurrence of language features, partly because these are 
used variably within speech communities. ELF researchers such as 
Cogo now acknowledge this, although revealing a lingering affection 
for formal distinctiveness (for example, ‘the kinds of language forms 
and skills involved in the use of European ELF’; Cogo and Jenkins 
2010: 271).

Second, and turning to skills, a non-essentialist viewpoint tends to 
discount claims that groups of speakers necessarily possess skills 
and attributes which distinguish them from other groups. Cogo 
and Jenkins (ibid.: 273) argue that ‘ELF speakers are more effective 
precisely because they speak other languages’ (emphasis in original). 
This argument, which recalls Jenkins’ (op.cit.) distinction between 
‘MESs’ (monolingual English speakers) and ‘BESs’ (bilingual English 
speakers), is problematic for several reasons. Leaving aside the 
difficulties of yet another dichotomous (monolingual/multilingual) 
distinction, a radical implication of a non-essentialist perspective is that 
because people belong to multiple speech communities and need to use 
multiple codes, ‘all individuals are to some degree multilingual’ (Croft 
op.cit.: 167). By the same token, being bilingual or multilingual does 
not necessarily confer intercultural competence. Despite the various 
advantages of bilingualism, it is possible to be bilingual and yet lack 
familiarity with cultures other than one’s own. To argue otherwise is 
to believe that cultural experience is inherent in language and that the 
mental experience of people who use a language is the same (Ashcroft 
2009: 112).

My argument here is thus that although ELF researchers have 
correctly identified the need to decentre linguistic and pedagogical 
conceptualizations of English, they appear to have retained much of 
the conceptual apparatus of the old order. In addition, the enlistment 
of metaphors such as ‘fluidity’ (Cogo op.cit.: 99) is a double-edged 
sword for ELF. While accurately capturing the transient, emergent 
nature of communication in today’s world, it simultaneously raises the 
question of whether the term ‘ELF’ can capture anything distinctive 
about language form or language use. If these are characterized as 
being fluid, then arguments that rely on boundedness (ELF versus 
non-ELF, or native speaker versus non-native speaker) must be 
approached with caution. Cogo’s examples of ‘what ELF speakers do’ 
(op.cit.: 99–102) are interesting illustrations of interaction between 
non-native speakers, but they do not support the implied argument of 
distinctiveness.

Extract 1 in Cogo’s article (op.cit.: 100) draws attention to utterance 
completions, latching, and backchannelling in ELF communication, 
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but the literature on Conversation Analysis (CA) shows that these are 
commonly found and possibly obligatory features of conversation in 
general. Utterance completions are seen by Lerner (2004: 229) as being 
part of the ‘collaborative turn sequence’, which contributes to the local 
management and interactional achievement of conversation. Latching 
and backchannelling are also frequently mentioned in the CA literature. 
Extract 3 is used to show evidence of creativity and the co-construction 
of meaning, as the participants find multilingual alternatives for the 
informal English expression ‘cheesy’. Once again, many examples 
of ‘non-ELF’ interaction could be cited to show that conversation in 
general is creative and involves co-constructing meaning (see, for 
example, Cornbleet and Carter 2001: 85, where one of the subjects 
coins the term ‘Essexy’).

It may be the case that these phenomena are ‘particularly important 
in supporting ELF communication’ (Cogo op.cit.: 101) and that they 
are used in particular ways in such communication. However, it 
is important to appreciate that all language use—among whatever 
combination or grouping of native and non-native speakers—is 
situated, variable, and subject to hybridizing influences. As people 
increasingly belong to multiple communities, many of which are 
fractured in time and space, there seems to be little point in referring 
to ‘[t]he ELF community of speakers’ (Cogo op.cit.: 98). It is only if 
speakers themselves see ELF as a language for identification that it 
would make sense to talk of such a community. In such a case, the need 
to identify with other ELF speakers would overcome the constraints 
posed by (1) the transience of many ELF encounters and (2) the fact 
that people belong to many other communities in addition to the one 
partially defined by speaking ELF.

Although the concept of ‘language’ is itself an abstraction, some kinds 
of abstraction are of course necessary aids to thinking. However, the 
tendency to reify ELF, and juxtapose it with an equally reified model of 
ENL, is a seemingly unavoidable aspect of ELF discourse. As outlined 
above, this oppositional stance tends to rely on overgeneralizations 
about both native and non-native speakers of English and their 
accompanying ‘varieties’. ELF involves a critical perspective on applied 
linguistics and therefore challenges ‘apolitical’ approaches towards 
the subject. Although this provides welcome illumination, there are 
noticeable shadows. Those encountering the debate must therefore 
exercise great care in treading upon what has become ideologically 
contested territory.

To illustrate this, I will return to the example of so-called ELF 
pronunciation. Continuing the essentialist theme, Cogo and Jenkins 
(op.cit.: 276) claim as follows:

ELF speakers from a range of L1s regularly substitute voiceless 
and voiced ‘th’ with either /t/ and /d/ or /s/ and /z/. They also 
either vocalise dark ‘l’ so that the ‘l’ sound in the word ‘pull’ is 
pronounced as ‘w’ (hence ‘puw’), or they substitute it with clear ‘l’, 
which native English speakers only use when followed by a vowel 
sound.
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There are several problems with this assertion. Although many ELF 
speakers do indeed use these substitutions, they are often used variably 
by individual speakers (for example for stylistic purposes). Many 
native English speakers also use substitutions for the ‘th’ sounds. The 
vocalization of dark ‘l’ is a longstanding tendency in English; it explains 
why the letter ‘l’ in ‘walk’ is silent. And speakers of, for example, Welsh 
English use clear ‘l’ after vowels, as noted by Jenkins herself (op.cit.: 139).

Again, according to Cogo and Jenkins (op.cit.: 276–7), it is ‘native 
English’ pronunciations that are ‘more likely to cause communication 
problems in ELF settings’. Despite the frequency with which this claim 
is made, there seems to be little more than anecdotal evidence for it. 
Given that there were no native speakers in Jenkins’ (op.cit.) study, it 
is difficult to understand how it can be so frequently cited in support 
of the ‘native speakers are less intelligible’ argument. As already 
mentioned, I do not wish to deny the argument, but rather to question 
both the grounds upon which it is made and the usefulness of such a 
comparison. One is forced to conclude that the ELF/ENL opposition 
functions as little more than ‘essentialised community politics’ (Spivak 
1990, cited in Block 2007: 24). Although this may be an effective 
tactic in terms of raising awareness, Block (ibid.) concludes that it is 
‘not a good strategy to adopt when working as a researcher, trying to 
construct understandings and explanations of social phenomena’. ELT 
professionals should, therefore, be wary of some of the claims and 
counterclaims that are emerging from the ELF debate.

Despite drawing from post-structural views of language when 
necessary, ELF appears to have retained a classical Marxist concept 
of ideology, as evidenced by Cogo’s claim that attitudes towards 
language are ‘still heavily influenced by ideology and identity’ (op.cit.: 
103). Attitudes towards language are always affected by ideologies and 
identities. To assume that ideologies are only produced by dominant 
groups obscures the fact that counter-hegemonic discourses such 
as ELF also contain ideologies, and underestimates creativity and 
agency by implying that learners are the passive victims of dominant 
ideologies. It also puts ELF in the hazardous position of ‘claiming to 
reveal the truth by unmasking the obfuscatory workings of ideology’ 
(Pennycook 2001: 108).

In many respects, ELF is closely aligned with much current thinking 
about language as a dynamic, emergent, and, above all, social 
phenomenon. The conservatism of language teaching is rightly 
challenged by Cogo (op.cit.: 104), who also makes a convincing case 
for seeing it as part of a wider process involving a range of skills, 
attitudes, and areas of knowledge. ELF represents a clear departure 
from structuralist linguistics and its influence on language teaching, for 
example, in the form of the structural syllabus; Hall (2011: 201) notes 
that ‘many ELT coursebooks are still largely organized around 
structures’. Adopting an ELF perspective on teaching does not mean 
that norms and standards are no longer required, but that these are 
mutable concepts and that learners need to be introduced to language 
variation as soon as they are ready.
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A weakness of some approaches to ELF is that they tend to oversimplify 
the notion of learner choice and downplay the constraints posed by 
social structures and inequality. One reason why learners are often 
reluctant to abandon native-speaker models is that English is associated 
with the promise of social and spatial mobility (Blommaert 2010: 96). 
Models that are perceived to be ‘reduced’ in some way will be rejected 
for being unable to provide this mobility potential. There is no easy 
solution for learners, as there will necessarily be a ‘local playoff of 
structure and agency, of determination and creativity’ (ibid.: 101).

Although these requirements appear to be addressed by Cogo’s (op.
cit.: 104) claim that ELF is about ‘awareness and choice’, this seems to 
understate the difficulties of language learning. How many non-native 
speakers have the flexibility to ‘choose to speak like native speakers when 
they want to’ (op.cit.: 104)? While such a repertoire can only be desirable 
for some, obtaining it requires a high level of proficiency and involves 
exposure to many varieties of English, including those normally thought 
of as native-speaker varieties. Similarly, it is not clear from existing ELF 
research how far accommodation is possible for those speakers whose 
repertoire does not allow them ‘to change their speech patterns to make 
themselves more easily understandable’ (Cogo op.cit.: 99).

The message for learners seems to be that while ELF rightly 
emphasizes flexibility, maximizing this still requires the hard work 
of acquiring something resembling native-speaker competence. In 
addition to elucidating communicative strategies, ELF research may 
be able to help learners in this regard by identifying the features that 
are most important for international communication (as in the Lingua 
Franca Core developed by Jenkins op.cit.). This may not adequately 
address the social significance of language features, but it does free up 
time that can be used for more profitable learning activities.

The main contribution of the ELF debate may be to make us more 
aware of the need to problematize concepts such as ‘community’ 
and ‘language’, including ‘English’. Language teaching needs to 
move beyond a language-as-system view (as acknowledged by Cogo). 
Language teachers need to provide learners with critical awareness of 
language variation, at the appropriate stage, so that they are capable of 
entering into a variety of discourse communities. But such progress 
does not depend upon the construction of an idealized ELF, any 
more than upon the destruction of an ideologized ENL; part of the 
dynamic interplay between non-standard and standard language is 
that the former relies on its standard counterpart for visibility, for the 
construction of cultural difference (Ashcroft op.cit.: 112). As Larsen-
Freeman and Cameron (2008: 226) observe, ‘if what is labeled ELF is 
indeed a set of stable and emergent patterns then they should continue 
to emerge if standard English continues to be taught’.

Returning to the question of whether it is possible to ‘speak ELF’, at 
conferences, I have heard speakers claiming to speak ELF, while using 
language forms that are all but indistinguishable from those of native 
speakers. Leaving aside the interesting questions of what ELF is, and who 
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can, or cannot, speak it, it would be a desirable outcome if in future it were 
no longer necessary for speakers to make such assertions. It should be 
taken for granted that ‘speaking English’ is not associated with particular 
accents and will involve using other language features that do not conform 
to existing ideas of native-speaker models. It should also be clear that 
proficient speakers, in a twenty-first century definition of the term, are able 
to move between contexts and communities (Canagarajah op.cit.). Their 
use of language will change as they adapt to different environments and 
will thus make further untenable the idea of fixed norms of correctness.

But this does not mean that ‘anything goes’. The challenge for language 
teaching is to theorize and implement approaches that acknowledge the 
variability of language while still making it accessible and acceptable 
for actual contexts, classrooms, and learners. There needs to be an 
awareness of communicative processes, as well as products. Norms of 
some kind will still be required for teaching and learning, but these 
should not be adopted in an uncritical fashion. This, in turn, suggests 
that an interdisciplinary applied linguistics has an important role 
to play. In order to inform local practice, this must take account of 
social, historical, and cultural factors, as well as theorizing the local/
global interaction. It is insufficient to note and tacitly accept local 
preferences for what are seen as native-speaker norms (for example 
‘the Anglo-Saxon native-speaker model’ mentioned by Sowden op.
cit.: 95) without examining the nature of these ‘norms’ and the ways 
in which attitudes towards them are shaped by political and economic 
factors, mediated by language ideologies.

Despite the inequalities that globalization in its current form appears 
to propagate, the local and transnational adaptation of English offers 
exciting and potentially liberating opportunities. Just as ‘post-colonial’ 
English writers are now firmly within the ‘inner circle’ of contemporary 
English literature, ideas of ‘English’ will continue to evolve as the 
language becomes increasingly decentred. In this article, I have argued 
that during this evolutionary process, an artificially polarized debate 
between essentialized ‘varieties’ of language—native speaker and non-
native speaker, or ELF and non-ELF—is likely to be counterproductive.

Final revised version received June 2012
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